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by Gordon Mumma

When in 1972 the first edition of Allen Strange's Electronic Music: Systems, Tech
niques and Controls was published, the magenta, blue and white covered book rap
idly became ubiquitous. It was the first comprehensive and useful guide to the sub
ject, and was relatively easy to obtain. It had occasional errors of detail, and was
involved in the technological tumult before general standards were agreed upon, so
that some of the illustrative graphic symbols became relics. Nonetheless, that edition
proved quite robust.
At least two factors explain the first edition's survival for nearly a decade. Firstly,
Allen Strange organized the relatively new and complex material so that it evolved
with pedigogical sensibility. Secondly, his explanations of conceptual matters were
lucid. This lucidity may be due to a balance in the author's own world. He is an
experienced performer of electronic and acoustical instruments, a versatile com
poser, a historian-theorist of diverse cultural background, and a very effective teach
er.
In the ensuing years several other books on the subject appeared. Some contrib
uted updated material, and others devoted more attention to certain areas, though
often at the expense of others. In spite of the example set by Allen Strange's book,
none of the others seems to have achieved his balanced presentation. And few
matched his marvelous attitude towards the subject, an attitude which induced the
reader to be alert to the many possibilities of a rapidly developing creative me
dium.
This second edition, as the author notes in his preface, is in many respects a
new book. But it repeats that most important achievement of the earlier edition: it
is a comprehensive, detailed, and clearly organized guide to working with the instru
ments and technical procedures of electronic music. Besides the expected updating
which includes many devices and procedures developed during the 1970s, the author
continues his method of explaining details within the context of general operating
principles. This makes the book applicable to virtually any analog electronic music
apparatus.
In its relatively short history-a bit more than half a century-music made with
electronic and electro-acoustic means is well on its way to becoming as pluralistic as
that produced during many centuries with purely acoustic resources. It already has
both "cultivated" and "vernacular" traditions, which are widely disseminated by
broadcasting and recording throughout every part of the world. A major part of re
cent popular and commercial music would not exist without synthesizers and the
creative use of multi-track recording. The recording studio, whether the relatively
simple home-variety or a multi-million dollar commercial facility, has itself become
a musical instrument-in Brian Eno's words, "a compositional tool." Electronic mu
sic has even developed "folkloric" aspects. Electronic sensors originally designed to
detonate anti-personnel weapons are now used as components of public-access elec
tronic-music environments in shopping centers and galleries. This is certainly ana
logous to the use of cast-off oil drums in the making of steel-band music.
As with Allen Strange's earlier book, this new edition will continue to be an im
portant text for schools and universities. But perhaps more important, in a time of
declining support for arts innovation in educational institutions, this book will be vi
tal to creative people who develop their work independently.
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Preface
The original edition of this text was completed over
ten years ago. Compared to this new edition the orig
inal writing was a very simple task. In 1970 there were
only three or four commercially available instruments
-todav the number has increased to over thirty. What
was i� 1970 a basic instrument format has expanded
in many directions as there are available instruments.
Each manufacturer has a different design format and
different implications in terms of the application of the
instrument. To cover such a subject area called for a
complete rewriting of the text. Due to the incredible
growth in the field of electronic music instrumenta
tion the subject matter covered in this present text has
nearly doubled that of the first edition. In a sense it
is inaccurate to refer to this as a second edition; it
is really a second book created out of the ever ex
panding field. At the same time this new version makes
no claim to cover every possible resource and tech
nique available to today's musician. This text does,
however, deal with all of the generally accepted de
signs and techniques common to today's electronic in
struments. The instructor and reader will find that
it provides a firm and basic foundation of understand
ing which allows the user to develop the techniques
and processes specific to an individual instrument or
studio situation.
Regarding pedagogic technique, I know of no two
people who approach this extensive subject in exactly
the same manner. The organizational approach to
teaching electronic music is greatly dependent on the
resources of the instrument and the resources of the
studio. Instrument X may be very keyboard oriented,
implying one approach, while instrument Y is based
on pre-programming and suggests a completely dif
ferent orientation and approach. Some studios are de
signed around multitrack recording facilties, while
others exist strictly as real-time performance spaces
with little or no recording equipment. Some electronic
music programs are compositionally oriented, while
other programs deal only with techniques and prob
lems of instrument performance. This book is orga
nized in a manner which is adaptable to any approach.
Each chapter is a progressive overview of the what
and how of electronic instrumentation. Beginning with
a discussion of what "electronic music" means in this
decade, each chapter progresses from the basic con
siderations of electronic sound through basic tech
niques of control to advanced process of instrument
patching and sound modification.
X

The reader should not consider this to be a text on
electronic music compositiol!:____..Composition texts can
do more than explain either general or specific tech
niques of organization and structural manipulation.
When it comes to the "composing," this must be dealt
with on a personal, one-to-one relationship between
student, instructor, and the specific composition at
hand. This book is simply a text on "technique": how
to operate the instruments with various insights on
developing a consistent working method. Specific com
position assignments or "etudes" have to be designed
by the instructor, as appropriate to the given resources
of a studio. There are certainly compositional impli
cations of many of the patches and techniques explored
in this book. A particular mode of control or routing
of the signal patch through various modules deter
mines the variables of a musical situation. The per
former's manipulation of these variables is up to the
individual, and he/ she should be able to explore the
possibilities outside of any aesthetic I might be prone
to dictate. I have my own set of assignments specific
to my studio's resources, and I would expect that
every other teacher has his or her own set of specifics.
While every instrument has its own unique char
acteristics, the general operational principles remain
the same. With every instrument the performer must
deal with basic problems of routing signals through
various shaping and modification devices, establish
ing operational norms and configuring ongoing con
trols to produce the desired event. The signal flow
through any instrument begins with the sound source,
goes through selected modification circuits, and each
circuit is assigned some form of control, be it manual
manipulation or different kinds of pre-programming.
This text is organized in the same way the instrument
is organized. The initial chapters deal with the basic
sonic resources available to the musician. After the
introductory considerations each chapter is profusely
illustrated with patch diagrams and examples of ex
tant equipment. Several of the unique features avail
able on certain instruments are described in a general
manner, with the explanation that in many instances
these features can be replicated on other instruments.
Chapters 4 through 13 are dedicated to various tech
niques of control and sound processing. In these chap
ters the initial "basic patches" are logically expanded
and notated in a unified format. At the end of the
appropriate chapters there are projects and exercises

intended to enhance the reader's understanding of
various techniques. These projects and exercises have
been suggested by colleagues, and range from concep
tual problem solving to the realization of compositions
by different composers. The last third of the text deals
with techniques and devices usually external to the
actual performance instrument. Basic techniques of
mixing, tape recording, stereo and quadraphonic con
siderations, as well as performance electronics are cov
ered in sufficient detail to give the reader a substantial
point of departure for advanced development.
This book is not meant to be a substitute for an
instrument's operation manual or a general handbook
for a given studio; rather, it is a basic organizational
guide for learning. While many detailed techniques are
discussed, the specific patching format and specific
techniques have to be left to the individual instructor
and the manufactuerer's own documentation. Every
studio has a different design which is applicable to
itself; and this text makes no attempt to describe a
specific studio format. Such information must be left
to the instructor, and most of the initial class discus
sions deal with the layout and general operation of a
given studio. Because we present as many of the re
sources as are generally available, we realize that the
reader may find some of the material redundant or too
technical, depending on the goals of the class. The in
structor should design the reading assigments in con
sideration of this fact. Certain material may be irrele
vant to some situations and can easily be excluded.
Each chapter does, however, begin with the bare es
sentials of a subject area or technique and will be
applicable to every instrument. The teacher will also
find it necessary to augment certain portions of this
text, discussing devices and techniques specific to a
studio's own resources.
This present text contains over 400 illustrations de
signed to clarify, to demonstrate, and to expand the
reader's understanding of the techniques of electronic
music. At the same time it is recommended that the
reader keep a notebook of patches developed in class
or on his/her own studio time. Such patch libraries
prove invaluable as references while developing new
skills and techniques. At the end of each course I have
found it useful to make a class project out of com
piling all of the most useful student-generated patches
into a single document for future reference. Another
activiity I have found very useful to students is to
have certain patches and techniques documented on
tape. Any patch can potentially generate a wide range
of sounds, depending on the fine adjustment of the
various controls, and sonic models can be very useful
as guides for the beginning student. Each student may
also wish to keep a personal library of recorded patches.
Various patch assignments can be recorded on a cas-

sette tape by the students and indexed to a specific
diagram in a patchbook.
The reader_!, who are first beginning the study of
electronic music outside a controlled class situation
are encouraged to deal with the subjects as they appear
in sequence in this text. This will insure continuity
of subject matter and avoid encountering undefined
terms. The class instructor undoubtedly has his or her
own approach to which my approach may be per
fectly applicable. Or the instructor may wish to re
arrange the sequence of the middle chapters to ac
commodate his own methods. This is certainly to be
encouraged, as each chapter attempts to be as inde
pendent as possible. The problem of undefined terms
due to re-sequencing is solved by cross-references and
an extensive index. Certain definitions and clarifica
tions can also be presented by in-class lectures.
During recent years low cost technology and the
development of the micro-processor have generated
much interest in digital applications to the analog
electronic music system. At the present time there are
several operational systems which make computer con
trol of electronic instruments very attractive. It would
be redundant to attempt to rewrite the documenta
tion of these systems for . this text since such infor
mation is available from more direct sources. The
reader, however, will be introduced to some of these
approaches, and certain instruments specifically de
signed for local and/ or computer control will be cov
ered. Digital control, at this point at least, is providing
for more accessible and accurate performance tech
niques in terms of establishing and recalling complex
situations. It is also providing for the expansion of a
particular instrument's capabilities in terms of more
complex functions. This means that the computer is
increasing the efficiency of what these instruments
can usually do. The concepts of voltage control and
parametric design are the same with or without com
puter aid, and at the present time a separate chapter
dealing with digital control is not warranted. The
number of digitally controlled studios is limited and
their operational procedures are usually unique. Until
some common ground for digital control has been es
tablished in commercially available instruments, in
depth documentation is best left to the manufacturer.
At the present time certain companies offer instruments
specifically intended for digital control. These devices
will be dealt with in a context established by their
musical function. For example, a digitally controlled
amplifier is still an amplifier and serves the same para
metric function irrelevant of manner of control.
Modern digital technology has provided the mu
sician with some exciting new handles on musical
structure, especially in the area of time manipulation.
These instruments, with their basic operational meth
ods and musical applications, have opened up some
xi

possibilities for the musician which ten years ago were
considered impossible. In spite of these instruments'
dependence on digital sound reconstruction, their op
erational modes are compatible with modern analog
equipment and will be discussed with basically the
same vocabulary.
On the other side of the coin this book does not
concern itself exclusively with 'hi-tech' electronic mt
sical instruments. Today's state-of-the-art had its oe
ginnings with non-musical devices forced into a music
making chore. This is a healthy attitude for the arts
and is not to be discouraged: Techniques involving
extant equipment other than commercially available
instruments will be dealt with if those techniques pro
vide a workable music-making situation, and any sup
portative literature for these applications will be docu
mented. In certain situations a mailing tube and a
microphone may make a very suitable oscillator (see
page 207), and bits of editing tape can be used to
articulate complex rhythmic sequences. Some may find
these types of jury-rigged techniques far from so
phisicated but if they work, then they work! After all,
there must be some reason that the muscians' activi
ties are often called 'playing.'
The last chapter of this book is concerned with the
final task of the musician-the making of music. Sev
eral composers have been kind enough to make their
scores available specifically for the purpose of analysis
and performance. These works appear in their original
format as designed by the composers. Each score is
given in its complete form and is intended to be real
ized by those users with the proper resources. Even if

performance is not practical a detailed analysis of each
work will be time well spent. Since a score can never
completely represent the musical event, four of the
five works are available on Dolby cassettes specifically
as performance models. For information concerning
these tapes please write to Ocean Records, #4 Euclid
Avenue, Los Gatos, Calif., 95030.
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Preliminary
Statements about
the Subject Matter

The term "electronic music," a common post-1950 term,
has been the source of a certain amount of misunder
standing among musicians and audiences. Prior to the
I960s it usually referred to a type of music character
ized by presentation on pre-recorded tapes. The phrase
itself often called to mind a music based on discordant
sounds and angular structures. I certainly do not wish
to imply any negative value judgments about early
electronic music but am attempting to identify some
generalized characteristics in order to explain a gen
eralized aesthetic comment. To the non-p:-actitioner,
there was little or no distinction between the various
schools of rnusique concrete and 'pure' electronic mu
sic. While pre-1960 electronic music resulted in many
significant compositions and was the catalyst of the
research that led to present day electronic instruments,
there is some basis to this generalized electronic music
aesthetic that still lingers in the minds of many people.
Even today one might attend a concert of new
'acoustic' music concerned with new timbres and un
usual structural relationships and hear the comment
that it "sounded like electronic music"! What is the
reason for this association? The early history of elec
tronic media in music was a period of experimentation
with very little prior history to provide direction.
Schaeffer and the musique concrete group made music
with whatever sound they could capture on disc, wire
or tape. Eimert and Stockhausen, representing German
elektronische musik, heralded the use of the electric
oscillator as the source of 'pure' electronic music; the
Columbia-Princeton school was coaxing music out of
a $250,000 computer and capturing it on tape. What
expressions in that decade had in common has had a
significant role in formation of the layman's concept
of electronic music today.
Looking back on the years between 1950 and 1960
one's first observation is that the practitioners were
making music with devices designed for other pur
poses. The tape recorder, the oscillator and early com
puters were designed as tools of science and not tools
of art. Prior to that time our musical traditions told
us that musical instruments were plucked, bowed,

blown into, or struck, and these actions enabled us
to reproduce a history of musical thought. When the
computer, oscillator, and tape recorder were given the
role of a musical instrument, pluck, bow, blow and
strike were joined by a plug in, punch, turn and splice!
The musician was busy making music on instrumenta
tion not designed for conventional musical use. Since
the generation and control of sound on these devices
were generally foreign to our traditions at that time, it
was only logical that the resulting music would be pro
portionately removed from the norm. The results
brought to light some forgotten basic ideas about mu
sic, specifically about musical instruments.
To discuss musical instruments in a manner rele
vant to electronic media calls for a re-orientation rela
tive to what we may assume to be a simple subject.
We all know what musical instruments are-they are
things we play and make music with! This straight
forward definition implies some rather far reaching
concepts which may appear to be simultaneously quite
simple and somewhat technical. However, I think that
the patient reader will benefit by considering the fol
lowing ideas. Any musical instrument requires at least
three things: a method of playing (input or perhaps
stimulus), structural organization of the object being
played, and a resulting sound (output or response).
A violin is bowed or plucked, it is made of wood with
strings attached and tuned in a prescribed manner and
it produces a sound that we identify with that input
and structure. A laboratory oscillator has a dial which
is turned (input), it is made of a specific collection
and organization of electronic parts (structure) and it
behaves like a laboratory test oscillator. A violin pos
sesses the structure and inputting capabilities which
make the production of virtually any specific pitch
within a four octave range a simple matter for the
trained player. A laboratory test oscillator, while cap
able of a far greater range, cannot readily produce the
specific pitch patterns found in pre-1950 musical lit
erature. One can imagine trying to play a Bach ''Par
tita" by manually turning the dial on the front of
an oscillator. At the same time, however, it would be

very difficult to coax a smooth ten octave glissando
with a consistent timbre out df a violin. Thus the na
ture of a musical instrumen(-its input, structure and
output,-defines the musical characteristics of that in
strument. What really makes an instrument musical
is that a musician decides to make use of it.
This may all seem rather obvious, but may serve
to answer some basic questions and provide us with
guidelines to the functions of electronic media in the
sonic arts. During the decade between 1950 and 1960
composers and performers were making music on in
struments not designed for conventional performance.
The task of inputting or playing was difficult, and per
formance of any kind of pre-existing musical literature
was almost impossible. Even simple sequential event
structures were difficult to achieve. In this situation
one can readily understand that one reason for the
seemingly radical sounds of early electronic music was
partly due to the fact that the musicians could gen
erate such sounds with relative ease. Music exists in
a continuum of time and time will not wait for one
to find the next pitch on an oscillator or program a
new set of instructions for a computer. There were
two obvious solutions to the problem. One was to
build a new kind of music to accommodate the type
of instruments used. If precise pitch at specific times
was difficult to attain, then make a music that took
advantage of the things these instruments could do
such as extreme glides, non-fluxuating timbres, ex
panded dynamic ranges and so on. Hence-our first
models for the "electronic music." The alternate so
lution to the problem was, in essence, to stop time
in order for the performer or composer to rearrange
his collection of instruments, making ready for the next
event. In the field of electronic music the tape re
corder is an instrument which provides for this need.
To produce a precise sequence of pitches on a labo
ratory test oscillator one finds the starting note, re
cords it, turns off the tape recorder; finds the second
note, records that, turns off the tape recorder; finds
the third note and repeats this process until the se
quence of desired notes are on the tape. He then cuts
the tape into lengths which produce the desired rhyth
mic pattern and puts it all back together again with
splicing tape. The tape recorder then reproduces a
five second stream of pitches the composer needed
thirty minutes to construct. The reason for this out
of-time performance was that the generating instru
ment, in this case an oscillator, did not have the in
putting capabilities needed to produce the desired
event in real-time. The two obvious solutions to this
problem were to evolve the literature to suit the in
struments or to develop the instruments to suit the
literature. The evolution of technology and conscious
ness provided both. The development of new musical
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instruments has continued to remind us that we can
make music out of anything from which we choose
to make music. There is more to the art of sound than
twelve pitches, bowing, blowing, plucking and strik
ing. Many of what seemed like definitely unmusical
events in 1950 are now quite acceptable, even to the
conservative ear. The revolutionary music from the
Columbia-Princeton studios during the early and mid
dle 1950s is very tame compared to today's orchestral
music by composers such as Iannis Xenakis. Along
with the evolution of our aesthetic, the instrumentation
itself underwent significant development. Alterations
in oscillators were made, which allowed the performer
to control precise pitch change in real-time. We learned
that workable performance modes could be developed
for the musician. Oscillators and other artifacts once
designed for the communication studio were rede
signed to accommodate a wide variety of musical
thought. By the early 1960s electronic devices dedi
cated exclusively to the production of music were
available. The composer in the electronic medium no
longer had to work within narrowly defined limits,
nor was it necessary to manipulate the flow of time
with a tape recorder. Contemporary electronic musical
instruments are devices capable of a wide range of
inputs, structures and resulting sounds-all of which
are decided and implemented by the composer/per
former.
A trip to the local record store provides substan
tial insight into the current state-of-the-art. In the bin
marked "Electronic Music" one can find works by
John Cage, Milton Babbitt, reorchestrations of mas
terpieces ranging from Monteverdi to Stravinsky, a
variety of popular artists ranging from Herbie Han
cock to Klaus Schulze, contemporary masterworks by
Morton Subotnick, the Sonic Arts Union, and Karlheinz
Stockhausen; and I am sure this bin has grown sig
nificantly since this text went to the printer. If such a
wide variety of music is listed as "electronic music,"
then the term cannot possibly refer to any single aes
thetic production. What am I talking about when I
say this is a book about electronic music? What is it
that all of those records have in common? The answer
I provide and one which is the basic premise of this
text is instrumentation and orchestration.
The purpose of this book is to guide one in the
technique of playing electronic instruments. Beware
of the simplification of that statement. The subject
matter is a bit more complicated than might be imag
ined at this point, and the complication is due to the
nature of these instruments. A woodwind, string, brass
or percussion instrument is structurally constant. Per
formance modes have been established which accom
modate their structure and their sounds can be pre
cisely predicted. The reaso� a clarinet, trumpet, viola,
whatever, exists as a workable musical tool is because

it has a fixed structure which is based on a given set
of performance modes to provide a consistent response.
Whenever the composer, through whatever suitable
notation, instructs a performer to produce a certain
pitch by bowing a string, he is calling for a known
event to be produced. If he tells the performer to
change the nature of his input, perhaps to pluck the
string, he is still operating within a set of known per
formance modes and resulting sounds. This is pos
sible because the instrument is a fixed instrument-its
structure being the result of its technical evolution
tempered by the demands of its evolving literature.
Most electronic instruments, specifically the ones
to be dealt with in this book, are not fixed instru
ments. The contemporary electronic music system has
no pre-defined structure, but is initially a collection of
possibilities-a set of musical variables or parameters
such as pitch, loudness, space, timbre, etc., that exist
in an undedicated state. The contemporary electronic
music system offers several potential means for pitch
control; it has capabilities of shaping articulation and
loudness; it provides many methods for the control
of timbre and density, and so on. All of these pos
sible sources and controls are components of a yet to
be produced musical event. The art of electronic mu
sic involves organizing these parameters into desired
structural relationships, coming to some decision about
performance modes suited to the situation, and finally,
dealing with the task of actually playing the instru
ment to produce the musical experience. For example,
a composer or performer may require a two octave
ascending glissando from an instrument that has a
very harsh, metallic sound. In one situation it may be
convenient for the musician to produce that event by
turning a knob. In another situation it may be more
convenient to produce the same event by touching a
key, illumination of a light, or even by slamming a
door! Or perhaps he wishes for that door slam to set
off a 16 note sequence of pitches, while playing a
keyboard causes the sound to spin around the room
in various patterns. In another situation the harshness
of the sound may be determined by some internal
biological function such as the performer's brainwave
activity or perhaps by an external natural function
such as the air temperature in the room. The real task
at hand is the conception of the musical structure and
event and then deciding what sort of stimulus or ac
tion will call forth and/or alter those events. To the
reader not familiar with current electronic music lit
erature or instrumentation these examples may appear
to be far fetched. As unlikely as they may seem, they
are viable methods of controlling electronic sound and
serve to illustrate the range of performance modes
open to the musician today.
In the earlier edition of this book I reacted against
the use of the word "synthesizer" as applied to con-

temporary electronic musical instruments. Too often
that term has led to such phrases as 'synthetic music'
and 'synthetic sound.' Although I hold with my initial
viewpoint, the term is meaningful but in a different
sense than was originally implied. If synthesis refers
to building up from component parts, what is being
synthesized are musical instruments. ( Perhaps the in
struments should be called "synthetics" and the players
could then be called the "synthesizers!")
There are some final observations which should be
made in defining the scope of the subject matter in
this book. This is not a text on music theory, com
position, or detailed recording techniques. Thus it is
assumed that the reader possesses the basic academic
skills such as note reading. This work is written for
the musician from a practical musical viewpoint. It
explains how to approach, structure and play very
idiomatic instruments. An experienced composer knows
that it is difficult to compose for idiomatic instruments
unless he has some working knowledge about them.
The guitar and harp are good examples of this. If one
wishes to compose for an instrument he should have
a basic knowledge about what that instrument is cap
able of doing and how it is done.
Dealing with the concepts of parametric organiza
tion, voltage control, and tracing patch connections i5
certainly enough for the beginner, without having to
be concerned with the graces of compositional ges
ture, at least in the initial stages. This is not meant
to remove composition from the realm of this studv
but rather to point out that dealing successfully wit!�
composing for an idiomatic situation requires ade
quate working knowledge of that idiom. The approach
to be used here is to deal primarily with the task of
learning the sonic vocabulary of the electronic me
dium and developing the intellectual and performance
skills needed to bring those sounds to life. The act of
composition involves primary decisions about 'when'
and 'how long' an event is to occur. The 'when' and
'how long' are aesthetic decisions borne out of compo
sitional attitudes. This book can instruct one about
how to make sure things happen 'when' they are sup
posed to and offers techniques for controlling 'how
long.'
Although certain compositionally based etudes and
tutorially valuable scores will be suggested as a means
for exploring a specific technique available on the
instruments, large scale compositional assignments are
best left to the discretion of the instructor where they
can be tailored to meet individual situations. This is
also not to say that electronic instruments have not
contributed new ideas to the discipline of composing.
Since the art of electronic music involves structural
design it brings with it some new methods and slants
on traditional manners of organization. Electronic in
strumentation has also given us a new handle on the
3

parameters of time and space, actually offering us
some new things to compose with. These areas will
be covered, and their suggested applications hope
fully will lead to some new ideas for the composer.
But it should be recalled that the purpose of this book
is to teach the user to play the instrument. Not every
one involved with electronic music is especially in
tereited in composing. And I am quite sure that the
more competent performers of electronic instruments
there are, the happier the composers of electronic
music will be.

Parametric Design
A teacher of any subject matter has a two-fold respon
sibility; to be proficient and knowledgeable about the
subject matter; and to be familiar with the pedagogy of
the subject. As of this writing I know of no generally
accepted pedagogic method in the area of electronic
music. How does one go about learning and teaching
in this field? Perhaps the very nature of the subject
as it has been expounded in the previous pages makes
a single teaching approach impossible. A . consistent
approach is only possible when one has become aware
of the consistencies in the subject matter.
In the previous paragraphs I have gone to some
length to illustrate what I believe to be a consistent
concept in this area. This is the instruments' ability to
be structured according to an immediate musical need.
A successful practitioner in the field of electronic
music is one who can: 1) envision a musical event
( either of his own or others' invention); 2) demon
strate the musical knowledge and technical skills to
set up the instrument to produce the required events;
and 3) finally possess the artistic sensitivities to bring
the event to life-independent of whether he is in a
compositional studio environment or a real-time per
formance situation. This book is designed to deal with
two of these three areas.
The reader will be exposed to certain operational
principles which are common to all current electronic
musical instrumentation. These principles are based
on two concepts: pararnetric design and· voltage con
trol. The study of brass instruments teaches one to
deal with the production and control of sound in terms
of resonating tubes. Likewise, the early chapters will
show the reader how to view a musical event as a
set of electrical analogs. The pitch, loudness and tim
bre of a vibrating string can be described in terms
of that string's activity. In the same manner, the pro
duced pitch of an electronic instrument is described
as electricity behaving in a certain manner. Electronic
instruments provide a collection of circuits ( in some
cases called "modules") which provide control over
one or more elements of a musical situation. Struc
turing a musical event is a process of isolating those
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elements needed for the particular situation at hand,
and then prescribing a set of controls that will enable
those elements to work together in the most efficient
manner possible.
Parametric design is an analytical process in which
one envisions the individual and corporeal influences
of all of the parameters of an existing or imagined
sound. One will learn that parametric activities are
not isolated from one another. Pitch influences loud
ness, loudness influences timbre, timbre, in tum, in
fluences pitch, and around the circle goes. Thus, in
deciding how to obtain the desired results from an
electronic instrument one must be familiar with the
roles and limitations of each part of the instrument,
as well as possess a basic understanding of the psy
cho-acoustic nature of what he is going after. As these
electrical analogs of sound are explained, they will be
accompanied by whatever psycho-acoustic information
is needed to make the behavior of the instrument
meaningful in a musically perceived situation. Once
one is able to describe an event parametrically that
description has to be transferred to the instrument.
This is a physical or kinesthetic process of intercon
necting various parts of the instrument through
switches, patchcords or whatever, and turning knobs.
The mathematics used here will not go beyond ele
mentary multiplication; and discussion of internal cir
cuitry will be almost non-existent. Those interested in
the more detailed and technical aspects of this field
are referred to the annotated bibliography at the end
of this book.
Voltage Control involves the physical assignment
of various types of electronic activities to specific parts
of the instrument, and the production and routing
of those controls comprises the actual performance
techniques. Such controls are in the form of steady
and fluctuating voltages. Some voltages are pre-pro
grammed to come into play by the touch of a switch,
others are more efficiently handled by manual means
in real-time. Voltage control techniques are given
prime attention in this course of study, since this is
the basic operational principle behind current elec
tronic music instruments. The subject matter of this
book ends at this point.
It is within the scope of the text to prescribe meth
ods of electronic sound production, to provide illus
trative models by means of exploratory etudes, and
to suggest supportive literature in the form of re
cordings and scores to stimulate creative thinking. It
is not within the scope of this text to dictate musician
ship or aesthetic direction. Musicality is something the
student or teacher must bring into the situation on
his own. Aesthetic applications are so numerous that I
would not attempt to represent any others but my
own, and since my own are those only I am expected
to agree with I prefer to avoid the subject as much
as possible. Any references to literature will be in

terms of successful models of specific techniques; and
the student is urged to expand on these models. The
student is urged to not be limited by such references,
this text included, or by the front panel graphics of
an instrument. Try everything! Never wonder "should
I do this?". Instead an attitude of "I wonder what will
happen when I do this?" may lead to an expansion or
development of a unique technique. A designer may
manufacture a device to satisfy a specific musical need,
and an innovative musician may discover that the de
vice suits many other needs which never entered the
mind of the designer. For the most part current elec
tronic instruments are "student proof," so that any
thing one has access to through the front panel can
not cause any damage. In the case of a blown circuit
one can be comforted by the fact that electronic in
struments are usually easier to repair than acoustic
ones. Please don't interpret these remarks as though
the instruments are indestructible. Realize that they
are musical instruments and require the same care as
any fine instrument. But still, if you have an idea
give it a try.
After the basic concepts described above have been
dealt with, the subsequent chapters will be individu
ally dedicated to the exploration of techniques and
processes relevant to specific parameters and situa
tions. At this point there arises an organizational situa
tion which only the user can solve for himself. A com
posite musical event treats all of the parameters
collectively. Pitch, loudness, tone color, space, etc.,
all happen at the same time. But a successful approach
to the electronic media demands individual attention
to these parameters, at least in the initial stages. We
have to consider pitch, loudness, etc., as independent
variables in the learning stage, but we all know that
music does not occur as a set of individual variables.
If I were trying to describe how to imitate the music
of a particular composer it would be a relatively easy
task to approach and organize all the parameters in
a manner that would articulate a particular style. The
same can be said of a situation in which one was also
concerned with teaching the basics of music through
electronic instruments. Nevertheless, in dealing with
the "how to" of highly idiomatic instruments the teach
ing reference should be as variable or "modular" as
the instruments it represents. To some situations it
may be more useful to deal with the chapter on tape
recording as an introduction to the subject area. Those
interested in live performance may find that tape tech
niques have little to do with their anticipated appli
cations. Those with limited instrument facilities may
find the chapters on modulation techniques go into
much more detail than the instrument can accommo
date, while persons with access to larger instruments
will find these chapters essential.
Whatever the case, if you continue to develop your
techniques and instruments, all of the information here

will be applicable at some point, therefore, don't sell
the book when you finish it!

Patching and Notation
Since the synthesizer is not a "fixed" instrument the
musician working with electronic instruments has a
two-fold notational responsibility; 1) the notation of
the musical events and 2) the notation of how the
instrument is configured. In spite of many national
and international attempts to codify a notational sys
tem each artist still continues to use whatever method
suits his or her own needs ( this actually depends on
the templates and press-on letters the artist has avail
able at the time!). This text will be as consistent as
possible, but it should not be taken as an attempt at
universal codification. The evolution of music itself
resulted in and is still causing changes to the notational
system. As new instruments and new processes are
developed the various patching notations will change.
At the present time, however, the system used in this
text is clear and easily understood. The prime con
cern of this system is that the notation be relevant
to practically any electronic instrument. Each instru
ment provides sound sources and means of modify
ing the sounds. Each system requires the pe•rformer
to establish certain norms-to what pitch or frequency
are the oscillators tuned? Where in the spectrum is the
filter set? What is the initial setting of the amplifier?
All of these variables are referred to as offsets. Such
indications will be notated, when needed, directly next
to the module to which the notation refers. As you
will learn later in the text, all of the variables on an
instrument are usually controlled in some manner by
different functions on the instrument. A given con
trol may affect a great change in a parameter ( a four
octave jump in pitch), or a minute change in a para
meter ( a Ji tone change in pitch). The magnitude of
the change is determined by how much a control is
"attenuated," meaning literally to lower or reduce. In
other words a given control may be "attenuated" or
"processed" before it reaches the part of the instru
ment it will actually control. Thus the various "attenu
ation" or "processing" indications have to be notated,
along with the offsets." Where attenuation specifica
tions are critical the levels will be indicated next to
the affected module. If the attenuation is variable the
standard electronic attenuator symbol will be used as
illustrated in fig. 1.1.

Figure 1. 1. Attenuator
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in Hertz, but in terms of our ears' response, higher
intervals contain more Hertz than identical musical in
tervals in lower octaves.
Changes in loudness are due to perceptions of the
change of physical strength or amplitude of vibration.
The more energy contained in the air fronts moving
past our ears, the louder the perceived sound. Like
pitch, the perception of loudness is also non-linear.
Loudness is measured in units called decibels (abbre
viated db); this is the smallest unit of noticeable loud
ness difference the ear can detect. The decibel is usu
ally used as a measurement of relative loudness be
tween two events. If 1 db is assumed to be the softest
possible sound, then 60 db would represent the loud
ness level of a normal conversation at a distance of
about three feet. However, a db level of twice that
figure, 120 db, is not twice that loud, but 1,000 times
as loudP For the mathematically minded the decibel
equals 20 log 10 Pl/P2. Pl and P2 are the two differ
ence levels being compared. At this point it is only
necessary to realize that the decibel is a non-linear unit
of loudness measurement- perceived equal changes in
loudness taking more energy at louder levels. 4

Subjective and Objective Measurement
The perception of vibrations may be dealt with either
subjectively or objectively. An objective measurement
would be the observation of such vibrations against
a precisely calibrated measuring device, and under
every condition that same rate of vibration would al3. Some common decibel relationships to keep in mind are
6 db = 2:1, 10 db = 3:1, 20 db = 10:1, 40 db = 100:1,
60 db
1,000: 1. See Appendix II for a decibel chart.
4. Burke, A. Oscar, "The Decibel: Basics" DB5, No. 3 ( March
1974) pg. 24. The reader is referred to this article for a good
layman's study of the decibel.
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ways measure the same. For example, speaking of
pitch in terms of Hertz is an objective measurement.
A = 440 Hz is an objective statement because the
reference, a period of 1 second, is not variable. When,
however, these vibrations are forced through a variety
of media (around corners, through walls) under a
variety of conditions (different loudnesses, timbres,
etc.) the subjective measurement, what we actually
perceive and register, may not agree with the objec
tive measurement. It is not the intent of this book
to dealve into a detailed study of psycho-acoustics, but
it is important for the musician to realize that there
is a difference between objective and subjective mea
surements. 5 Objective appraisement involves measure
ments against a consistant norm: subjective appraise
ment is a perceptual measurement which can be in
fluenced by many variables. Frequency is an objec
tive measurement, but pitch is a subjective measure
ment. Frequency is objectively measured in Hertz, and
pitch is subjectively measured in musical intervals
such as thirds, fifths, octaves, etc., or in specific pitch
references such as Bb and CJ. Amplitude is an ob
jective measurement of the subjective phenomenon we
call loudness. Amplitude may be measured as voltage
levels, and loudness may be measured in terms of
decibels or traditional musical dynamics such as piano
and forte. In some cases decibels may be objectively
measured with various types of meters, but speaking
practically, the db is a measurement of what we hear.
The various conditions that alter our subjective per
ceptions will be discussed in situations where those
variables can be put under some sort of control.
5. For further reading in the area of psycho-acoustic musical
phenomena the reader is referred to Juan G. Roederer's Intro
duction to the Physics and Psychophysics of Music ( New York,
Springer-Verlag), 1973.
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Electronic Sound
Sources and Their
Characteristics

Logically, the production of a musical event begins
with the generation of an initial sound. The performer
provides certain information to the instrument, and
the instrument responds by producing a characteristic
and often musically raw sound. This can be demon
strated by listening to a beginning player on any in
strument. The basic sound is modified by the phys
ical properties of instrument and also by additional
performance nuances supplied by the player. This
process applies with' equal accuracy to both electronic
and acoustic instruments.
Although any sound can be modified and disguised
almost beyond recognition, its initial characteristics
will suggest applicable modifications in terms of the
desired result. If an orchestrator or arranger wants a
delicate, shimmering effect more than likely he will
not begin with a tuba! A major skill required of elec
tronic instrument composers and performers is orches
tration. Obtaining the desired result is dependent on
beginning with the most effective source. Professional
electronic instrument programmers 1 must be aware of
the physical and sonic characteristics of the basic
electronic sounds before beginning to add the subtle
nuances and processing called for by the producer or
performer.

Voltage and Sound
As the fiddler's bow hairs force the violin string and
sounding board to vibrate and cause the air pressure
in that string's environment to fluctuate, electrical volt
age causes the paper or metal cone of a loudspeaker
to vibrate-again resulting in variations in air pressure.
Electric current is a measurement of the flow of elec
tric energy. Voltage is the force that causes the cur
rent to flow through a wire. Although voltage and
current are measurements of two different electric ac
tiyities they are mutually related. At this point it is
1. . A programmer is a musician responsible for "making the
patch" on the instrument for a performer. People such as Mike
Boddicker and Ian Underwood are highly respected program
mers and are successful due to their ability to work quickly
and efficiently in the studio.
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Figure 3.1. Speaker cone movement

not really necessary to distinguish between the two.
If a speaker cone is connected to an alternating cur
rent, certain physical changes take place. When no
voltage is applied to the speaker, the speaker cone is
in a neutral position (fig. 3.lA). When a "positive"
voltage is applied to the speaker, the cone is pushed
outward (fig. 3.lB) and then, as the positive voltage
decreases, returns toward its original position. As a
"negative" voltage is applied to the speaker, the cone
is pulled back to a point opposite the positive voltage
position of the speaker (fig. 3.1C) .
Every time the speaker cone is moved by the alter
nating current-AC (positive, passing through a neu
tral position, negative, and again passing through a
neutral position) masses of air or pressure waves are
moved past our ear, producing the sensation of pitch.
If the speaker cone is moved back and- forth 440 times
in one second, for example, we hear a sound which
is commonly referred to as "tuning A." If the cone
moves back and forth at a rate of 261.6 times a sec
ond, we perceive a pitch of "middle C." Each back
and-forth movement caused by the application of a
positive voltage followed by a negative voltage is re
ferred to as a "cycle," or a "Hertz." Therefore, 440
Hertz ( Hz) produce "tuning A."
The volume, loudness, or amplitude of a sound is
determined basically by how far the speaker cone is
moved back and forth on its neutral axis, which is
a result of the voltage level of the AC. If an alternat
ing current hypothetically displaces a speaker cone
1/4 inch in each direction from its neutral position
11
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1/4•inch cone displacement
equals amplitude X

1/2-inch cone disp!acernent
equals amplitude 2X

B

Figure 3.2. Amplitude of sound

261.6 times a second, the ear will perceive "middle C"
at a certain loudness level. If the speaker is displaced
1/2 ( 2/ 4) inch from its neutral position at th� same
rate of frequency, the ear will perceive the same pitch
but at a louder volume or, in objective terms, at a
greater amplitude ( see fig. 3.2). It should be noted
that amplitude does have certain effects on pitch per
ception. For frequencies about lk Hz 2 there is a small
but perceptible correlation between pitch and loud
ness. Careful listening will show that above lk Hz the
pitch will rise slightly as the loudness of that same
frequency increases.3 And the inverse is true in that
the pitches in differing registers at the same ampli
tude ( an objective measurement!) will be perceived
at different loudnesses. For example, high C6 --& � (1046.4 Hz) at an amplitude perceived as "piano," when
transposed down four octaves to C"

!'J: _ ( 65.4 Hz)

at the same amplitude is barely audible. Besides be
ing a good example of the difference between sub
jective and objective measurement, this also illus
trates the concept of dependence of various musical
parameters on each other. 4
Characteristics of frequency and amplitude are
represented graphically in figure 3.3. The line of zero
voltage represents the speaker cone in the neutral po
sition or no movement of air. The horizontal direction
of th� line represents the passage of time. The plotted
curve on either side of the zero-voltage line represents
the back-and-forth movement of the speaker cone, or
positive and negative voltage, which in relation to the
time each cycle takes represents frequency or pitch.
The height of each cycle gives an indication of amp
litude or loudness. Figure 3.3A is the same frequency
but greater amplitude than figure 3.3B; figure 3.3C
is the same amplitude but lower frequency than figure
3.3B.
2. "k" is an abbreviation of the term "kilo," meaning 1,000.
Therefore lk Hz means 1,000 Hz.
3. Fm information on this subject the reader is referred to
the study by S.S. Stevens, "The Attributes of Tone," Proced
ures of the U.S. Academy of Science, 20:54, 1934.
4. Based on information given by Rocderer, op. cit.
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The Basic Oscillator
When the musician wishes to produce a specified pitch
he sets an "oscillator" to generate a voltage oscillating
at the desired frequency. Oscillators are often cali
brated with a dial or lever that corresponds to the
desired frequency. Often there is no calibration and
tuning is left to the ear. The dial is usually referred
to as a "pot," which is an abbreviation for "potentio
meter " a resistance device that in this instance con
trols ;he frequency of the oscillator or rate of vibra
tion. There may be a second pot to control the
amplitude of the signal, but in many cases such an
amplitude control is external to the oscillator. This
will be discussed later. At this point, it will suffice
to know that an oscillator is a frequency-producing
device that has the capability of producing any de
sired single frequency.
Our range of hearing perceives only those frequen
cies between 18 Hz and 22k Hz. There are many dif
fering opinions about the actual audio range. These
different statements of audio perception range from
a low of 16 to 30 Hz and a high of 18k Hz to 30k Hz.)
As we shall see later, however, frequencies far below
and above the audio range are necessary to the pro
duction of many types of sound. Oscillators that spe
cialize in frequencies below our hearing range are
known as "subaudio oscillators" or "modulation oscil
lators" or "low frequency oscillators" ( LFO' s) ( see
page 13) and generate frequencies as low as one
cycle every minute and lower. Oscillators specializing
in frequencies immediately above the audio range are
referred to as "ultrasonic oscillators." The three types
of oscillators generally overlap in frequency range. The
ideal oscillator for use in electronic music is one that
will cover all three frequency ranges with the same
degree of accuracy.
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Figure 3.4B. Buch,la 208 Oscillator
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Figure 3.4A. Moog 921 Oscillator (Courtesy of Robt. A. Moog,
Moog Music. Used by permission.)

Figure 3.4A is the front panel of the Moog 921 os
cillator with rotary pots and 3.4B is the Buchla 208 os
cillator with linear or slide pots. Some performers pre
fer the slide pots as they give a more graphic indi
cation of the produced pitches-the higher the knob
the higher the pitch; rotary pots have the advantage
of higher "setability."
With the first and second generation electronic mu
sic oscillators there was often a trade-off between
sweep range and stability. An oscillator with a single
continuous range from 5 to 20k Hz might suffer from
lack of accuracy and drift ( uncontrollable pitch varia
tions). To minimize this problem some oscillators are
designed to have their total range divided into octaves
by a calibrated switch, such as the Moog 921 in figure
3.4A. In this case, the octaves are indicated in "feet,"
taking a cue from standard organ terminology. The
exact pitch within each octave can then be man
ually determined by the frequency control. This par
ticular oscillator has the additional capability of serv-

ing as a sub-audio oscillator by setting the "coarse
range" switch to "sub-audio." "Coarse-range" refers to
a very broad operational range. In the case of the Moog
921 the two course ranges available are .01 Hz ( one
cycle every 100 seconds) to 400 Hz and 1 Hz to 40k
Hz. Other oscillators may have ranges calibrated in
Hertz. The Electro-Comp EML-200 has six switchable
ranges: .01 Hz, .1 Hz, 1 Hz, 10 Hz, 100 Hz and lk
Hz. The Buchla 258 oscillator is a single sweep oscil
lator with a range from about 2 Hz to 20k Hz ( this
range is extended through the application of external
controls). Fine tuning may be accomplished by means
of a small pot known as a trimmer. The Synthi VCS-3
provides a single sweep oscillator with a range from
1 Hz to 10k Hz, calibrated with numbers from 1 to
10. In this case fine tuning is done by means of a
ten-tum rotary pot. This means that the pot can be
completely rotated 10 times-one complete rotation
covering only 1/10 of its total range. This is advan
tageous in the sense that it provides more .manual pre
cision when trying to pin-point exact pitches. One
possible disadvantage is that the ten-turn format takes
slightly longer to offset5 manually to a different reg
ister.
While on the subject of pitch precision a word
abou_t oscillator drift may be in order. In the "Ice Age"
of electronic music systems ( the early 1960s) there
5. Offset is a term referring to the establishment of the initial
state or reference of a particular parameter. This will be cov
ered in detail in chapter 5.
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was a great deal of criticism of voltage controlled os
cillators for not holding a set pitch accurately for ex
tended periods of time. Formerly musicians either used
a different oscillator or composed around the problem.
In newer instruments drift has been minimized to an
almost insignificant degree. It is my own opinion that
electronic musical instruments are still musical instru
ments, and any musical instrument requires tuning.
One should not really expect an oscillator to hold its
reference pitch in a performing situation to any greater
degree than one would expect a violin, flute, or trum
pet to hold a pitch in the same situation (although
many of the available electronic instruments do have
great stability and will stay exactly in tune for long
periods of time). At the same time we realize that with
any instrument, including electronic ones, pitch will
not be stable until it is sufficiently warmed up. Leave
ample time for the instrument to be turned on and
left in the environment in which it will be used. Some
studios make a practice of leaving the instruments on
continually. Unless there is tube circuitry in the in
strument this should not cause any problems with
over-heating and the practice will add to the stability
of the system.

Basic Waveshape and Spectra
Before exploring some specific oscillator formats it is
necessary to learn the relationship between various
patterns of generated audio voltages or waveshapes,
sound spectrum, and the aural experience. Manufac
turers have come to some agreement as to the basic
"orchestra" of commercial electronic music instruments,
and the waveshapes to be discussed here are common
to most instruments. If we think of waveshape as the
graphic representation of the rise and fall of voltage
from zero to a maximum positive and/or negative and
back again, it is possible to identify basic electronic
ally generated sounds by their shape. There is a direct
relationship between the visual and sonic quality of
a sound. Nearly all sounds exhibit a spectrum or a
collection of many individual frequencies which com
bine to make a single aural event. In striking a gong
it is possible, by careful listening, to isolate aurally
the multitude of pitches which make up the total com
plex sound of this instrument. Most instruments pro
duce sounds which consist of many combined fre
quencies called overtones or partials.
Gongs, bells and other percussive instruments dis
play unusual spectra where apparently there is no con
sistent relationship between the frequency components
or partials. Most strings, brasses, reeds, and certain
electronically generated sounds, however, display a
predictable spectrum based on a rather simple con
cept. Any vibrating .source is capable of the excitation
of generation of additional frequencies. The standard
14

classroom method of observing this is to silently de
press middle C 4 on the piano and strike C3 an octave
below. One will hear middle C ring out as it has been
forced into vibration by the lower octave C 3 • This
type of forced vibrtion is called sympathetic vibration
and demonstrates that one vibrating system has the
potential of generating other vibrations.
It is an observed fact that nature accomplishes
things in the easiest and most efficient manner. The
easiest way we have of expressing simple relation
ships is in terms of integers, or whole numbers ( I,
2, 3, etc.) The most common type of excitation in
vibrating systems also occurs at whole-number inter
vals. A low C 2 of 65.4 Hz is capable of generating
twice that frequency, 130.8 Hz (the octave C,1 or 2 X
65.4 Hz), the multiplier "2" being the first integer
above I (the unison). The same vibration of 65.4 Hz
is also capable of generating 196.2 Hz (3 X 65.4),
which is the pitch G3 , a perfect 12th above the original
frequency. The process of multiplying a basic fre
quency by whole numbers could continue a,d infini
tum. Most sounds made by what we call "traditional"
musical instruments exhibit a spectrum containing fre
quencies related by whole numbers. This type of spec
trum is called the harmonic overtone series and is illus
trated in part in figure 3.5. The lowest frequency of
this spectrum is called the fundamental and is the gen
erator of the series-each overtone being an integral or
whole number multiples of the fundamental. The over
tones are, in this case, harmonic, referring to the fact
that each is an integral multiple of a single funda
mental frequency, forming a consistent system of re
lationships one with another. The term "harmonic,"
for my purposes, does not refer to the obvious pro
gression of whole numbers, but rather to the fact that
there is a consistent relationship between the num
bers, irrespective of the nature of the consistency or
simplicity. They are "in harmony" with each other
due to a consistent relationship. By this definition
there can be other harmonic relationships built on
systems other than whole number multiples; this idea
will be further _explored in chapter 8 (see page 114).
In the meantime we will retain the tradition of "har
monic" referring to whole number relationships.
There is often confusion as to the precise defini
tion of the terms overtone, partial and harmonic. For
the purposes of this text overtone wil� refer to any
frequency component in a spectrum above a given
fundamental. If the overtone bears an integral rela
tionship to the fundamental it will be called a har
monic overtone, or just a harmonic. There is also occa
sional confusion about the term harmonic, and the con
fusion arises from differentiation between harmonic
and harmonic number. If one uses or assumes the
term harmonic number, the series begins with the fun
damental as harmonic # I, the octave then being har
monic #2 and so on. On the other hand, the term 1st

523.2Hz
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326.6Hz
261.6Hz
195.9Hz
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Figure 3.5. Harmonic series
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harmonic usually refers to the first integral multiple
above the fundamental or the octave. The 2nd har
monic is the second integral multiple (the perfect 12th)
above the fundamental, etc. This text will use the
former practice of harmonic numbers, the fundamental
being I, the octave being harmonic #2, the 12th being
harmonic #3, and so on. This is perhaps the more
logical, since the harmonic number then agrees with
its integral multiple (harmonic # I is fundamental
times l; harmonic #2 is the fundamental x 2, har
monic #3 is the fundamental X 3, etc.). The term
partial refers to specific spectral content irrespective
of harmonic or non-harmonic relationships. And as
will be seen, certain sounds contain only selected over
tones. A clarinet, for example, has a spectrum contain
ing only odd-numbered harmonics (the fundamental,
3rd, 5th, 7th, etc.) . In this case, the fundamental is the
first partial, and due to the lack of a scoend harmonic
the 3rd harmonic is actually the second partial, th�
5th is the third partial and so on. This garble of terms
is clarified by figure 3.6.
To a certain extent the overtone content of a sound
be it harmonic or non-harmonic, provides us with it�
aural signature or timbre. There are other factors
which contribute significantly to timbral perception.
The loudness of a sound, the manner in which the
sound is activated and the manner in which it stops
vibrating, the relative amplitude of the overtones, etc.,
all play an important part in timbral recognition and
these factors will be explained as their control tech
niques are introduced.
Perceptually, or perhaps even aesthetically the most
noncomplex type of sound is the sine wave. This par
ticular waveshape contains no overtones. The closest
sound to a pure sine wave in a symphony orchestra is
that of a flute. As is shown in figure 3.7 the voltage
is in a particular state of motion. Starting at zero, it
gradually increases to maximum positive, then decays
through zero to maximum negative, then returns to the
original starting place.
A sine wave exhibits this same pattern indepen
dently of frequency or amplitude. Figure 3.7B shows
the same frequency as figure 3.7A but with an in
creased amplitude. The device that electronically pro
duces sine waves is referred to as a sine-wave oscillator.
Sine waves, like any other waveshapes, can exist in
an� frequency range. Due to distortions caused by
vanous components of the oscillator and/or distortions
in the reproduction equipment, however, a precise sine

Figure 3.6. Harmonics vs. partials
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Figure 3.7. Sine waves

wave is very difficult to generate, and the composer
usually has to settle for something less. It is the ob
servation of this writer that a pure sine wave used
as an audio signal is not an especially monumental mu
sical sound and a bit of harmonic distortion (very
small traces of additional harmonic content) may add
to the incipient musicallity. Various manufacturers
publish the amount of harmonic distortion of their
sine wave oscillators along with other instrument spe
cifications. An· imperfect waveshape used as an audio
signal can be accepted, and may often prove to be
more musically interesting than the textbook model.
Figure 3.8 is an oscilloscopic (graphic) represen
tation of a sawtooth or ramp wave. In contrast to the
pure sine wave, a sawtooth wave contains all har
monic overtones of the fundamental frequency. These
harmonic overtones have relative amplitudes that de
crease exponentially as they exist higher up in the
harmonic series. A sawtooth oscillator will produce this
basic waveshape in any frequency range. Note that
figure 3.8A is symmetrically inverse of 3.8B and is
often referred to as an inverted sawtooth. Both are
legitimate sawtooth waves and, in spite of the reverse
position of the leading edge, will sound the same. The
sawtooth wave is very bright and piercing, somewhat
like the sound of an oboe or violin.

A-sawtooth

B-inverted sawtooth

Figure 3.8. Sawtooth waves
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A third basic waveshape is the triangle or delta
wave ( fig. 3.9). This waveshape consists of a funda
mental frequency and all of the odd-number har
monics, with amplitudes falling off in ratios of 1/9,
1/25, 1/49, etc. By using a classic studio technique of
"additive synthesis," it is possible to construct a tri
angle wave ( or any other waveshape) by using a
specific collection of different sine waves. Starting
with a fundamental of C ( 6.5.4 Hz) with a hypothetical
amplitude of x, a second sine wave tuned to 65.4 Hz
times 3 ( for the second overtone) is added ( 196.2 Hz)
with an ampiltude of 1/9 X. Then a third sine wave
which is the fifth multiple of the fundamental ( 327
Hz) is added with an amplitude of 1/2.5 X. The com
poser continues this process until all of the necessary
harmonics with the correct amplitudes are present. If
the amplitudes of the harmonics are thought of in
ratios, it is easy to understand how the perceived har
monic content of any given wave is dependent on the
amplitude of the fundamental.
Perhaps the waveshape that is most commonly used
by the composer is the pulse or rectangular wave. As
shown in figure 3.10, the positive and negative volt
ages of a pulse wave are never in a transient state.
They are instantaneously positive, then instantane
ously negative, whereas the sine, sawtooth and triangle
waves all exhibit various types of gradual rise and fall
between positive and/or negative states. If a pulse gen
erator is programmed to oscillate anywhere below 7
to 10 Hz, the speaker cone can be heard snapping
back and forth.
Figure 3.10 shows a particular type of pulse wave
known as a square wave. A square wave is related to
a triangle wave in that it also contains odd-numbered
harmonics, but with quite different amplitude relation
ships. The amplitude relationships of the harmonics of
a square wave are 1/3, 1/5, 1/7, 1/9, etc. A clarinet
in the chalumeau register produces a sound that is
very close to that of a square wave. Figure 3.11 illus
trates in standard musical notation the harmonic con
tent of the four basic waveshapes. The relative amp
litudes are indicated by the size of the note. Note that
there are no even numbered harmonics in any of the
symmetrical waveforms.
Due to the many uses of the square wave, it is
thought of as a basic waveshape, even though it is
a variety of a pulse wave. There are many other types
of pulse waves, and they are defined by what is known
as their "duty cycle." The duty cycle of a pulse wave
is the positive or "on" portion of the entire cycle. Fig
ure 3.12 shows the duty cycle of two different pulse
waves.
The duty cycle determines the harmonic content
of the waveshape. In the case of the square wave, the
duty cycle is one-half of the total wave, or a ratio of
1: 2 ( as in fig. 3.12A). Expressed as a fraction, the
16
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duty cycle of a square wave is one-half of the total
wave and it is the denominator of this fraction that
tells �s its harmonic content. The denominator "2" in
dicates that every second harmonic is absent from its
harmonic overtone series, confirming the earlier state
ment that the square wave consists only of a funda
mental and the odd-numbered harmonics. A pulse
wave with a duty cycle of 1 :3 ( as in fig. 3.12B) con
tains the fundamental and the first, second, fourth,
fifth, seventh, eighth, tenth, etc., harmonics. In other
words, the denominator is an indicator of what order
harmonics are absent from the spectrum. Oscillators
designed for use in electronic music systems may have
controls or pots marked pulse width, duty cycle, sym
metry or waveform ad;ustment. Pulse width and duty
cycle refer specifically to pulse waves and may vary
the "on" portion of the wave from 10% to 90% or more
of the total cycle.
Waveform adjustment or symmetry are variations
which are possible with any waveshape. For example
the Synthi VCS-3 provides three oscillators with a

Figure 3.13. Waveshape symmetry variation based on Synthi
VCS-3 instruments

variety of waveshapes having symmetry control on
each. Figure 3.13 illustrates some of these waveshapes
as they appear with the symmetry control in different
positions. Each of these variations produces a slightly
different timbre, except in the case of symmetrical in
version ( as was the case with the inverted sawtooth
wave in figure 3.8) Note that, with the sine wave, there
is a symmetry position which places all of its voltage
above the O volt reference in the shape of two crests.
Waveshapers and wave multipliers can be used to
transform triangle waves into other waveforms. The
resulting waveform may be another classic waveform
such as a sign or squarewave, or it may be a com
pletely new class of signal impossible to describe in
terms of standard waveshapes. Such modules are really
signal processing devices and will be discussed later
in the text.
Additive Synthesis
Composers such as Ravel and Hindemith, and more
contemporary composers such as Ligeti and Kagel,
have been very concerned with the mixing of various
instruments to produce new orchestral timbres. One
of the classic examples of this additive approach to
orchestration is in Ravel's Bolero. Beginning in mea
sure 149, Ravel combines a horn, celeste, and two
piccolos to produce a sound unlike any of the indi
vidual instruments used. Examination of the score dis
closes that Ravel's apparent tri-tonality is actually a
reinforcement of the harmonic series of each pitch
in the melody. The horn plays the fundamental while
the celeste plays the first and third harmonics and
the piccolos provide the second and fourth harmonics.
( See figure 3.14.) A more recent approach to this type
of composition is Maricio Kagel's Music for Renais
sance Instruments ( Deutsche Grammophone Records,
no. 137 006), in which the composer is concerned with
constructing various types of non-harmonic sounds.
This same basic method is applied to electronic mu
sic in classical techniques of timbre construction. Sup
pose, for example, that a composer wished to synthe
. size the spectrum of a square wave. Since a square

wave's spectrum is virtually infinite, one hypothetic
ally would have to have an infinite number of sine
wave oscillators, one for each frequency present in
the square wave's spectrum. This is impractical, for
the obvious reason that there is a limit on available
osciJlators. It is really an academic problem, since be
yond the third octave above the fundamental manual
tuning becomes quite difficult. 6 For sake of illustra
tion, we will limit this construction to the first five
partials present in the square wave's spectrum. After
arbitrarily deciding on a fundamental of low F3 ( 174.6
Hz), a sine wave, one would then tune each remain
ing sine-wave oscillator to the other odd-numbered
harmonics: C5 , A5 , Eb\ G 6 • Since all of these frequency
components must be perceived as a single sonic ob
ject, they must be combined into a single signal. This
is accomplished by means of an audio mixer. Mixers
and associated techniques are covered in detail in
chapter 11. Here, it will suffice to state that their func
tion is to combine two or more frequencies or signals
into a single signal in such a manner that minimal dis
tortion of the original signals occurs. A mixer also
usually provides means for controlling the amplitude
of each input signal by means of a volume control,
pot, or attenuator. Therefore, the amplitude specifi
cations for the harmonics of a square wave can be
accommodated ( see page 18). Figure 3.15A illustrates
the physical set-up or "patch" for this process; figure
3.15B shows the waveshape transformation from sine
toward square as each frequency component is added
in its correct proportion.
This process is generally referred to as Additive
Synthesis or Fourier Synthesis. Briefly, the Fourier
Synthesis states that any sonic object can be created
( more specifically re-created) by subdividing its in
stantaneous spectrum into individual sine wave fre
quency components, then combining the correct num
ber of sine waves with the proper amplitude relation
ships to recreate the original sound. Theoretically any
waveshape may be recreated through this technique.
Again, this seems to be a bit academic, since the basic
waveforms are already available from various oscil
lators and additive waveform synthesis techniques may
be put to more productive use in creating some new
waveforms. From this viewpoint all that can be of
fered in terms of suggested technique is to be aware
of and experiment with various amplitude relation
ships among the partials. If one wishes to experiment
with harmonic frequency relationships read ahead in
this chapter about sync techniques ( page 20).
Although additive techniques are powerful tools in
the electronic media, precise Fourier Synthesis tech
niques are for the most part impractical on commer6. Refer to page 20 for sync techniques related to this type
of tuning.
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cial instruments due to the numbered variables in
volved and the amount of instrumentation required. i
Some writers have pointed out that the discovery of
the Fourier series qualifies the meaning of the word
"frequency" in reference to a complex wave shape.
When speaking of the frequency of a sawtooth wave
being 440 Hz we are really referring only to the fun
damental frequency. Each of the harmonic overtones,
if viewed as sine wave components, also has its own
frequency. However, the sawtooth wave or any other
harmonic waveform is perceived as a single identity.
Integrally related overtones reinforce the perceived
fundamental, and it can be assumed that the term "fre
quency" refers to the perceived fundamental. 8

I
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I
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I

�

..,

Figure 3.14. From the score of Bolero by
Maurice Ravel. (Reproduced with the
authorization of Durand & Cie, Editeurs
proprietaires, Paris.)
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mixer

+

Figure 3.15A. Patch for mixing the first five partials
to stimulate a square wave
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Figure 3.15B. Addition of partials 1, 2, and 3 of a potential square wave

Although industry has reached some agreement as to
what basic waveshapes are to be made available, the
actual format of the oscillator varies a great deal. The
simplest is a single oscillator with one available wave
shape. Most oscillators make use of waveshaping cir
cuits which enable an initial waveshape ( usually a
sawtooth) to be converted to several other waveshapes
simultaneously. Figure 3.16 shows the front panel of
the Eu 2200 oscillator. The four basic waveshape are
independently available unattenuated ( at full ampli
tude) at the outputs marked "Full Level Outputs." At
the same time each of the four waveshapes may be
mixed in any amplitude proportion by means of the
front panel pots, and the mixed output is available as
indicated.
The Buchla Series 258 oscillator takes a different
approach ( figure 3.17). First note that the chassis or
module contains two oscillators, each with indepen
dent controls. Each oscillator has three outputs con
nected in parallel, meaning that the same signal ap
pears at each of the three outputs. The top oscillator
in this dual package provides two basic waveshapes
sine and sawtooth. The waveshape pot essentially es
tablishes a mix of these two waveshapes: a certain
amount of sinewave oscillation mixed with a certain
amount of sawtooth wave oscillation. This is not to
be confused with the gradual introduction of the vari
ous harmonics as in a Fourier build-up. It is merely a
mix that selects proportionately between two wave
shapes. At the 7 :00 position ( far left) the output is
7. The interested reader may refer to some common Fourier
spectra in "Sound, Electronics and Hearing" by A. Wayne
Slawson in The Development and Practice of ElRctronic Mu
sic, Appleton and Perera, eds., ( Englewood Cliffs, N.J., Prentice
Hall, Inc), 1975 p. 38.
8. Some recent research postulates that the harmonic over
tone series does not reinforce the fundamental in the way we
originally thought. The interested reader may wish to refer to
P. Boomsliter and W. Creel, "The Long Pattern Hypothes is in
Harmony and Hearing," Journal of Music Theory 5, No. 2
( 1961): 95 2-30.
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Figure 3.16. Eu Oscillator 2200 (Courtesy Eu Systems, Inc. Used
by permission.)

Figure 3.17. Suchla Series 258
Oscillator

a sinewave, and at the 5:00 position the output is a
sawtooth wave. 9 The waveshape pot may then be set
anywhere between these two extremes. The bottom
oscillator in this package has the same format except
that the two waveshapes are sine and square.
The Buchla 208 oscillator ( refer to fig. 3.4B) has
three waveshaping controls. The rotary waveshape pot
provides for transitions or mixes between sine and
either pulse10, square, or triangle as selected by the
waveshape switch. The linear timbre pot provides fur
ther waveshaping possibilities, generating a continum
9. It might be noted that this is not an academic sawtooth
waveshape, rather what Mr. Buchla cails an "augmented saw
tooth." The harmonic coefficients are similar to those of a saw
tooth, but of greater intensity; similarly for Buchla's square
wave. Hence, oscilloscopic display of these waveforms will not
show a true sawtooth or square wave image.
10. Sometimes called a spike, this waveshape has very strong
harmonics and may be thought of as a pulse wave with a very
narrow duty cycle.
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of harmonic intensity by gradually introducing and em
phasizing lower ordered harmonics as the pot is raised.
This provides a rich set of timbres not associated with
normal classic waveshapes.

''Synchronization''11

a voice may be synched together on one bus and an
other voice ( set of oscillators) may be synched on the
second bus. The following excerpt from the Eu Own
er's Manual explains this process and also provides
some other relevant information on synchronization
processes.
"The sync switch allows the VCO (oscillator) to be con
nected to one of the two sync busses running throughout
the machine. Oscillators which are connected to the same
sync bus and all somewhat less than a semitone apart
in pitch will be pulled, or 'synched' to precisely the same
frequency (equal to the highest frequency among them).
In addition, an oscillator within a semitone of any har
monic of another oscillator will be pulled up if its fre
quency is lower than the harmonic, or will pull up the
other if higher than the harmonic. Synching is essential
when slow beating between oscillators is unwanted. If
this so-called 'choral effect' is desired the sync can be
turned off. Synching is accomplished by the use of sync
pulses; when the sawtooth of an oscillator falls, a sync
pulse is issued on any engaged sync bus. Thus, with all
oscillators both issuing and observing each other's sync
pulses, all are pulled to the rate of the fastest. This is
known as 'soft' sync, since the slower oscillator will only
discharge its sawtooth if it was already close to doing
so anyway. 'Hard' sync, used for example in the ARP
Odyssey, causes the sawtooth of a slave oscillator to
discharge whenever the master oscillator does. This is
equivalent to soft sync when the slave is lower in fre
quency than the master, but results in harmonic side
bands12 and consequent timbral changes when the slave
is higher than the master. This may be either interest
ing or annoying. In any case, hard sync is incapable of
synching to harmonics, as can be seen in the drawing
below, which describes the operation of both types of
sync."13

The construction of timbres and orchestration of voices
through additive techniques often requires very pre
cise tuning. Function generators provide simultaneous
waveshapes which are referenced to the same fre
quency. Other additive techniques often require that
two or more oscillators maintain a perfect harmonic
relationship and retain that relationship under a va
riety of performance conditions. Synchronization of
two or more oscillators means that they will maintain
a consistent and pre-determined intervallic relation
ship under most control situations ( the interval, of
course, may be a unison). Although the most inter
esting musical applications of synchronization, or sync,
cannot be explored until certain control processes are
put into practice, the basic concept must be under
stood here as it has a direct affect on initial experi
ments with an oscillator. Let us imagine a situation
in which two oscillators are producing frequencies of
1

432.6 Hz � and 440 Hz

l--

a quarter-tone

out-of-tune. By synching the first oscillator to the sec
ond the lower frequency will be pulled up to exactly
match the frequency of the first oscillator. This syn
chronous relationship may be established in several
ways, according to the design of the oscillator. The
popular ARP Odyssey provides the perfonner with
two audio oscillators, the second of which has a "sync
switch" which allows it to be brought into perfect
'tune' with the first. In this case the first oscillator is
called the master and the second is called the slave.
The master provides the model frequency to which
the slave must adjust. Note that in most cases the
master oscillator is a higher frequency than the slave
and the slave is pulled up to match the frequency
of the master. In this case the sync function is "hard
wired" between the two oscillators and no external
patching is required.
The Eu 2200 oscillator has access to two synch con
nections which allows synchronization of any oscil
l ators in the system. One set of oscillators comprising

12. A sideband is an additional frequency produced by cer
tain modifications of a signal. The term is usually associated
with various types of modulations ( see page 112).
13. From the manuscript version of Eu Owner's Manual by
Ken Provost, pages unnumbered.

oscillator
1
random phase relationship
oscillator
2

/1/VvVVVL
No Sync

oscillator
1

��

oscillator 1 's frequency pulled up to sync
with its third harmonic

Soft Sync

11. Synchronization is a complicated process which in some
cases is irrelevant to initial chapters of an electronic music
text. However, it does have a great deal to do with tuning
procedures and failure to deal with it, at least in part may
cause some problems for the beginning student. If your avail
able instruments have a switch marked "sync," "synch," "cap
ture," "lock" or something of the such this section will do you
some good. If not, perhaps you might wish to skip this section
unless you are just interested. Some specific performance tech
niques dealing with sync are covered on page 119.
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master

slave's fundamental frequency is equal to
the master's frequency and slave's output
contains harmonically related sidebands

slave

this entire pattern is
one cycle as it repeats
only alter this period
Hard Sync

It is not the purpose of this text to give a detailed
description of every instrument. A glance at the front
panel of any oscillator will usually reveal its format;
and specific questions are usually answered in the own
er's manual or spec sheet. This brief exposure to osc
cillators and some common formats should provide the
reader with enough information to approach any os
cillator with at least some meaningful questions, and
may also serve as a guide for some applications of
whatever format oscillator is available at the time.

White Sound
The last electronic sound ( as differentiated from
many
other sounds available through transducers such
as
microphones, prerecorded tapes and discs, etc.)
to be
considered is white sound, or white noise ( also some

times referred to as Gaussian or thermal noise). Per
haps the most descriptive term is "white sound." Ana
logous to a color wheel that produces the color white
as the wheel is rapidly rotated, white sound is a mix
ture of all the audible frequencies at random instan
taneous amplitudes. Therefore, the term "white" is
preferred over "Gaussian"-and the present writer pre
fers the use of "sound" because of the negative impli
cations of the term "noise." White sound is heard as
a hiss or as the sound of a jet engine. White sound
is defined as having equal energy per unit frequency.
This means that there is the same amount of energ
y
between 500 Hz and 501 Hz as there is between 1500
Hz and 1501 Hz. Equal energy per unit frequency
means that the noise is spectrally flat. Another type
of sound common to most electronic music instruments
is "pink sound." Just as with white sound, pink sound
contains all the frequencies of the audio spectrum,
but its energy distribution or amplitude curve
is dif
ferent. Pink sound contains equal energy per octav
e
and is often represented as : and referred to
as be
ing musically flat. It may be obvious to the reade
r that
the tertn 'pink sound' is a logical color analogy as
it
refers to the lower end of the light spectrum; in terms
of perception pink sound simply has more bass
or
rumble ( see figure 3.19). Taking a cue from these
color analogies one could easily construct color repre
sentations for any number of noise bands. For ex
ample, boosting the higher end of the spectrum may
produce what one could call blue or azure sound, while
a spectrum with a boosted mid-range might even be
green! These terms are by no means representative of
spectral standards but may serve as convenient termi
nology for describing different types or bands of sound.
Electronic instruments provide noise coloration in
various ways. The Synthi VCS-3 instruments control
noise spectra by means of a pot marked "colour" with
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20KHz

frequency ---

Figure 3.19. White and pink sound

the far left and right positions appropriately marked
"low" and "high," and the middle straight up position
assuming to be spectrally flat white sound. The Buchla
Source of Uncertainty Model 265, among other things,
provides three independent noise outputs. The output
l abeled "HI'' is what has been defined as white sound.
The middle unmarked output provides pink sound and
the output labeled "LOW" is a type of noise which
is the musical inverse of the frequency distribution
found in white sound. As explained, white sound has
equal energy per unit frequency, while pink sound has
equal energy per octave. If the white sound spectrum
is measured in octaves one will see that there is ac
tually an increase of 3 db per octave. Buchla's noise
resources establish musically flat pink sound as the
norm with "HI" having a 3 db increase per octave
and "LOW'' having a 3 db decrease per octave. Some
manufacturers refer to white sound, pink sound, etc.,
simply as random signal generators ( such as the Moog
903A Random Signal Generator). The term 'random'
is used because the amplitudes of the various fre
quencies at any given instant are random and must
be measured over a certain time period in order to
calculate an average measurement. In other cases the
term 'random noise' refers to extremely low random
frequencies ( around 15 Hz and lower); it is not aud
ible but rather is used as a control for random musical
events ( see page 83).
Thus far, only the basic types of sound sources and
some typical fonnats have been discussed. It is essen
tial that the reader understand how sound can be
thought of as AC voltage, and that these voltages can
be shown graphically on an oscilloscope ( as they are
represented in the various figures used in this book).
Since the scope of this writing does not permit the
discussion of every type of sound available to the com
poser, we have given the four basic waveshapes-sine,
sawtooth, triangle, and pulse-and the concept of white
sound. An understanding of these is all that is needed
for a basic understanding of electronic music system
operation.

Figure 3.18. Sync patterns
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4

Basic Signal Processing:
Amp Iif iers and Filters

It is now time to return .to music as set of dynamics
not merely dynamics in terms of loudness, but rather
a more general view of simultaneous variability of
co-existing parameters. Most musical events involve
fluctuation, on many different levels of frequency,
amplitude, and timbre. Other parameters such as
space, rhythm, etc., can really be conceived of in terms
of these basic three parameters and will be discussed
as various forms of control are introduced. Composi
tion and performance with electronic instruments de
mand that one make decisions and enforce controls
(which may range from totally determinant or com
pletely random) on these parameters. Failure to do
so, at least in the initial stages of learning, can lead
to frustrations, the most serious of which is the dread
of every electronic music novice, silence! A.� one will
discover, the production and control of electronic
sound is usually an evolutionary process. One module
generates the sound, one module imposes controls on
frequency, another controls amplitude, still another
controls spectral content, etc. Failure to understand
any one of these generation and control processes in
the chain will ultimately result in a discrepancy be
tween the original musical concept and the final mu
sical result.
The shaping of musical events involves various
processes dealing initially with frequency, amplitude,
and timbre. The realm of frequency variation and
waveform should be basically understood by this point.
Before embarking on a study of precise control pro
cedures one should understand the basic processes of
amplitude and timbral variation in terms of voltage
and waveform variation. An electronic circuit operates
only in terms of voltages (shapes and amplitudes). The
musician must be able to think in these same terms
to communicate his musical needs to his instrument.
Conceiving of a musical event or structure is only
the beginning. The musician working in the electronic
medium then must translate his concept to a language
understood by his instrument. This chapter deals with
the parameters of loudness control through amplifiers
and various aspects of timbre through filtering. Again
the emphasis is placed on what each circuit is doing
to the electronic signal.
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Amplification and Gain
With the existence of a multi-million dollar home hi
fi/stereo industry the term amplifi!er and its concept
is familiar, at least in part, to almost everyone. An
amplifier, of course, amplifies! Technically this means
that it is a device which increases some externally
generated voltage. Earlier, it was explained that voltage
levels, or the degree of excursion that a waveshape
exhibits, determines the loudness of a signal. This de
gree of excursion, or amplitude, is a musical variable
that is usually spoken of as loudness (loudness being
a subjective measurement of amplitude). The mu
sician working in the electronic media deals with
amplification on several different levels. Sounds-more
specifically, signals produced by electronic instru
ments-are quite low in magnitude. The exact strength
of an audio signal from an oscillator varies with each
manufacturer. Systems on the market today have out
put voltages anywhere from 1 to 10 volts. 1 These volt
ages carry with them a variable called impedance,
which is a measurement of electrical resistance, mea
sured in units called ohms (fl). It would be unneces
sairly confusing to attempt a detailed discussion of
impedance at this point. For those interested, the out
put impedance in most electronic instruments and
studios is usually between 600 and lk ohms. If this
is meaningless to you, either forget about it for now
or ask a technician. The point is that these signal
levels coming out of most electronic instruments are
not strong enough to drive a speaker cone. Hooking
an oscillator directly to a speaker will produce little,
if any, sound-certainly not enough to be of any real
musical use. Therefore, one must raise the voltage
level, or waveshape excursion, to such a magnitude
that it can efficiently drive a speaker cone. And this
must be done without changing the original frequency
or waveshape. The device used to accomplish this is
a power amplifier. The power amp is not an integral
part of the electronic instrument but certainly is a
major factor when it comes to the final sounds. The use
1. This information is usually given on the instrument's spe
cification sheet. Because of v9ltage variations it is not advis
able to interconnect instruments made by different companie.5
without first checking the voltage and impedance levels.

, vol1
peak·lo·peak

I __;____:/\.,______;.__[\v ----'------jV
� UV!\

2 volts
peak-to-peak

Figure 4.1. Amplification and gain

of power amps will be discussed in the consideration
of live performances ( chapter 15); but, for the present,
it will suffice to say that their function is to take a
line-level signal ( about 1.4 volts) from an electronic
instrument and boost it to a level that has enough
energy to efficiently move a speaker cone ( see figure
4.1).

Voltage" Controlled Amplifiers
It is certainly redundant to say that loudness is a dy
namic variable for the musician. However, the effec
tive use of loudness variations requires a bit more
detailed understanding of what is involved with amp
lification in electronic instruments. The amplifier of
most concern to the musician is called a voltage con
trolled amplifier (VCA), sometimes referred to as a
gate. At this point we need not be concerned with the
"voltage controlled" aspect of this module, and there
fore this discussion will be limited to manual or hands
on front panel control. The VCA provides gain. This
is a word which has been used before and refers to
the amount of voltage an amp provides. If a signal
goes in to a circuit at a peak-to-peak reading of 1
volt (see figure 4.lB) and comes out at a peak-to-peak
reading of 2 volts the amp is said to have a gain of 2.
If the signal comes out at O volts (silence) the gain
is 0. The amount of gain, under manual control, de
pends on the setting of the gain pot, gain offset or
volume control. When you raise the gain offset the
output voltage is increased and you hear a stronger
signal from the speaker. In electronic musical instru
ments it is common for the VCAs to have a gain of 1,
or unity gain. This tends to be a bit confusing because
with unity gain there is no voltage increase. The sig-

nal goes in, and if the gain offset is at maximum, the
output signal has the same magnitude as the input
signal. An amplifier with unity gain is really an at
tenuator. It can produce variations in gain or loud
ness not exceeding the strength of the original sig
nal before it was patched into the amp. The reason
for this is explained by the basic design philosophy
of electronic instruments. Each module, oscillator, amp
plifier, etc., is a parametric building block. In some
situations certain building blocks may not be neces
sary for the generation of a musical event, so that
the modules must be designed, in such a way that they
can function with or without any other module. For
example, there may be a situation where loudness is
not a variable and the signal is needed at full gain
directly from the oscillator. Therefore the amp may
be by-passed, ( see figure 4.2, oscillator A). This
"voice" may be joined by another voice that does re
quire loudness variations ( figure 4.2 oscillator B).
Oscillator A has a constant loudness, while the loud
ness of oscillator B is controlled by a VCA. If the amp
has more than unity gain, great care has to be taken
to insure that it will not overpower oscillator A which
has no gain increase. But since the amp has only unity
gain, at full output ( the gain offset all the way up)
it will perfectly match the amplitude of oscillator A.
Sometimes gain is specified in decibels. Unity gain is
the same as a gain of O db.
If an amp is used for setting final manual levels
which do not require continuous variation, a mixer
might perform the same function with a little more
versatility. As explained previously, a mixer a1lows the
combination of many signals down to a single line with
out any distortion of the original sounds. Adjusting the
balances on a mixer is the same as adjusting the gain
on an amplifier or set of amplifiers. It is not unusual
for mixers (and amps) to have gain, a common figure
being 6 db or a gain of 2. On a mixer the amount of
gain is initially established by the input pots. These
pots are attenuators which determine the incoming
strength of the various signals. Figure 4.3 illustrates
a mixing situation with two different input settings.
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Figure 4.2. Gain variation
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Figure 4.3. Gain control in mixing 2

Figure 4.3A shows two sine waves two octaves apart
mixed down to a single signal with equal gain for both
signals. Figure 4.3B illustrates a similar situation but
the lower octave C 4 is attenuated. The final mix has
the same frequency components but the lower octave
is softer.
Amps used in electronic music instruments sometimes have mixing capabilities built into the circuits.
Such is the case with the Moog 902. This module, con
sidering only manual control capabilities, will accept
two incoming signals and provide an equal mix of both
at the output. The gain of the mix is O with the fixed
comrol voltage pot at O and unity gain with the same
ts marked"+" and
pot at 10. There are also two outpu
°
out-of-phase with
180
are
ts
outpu
"-". These two
of similar design
is
ier
amplif
2000
each ot:her. The Eu
level," "+" and
"full
;
inputs
except that it has three
are mixed in
inputs
three
"-" ( see figure 4.4). All
stage, which,
ication
ternally before the final amplif
marked
inputs
The
in this case, has a gain of 2 ( 6db).

"+" and "-" have input attenuators to allow various
mix levels to be established before amplification. The
"-" input is an inverting input, as opposed to the Moog
902 inverting output. The real applications of these in
verting features will be described when dealing with
voltage control ( see page 37).
Note that in figure 4.4 the amp has a switch marked
linear and exponential. In this case linear means that
the gain increases in exact proportion to the pot setting.
Exponential indicates that the gain increases exponen
tially to the pot position; the higher pot positions give
greater gain variances. Expressed in another way, lin
ear means equal changes in output voltage in response
to the manual control ( electrically smooth), and ex
ponential means equal changes in output decibels in
response to the control ( perceptually smooth). Lin
ear control provides a consistent response throughout
the range of the amp. Exponential control means that
the amp is very sensitive to gain increases at low pot
settings, and the sensitivity decreases as the pot set
ting is higher. Therefore, if one needs very delicate
balances at soft levels, he has better control in the ex
ponential mode. On some amps the linear/exponential
switch will make a difference where the O db gain
or silence occurs, in accordance with the pot position.
If no signal is passed through the amp in exponential
mode with the pot a certain setting, switching to linear
mode will result in a slight signal gain at the output.
A comparison of exponential and linear response is
given in figure 4.5. The exponential curve is really
a decibel response, reinforcing the statement that lin
ear control results in equal change in voltage, and ex
ponential control produces equal changes in decibels.
Some instruments with linear/ exponential options may
attach this function only to incoming external control
sources, and the manual control may be only linear.
If there is any question, refer to the instrument spec
ification sheet or instruction manual. If your instru
ment does not have linear/exponential options don't
feel that you have an inferior device. Many of these

2. � is an electronic symbol for a variable resistor, or pot,
which is used to affect the attenuation.
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Figure 4.4. Eu 2000
Amplifier (Courtesy of
Eu Systems, Inc. Used
by permission.)
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design decisions are made to increase the compati
bility with other modules in the system and are not
necessarily an indication of the instrument's quality
or potential usefulness.
If your studio or instrument facility is equipped
with Buchla 100 Series instruments you will find that
the ll0 Dual Voltage Controlled Gate ( another term
often used for VCAs) does not provide for manually
applied front panel gain or offset. The initial ampli
fication is provided by external control voltages and
the output gain is then attenuated to the desired level
by the front panel pot. If this is the case the exer
cises suggested in this chapter can be done using a
Buchla 106 mixer ( which has a gain of 2). The Buchla
292 Quad Gates have the manual offset control ( see
page 28 ).

Pre-Amplifiers
Another type of amplifier of concern to the musician
is a pre-amplifier or pre-amp. Many audio signals,
usually those generated by mechanical means such as
a phonograph or a microphone, produce signals too
weak even for the power amp. These signals are so
small that they are measured in millivolts. If one
plugged a mike directly into a power amp the out
put signal would be so weak that it would not be
useful. Power amps are designed to amplify what is
referred to as a high level or line level signal. Such
signals are on the order of 1 volt at 600 fl. To get a
mike's signal up to that level an intermediate pre
amplifier is used. The low level signal is plugged into
the pre-amp, the pre-amp boosts the low level signal
up to line level, and at this point the electronic signal
can be treated as if it were the same as an oscillator
signal subject to any kind of amplitude shaping by
means of the VCA. The pre-amp will usually have
an impedance or gain control on the front panel. Vari
ous types of mikes have different strengths of sig
nals referenced in terms of impedance. A low im
pedance, or low Z, mike has a rating of between 50
to 250 fl. A high Z mike will have a typical rating of
25k fl. Check the impedance specs for your available
mikes and see that the impedance switch on the pre
amp is in the correct position. If the sound is muddy
or distorted this is an indication that the impedance
match is not correct. Some pre-amps may have gain
switches. Such is the case with the Eu 2420 Dual Pre
Amp ( see figure 4.6). The gain positions for this in- ·
strument are marked 20 db, 40 db, and 60 db, and
provide a gain of 10, 100, and 1000 respectively. After
the signal has been boosted by one of these factors,
the final signal is then attenuated by a level control.
Readers familiar with rock amplifiers will know
that they can plug a mike or guitar ( which is also a
low level signal) directly into the amp, apparently
, without the use of a pre-amp. This type of amp is
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Figure 4.6. Eu Dual Pre-Amp (Courtesy
Eu Systems, Inc. Used by permission.)

known as an integrated amplifier, and the pre-amp is
built into the general circuit and wired directlv to
the power amp stage. The volume and tone controls
are part of the pre-amp stage, and the power amp
stage then amplifies the final signal. Most keyboard
oriented electronic instruments such as the popular
ARP Odyssey and Mini-Moog have two different out
put signals. The high level output or line level output
is ready to be patched into a power amplifier. If this
high level signal was fed to an integrated amp one
would then be attempting to pre-amplify a signal that
is already pre-amplified. In this case the low level
output of the instrument should be used, since it can
be taken to the integrated amp and used with other
low level signals such as electric guitars, mikes, etc.
Much more will be said about pre-amps and mikes;
the information given here is intended only to avoid
some possible distorted sounds during the initial stages
of exploring the instrument.

Filtering: Subtractive Synthesis and
Basic Filtering Concepts
Earlier in this chapter mention was made of additive
synthesis whereby the musician builds up waveshapes
and sound complexes by methods of mixing together
of less complex components. Another method which
takes the opposite approach is called subtractive syn
thesis. As the name implies, this method involves using
a complex sound as the initial material. and removing
those frequency components that are not desired. Just
as additive synthesis can, at least hypothetically, build
up any complex from its individual sine wave com
ponents, subtractive synthesis can, again hypotheti
cally, remove any number and combination of compo
nents from a complex structure. For example, it is
possible to begin with a sawtooth wave and remove
all of the overtones, leaving only the fundamental, a
sine wave ( figure 4.7A). Similarly removing all of
the even numbered harmonics would produce a rea
sonable square wave ( figure 4.7B). Removing only
25
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Figure 5.5. Co-existing controls

voltage changes will produce three one-octave shifts
to 256 Hz, 512 Hz, and 1024 Hz. Simultaneous with
these voltage changes is a dynamic voltage beginning
at O and ascending to 10 volts. This dynamic voltage
is applied to a VCA with an offs et of 0. The resulting
sound would b e three octave Cs, each beginning with
silence and crescendoing to "ff." If the controls w ere
reversed as in figure 5.5B, the sonic result would be
an upward glissando at three increasing loudness
steps. Since the dynamic voltage goes from O to 10
volts, this would produce a 10 octave glissando. To
insure that the oscillator does not go out of audible
range, the VCO should be offset to some lower fre
quency so that a 10 octave range can be accommo
dated. It should be mentioned that these control vol
tage contours are real ly no different than the manual
shapes suggested for the exercises at the end of chap
ter 4. The only difference is that the external controls
can be very precise, both in level and timing, because
they are generated by instrum entation dedicated to
their production and control. The coexistence and re
lationship between a multitude of control voltages de
fines 50% of an instrument's structure. The other 50%
of the st ructure is determine d by the routing or patch
ing of the audio signals.
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of unrelated controls or a number of vol tage trans
formations derived from a single source. A control
may be transformed by means of attenuation, multi
plication, integration, interpolation, or inversison. D e
tailed explanation of the proc esses will be covered as
the va ious pplica tions are discuss ed. The following
�
. _ �
defm1t10ns will provide sufficien t information to make
basic control voltage generation meaningful.
Attenuation
Just as an amplifier can at tenuate a signal ( see
page 23), a control voltage may also be less ened in
strength. For example, three one-volt steps usually re
_
sul t m three one -octave skips when appli ed to an un
attenuated VCO. Most voltage controlled circuits have
front panel control voltage attenuators, attenuating in
put or processing inputs. By applying a voltage to
an attenuating input, the incoming control can be
compressed to any desir ed voltage range. In figure
5.6 the original three on e-volt steps are attenuated
by 50% to produce three )f-volt steps, each in turn pro
ducing a skip of an augmented four th. Note that the
voltage ratios do not change, only their composite
range. It should also be emphasized that input attenu
ation has no effect on the source of the control. The
voltages are produced a t full value, and the at tenua
tion takes place beyond this point of generation.
The majority of the EMS instruments, such as the
Synthi AKS, are based on control voltage output at
tenuation. The magnitude of a con trol voltage is de
termined at the source of the voltage ; and it is not
possible to a ttenuate controls separately for every
parameter. This imposes limits on ins trument struc
t uring bu t, as wit h any ins trume nt, if the user i s awar e
of the design, he can use it successfully.
Some instrumentation has two kinds of control in
puts, "fixed" and "attenuated." In the case of VCOs
the fixed input is usually referenced to one volt pe :
�ctave an? cannot easi ly be changed. Thi s obviously
1s convement for standard tuning. Other inputs may
have variable front panel attenuators so that the con
trol voltage can be tailored to other n eeds. Some manu
facturers have designed instrumentation so that when
the attenuator or processing pot is at maximum the
VCO, filt er or whatever will respond to one vol; per
octave.
Control voltage at tenuation can also be accom
plished by separ ate control voltage processors and in
s�i:ne instr�ments by AC I DC coupled mixers �r amp
lif�rs. Unlike a dedicated audio mixer, thi s type of
mixer can accept and mix control voltages as well
as audio signals. The Moog 984 Mixer is an example
of such an instrument. A control may be taken into
any available input, then freely attenuated and mixed
with other incoming controls. The final composite sig
nal then appears at the output. If only a single con-
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Figure 5.6. Control voltage attenuation

trol

is taken, the module can be used just for attenua
ion
as determined by the inpu t pot. This is basically
t
the same .sort of circuit us ed within a module t o mix
manually the internal offset with an incoming con
trol. Both the manual offset and the ex ternal control
have to be mixed or summed before being applied to
the controlled parameter. Coupled mixers such as the
Moog 984 Mixer and the Eu 2010 Amplifier make this
process possibl e by means of external modules. Un
less such. a mixer provides some gain, expansion of
a control vol tage will be impossi ble. A gain of 2 would
mean that an incoming 2 volts would possibly be ex
panded to 4 volts, 3 volts to 6, and so on.
Putting these concepts into acoustic instrument an
alogies is a bit challenging, but it may be pedagogic
ally useful. Consider a guitar string in analogy to a
VCO. The tension of a string could be considered the
offset, tuned to a specific pitch. The player's fingers,
as they are placed on the strings, are analogous to
con trol voltages. Beginning wi th the index fing er, each
_
succes�1vely high�r finger produces a higher pitch.
Changmg the tunmg of the string would cons titute a
change in offset, with th e controls still having the
same effe ct . Modification of th e fret placement-for
example, placing th em clos er together-would repr e
sent the process of control attenuation, resulting in the
production of smaller intervals.
Inversion
Investigating the process of inversion, one has to un
�erstand the nature of the con trol voltages for each
mstrument. Som e instrument designs use a control
range operating on both sides of O volts-posi tive and
_
negative control. Other ins truments restrict the con
trol to the positive side of O only. In each case the
process of inversion is slightly different. In the case
of positive and negative control, inversison would be
an inverse value around O ( figure 5.7A). A positive
voltage inver ted is simply a similar negative valu e.
In terms of application, suppose that a control raises
the pitch of an oscillator one octave ; if that voltage
were inverted it would then lower the pitch one· oc
tave ( figure 5.7B).
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If the instrument's control range is only positive
voltage, inversion must be thought of in a different
way. If the controls are only positive it would be im
possible to take a parameter below its offset value.
The lowest value a control could have is O volts, which
will have no effect on the controlled parameter. How
then does one invert a control that never goes below
O? Figure 5.8 illustrates inversion in relation to 0,
as in the earlier example: +5 becomes -5, +7 be
comes -7, and so on. Instead of looking at this as a
-10 to +10 volt range, consider it to be simply a
total range of 20 volts. Now by moving the O volt
reference line to the point of lowest voltage ( figure
5.8B ), we observe that what was +5 is still +5, +7
is +3, etc. What has happened is that O volts has
been established as the lowest value, and all controls
are on the positive side of 0. Inversion now becomes
a process of reciprocal values within the total control
range. The inversion of a value is arrived at by sub
tracting that value from the total available range.
Within a 10-volt operating range, the inversion of 5
is still 5, the inversion of 7 is 3, the inversion of
9 is 1, etc. Reciprocal inversion could possibly be ex
plained more simply; but showing its relationship to
positive-negative inversion as merely a re-establish
ment of the lowest voltage value will be important
to a conceptual understanding of all electronic instru
ments.
Now comes the question-why invert? Why would
someone wish to control something upside down? Con
sider a left-handed guitarist having to learn from
scratch on a right-handed guitar. While there is no
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real problem with the coordination, all the books are
upside down. Admittedly a simple example, but it
makes the point about accommodating various inputs
to an instrument. There is no acoustic law which states
that highest notes on a keyboard have to be on the
right. After all, on an accordian the highest notes are
down! This problem also relates to more complex in
strument structuring. Consider a case in which two
oscillators are to produce mirror scales of each other.
For one VCO you would need an ascending series of
voltages and for the other VCO a descending series
of voltages. Instead of using two separate control
sources, why not use one source driving VCO 1 di
rectly and at the same time invert another leg of the
same voltage to drive VCO 2 ( see figure 5.9A)? As
suming that the controls regulate fixed voltage inputs,
the only tuning required is the offset. The complexity
of control is simplified and performance deals with
only one control source, not two.
Another example of the use of inverted control is
illustrated in Figure 5.9B. This deals with more com
plex parametric correlation, but is certainly worth
thinking about at this point. The task is to generate a
specific pitch-timbre relationship in which all high
pitches have simple timbres and lower pitches have
proportionally richer timbres. Simply use the inverted
form of the voltages driving the oscillator to control a
low-pass filter. A high voltage produces a high pitch,
and simultaneously, its inverted form, a low voltage, es
tablishes a low filter cut-off frequency, removing the
desired amount of harmonics.
Integration
Certain control devices such as keyboards and sequen
cers ( see pages 45 and 70) can produce either man
ually activated or pre-programmed voltage steps, as
in figure 5.10. If applied to a VCO, the result is a
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Figure 5.10. Integration

series of discrete pitches. The process of integration
is comparable to a portamento or glissando between
and through the pitches. The time it takes to integrate
two voltage levels is called the "time constant." A tc
of .2 means that it would take .2 seconds for a voltage
to integrate or slope from its previous value to a new
value. The portamento control on an electronic key
board is a time constant pot which sets the porta
mento rate. Some other control sources have integra
tion possibilities built into the instruments, while other
instrumentation provides integration possibilities by
means of a separate module.
Other terms for integration are lag and slew. These
terms actually describe specialized integration func
tions. A "slew" can be either positive or negative.
Serge System instruments provide modules dedicated
to either positive or negative integration and are called
the Dual Negative Slew and Dual Positive Slew ( dual,

slew

�, J\,.,.I.Ji.

Figure 5.11. Positive and negative slew

meaning that it can process two independent voltages).
The negative slew will integrate between descending
voltage levels only ( see figure 5.11).
A Lag Processor, as on the ARP 2600, is usually
associated with a device called an envelope detector
( see page 53), which is used to convert an incoming
audio signal into a control voltage. Acoustically gen
erated sounds have very complex waveshapes and are
usually too transient, with very rapid fluctuations, to
be used as controls. The lag is essentially a negative
slew that slopes off the descending portions of the
waveshape. More will be said about integration func
tions associated with envelope detectors on page 53.
Some integration slopes are linear and some are
logarithmic,-linear meaning that the rate of voltage
change is constant, and exponential meaning that the
closer the voltage gets to the next value the slower
39

it changes. If your available instrument provides both
possibilities, use your ear to determine your prefer
ence for each controlled parameter. If the instrument
has only one slope, don't worry about it-the differ
ence is usually very subtle. It may, however, be use
ful to realize that with exponential curves the final
value is never reached within the slope. At some point
the slope is broken and the final value is latched onto,
actually breaking the integration function as the slope
approaches the final value. However, this latching is
almost inaudible. I suppose someone could make a
case for linear integration, with the full transition heard
since the rate change is constant, but . .. !
Examples of acoustic counterparts of integration
are evident, but some thought might be given to con
ventional music terms for various integrated param
eters:
Integrated pitch
Integrated dynamics
Integrated tempo

glissando or portamento
crescendo and diminuendo
accelerando and ritardando

Quantization

Quantization is the opposite of integration: it takes a

continuously variable voltage and divides it into on
going discrete steps or values. Modules such as en
velope generators or random voltage sources (low fre
quency noise) produce continuously variable voltages.
Figure 5.12 illustrates a voltage sloping from O to 10
volts. If one quantized this slope into five equidistant
values, it would produce a sequence of 0, 2.5, 5, 7.5,
and 10 volts. Slopes always quantize to the nearest
pre-determined quantization value. If the 10 volt range
is to be quantized into 5 equal steps, it would first
produce O volts (step 1) ; then as the slope rises past
1.25 volts, halfway to the next quantized value, the
output would switch to 2.5 volts. The output would
remain at 2.5 volts until the slope reached 3.75 volts
(halfway between 2.5 and the next value, 5) and at
that point switch to 5 volts, and so on. This process
is not to be confused with sample/hold techniques
(see page 80), since quantized values are usually
fixed by the instrument or pre-determined by the per
former.
The string bass and bass guitar provide excellent
analogies of continuous and quantized functions. The
string of a standard concert bass is capable of infinite
pitch selection, and the performer can slide or glis
sando between any interval within the range of a
single string. The standard electric bass guitar, how
ever, is quantized into equal tempered half-steps, so
that all the performer must do is come close, making
sure he places a finger behind each fret or integration
value. Harry Partch's Adapted Guitar relocates the
frets so that the guitar integrates at different values,
with the player generating his own intonation require
ments.
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Each interval quantization is often built into pro
grammable voltage sources such as the EML 400 Se
quencer and the Buchla 248 Multiple Arbitrary Func
tion Generator. With the increasing use of digital
control of analog instruments, user-determined quan
tization can be of immense value in the exploration
of non-tempered scales.
Multiplication
This is not easy to describe, since it is difficult to find
a simple acoustic analogy. Voltage multiplication is
a process whereby one value (a voltage level) is de
termined by another value (a second voltage level).
If a series of voltages-0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10-were applied
to one input of a multiplier, the output voltage would
be dependent on the voltage level at the other input.
For example, assume that the multiplier is 5 volts.
Since the total voltage range of the system is 10 volts,
5 represents a multiplicand of .5, one-half the total
range. In this case the output series would be 0, 1, 2,
3, 4, 5 volts (figure 5.13A). If the multiplicand were
7 volts (figure 5.13B). Things get a bit more com
plex if the multiplicand is dynamic. For instance, sup
pose the multiplicand switched from 1 to 5 to 10 volts.
This would represent values of .1, .5, and 1. If the
multiplicand changed each time the series began at 0,
the output would be 0, .2, .4, .6, .8, 1, 0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 (figure 5.13C).
As mentioned earlier, such product functions are
not so apparent in acoustic devices, especially where
both variables are performer determined. One such ex
ample might be the "Jaw's Harp." The loudness is
a product of the amplitude of the vibrating metal
strip and the resonance of the performer's mouth. In
the open air the instrument is barely audible, and a
resonant space is useless without a vibrating source.
When combined, however, they produce loudness
functions which can be controlled by either variable,
one determining the other.
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since the multiplier is increasing
each cycle of the output voltage
increases in proportion

dynamic multiplier

Control voltage multiplication is also possible with
an AC/DC coupled VCA,-one which can attenuate
a control voltage by means of another incoming con
trol. With the offset at 0, the value of the VCA out
put voltage is the product of the input voltage (in
this case a control) and the applied control voltage.
The Moog 902 Voltage Controlled Amplifier is cap
able of this process, with the added capability of in
verted or normal outputs (see figure 5.14). There are
some other techniques which may be used to simu
late multiplication, and these will be pointed out in
applicable situations.
Now, what does a musician do with this plethora
of information? It is through the processing of controls
that the performer or composer determines the com
plexity of responses from his instrument. Consider a
situation in which some traditional performance con
trols could be sensed and transformed into analogous
control voltages. These controls could be processed in
various ways, then redistributed to different param
eters of an electronic instrument. Suppose, for ex
ample, a string player producing the event notated in
figure 5.15A, a repetitive D major scale with a cres
cendo and diminuendo; with suitable instrumentation
the pitch and loudness activity could be turned into
usable voltages. A Pitch-to-Voltage Converter (see
page 55) would transform the strings' frequencies into

Figure 5.13. Multiplication

Figure 5.14. Moog 902 VCA
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It is suggested that one use the following situa
tion as a basis for some self-constructed exercises, con
siderations, and possible group or class discussions.
Theorom 1: An ything which can be measured can be
translated into an analogous voltage.
Theorom 2: Voltages ma y be changed or processed by :
A. Addition to another voltager
B. Subtraction by another voltage
C. Inversion
D. Integration
E. Quantization
F. Multiplication by another voltage
Theorom 3: In an ideal situation within the electroni c
media, an y desired musical parameter may be d e
termined and controlled by any voltage.
Theorom 4: Given theoroms I, 2 and 3, you are free to
create as you wish!
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a series of voltages. Assuming a I volt/octave conver
sion with the lowest voltage being 0, the output would
be a series as shown in figure 5.15B. The loudness
variation could be sensed by an envelope detector
( see page 53) and its output voltage would be as
illustrated in figure .5.15C. Two obvious inputs have
been extracted from the performer and transformed
into independent controls. Now let's put the instrument
back together in a new way. We could simply reverse
the controls: the rising and falling voltage originated
by bow pressure would cause a rising and falling
pitch, and the discrete voltage steps caused by finger
placement would produce sudden changes in loudness
( figure 5.15D).
Now let's complicate things and add some control
processing. In figure 5.16 the original pitch is multi
plied by .5 ( 5 volts, assuming a 10 volt range) and
the loudness contour is inverted. Redistributed to the
instrument, the voltage sequence for the pitches
would be one half the original values, producing a
8-note quarter-tone scale, and the loudness contour
would be a diminuendo followed by a crescendo.
Needless to say, one could incorporate quantizers, at
tenuators, more multipliers, and other elements to com
plicate the examples. If you want to attempt it, try
the exercises I and 3 at the end of chapter 6, and let
your imagination run free. This is the heart of dealing
with electronic instruments, and if you can come up
with the ideas, they can probably be implemented.
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Figure 5.15. Parametric transfer

Applications
This chapter has been largely conceptual and men
tions a very limited number of specific instruments.
Consequently, it would not be practical to suggest any
hardware-oriented projects at this point. Nevertheless,
due to the importance of voltage control concepts to
the electronic media it is strongly urged that the reader
spend a day or two considering some ideas before go
ing on to chapter 6. The next chapter contains what
are perhaps the most important pages in this text, and
it is based on the reader's grasp on voltage control
concepts.

This is, of course, what every composer or per
former dreams of doing. However, used as a basis for
various hypothetical constructions, this goes to the
heart of the subject at hand: conceptualizing the re
lationships between control and resulting sound.
This exercise is to take any imaginable situation
and isolate some variables within that situation. Once
the variables have been defined, assign their units of
measurement to a voltage range. It is suggested that
you check your instrument manual and work within
those voltage boundaries. In this way you can begin
to think in terms of a specific instrument ( the example
given below will be based on a ± 10 volt range). Since
measurements can be translated into precise voltages
one can have any measured action control various
modules of an electronic instrument. The best place
to begin is in terms of the "basic patch" explained in
chapter 4.
Example: A Sonic Weather Machine
The measurable variables:
A-air temperature
B-wind speed
C-humidity

Corresponding voltages: ( subjective assignments)
A-temperature: each 10 degrees Fahrenheit will
equal 1/2 of a volt.
B-speed: each I mile-per-hour measurement will
equal .I volt.
C-humidity: every 5% humidity will equal I volt.
Voltage assignments: [It is here that one decides what
voltage activity will control each part of the basic
patch.
°
A-air temperature controls the VCO. Each 10 F.
equal 1/12 volt. Assuming that the VCO oper
ates on a l volt/ octave range, each degree wilJ
change the VCO by Jf step.
B-air speed controls the VCF ( Voltage Controlled
Low Pass Filter). Assuming a I volt/ octave
range, each mph change will move the filter
cut-off one octave.
C-humidity controls the VCA. Every 5% humidity
will change the gain 10%.
Take special note of the offsets; they should be indi
cated in each patch.
The VCO is a sawtooth wave so there is a rich spec
trum to filter. The frequency is offset to 128 Hz
( C).
The VCF is offset to the fundamental pitch of the

vco.

The VCA is offset to a gain of .5 ( control of 50%) so
the humidity variations can potentialJy create cres
cendi and diminuendi.
""""" GO BACK AND READ THIS EXERCISE
AGAIN SO IT IS WELL UNDERSTOOD UP TO
THIS POINT"""""
Conditions: It is a calm and stable day.
°
Temperature
70 F
.7 volts
Air Speed = 2 mph = 2 volts
Humidity
5% = I volt

=

=

=

Results:
Pitch would be a perfect 5th higher ( 7 half-steps)
Filter cut-off would be 2 octaves higher ( 512 Hz)
Amplitude would be increased slightly

offset
gain= 1·

ff'.:=:=::=-

w-=:::::::ff

+10

'The a�� must b� turned all the way up so the negative voltage has something to subtract from.
_
If the m1t1al gam Is zero the negative voltage cannot possibly turn it down any further.

invertor

Figure 5.16. Parametric transfer and processing

-10

• 'Rem!mber that the signal out of the oscillator is at full loudness and the only thing the
amphfier can do to ii is to turn it down!
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6
Figure 5.17. Sonic wind machine

vco
humidity
1 volt (10% gain)

air speed
2 volts (2 octaves)

temperature
_ 7 volts (7 halt-steps)

vco

i

i

��
. L=r�7,:1/�
ff

pitch 8 perfect
5th higher

VCF

spectral

components above
512Hz removed

creased
i
�� �:�
9 Y

Problem 1: What happens is the temperature sud
°
denly drops 20 and, air speed increases 1 mph and,
humidity increases 20%?
Problem 2: What sonic result would take place if
the above changes took place steadily over a one
minute period?
Problem 3: How could you cause the pitch to rise
in response to a falling temperature?
Problem 4: What would be the result if the VCA and
VCO controls were interchanged?
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Control
Voltage Sources

Figure 5.18. Sonic weather machine with applied
controls

Problem 5: After the change described in problem 4,
how would you get a smoothly changing humidity
to result in discreet pitch changes?
Problem 6: Using only the basic patch, invent some
new situations for controls and assign them to the
instrument in various ways. Be sure to consider rela
tionships and offsets for each control. If this seems
too easy, try processing the voltages and dealing
with two or three basic patches at one time.

Control voltage sources are the basic organs of con
temporary instruments. The possibilities of control
processing were introduced before discussing individ
ual control voltage generators, so that here it will
be possible to discuss control sources in a more con
textual relationship to their applications. This chapter
will introduce a variety of control generators and make
some suggestions concerning obvious and perhaps not
so obvious applications by the musician.
In most instances of recorded electronic music, the
composer fills a dual role of creator and performer. In
the older studios of Europe, it was a common prac
tice for the composer to realize his work through the
aid of an engineer; he would seldom come in direct
contact with the equipment. But due to simplified
methods and design, along with the contemporary com
poser's increasing knowledge of electronic methods and
an instinctive curiosity about the internal workings of
his art, the electronic music composer today holds a
tighter rein on the compositional processes. One of
the major appeals of electronic music is that if offers
the composer an opportunity to come into direct con
tact with the various parameters in which he is in
terested. Some composers appreciate this because of
the unrestricted control it affords; others value it be
cause of the actual kinesthetic sensations involved,
much as in the act of painting or sculpting.
There is an endless number of kinds of voltage
sources which the composer may use; and every studio
may have its own particular version of a basic type
that has been built or modified to meet a specific
need. This chapter will discuss the basic resources
of control sources and some of the more common re
finements and modifications found on much of the
equipment which is commercially available. There will
be no attempt to present any particular design in its
entirety, and all of the discussed refinements and modi
fications are usually not found on any one system.
There are so many individual variations in design that
complete coverage would amount to a detailed de
scription of every electronic studio in the world.
For purposes of lucid and coherent discussion, this
ov�rview will be divided into two sections. The first
will deal with kinesthetic sources, that is, those in
which the generated voltage is the result of some di
re�t and discrete action by the performer, such as with

various types of keyboards, pitch-to-voltage converters,
joysticks, and such. The second section will concen
trate on programmed controllers; in this case a voltage
function is pre-set by the instrument or by the per
former and called into action as needed. In some in
stances this categorization is not clear because of a
complexity of inputting possibilities. In these situa
tions the modules will be dealt with at a point that
seems most logical.

Kinesthetic Control Voltage Sources
Keyboards
The most popular, but not necessarily most useful,
source of control voltage is the voltage keyboard or
keyboard controller. This is essentially a multiple volt
age source that will produce a different instantaneous
voltage for each key activated. The keyboard may be
similar to an organ keyboard, or it may be a series of
metal plates ( commonly known as capacitance plates
or a "touch keyboard") which are touched by the per
former. The similarity to an organ or piano keyboard
is often confusing because the voltage keyboard need
not necessarily change pitch. It produces voltages
which may be used to control pitch as well as amp
litude, timbre, or any other desired parameter. Ideally,
each individual key would have the capability of pro
ducing its own voltage independent of the other keys.
This may be achieved by each key having its own
voltage pot which could be manually set. Because it
has individual controls, the keyboard is not limited to
having any particular voltage sequence; going from
left to right would not necessarily mean higher volt
ages. By depressing the individual keys, the performer
would effect a change to the preset voltage of that
particular key.
Note that in figure 6.1 there is only one main out
put for the voltage. The basic voltage keyboards are
"monophonic," since they will produce only one volt
age at a time, that is, if controlling an oscillator with
them, the player would produce only one pitch at a
time. The output may be divided to control any num
ber of modules, but each module would receive the
same voltage. Some keyboards will produce the pre
set voltage only while that particular key is depressed.
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This is often referred to as a "hold-no hold" function;
certain designs of keyboards will function in either
mode, selected either by a "hold-no hold" switch or by
separate "hold-no hold" outputs.
Over the years there has been much discussion,
arguments, and design variations relating to poly
phonic systems. My own opinion is that t�e synthe
sizer is, at least as of this writing, essentially not a
polyphonic device. There are indeed m�ny types o!,
_
,
"polyphonic" keyboards and dedicated polyp�om:
electronic instruments. vVhat the performer gams m
polyphonic capabilities from a single co�trol so�r��'
one usually loses in user-implemented design possibih
_
ties. I find great difficulty in trying to remember which
type of polyphonic keyboard has low or high note
priority, which portions of the keyboar� go t� what
,
module, and become quite confused amid th� �?me
times, always, never, continuous, reset, reassign op
erations. Manufacturers of polyphonic keyboards sup
ply the user with all necessary operation information,
and therefore I will leave such descriptions to the
user manuals. It would hopelessly confuse the reader
if in a single text one attempted to cover all possible
kevboard operations. I will deal only with the mono
ph�nic voltage keyboard; a thorough knowledge �f this
type of controller will facilitate the understandi�g of
_
polyphonic systems, and all of the information will be
readily transferable.
Computer-aided polyphonic performance is really
a different situation. In this case the performer can
program a series of parallel functions. But now we
are talking about computers and micro-processors,
rather than manually operated keyboards. The state
of-the-art system is a multiphonic instrument capable
of a myriad of interesting sounds and structures. Our
own physical resources of ten fingers would plac� a
severe limitation on the control and implementation
of these structures if they were only accessible through
direct control of a keyboard. Perhaps this statement
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Figure 6. 1. Basic voltage keyboard
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output
voltage A
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voltage 8

Figure 6.2. Two voltage
homophonic keyboard

may offend some manufacturers an? a sufficient num
_
ber of musicians. This, of course, is not my mtent. I
am only saying that the concept of polyp�ony can
not be limited to what is available from pianos and
organs. An orchestra is also a polyphonic instrument,
we know how many hands it uses. A seasoned per
former with access to a large studio system still �ou�d
not create that same level of structural complexity m
real time if he were limited to a keyboard, no matter
how polyphonic it may be. He can, however, pre
program functions and timbres to react to a keyboard,
a computer or the cycling of the moon; and I prefer
_
this concept of polyphony to my limitations with a
keyboard.
Figure 6.2 is a type of "homophonic" keyboard.
With this particular design, each key is able to pro
duce two independent preset voltages. The top row
of pots are preset and the voltage is taken from ou�
put A. The lm�er row of pots are also pres�t and their
output voitage is taken from output B. It is thus pos
_
sible to have any single key produce two mdependent
voltages which may be used to control two indepen
dent modules.
In certain instances it may be very useful to have
a third independent output with its own set of con
trol pots. Each output would also have a set of cor
responding pots for the presetting of each key, and
each separate voltage output could then be used to
control any voltage-controlled module in the system
:
A more common keyboard design is the voltage di
_
vider format which divides a control voltage range mto
equal steps, resulting in fixed equal division of pitches.
_
This keyboard design achieves voltage regulation by

using only two pots: "range" and "scale" ( see figure
6.3). The range pot determines the total amount of
voltage the keyboard will produce. If the keyboard
is being used to control the frequency of an oscillator,
and the range pot is at a maximum, the pitch differ
ence between the two extreme ends of the keyboard
may be as much as 15 octaves, depending on the par
ticular design. If the range pot is at a minimum set
ting, the total range of the keyboard could be as small
as one-half step. If the keyboard had 40 keys, then
there would be a possibility of having 40 different
pitches between any two adjacent half-steps. The re
lationship between the individual voltages is con
trolled by the scale pot. This control allows for fine
tuning of the voltages so that it is possible to achieve
various types of scalar relationships of the controlled
parameter. To facilitate performance of traditional 12tone equal temperament music, the smaller perfor
mance systems such as the ARP Odyssey, the Cat,
and others have the keyboard pre-tuned to standard
intervals. Certain keyboard designs make use of a key
board programmer. This is a memory circuit which
can be instantaneously switched in to provide various
pre-programmed tunings. It should be recalled that
very fine and subtle control of all of the parameters
is just as important as the fine control of pitch, and
that the keyboard should not be approached as strictly
a frequency controlling device.
Since the typical monophonic keyboard can only
produce one output voltage at a time, what happens
if two or more keys are depressed simultaneously?
Most mechanical keyboards are of the voltage divided
genre which have low-key priority. If a high key is
held down, as soon as a lower key is depressed the
voltage output will be that of the lower key, even if
the higher key is still held. This can be used to ar
ticulate wide interval shakes or trills by holding down
a high key and rapidly depressing and releasing a low
key. Other keyboards incorporate last-key priority. It
is virtually impossible to touch two or more keys at
exactly the same time, and the voltage output is that
of the last key, no matter how minute the time inter
val. Dual output keyboards function in various ways.
With two voltage outputs, one output usually corres
ponds to the highest key and the other to the lowest
key. Such features as dual voltage output can be put
to some interesting uses by using the main voltage
to control a VCO and the second voltage, to control

another parameter such as a filter. In this way the
top "voice" controls pitch and the lower "voice" con
trols timbre.
The voltage output from a keyboard may be hard
wire connected to an oscillator ( meaning that the user
cannot disconnect it), connected and disconnected by
means of a switch, or may call for user patching by
means of cables, plugs, etc. When using the keyboard
to control an oscillator, one still must determine the
VCO's offset. This means that when you first ap
proach the instrument, a C on the keyboard may not
necessarily produce a C on the VCO. A logical tuning
procedure is to touch the lowest key, meaning that
the control voltage is at its lowest value, usually 0
volts.1 Making sure that the keyboard is connected
to the VCO, adjust the offset to any desired refer
ence pitch. If for some reason you are asked to play
a Bb horn part ( written in Bb), tune the VCO offset
to produce Bb ( in the correct octave) while the C
key on the keyboard is activatec;l.
Some keyboards have the availability of pre-set
references. Additional keys can add additional voltage
to the keyboard output to transpose it by octaves,
fifths, or any desired interval. Figure 6.4A illustrates
this process. Three extra keys with associated pots
may be used to set three voltage levels of 0, 1, and
1.5. By touching pre-set l the output voltage, 0 volts,
is added to the ongoing keyboard voltages, perhaps
producing a repetitive triad. Zero plus whatever the
keys are generating has no effect on the final key
board output. Activating pre-set 2, however, adds l
volt to each key voltage, making the final keyboard
output one octave higher. The result would be an oc
tave transposition of pitch. The third pre-set sums
1.5 volts with the keyboard voltages to make the trans
position an octave plus an augmented fourth. This
same result could be accomplished by either playing
a compound augmented fourth higher on the key
board or by re-setting the offset on the oscillator
( either manually or by means of a second control volt
age source). Preset keys or switches are useful for
keyboards with a limited number of keys and place
the transposition control in the immediate area of the
generation of other pitch controls.
An alternate keyboard format favored by some
players is the matrix keyboard. Similar to a calculator
keyboard, it is usually in a 4 X 4 matrix with each
key user-tunable to any desired control setting. Ma
trix keyboards are available with either touch-sensi
tive or mechanical action keys. The EML Manual Con
troller ( see figure 6.5) is a 16-key matrix providing
two independently tuned voltages for each key. The
"sampled voltage" output is like most other keyboard
I. Sometimes the zero volt reference is in the middle of the
keyboard, so that it generates positive and negative control.
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Figure 6.5. EML Manual
Controller

control voltage outputs in that each key depression
is memorized by the circuit and the output voltage
will remain at that level until a new key is depressed.
The "voltage" output, however, is a no-hold process
in which the control instantly drops to zero as soon
as the key is released. Some applications of homo
phonic keyboards were given earlier, but this no-hold
function provides additional possibilities. The "sam
pled" output could be used to control a VCO, and
the "voltage" output then could be used to control
the amplitude of a VCA. Since each key has separate
tunable voltage outputs, each pitch could be pre
programmed to a specific loudness. A possible ad
vantage here is that as soon as the key is released,
the "voltage" returns to zero, thus instantly turning
down the VCA. In effect this produces rather crude
"envelopes" but still is useful when you run out of
envelope generators ( see page 64). The real advan
tage of the matrix keyboard is in the relationships one
can establish between performance gesh1res and tun
ing.s.

Tracking and Tuning. A format common to many in
struments is to have the keyboard patched to a VCO
and simultaneously to a Voltage Controlled Filter
( VCF). With this patch one can offset pitch and filter
cut-offs, and both will track in parallel ( see figure
48

6.6A). Why do this? If, for example, a low pass filter
is offset to 512 Hz, the frequency component above
that cut-off will be attenuated. That means as the VCO
produces pitches closer and closer to that cut-off they
will contain less and less spectral components and the
higher notes will have proportionally simpler timbres
( figure 6.6B). If this is the desired effect, fine. If con
sistent timbres are desired, the filter cut-off must move
higher as the pitch moves higher so that the filter at
tenuates at the same point relative to any given pitch
fundamental. Figure 6.6C shows the VCO and VCF
offset to where the filter cut-off is at the fourth har
monic. As a keyboard voltage is applied the pitch and
filter cut-off move up in "unison" so that the cut-off
is still at the fourth harmonic of any pitch. More likely
than not the filter's control voltage attenuator will have
to be adjusted in order to track with the oscillator. If
you have tried this ( and it works), don't stop with
the obvious. Try different attenuation levels and see
what you get. If you have the resources, invert or
multiply the control to the filter.
Controlling two or more VCO's from the keyboard
is also possible. The oscillators can be offset to any de
sired interval and, if correctly tuned in terms of the
control, they will track at that interval. With fixed volt
age inputs or hardwired keyboard connections the VCO
tracking is no problem. If the control voltage attenua-

Timbre is constant at the 4th
harmonic

tors are continuously variable, tuning the correct re
sponse with more than one VCO can be difficult. Let
me suggest a method that may make it easier.
a. Patch all the VCO's into a mixer so they may all
be heard together or individually. It will help if
they all come out of the same speaker.
b. Connect the keyboard or any other control to each
VCO in parallel ( the same control going to each
VCO simultaneously).
c. On the mixer, turn down all but one VCO and ad
just its control voltage attenuator so that an octave
on the keyboard sounds like an octave. When doing
this, begin with the lowest available octave on the
keyboard; then when satisfied, check the upper oc
taves. It will also help if the VCO's are all set to
a harmonically rich waveshape such as square or
sawtooth. Do this for all other VCO's, listening to
each one individually.
d. Touch the lowest key on the keyboard ( or the key
corresponding to O volts) and turn up the gain for
the second VCO.
e. You will now hear both VCO's, probably set at
some absurd interval, so tune them to a unison.
The rich waveshape will make it easier to hear the
beats.
f. Touch the octave key and adjust the processing
pot on VCO 2 so that it is in tune with the refer
ence. Do not touch the reference VCO unless you
are sure it has drifted or been changed. After the
processing pot has been adjusted to produce a uni-

Figure 6.6. Tracking an oscillator and filter

son, touch the O volt key and readjust the offset
of VCO 2, as it probably will have changed a bit.
g. Repeat this process for each oscillator. Now the
VCO's can be offset to any intervals and should
track exactly in tune.
Some VCO's have phase locking capabilities which
will insure precise tracking. It has been my experience
that the use of phase locking to correct intonation really
makes a bank of oscillators sound like one VCO as you
lose much of the phasing information inherent in so
many interesting timbres. However, if this is what you
want, by all means use it. Uses of phasing can be very
effective with other techniques and if you have to
waste phasing by keeping the VCO's in tune, some
thing is probably out of adjustment on the VCO or
the keyboard. ( See figure 6.7a.)
Keep in mind that VCO's do not have to track in
parallel. Try taking one leg of the control voltage
through some various process such as inversion or slew
ing ( see figure 6. 7b).
Portamento. At times it may be desirable to have a
gradual voltage change, as in figure 6.8. This gradual
voltage change may be achieved on certain keyboards
by using a "portamento" control. The word "porta
mento" must be understood in its literal sense (Italian
"to carry"), since the gradual change of voltage need
not be applied to frequency. The portamento control
setting will determine the time it takes for the voltage
to change from one level to another. This rate may be
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Fluctuating Controls from a Keyboard. Another o�
characteristic of many voltage keyboards 1s
that the output voltage may be a function of the m an
ual force applied to any individual key. Keyboard s con
sisting of c apacitance plat es will produce volt ges p ro
�
portional to the applied finger pressure. This would
be very useful if the keyboard has a separate output
for the preset voltages and for voltages produced by
finger pressure, since it would be possible to create
various phrasings and accents by using the preset volt
age to control f requency and using the finger-pressure
voltage t o control the amplitude of each frequency
( figure 6.9). With this patching, the indivi?ual am�
_
litudes, along with possible cresendi and d1mmue�d1,
would be a function of finger pressure, and pitch
would be a function of k eyboard voltages.
The use of pressure as a viable control requires a
bit of practice but it is worth the time spent. Although
the input is called pressure on touch keyboards, it is

era ting
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really a result

of amount of skin contact. This is a
correlative of finger pressure, but accurate p erfor
mance requires that we really know what is going on.
First, the standard "thumb under" keyboard us�al�y
doesn't work. This t�hnique brings the thumbnail m
contact with the touch plate and no voltage will be
produced. Attach the pressure output to a VCF or
VCO and try just rocking back and f orth on a key.
The key doe sn't matter, as the voltage is not produced
by key selection. With a VCO, see how accurate you
can become in playing specific intervals. Process the
voltage by attenuating it to workable levels. Some
keyboards allow keyboard adjustment of p ressure re
sponse so that it can really be tailored to your own
touch. If you hav e the capabili ty of voltage-contr olled
portamento, control the portamento rate with pressure.
In this way, if a higher voltage decreases the porta
mento time ( you may have to invert the voltage to get
this correlation), the firmer you press a new key the
fast er y ou arrive at a new pitch. In this manner p orta
mento rate can vary from pitch to pitch.
The Buchla 219 Kinesthetic Input Port is designed
as an interfacing instrument for use between the per
former and a m icroproc essor, or is able to control ap
propriate analog modules by direct front panel patch
ing. Designed in a touch sensitive keybo r � format,
�
it offers sti ll another dynamic input. In addition to the
previously described touch sensitivity, it provides posi
tive and negative controls proportional to lateral move
ment of the entire keyboard. It is so mounted that there
is about 1/20 of an inch movement of the keyboard on
its late ral axis. One can use these volta ges, summed
with the regular key voltages, to control the pitch ?f
a VCO. In this way each key would produce a dis
crete pitch but it could be bent flat or sharp with lat -

eral pressure. The press ure voltage could then be used
to control some other dyn amic parameter such as a
filter.
Additional dynamic inputs provided by various
keyboard designs include velocity and depth sensi
t ivity. In the fi rst case a control is prod uced propor
tional to how fast a key is depressed, and the latter
capability produces a voltage proportional to how far
a key is depressed. All of this implies an import ant
point which the musician should always bear in mind.
Acoustic events which have been usefu l as artistic
tools are usually complex s truct ures with several on
going variables. If one approves of this direction ( and
some relevant composers often do not), the more in
putting or in terfacing capabilities one has with the
instrument the better.
A device usually associated with the keyboard is
the "ribbon controller" or the "linear controller." This
is a tight band about 2 feet long that will produce a
voltage proportional to where it is touched by the per
former. The linear controller is usually equipped with
a pot which will determine the total output voltage,
similar to the range control on the keyboard. If the
total o utput is 5 volts, and it is controlling an oscil
lator, it would be possible to produce a 5 octave glis
sando by sliding one's finger from one end of the rib
bon to the other. An ascending glissando would be
achieved by sliding fr om left to right, while the oppo
site action would produce a descending glissando. If
the total ou tput of the ribbon was set at 1 volt, the
same physical acti on would produce only a 1 octave
glissando. This device will produce the same effects as
the por tamento control on the keyboard. The basic
differences a re that the ribbon of ten has a smaller
range, but the individual characteris tics of the voltage
sweeps can be mor e immediately controlled by the
performer. An extended voltage range with the same
length ribbon could result in a loss of performance
accuracy. Some ribbon controllers are hardwi red to
add to the keyboard output, limiting it to association
with whatever the keyboard happens to be controlling.
Other ribbon controllers have undedicat ed outputs,
and they may be used to control whatever the per
former decides.
Timing Pulses. Still another application of the key
board, ind ependent of format, is the production of
triggers and gates (both referred to as "timing pulses").
These terms often differ from m anufacturer to manu
facturer. As discussed earlier in this text, performing
on an instrument often req uires a single input to con
trol a variety of activities. Assu ming the keyboard is
being used for pitch selection, you might also want
other things to happen simultaneously. For example,
the timbre and loudness might change according t o
some pre-programmed design, and at the same time
the sound might spin around the room in various pat -

terns. These are preprogrammed functions which the
performer usually determines previously and accesses
in various ways in modules like envelope generators
( see page 64), sequencers ( page 70), random voltage
sources ( page 83), etc. These functions then have to
be called forth by some command. And it is usually
desirable to call forth these commands sim ultaneously
with other parametric changes which migh t be con
trolled by a keyboard.
These commands are called timing pulses. The
terms "trigger" and "gate" are often used interchange
ably but there is a distinction in wha t they do . First
of all we should understand that a trigger and gate
have m anufacturer determined levels and tha t the
same volt age level for each is produced for every key.
Key 1 pr oduces the same trigger and gat e voltage as
key 30. A trigger is a transient voltage that has a very
fast rise and fall ( see figure 6.13A). A trigger is used
to cause something to happen, such as incrementing
a sequencer ( p age 64), calling up a random voltage,
or triggering an envelope generator to begin its attack
( see page 70). Trigger voltages will vary fr om manu
facturer to ma nufacturer, but they are usually high
magnitude voltages. A gate always accompanies a trig
ger and is a sustaining voltage which allows something
to continue to happen. The gate voltage may be the
same magnitude as the trigger or may be a bit l ower
( see figure 6.13B). E ach time a key is depressed i t
produces a trigger and a gate at the appropriate out
puts. The trigger is transient and its length cannot be
varied. The gate, however, will stay "on" or "high"
f or as long as the key is depressed. Upon release of
t he key the gate will immediately turn "off" or "lo w."
This means that the trigger will activate some func
tion and the gate will allow this functi on to continue
until the key is released.
In some cases an instrument is so designed that a
clear user distinction between trigger and gate is nec
essary. These sys tems will usually have separate trigger
and gate outputs and inputs. Other sys tems tie triggers
and gates tog ether internally, and the responding mod
ule must distinguish between the two types of infor
mation and use them accordingly. More will be said
about triggers and gates when discussing programmed
control sources and other types of timing pulse sources.

A-triggers

B-gates

press key
release key

Figure 6.10. Triggers and gates
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At this point the reader should realize that most kinds
o f timing pulses are n ot contr o ls in the sense that they
can be adjusted in voltage to cause different magni
tudes of response. This does not mean that you should
indiscriminately plug triggers and gates into just any
input. If there is a danger fo co nfusing timing pulses
with controls, it will so state in the user's manual,
or there will be a clear distinction with the type or
co lor of plug used.
Joysticks
is
One of the cybern etic means of voltage production

o
p
more
or
the "joystick." A joystick consists of two
n
o
c
usly
tential voltage sources which are simultaneo
trolled by a vertically-positioned lever. The two volt
°
ages are physically controlled at an angle of 90 to
each other on an X-Y axis. Movements of the joy
stick from right to left would produce a relative change
in voltage X, while movements of the stick toward or
es
away fr om the body would produce relative chang
it
that
is
ck
joysti
the
of
in v oltage Y. The advantage
any
of
l
contro
t
enden
provides simultaneous but indep
is
two voltage-controllable parameters. If voltage X

l

A

y

being used to control amplitude and voltage Y is being
used to contr ol frequency, an endless number of amp
litude-frequency relationships can be realized. Move
°
ment of the stick at a 90 angle in relation to the body
will vary the frequency independent of amplitude, and
a right-left movement of the stick will vary the amp
litude independent of frequency. Moving the stick at
an ascending angle w ould result in an abrupt change
in frequency with a relatively slow change in ampli
tude (figure 6.llA). The opposite effect (abrupt
change in amplitude with a relatively slow change in
frequency) could be producen by moving the stick
at a right angle (figure 6.llB). A circular rotation of
the joystick would produce a co ntinually varying
change in the two parameters in constant opposite re
latio nships (figure 6.llC).
Some joystick shafts are m ounted on a vertically
positioned p ot to provide a Z axis voltage. The voltage
is then proportional to the up-down movement of the
stick. This Z axis voltage, of course, can be attached
to any desired parameter. This may be combined with
the previous patch to control a filter cut-off as illus
trated in figure 6.llD.
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C

• Note VCA offset at .5 so voltage can be subtracted from.

y
VCF

Figure 6.11. Joysticks
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Even more useful, and more expensive, joystick de
signs provide a fourth voltage produced by a rotary
handle. As the stick is being turned, the handle or en
tire stick is capable of independent rotation, thereby
producing a fourth dynamically variable control. Such
a four-axis joystick can provide control of four inde
pendent parameters with a single hand. Keep in mind
that this is not easy and requires practice-but what
instrument capable of significant structures doesn't?
Envelope Detectors
Many performance situations are enhanced and often
simplified by interfacing external ac oustic or elec
tronic signals with electro nic instruments. The circuits
which provide for direct control from external instru
ments are generally known as Envelope Detectors ( or
Envelope Followers) and Pitch-to-Voltage converters
(PVC). Basically, the envelope detector produces a
control voltage proportional to the amplitude or in
cipient loudness of a sound, and the PVC produces a
control voltage prop ortional to the fundamental fre
quency or pitch of a sound. The following section will
discuss both instruments in some detail.
An "envel ope" is commonly known as the loudness
curve of a sound. Figure 6.12 illustrates some gen
eralized envelopes from various familiar acoustic
events. It must be pointed out that envelopes from
ac oustic sound sources are much more complex than
these illustrati ons represent. If you have access to an
o scilloscope, observe the voltage behavior of various
kinds of acoustic waveshapes. It must also be stressed
that these envelopes are a function of the loudness
of the instrument, not the pitch. There is a certain
amount of correlation between loudness and pitch,
but in order to keep things understandable, don't be
concerned with the correlati o n at this time. Most en
velope detect ors are designed to accept a line or high
level signal. Details of this are given in chapter 14. In
this present discussion it means that m ost acoustic
sources such as electric guitars, microph ones, some
electronic pianos, etc., will have to be pre-amplified,
as their signal is too low to be effectively detected by
the circuit. Therefore, in trying out s ome of the sug
gested patches, have your studio technician adjust
your instrument up to line level (if you don't know
ho w to do it), or tum ahead and read chapter 14,
page 225).
Working from a simple· patch will facilitate the
understanding of an envelope detect or. If you have
the resources, patch t ogether the instrument illus
trated in figure 6.13. After the audio signal is brought
up to the correct level with a pre-amp, it is patched
to the input of the ED. Its output is then patched to
the control input of a VCO. It will be easier to hear
what is happening if the waveshape has minimal har
monic content (sine or triangle). The ED will usu-

guitar (ringing)

guitar (pluck)

the word "you"

gong

ocean wave

Figure 6. 12.
Generalized
envelopes

Figure 6.13. Envelope
detector patch

ally have a control marked "sensitivity" or "response."
It may be a p ot or switch which determines the pro
portio n of output control v oltage to the amplitude of
the input signal. With this co ntrol at minimum, a "mf"
sound will produce little or no control voltage. Play
some different articulati ons on the instrument and ex
periment with how this control affects the VCO. If
the sensitivity is at maximum, a moderately loud sound
will produce a co ntrol that drives up the pitch of
the VCO a proportional amount. As the sensitivity is
lowered, the same sound will not have as much effect
o n the pitch of the VCO, since the output voltage has
been reduced. The sensitivity control is, in fact, an
attenuator which allows yo u to tailor the ED's response
to your o wn needs. This same thing can be accom
plished by lowering the control voltage attenuator on
the VCO, but leave it at maximum for now so the
various effects of the ED can be heard.
Now patch up the instrument as in figure 6.14. In
this case the o utput of the ED is patched to the con
tro l input of a VCA. Trying the same experiments, you
will find that the loudness and articulation of the in
put signal determines the loudness and articuJlation of
the signal from the VCA. Most ED's will have a sec
ond control marked "decay," "lag," or even "slew."

Figure 6.14. Gain control
with an envelope detector

input

opposite logic, in that the control envelope is inverted.
If the instrument is not playing, the processed control
is at maximum. As the instrument produces an en
velope, the control voltage is proportionally attenu
ated. Hence the VCO is heard only while the acoustic
instrument is not playing. As soon as the instrument
begins to play, the inverted envelope turns down the
VCA gain proportionally. If this sort of "if," "and,"

output

➔
threshold
threshold

triggers

gate du,atioas

Figure 6.15. Envelope decay time
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mstrument
1

Figure 6.16. Triggers and gates from an envelope detector
'Both VCAs offset = 0

The control determines how closely the circuit will
follow or reconstruct the input signal as shown in fig
ure 6.15. With this control at maximum, a staccato
sound produces a control envelope with a somewhat
longer decay. If the ED has a pot specifically marked
"decay," this will usually refer to a downward slew,
and sharp attacks will be maintained. If other terms
are used, it may mean that the entire envelope is gen
erally smoothed out. Listen to the response of the patch
and the function will be evident.
An ED may respond linearly or exponentially, and
some have switch or jack selection between the two
types of detector slopes. In the linear mode, the ED
will produce control voltage changes in direct pro
portion to the voltage level of the input signal. If the
VCA being controlled by the ED is in exponential
mode, the signal going through the VCA will have
the same envelope as the signal going into the ED. If
the ED is responding exponentially, dynamic changes
toward the upper end of a loudness scale will produce
greater output voltage changes from the ED than at
softer input levels. The difference between these two
modes of response is easily heard by driving a VCO
with the ED.
A second output produced by most ED's is a trig
ger and/ or gate voltage. Most ED's contain a circuit
called a Schmitt Trigger. The Schmitt trigger examines
the input or output envelope and creates a trigger or
gate ( a timing pulse) when it reaches a pre-set level
known as the threshold. The threshold is determined
by a comparator circuit and in some designs this term
may be used. Figure 6.16 illustrates trigger and gate
generation with different threshold values. The timing
pulse output may respond either of two ways. In one
mode of operation the gate will stay high for as long
as the envelope is above the threshold level; this is
the case with a true comparator. In certain instances
the gate length may be determined by front panel con
trols. Some circuits will not generate a timing pulse
until the envelope falls below the threshold level and
a new attack is initiated. Other designs make it pos-
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sible to generate new timing pulses with any amount
of transient activity above the established threshold.
Different instruments solve this problem in various
ways ranging from simple to complex-check your in
strument manual.
The patches in figure 6.17 suggests some initial
applications of envelope detectors. Except in one case,
the use of externally generated triggers will be left
until later when they can be discussed in terms of de
vices that can effectively make use of them. In each
case the patches can be used with any properly pre
amplified instrument-voice, guitars, barking dogs, etc.
Figure 6.17A illustrates envelope transfer between two
instruments. Each instrument is taken in parallel to a
VCA and an ED. With the VCA offsets at zero, the
signal of the respective instrument will not be audible
( through the VCA) until it is opened up by a con
trol voltage. The control used to drive the VCA is the
control voltage produced by the other instrument. In
strument l will not be heard unless instrument 2 is
playing, and vice versa. If l is playing sustained notes
and 2 is playing a series of staccato notes, the sustained
note of l will actually be heard as a series of staccato
articulations. If the instruments can be directly heard,
such as with voice, this type of patch is made more
effective by removing the instruments from the imme
diate environment, or by tape recording the events.
You may wish either to tape record the instruments
before they are processed or to tape the final proc
essed result. In this way only the processed events will
be heard. Previous taping has the advantage of elimi
nating the pre-amplifiers, as tape outputs are already
up to line level.
Figure 6.17B is a variation on the previous patch;
in this case the loudness of instrument 2 controls the
final timbre of instrument l by using a detected en
velope to control a filter. Figure 6.17C uses an ex
ternal envelope to control the loudness of an electronic
signal. The oscillator may be generating a series of
events from a keyboard or any other controller but
is not heard unless the acoustic instrument is generat
ing a control for the VCA. Figure 6.17D uses the

instrument
2

A
instrument
1

instrument
2

YCF"

B

' • Offset the filter
cut-off to the most
effecti1Je po int

instrument
1

keyboard

C
instrument
1

keyboard

D

'" 'The VCA gain must be UP
so the negative voltage from
the inverter can turn the
gain DOWN

"neither," "nor" logic interests the reader, turn to the
score fo� Robert Ashley's String Quartet Describing
the Motions of Large Real Bodies at the end of this
chapter ( page 92).
Pitch-to-Voltage Converters
If the process of envelope detection is understood the
process of pitch-to-voltage conversion will be relatively
sim�le to grasp but not always so easy to accomplish.
A pitch-to-voltage converter (PVC) is exactly what the
term implies: it detects the fundamental of a note
being played and converts it to an analogous control
vol�age. For example, suppose a flute were to play a
senes of arpeggios, as in example 6.18. The PVC would
extract the fundamental of each note and convert it
to corresponding control voltages. Assuming the l volt
per octave standard, the control voltages could then
be patched to a VCO and, if offset to the correct pitch,
would reproduce the pitches played by the flute. The
VCO could also be offset at a different pitch and
would track with the flute at that interval. With cer
tain instruments, PVC's present some problems. Most
acoustic signals have a transient harmonic state es
pecially on the attack. What this amounts to is \hat
the fundamental of a pitch is not always the strongest
or most apparent component of a sound's spectrum.
When this is the case, it can be very difficult for the
PVC to perceive what the fundamental frequency ac
tually is. Depending on the nature of the transients
the PVC may switch back and forth between harmon�
ics, or even noise, until the waveshape has settled
down enough to present clearly the fundamental for
conversion. This, of course, takes too much time for
adequate musical applications. There are several meth
ods a �anufacturer may use to solve these problems,
but this also takes time for the circuitry to do the job.
Curre�t surveys of PVC users indicate various degrees
of satisfaction and dissatisfaction, most of them relat
ing to this type of problem. We can assume however
that technology will perfect the PVC, and tl1e follow�
ing discussion wiU be based upon this assumption.

Figure 6.17. Envelope detector applications

ftute

'A pre•amp may be needed.
• 'The two VCOS track in parallel
5ths because they are offset
a 5th.

Figure 6.18. Pitch-to-voltage conversion
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Since most of the PVC applications are to make an
electronic sound source track at set intervals, it is con
sistent that envelope duplication would also be of use.
Most PVC's have built-in envelope detectors and
Schmitt triggers. Beyond this, one can think of the
PVC as just an alternate to the keyboard.

the external source and offset as desired. By means
of an electronic organ technique of top-octave divi
sion, the C-to-C chromatic polyphonic keyboard is
tuned to the pitch of the master oscillator. If the
master oscillator is tuned to "A," a C major scale will
sound like an A major scale. The term "polyphonic"
must really be qualified in this case as all available
13 pitches come from a single output and are subject
to the same enveloping, filtering, etc. ( see fig. 6.19).
The percussionist is accommodated by several kinds
of percussion interfaces and percussion synthesizers.
Figure 6.20 shows Star Instruments' Synare 2 Percus
sion Synthesizer. This is the basic synthesizer voice
with a monophonic tunable keyboard taking the form
of rubber pads much like practice pads. The padboard
is purposefully laid out so as not to resemble an organ
format. Each pad may be assigned a pitch and oc
tave, so that pitch patterns can be set up to be ac
cessed in the most convenient manner. Another switch
is used to preset the pads to a chromatic sequence
from C to B. The pads also generate triggers for acti
vating other functions built into the instrument. The
Synare 2 is designed as an independent instrument,
and therefore its control voltages and triggers are not
available to be interfaced with other synthesizers. The
Moog Percussion Controller is yet another type of
source of control for the drummer which reacts in much
the same manner as a touch keyboard. Its output volt
age is determined by how hard the drum is hit, and
the voltage can be patched to any usable voltage con-

Miscellaneous Controllers
The EML Poly-Box is a combination one-octave key
board and PVC. This is an accessory designed to pro
vide limited polyphonic capabilities to an instrument.
An output of any VCO is patched to the Poly-Box.
Since in this case the PVC is given a relatively steady
state electronically generated signal, the conversion is
uncomplicated and very accurate. The converted volt
age then controls an internaloscillator in parallel with

master oscillator

§

out

in

fthrrf=t

0

0

3

play

Figure 6.19. Pitch following and transposition with the EML
Polybox
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ally anything is fair game. Various types of brainwave
activity, skin temperature, muscle tension, periods be
tween different modes of physical activities, etc., can
be used and have been used as real-time performance
input for electronic instruments.
One of the earliest works of this nature is Alvin
Lucier's Music for Solo Performer. Here the perform
er's alpha activity 2 is sensed through special ampli
fiers and amplified to be used as sub-audio and low
frequency activators for various resonating objects.
Since this is such a landmark work in the development
of input concepts, the score is reproduced here as a
matter of documentation. A newer version of Music
for Solo Performer was developed in 1975 with the
assistance of Nicholas Collins (figure 6.22). In this
version the "comparator" and "retriggerable mono
stable" generate timing pulses when the alpha voltage

trolled parameter. The percussionist may control the
pitch of a VCO, loudness by means of a VCA, etc.
Two manually set controls determine the drum's sensi
tivity (how hard one has to hit to get a response)
and scale or output voltage range. These voltages, of
course, may then be further altered by whatever proc
essing modules are needed and available.
Wind players cannot be neglected; they are accom
modated by instruments like the Lyricon (figure 6.21).
Designed in much the same manner as a clarinet with
fingerings based on the classic Boehm system, the in
strument gives direct control over pitch, loudness, ar
ticulation, and timbre.
Biological Controls
One of the more interesting areas of performer input
is the sensing and transduction of direct biological func
tions and reactions. Keep in mind that anything which
can be measured can be turned into a voltage, and if
a voltage is compatible with an instrument, practic-

2. An alpha wave is a very low magnitude voltage of from
9 to 13 Hz generated by certain brain activity.

(from tape 1)
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(from tape 2)

Figure 6.22. Alvin Lucier's Music for Solo

Performer (Used by permission of the
composer.)

exceeds a preset threshold-really an envelope detec
tor and Schmitt trigger. The pulses are then used to
mix and route the low frequencies to the resonating
objects. This version was performed at the Paula
Cooper gallery in May of 1975-the tenth anniversary
of the piece. It should be interesting to be at its Silver
anniversary in 1990 to hear/see what new orchestra
tions technology will contribute!
Music for Solo Performer (1965)
The idea for Music for Solo Performer (1965) came
out of a series of conversations I had in 1964 with physi
cist Edmond Dewan of the Air Force Cambridge Re
search Laboratory in Bedford, Massachusetts. At that
time, Dewan was engaged in brainwave research par
ticularly as it pertained to flying: it was believed that
certain periodic visual rhythms of slow propellor speeds
were locking onto corresponding brainwave frequencies
of aircrafl pilots, causing dizziness, blackouts, and epi
leptic fits. Dewan, an accomplished amateur organist,
was eager to share his ideas and equipment with any
composer interested in exploring this hitherto uncharted
region. Inspired by the imagery and technology of elec
troencephalography, I immediately set to work to dis
cover all I could about alpha.
Working long hours alone in the Brandeis University
Electronic Music Studio with Dewan's equipment (two
Tektronix Type 122 preamplifiers in series, one Model
330M Kronhite Bandpass Filter, which had been set for
a range of from 9 to 15 Hz, one integrating threshold
switch, electrodes, appropriate connectors, etc.) plus the
studio's conventional equipment, I learned to produce
alpha fairly consistently. I found that success could be
attained by setting the gain on the audio amplifier to a
point just below oscillation so that even a relatively weak
alpha signal would come through. Often, I could pro
duce alpha only in short bursts; it took precisely the
right physical and psychological conditions to sustain it
in longer phrases. I did not attempt any experiments in
bio-feedback as such but was aware of the reinforce
ment of my own alpha-producing ability while monitoring
in real-time the sounds that came out of the studio loud
speakers. I observed that over long periods of time, for
example while recording alpha for storage material for
use in performances, or when tired, relaxed or slightly
bored, the alpha would tend to driift somewhat down
ward and settle.
From the beginning, I was determined to make a live
performance work despite the delicate uncertainty of the
equipment, difficult to handle even under controlled labo
ratory conditions. I realized the value of the EEG situa
tion as a theatre element and knew from experience that
live sounds are more interesting than taped ones. I was
also touched by the image of the immobile if not para
lyzed human being who, by merely changing states of
visual attention, can activate a large configuration of com
muncation equipment with what appears to be power
from a spiritual realm. I found the alpha's quiet thunder
extremely beautiful and, instead of spoiling it by proc
essing, chose to use it as an active force in the same way
one uses the power of a river.
I used the alpha to resonate a large battery of per
cussion instruments including cymbals, gongs, bass drums,
timpani, and other resonant found objects. In most cases,
it was necessary physically to couple the loudspeaker to

the instrument, although in the case of highly resonant
bass drums and timpani, the loudspeaker could be an
inch or so away. Placing loudspeakers in trash cans or
cardboard boxes worked extremely well, as did using
cheap small speakers face down on snare drums or taped
against windows. I learned that by varying both short
bursts and longer sustained phrases of alpha plus mak
ing musical decisions as to placement of loudspeakers,
choice of resonant instruments or objects, volume con
trol, channelling and mixing, I was able to get a wide
variety of sonorities as well as retain the natural phys
ical quality that seemed asked for by the sound source
itself.
In conjunction with the threshold switch, I used the
alpha as a control signal to operate a stereo tape re
corder upon which was stored transposed versions of
pre-recorded alpha accelerated up to five times. These
higher phantoms relieved the sameness of the low
frequency originals and were used both by themselves
and to impart contrasting resonances to whatever instru
ments they were coupled to. My original intention was to
develop the idea of control to include more sophisticated
systems of lights, alarms, television sets, radios, whole
environments.
Although an assistant is usually needed to operate the
preamplifier controls, I did perform Music for Solo Per
former (1965) by myself on the "Visions of the Present"
festival in Stockholm in 1966. I succeeded in producing
alpha by letting my hands operate the amplifier controls
as randomly as possible to avoid visualization caused by
decision-making with reference to channeling and place
ment of loudspeakers. I have always wanted to have a
situation in which the alpha could perform all the con
trol functions by means of a code; for example, a certain
number of bursts of certain durations could trigger certain mixtures of channels.
I have not pursued further development of brainwaves
as a musical resource in order to let myself move on
to other works involving other ideas including echolo
cation, underwater sound, resonant characteristics of
rooms, and the alteration of vocal identities. I am happy
to see that many other composers are using alpha in
creative and imaginative ways.
Music for Solo Performer (1965) is dedicated to John
Cage who assisted me in the first performance on May 5,
1965 at the Rose Art Museum, Brandeis University and
to whom I am grateful for encouragement greatly appre
ciated at that time as well as now.
Alvin Lucier
September 8, 1971
Middletown, Connecticut

More technically complex and differing applica
tions of bio-control were pioneered and continue to
be developed by composer/performer David Rosen
boom. Much of his early work is documented in Bio

feedback and the Arts: Results of Early Experiments.B
Rosenboom's Portable Gold and Philosophers' Stones
( Music from Brains in Fours) uses control voltages
derived from galvanic skin response and body temper
ature. These voltages are used to control a bank of
3. Published by A.R.C. Publications, P.O. Box 3044, Van
couver, B.C., Canada, V6B 3X5.
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Figure 6.24. Richard Teitelbaum's In Tune (From
Biofeedback and the Arts-results of early
experiments. Ed. by David Rosenboom, Aesthetic
Research Centre of Canada. Used by
permission.)
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PORTABLE GOLD AND PHILOSOPHERS' STONES (Music From Brains In Fours)

David Rosenboom

for Ted Coons
Electrodes and appropriate monitoring devices are attached to monitor the brain waves
of four musicians who have been well rehearsed in the voluntary control of their
psychophysiological functions. Monitors are also attached to two of the performers for
body temperature and to the remaining two for galvanic skin response. This information
is all fed into an analyzing system that extracts such things as, percent time per minute
spent emitting Alpha brain waves, average time spent emitting Alpha, the amount of
variance in the amplitude of Alpha, the coherence time of any patterns discovered in the
brain wave, correlations between brainwaves of two or more performers, relative entropy
of the waveforms, relative intensity of various spectral bands in the brain waves, etc.
A sound producing system is set up as follows. Four frequency dividers, (NEURONA CO.
Model 0M1100101, see operating instructions), capable of pro�ucing pulse waves that
are some integral division of a sine wave frequency being fed to all four, are set up.
These dividers are voltage controlled, in that the integral divisor of the input reference
frequency can be varied by applying a varying reference voltage to a Separate input on
the unit. With one sine frequency being applied to all four dividers, then, exact pitch
ratios can be produced. This divisor selecting reference voltage comes from the
measures of body temperature and galvanic skin response of the performers. Further,
the pulse waves of exact frequency ratios are fed into a bank of voltage controlled
resonant band pass filters, called a Holophone. Relative amplitudes of the filters' outputs

can be programmed. The results of the analysis of the performers' brain waves is
directly applied to the voltage control inputs of the filters. The relative output amplitudes
of the filters are controlled by signals deriving from the Fourier analysis of the brain
waveforms.
When two or more pulse waves of exact pitch intervals are applied to a resonant band
pass filter, the filter can extract the harmonics present in the waveform composite. A
particular exact interval will then produce a set of extractable harmonics that forms a
mode. When the interval changes, so does the mode. The music proceeds as an
improvisation within these modal possibilities. The pulse wave intervals are also played
and function as a drone which is important to the piece.
The technician's part lies in the modes of analysis of the brain waves he uses and their
application as control for the sound producing system. He must be schooled in brain
biofeedback research and respond to the experiences of the performers during
exploratory rehearsal sessions. For live performances the author uses a Princeton
Applied Research Model 100A Signal Correlation Function Computer and a Model 102
Fourier Analyzer.
Copyright,©, David Rosenboom 1972 from Biofeedback and the Arts-results of early
experiments. Ed. by David Rosenboom. Aesthetic Research Centre of Canada. Used by
Permission.

Figure 6.23. David Rosenboom's Portable Gold and Philosopher's Stones (Music from Brains in Fours)

frequency dividers, and the controls are further proc
essed to control filters. The score is reprinted here and
the patch for performance is illustrated in figure 6.23.
Richard Teitelbaum's In Tune is still another ap
proach to bio-control, utilizing visual display and amp
lified throat and heart sounds ( figure 6.24). Two fil
ters in series allow only brainwave activity between
8 and 12 Hz to be conveyed to controls by an envelope
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follower ( detector). The detected voltages control two
VCO's and the trigger output allows the loudness and
timbre to be shaped by an envelope generator. This
work was composed specifically for a Moog instru
ment.
I am generally trying to avoid aesthetic discussions,
but biofeedback suggests some relevant aesthetic ques
tions and answers. I would strongly recommend that
the reader read Rosenboom's Biofeedback and the Arts.

So far the discussion of controls has been restricted to
direct physical input from the player. In spite of their
seeming complexity and range of possibilities they
still are not totally adequate for the unleashed minds
of musicians. "Playing" is a very complex matter
even on the most simple instrument. As yet there does
not exist a single circuit that can replicate the amount
of information which a traditional player transmits
to his instrument. At the same time the nature of a
synthesizer requires that we have the ability to or
ganize and temper parametric responses to specific
needs. The next step is to have the possibility of pre
set responses or voltages which can be accessed by
the performer as needed. The following sections will
explore circuits and modules which perform preset and
programmed functions.
Strictly speaking, a function is the activity of a
"thing," and the "things" described here have special
ized and/ or general functions. In terms of our appli
cations, the activities or functions are voltage patterns.
Voltage functions must have a beginning, ongoing state,
and end, and the performer must have some means of
defining these time points. Timing pulses, triggers, and
gates are used to initiate, sustain and terminate func
tions.
The voltage outputs of programmed voltage sources
such as envelope generators ( EG), sequencers, ran
dom voltage sources, sample and hold modules ( S/ H),
etc., are usually associated or correlated with some
other parametric activity. For this reason most kin
esthetic inputs, like keyboards and envelope detectors,
have associated timing pulse outputs. When a per
former calls up a pitch voltage for a VCO, a timing
pulse can simultaneously cue another voltage to do

whatever it is supposed to do-spin a sound around
the room, play a programmed arpeggio, sweep a VCA
or filter, etc.
Review of Timing Pulses: Activation of Events
As a quick review, let's look again at how manu
ally activated timing cues and Schmitt triggers be
have. Figure 6.25 illustrates these relationships. As
soon as the keyboard is touched, the trigger voltage
is generated. A trigger is usually a high voltage in the
form of a transient spike lasting about 100 microsec
onds. On the Moog modular systems, there is a dis
tinction between "switch-closing" or switch trigger
( S-TRIG) and a fast rising positive pulse known as
the "voltage trigger" ( V-TRIG). They accomplish the
same thing, so that the user only has to be concerned
with which modules accept "S" or "V" triggers. As
long as the key is depressed ( or touch plate is being
touched) the gate voltage is present. This gate allows
the various function generators to continue with their
respective activities. As soon as the key is released,
the gate is switched off and the activity will stop, or
begin to stop.
Envelope detectors have similar rationale that is
the generation of a trigger as soon as the i�put ex�
ceeds a set threshold, and the gate will remain on as

activity begins

trigger_,_______________
activity
continues

gate

activity
stops

Lf..l___
1/MLLL.1/'ll;1
1/J;LLL.
�W;LLL1/j!..LL1/�LLLl/}LLLBLLL
i
i

key closure

key release

Figure 6.25. Gates
and trigger reviewed
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Figure 6.26. Gate and trigger functions

long as the input voltage is above the threshold. As
soon as the input voltage is below the threshold, the
gate will go off. The reason for the distinction between
gate and trigger information is that it allows one in
put device such as a key closure to separately activate
and sustain different events. A key closure may acti
vate a repetitive pattern of voltages and simultane
ously call up a random voltage pattern. If the voltage
pattern is to continue while a new random voltage is
called up, the gate information would maintain the
pattern's activity and the trigger would call up the ran
dom voltage-all by just touching another key. It could
even be done by very rapidly releasing or touching
the same key, as long as it is done fast enough so that
the interruption in the gate voltage is not apparent
( figure 6.26).
Some systems such as the Buchla instruments elimi
nate the necessity of separate trigger and gate outputs
and inputs. The gate and trigger information are set
at two different voltage levels and may be transmitted
simultaneously with a single patchcord as illustrated
in figure 6.27. With this approach the function gen
erators can be told, usually by means of switching,
whether or not to respond to the gate information.
Timing Pulse Generators
In many cases, ongoing timing pulses may be called
for which are independent of any manual or detecting
input. This would be the case when using timing pulses
for generating different levels of tempo and various
repetitive rhythmic activities. Modules called Pulsers
and/ or Low Frequency Oscillators ( LFO) are gen
erally used for this task. Most smaller perfonnance in
struments such as the ARP Odyssey, Roland System
100, etc., will contain an oscillator dedicated to a fre
quency range of about .2 to 20 Hz. These sub-audio
waveshapes are usually used for different types of
modulation ( see chapter 7), but also may be used for
the generation of triggers. The way this is accom
plished is that the squarewave output is fed to a

50%

10%

90%

25%

75%

1%

period

touch

release

Figure 6.27. Gate and trigger on one line

Schmitt trigger and corresponding triggers are gener
ated. Some function generators will not require a trig
ger as such and will trigger with the leading edge of
the squarewave. Unless the oscillator has some means
of duty-cycle control or pulse-width modulation, there
will be no way to vary the gate time. With the Schmitt
trigger technique, any sub-audio waveform can be
turned into a trigger, and non-switching waveshapes
such as sine, triangle, etc., can produce variable gate
times by adjusting the threshold. On smaller perfor
mance instruments, the LFO is usually not voltage con
trollable. On larger instruments, oscillators with sub
audio ranges can be fed to Schmitt triggers, and volt
age control of the VCO results in voltage controlled
trigger rates.
LFO's dedicated to the generation of timing pulses
are referred to as Pulsers or Timing Pulse Generators
( TPG). Although no longer in production, the Buchla
Series Timing Pulse Generator is a useful approach
to timing pulse production and is still in operation in
studios. The Buchla 100 Series instruments did not sum
internal offsets with controls, so that the period of
pulse generation had to be voltage controlled or man
ually varied, not both at the same time-although this
could be accomplished by summing external controls
through a control voltage processor before being
patched to the "period" input. Timing pulse rate is
often measured in terms of "period." It is important
to understand that the term "period" means the time
between pulses. Higher voltages applied to a period
input will result in longer periods or less frequent
pulses. 4 The "pulse length" or pulse width determines
gate or sustain information and can be manually or
voltage controlled. At a pulse period of 1 second, 100%
pulse width indicates that the pulse voltage will be
high for the entire period. A 50% pulse width ( see
4. This is not the case with the Pulser on the 208 Programmed
Sound Source. Information on this instrument is covered in
Programming and Meta-Programming the Electro-Organism by
Allen Strange, published by Buchla and Associates, Berkeley,
California.

100%
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• For information on sequencers (seq.) and random voltage sources see pages 70 and 83.
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pulse
length

Figure 6.28. Pulse length

figure 6.28) indicates that the pulse is high for only
one half a second. Pulse width in no way affects the
rate at which pulses are being generated. Using voltage
control of pulse width can offer some interesting cor
relations. These applications will be covered when dis
cussing envelope generators ( see page 64). The Buchla
100 Series Timing Pulse Generator has two alternat
ing outputs, and these output pulses are alternately
assigned to each output, allowing pulse division by 2
or alternate triggering of functions. With the mode
switch in the "repetitive" position, the TPG will pro
duce timing pulses at a period proportional to the
manual offset or an external control voltage.
Certain oscillators can be used to perform most of
the above tasks. What is needed is a low frequency
squarewave oscillator with pulse width modulation

and gate inputs. The Eu 2200 has these specifications
and is pictured in figure 6.29. The Eu 2200 VCO os
cillates as slow as .03 Hz. That means an incipient pulse
period of 33 seconds-certainly long enough for most
applications. When the "gate" input receives a volt
age of about 2.5 volts or more ( from another gate or
any other controller), the oscillation will stop, and
as soon as the gate voltage drops below this threshold,
the oscillator will start again. This is close enough to
a start-stop mode to be workable for the knowledge
able user. The pulse width offset and pulse width
modulation input determine the duty-cycle from O to
100%. This is comparable to width or gate time. On
some oscillators the pulse width can virtually be O or
100%. With 0% pulse width all you have is O volts, and
100% pulse width means non-fluctuating DC-hence no
oscillation in either case. If a pulse width variable os
cillator appears not to be working, check out the pulse
width controls. Whether the oscillator has to be
patched through an ED to give the correct voltage
levels will vary from instrument to instrument. Usu
ally, as long as an incipient trigger and gate voltage
are above the required levels, everything should work.
Of course not all VCO's have all these features· but
a little thought and investigation of the specs will usu
ally bring latent possibilities to light.
Electronic Switches

INITJAl
PillS£
litl1H!I

Figure 6.29. Eu 2200 VCO (Courtesy Eu Systems, Inc. Used by
permission.)

Electronic, Analogue or Sequential Switches are not
limited to timing pulse information, but they will be
discussed briefly so that various function generators
can be presented in a variety of applications. Figure
6.30 illustrates a logic module capable of processing
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Figure 6.30. Analogue
switch
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both analogue (control) and digital ( timing) voltages.
For example, imagine that three different keyboard
players were producing independent controls for a
VCO, and the three keyboard voltages were taken to
the three "signal" inputs of the switch. The voltage
which is present at the output depends on the condition
of the input pulse information. If a pulse input is acti
vated, the associated control voltage input is con
nected to the output. Thus a player may select which
of the ongoing controls will be sent to the VCO by
routing pulses to the desired input or by manually
activating a front panel switch. The switch also has
corresponding trigger outputs which are activated
whenever a corresponding input signal is selected. In
struments such as the Moog 962 Sequential Switch
can switch control or audio voltages, and the switch
ing may be pulse or manually activated in any chosen
order. They may be sequentially switched ( 1-2-3-1-23 or 1-2-1-2, etc.) by applying timing voltages to the
"switching input."
Timing Pulse Delays
A timing pulse is binary information-it is either there
or not there-and just about all one can do is to de
fine conditions in which they will or will not be gen
erated or allowed to have some effect. There is, how
ever, one other possible timing pulse process, and this
is to delay it. Some function generators have built-in
trigger delays. With a pot or control voltage, the user
may define a delay time. Once this delay time has been
defined, a pulse can be applied and the function will
not begin until after that delay time has been com
pleted. Figure 6.31 shows the Moog 911-A Dual Trig
ger Delay. In this design a "coupling mode" switch
determines the routing of the input and output pulses.
In the "parallel" position the trigger inputs of both
delays are connected. A single pulse at either input
will activate both delay circuits, each still having the
possibility of independent delay time for each circuit.
When each circuit's delay time is complete, a pulse
will be generated at its respective output. When the
switch is in the "series" position, the trigger output
of the upper circuit is connected to the input of the
lower circuit. When the delay cycle of the upper cir
cuit is complete, it will automatically trigger the lower
circuit. In the "off" position both circuits are com
pletely independent. In addition to dedicated trigger
delay modules, there are a few "tricks" that one may
use to make other function generators delay and di
vide timing pulses. These techniques will be described
in connection with the appropriate module.
The preceding paragraphs by no means present ex
tensive information on timing pulse logic. But there
is enough information to "trigger" the question, "so
what?" The rest of this chapter will be dedicated to
a survey of most types of function generators. Having
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range from a few milliseconds to 30 seconds or longer,
depending on the manufacturer ( although the range
of attack time on an EG is usually shorter than avail
able decay time).
The most common application of EG's is illustrated
in figure 6.33. A k eyboard is controlling a VCO which
is patched through a VCA. With the VCA offset at 0,
some control is required to raise the gain so the os
cillator may be heard. This may be an unnecessary
statement, but it would be convenient if the gain was
turned up and down simultaneous with pitch choice
by the keyboard! ( This, however, also may not be the
case.) Assuming that this is what is to happen, simply
take a pulse issued by the keyboard to the EG and
patch the EG control to the VCA. Now every time
a key is depressed for pitch selection, a simultaneous
trigger tells the EG to produce its voltage function,
and we hear the loudness of the sound evolve in pro
portion to the control voltage. Keep in mind that the
envelope voltage is summed with the VCA's internal
offset voltage, so for the signal to decay to silence the
offset must be at 0.
Referring to figure 6.32, it was shown that these
envelopes may have exponential or linear slopes
either set be the designer or user selectable. If the
VCA has a linear response, it may be best to use ex
ponential slope, and vice versa. If there are no switches
or specs about this on your instrument, don't worry
about it.
Figure 6.34A shows a patch variation that reverses
the control routing. Here the keyboard determines the
loudness and the EG causes the pitch of the VCO to

linear slope

AD

exponential slope

Figure 6.32. Attack-decay envelope generator

keyboard

sf====--

EG

Figure 6.33. Basic envelope generator patch

Figure 6.31. Moog 911 A Trigger Delay

a basic understanding of timing pulse logic at this
point makes it possible to explore the many applica
tions of control voltage generation without confusing
the role of a timing voltage and a control voltage. A
timing pulse can initiate, sustain, or terminate a func
tion; a function is a control that defines a parametric
response.
Voltage Sources
Envelope Generators. The most common function gen
erator is known under various names, such as En
velope Generator ( EG), Attack Generator ( AG),
Transient Generator ( TG), Contour Generator (CG),
Function Generator ( FG), AR, ADSR, and probably
some more I have omitted. Such a divergence in terms
has to do with their assumed application by the manu
facturer or with attempts to describe circuit opera
tion. Each term has come under semantic attack by
the competitors with both significant and insignificant
arguments. Rather than contribute to the situation of
a confused terminology, I will arbitrarily use the gen
eral term Envelope Generator ( EG), simply because
this is universally understood.

The EG, upon receiving a timing pulse, generates
multi-staged evolutionary voltage. The most simple EG
is the "attack-decay" genre ( figure 6.32). Upon re
ceipt of a trigger, the module will produce a voltage
which rises to its maximum voltage output (the attack),
then falls back to O volts ( the decay mode). The
amount of time the voltage spends in the attack and
decay is determined by front panel offsets, and may
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Figure 6.34. Envelope applications
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rise and fall with each trigger. Figure 6.34B is a fur
ther variation which inverts the control envelope. In
this case the VCO is sonic until a trigger is received.
The rising and falling envelope is then inverted to a
falling and rising envelope to effect a diminuendo and
crescendo. In figure 6.34C an envelope is quantized
before being patched to a VCO and also patched in
its normal state to a VCA. The result is a correlation
between a scale or arpeggio ( depending on quantiza
tion points) and loudness. Most AD envelope gener
ators will have a "duration" control. The setting of a
pot will determine how long the envelope will remain
at its peak level before the decay cycle begins. This
setting would define the sustain qualities of a sound
but is not to be confused with the "sustain" level of
an ADSR ( see page 67).
Figure 6.35 shows the "Attack-Release" or "AR"
type of EC. The difference between this and the "AD"
is that the AR is not allowed to complete its attack if
the gate is not present, or to begin its decay cycle
until the gate voltage is low. If the timing pulses come
from a keyboard, this means that the envelope will sus
tain at its maximum voltage until the key is released,
at which point the programmed decay cycle begins.
The Buchla 100 and 200 Series Attack Generators and
the 200 Series Quad Function Generator have front
panel switches which tell the circuit whether or not
to respond to the gate or sustain information, although
with this module the attack will not be interrupted.
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Figure 6.35.
"Attack-release"
envelope generator

In the "sustained" mode, the envelope will not decay
until the gate is released. In the "transient" mode, the
sustain time is preprogrammed and will not depend
on gate duration. On most designs the sustain time
will continue to evolve even if the AR is being held
in sustain by a gate. When the gate is released and
the sustain time has gone past its setting, the envelope
will begin to decay. Extremely short duration sounds
and interesting "clicks" are almost impossible to
achieve if an EC is reading the gate information-es
pecially if from a keyboard.
Examine the patch diagram in figure 6.36. A key
board is controlling a VCO whose output is split into
two parallel VCA's. Each controlling EC is triggered
by the keyboard pulse. EC 1 is in the transient mode
with a rapid attack and decay ( about .02 millisec
onds). EC 2 is in the sustain mode, so that its output
voltage will stay high as long as a key is depressed.
The signal from VGA 1 will be short clicks of sounds
with the pitch identity depending on the frequency.
Low frequencies have to be sonic longer than high
frequencies, as it takes a(�tain number of "cycles"
before our ear registers a definite pitch. This will
probably be more effective with a rich waveshape.
Since EC 1 does not register gate information, the en
velope will always be the same length, independent
of gate time or how long the key is depressed. EC 2,
however, will sustain until the gate is released by re
leasing the key. The final mixed result is a "click" at
the beginning of the sound, accompanied by a sus
tained sound of the same pitch. You should be able
to hold down any key and effect the clicks by touch
ing other keys ( without releasing the depressed key).
Remember that the pitch will either be the lowest or
last key depressed, depending on keyboard design. On
some instruments, gate and trigger information are
carried by the same patchcord, and with other in
struments will have to be separately patched in.

attack = .02
decay = 1
EG 2
sustained
keyboard

by gate

EG 1
tranaient
no sustain
attack - .02
decay =- .02
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Figure 6.36. Parallel envelopes

Remember that any suggestion appearing at any
point in this text can usually be combined with other
information provided previously. For a text to docu
ment and notate every possible patch would be im
possible. It is recommended here that the reader begin
a catalogue of cross-referenced patches. Whenever
new information pertaining to your resources is pre
sented, add it to the patch book and turn back through
the older patches to see how it can be incorporated.
The most common type of EC is the ADSR, such
as the Eu 2350 Transient Generator pictured in figure
6.37A. With acoustically produced events, the inertia
required initially to get a string, reed, lips, etc., mov
ing contains much more energy than what is required
to sustain the event. When driving a car the gas pedal
is held down until the desired speed is reached and,
at least on flat land, the pedal can he released a bit
and the speed will be maintained. This "attack" tran
sient results in a lot of helter-skelter with fluctuating
harmonic and non-harmonic content and noise. The
ADSR is an attempt to simulate some of this activitv
with a high magnitude attack transient. When trird
gered by an external pulse, the envelope generator
will produce a voltage which rises to a maximum DC
level with a rise time as fast as 1 millisecond or as
slow as 10 seconds, depending on the design. This is
the "A" or Attack stage. As soon as the voltage level
has reached maximum, it begins an "initial decay"
which is also manually set to last between 1 millisecond
and 10 seconds. During this time the initial decay volt
age approaches a manually set "sustain" level that may
range from zero DC to the system's maximum level.
This sustain level will be maintained until the gate
voltage is released. The sustain control is not a tem
poral device like the rise time and initial decay pots,
but is used to determine the amount or magnitude of
the sustain voltage. The time period of the sustain
voltage is dependent on the length of the applied trig
ger pulse. After the trigger voltage is released, there
is a "final decay" or "release," "R," which is also man
ually preset for any time period between 1 millisecond
and 10 seconds. All four events automatically take
place in sequence upon receiving a single timing pulse.
Figure 6.37B is a graphic representation of a generated
ADSR envelope.
Getting the right kind of responses from various
keyboard timing pulses takes some thought and prac
tice. The music in figure 6.38 requires a series of en
velopes with differing decays. It is, of course, usually
not practical to play the release pot manually while
playing the keyboard. The solution here is to know
that the initial decay in most ADSR's is terminated
with the release of the gate voltage. By holding down
a key, the attack and initial decay will cycle as pro
grammed. If the key is just tapped, the initial decay
voltage will immediately fall to the sustain level, no
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Figure 6.37A. Transient generator (Courtesy Eu Systems, Inc.
Used by permission.)

release
at gate voltage
A= attack time

D = initial decay time

S = sustain voltage level (duration time is
determined by the gate duration)

R = release or final decay

Figure 6.378. The ADSR

Figure 6.38.
Envelope articulations

matter where it is in its cycle. To produce the articula
tions notated in the example, set the functions as fol
lows: attack= minimum; initial decay= the longest re
quired note value; sustain level = 0 volts; release =
minimum. As shown in figure 6.39, a sustained key
will let the initial decay evolve through its entire cycle,
in effect simulating ari AD function. If the key ( gate
voltage) is released at any time before the cycle is
complete, the voltage will immediately drop to zero.
In this way one can approximate piano-like articula
tions. Remember, this technique only works if the in
itial decay can be interrupted by the release of the
gate.
More real-time variation in envelope shapes can be
accomplishd by voltage control of all the functions.
These manipulations are usually only possible on larger
instruments, but they certainly are worth the extra
expense for the meticulous composer or performer.
Eu Instruments manufacture an adjunct to their en
velope generator, called the 2355-Voltage Controlled
Transient Generator Input Unit. It is connected to the
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parameters

envelope generator by internal connectors. Input volt
ages to the module may be front panel attenuated as
needed and then summed with the envelope gener
ator's offsets. Thus any or all of the voltage functions
may be controlled dynamically. One very common
application is to set the EG for short envelopes and
use an inverted form of the voltage going to the VCO
( see figure 6.40A). Since low notes require relatively
longer envelopes, the low voltage producing low
pitches is inverted to a high voltage and produces pro
portionally longer decays. Other voltages could be
used to control other parameters as in figure 6.40B.
Here the X axis of a joystick is patched to the initial
decay input, the Y axis is patched to sustain level
input, and some kinesthetically generated keyboard
voltage ( velocity, pressure, etc.) is inverted to con
trol the attack. This is probably a hypothetical patch
for the resources of most players, but it does point
out the possibilities. A sharp keyboard attack produces
a short attack, low notes have corresponding longer
final decays, and the overall loudness and initial decay
can be controlled simultaneously by the joystick.
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The applications of trigger delay will come up in
future patches but should be briefly discussed here
in terms of delayed onset times. All of the above ex
amples involve relatively slow time patterns. In ac
tual usage, envelope generators are usually pro
grammed to function at very rapid speeds. The on
set behavior or attack of most acoustical events has
different effects on the various components of a wave.
Figure 6.41 shows the amplitude characteristics of the
fundamental and first four overtones in the first 130
milliseconds of a violin attack ( at a frequency of 435
Hz). It can be seen that the fundamental has a com
paratively slow rise -time when compared to the third
overtone. The third overtone also has a very rapid in
itial decay time. In the electronic creation of attacks
the individual control of these various characteristic;
can be readily directed with an envelope generator
reacting on a voltage controlled amplifier. Observing
the many amplitude changes in figure 6.41, one can
imagine how an envelope generator with an unlimited
number of programmable voltage levels can be of great
use in the control of transients. The various voltage
levels of the initial rise times are achieved with the
use of a voltage attenuator or a control voltage proc
essor ( see page 37). By controlling a bank of envelope
generators from a single trigger pulse, all of the com
ponents in figure 6.41 can be controlled. The delayed
onset of the fifth overtone is accomplished by using
a "trigger delay." A pulse would directly trigger four
envelope generators and a trigger delay would initiate
the fifth overtone about 22 milliseconds later ( figure
6.42). Each envelope generator would be programmed
to produce the various rise, duration, and decay times
for the particular wave component it is controlling.
The trigger delay may be a function of the envlope
generator, as with Eu Instruments, or may be accom
plished through a delay module as on the Moog studio
instruments.
The Buchla 281 Quad Function Generator ( figure
6.43A) has a feature which would be quite difficult
to patch externally ( see figure 6.43B). By means of
a switch, the top and/ or bottom two function gen
erators are put in "quadrature." In essence this means
°
that the two functions are 90 out-of-phase with each
other, independent of individual time constants. When
a timing pulse is received, FG 1 begins its attack. When
the attack peak is reached, FG 2 begins its attack.
FG 2 is then not allowed to begin its decay until FG 1
has ended its decay. The two envelopes are available
as separate outputs or they may be mixed internally.
The Buchla 281 also issues an output trigger when the
decay reaches O volts. This trigger may be patched
to any external module and/ or patched by means of
a switch back to the trigger input for cyclical firing.
With a patch cord one can also attach the output trig
ger to the input of the next FG. All four FG's can be

attack

Fig ur� 6.41. Violin attack at 435 Hz (Amplitude characteristics of
_
a violin �!tack from Music, Sound and Sensation: A Modern
Exposition by Fritz Winckel, Dover Publications, Inc.. New York
1967. Reprinted through permission of the publisher.)

envelope
generator 1

Figure 6.43A. Suchla
Series 281 Quad
Function Generator

EG 2

gate

EG 3

1740 Hz

EG 4

EG 5

Figure 6.42. Transient waveform synthesis with trigger delay

patc�ed to cycle and sequence so as to produce a
multitude of envelope relationships. These patterns can
be set up with any number of envelope generators with
output triggers.
Th� following are some ideas for envelope patches,
.
mcludmg some function processing possibilities:
A. A single EG to control timbre and amplitude si
multaneously.
B. Independent control of timbre and amplitude with
two EG's. In this patch be sure the attack time
for the VCA is faster than the attack time for the
VCF, or the initial filtering effect will not be heard.

Figure 6.43B.
Quadrature
relationships

In these patches use an inverter on the output of anv
of the envelopes patched to the filter.
C. T�e filter and VCA are put in parallel and re
mixed. In this way the final gain is not entirel y
dependent on the filter or VCA, but is a combi
nation of both spectrum and amplitude.
The following are examples of multiplication patches
_
( if the reader does not have AC/DC coupled VCA s
for multiplication, it may help to tum to page 37 and
read about specialized processors). If a control volt
age multiplier is not available, put the audio signal
through two VCA's in series ( compare figures D and
E).
D. This is a diminuendoing echo effect. The LFO
sawtooth or a recycling short envelope is multi
plied by a longer envelope. The same effect can
be producd with two VCA's in series one with
the repetitive function and the other with the pri
mary envelope. ( See figure E.)
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Figure 6.44. Envelope generator applications

D

pots for setting voltage level for each stages

F. An envelope's overall magnitude can be controlled
by multiplying it with another voltage. Here a
pressure or velocity voltage from the keyboard is
used, so hard or fast key depressions determine
the total magnitude of the envelope-thus harder
key articulations produce louder sounds.
G. The attack and decay of an AR function is extended
by integration. Take care here that integration
time is not so slow that it prevents the voltage
peak from being reached.
H. A variation on patches A, B, or C, in which the
spectral sweep can be quantized into harmonic
"steps."

Sequencers. The sequencer, sequential voltage source,
sequential controller, etc., is a programmable memory
of non-fluctuating control voltages which can be taught
to handle a variety of tasks. Since the sequencer
has a multitude of applications, it is probably the
most complex of all voltage sources. The main func
tion of the sequencer is to supply the composer with
70
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The Quantizer may be internal to the Sequencer so external modules are not
needed. All Quantizers do not automatically quantize 12-tone equal temperament.
Check your instrument manual.
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Figure 6.45.
Basic sequencer

a repetitious stage of preset voltages. The various de
signs may allow for as few as 2 or as many as 256
individual DC voltages to be produced in sequence
at varying speeds. The basic design for a sequencer
is illustrated in figure 6.45. Each individual voltage
may be manually set by using the individual voltage
pots. By controlling the speed of the sequencer with
trigger pulses, it is possible to produce the voltages
at a constant rate, or the rate may be changed by
varying the speed of the control trigger. The most
commonly used source of trigger pulses with the se
quencer is the timing pulse generator or a clock os
cillator, because the rate of the pulses can be con
trolled manually or by voltage control. Some se
quencers are equipped with an internal speed control

and do not necessarily have to depend on external trig
ger pulses.
An ostinato passage, as in figure 6.46 would very
easily lend itself to sequencer applications. The se
quencer would be patched to a voltage controlled os
cillator and each increment of the sequencer would
then be set to produce the desired frequency of the
ostinato passage. If the tempo is J = 180, the 32nd
notes must be at ,a speed of 24 per second. The se
quencer can be programmed to fire at this rate by
supplying it with trigger pulses with a period of .4. The
sequencer may continue to produce this pattern for
any number of repetitions, or it may be programmed
to stop after the first repetition. Sequencers with in
ternal speed controls will produce the same tempo by
manual setting of the pot.

Figure 6.47. Quantized sequences

The voltage offset for each increment is usually
an analog pot. It is continuously variable throughout
its entire voltage range. There are several models avail
able which feature quantization, such as the EML 400
Series Sequencer and the Buchla 248 Multiple Arbi
trary Function Generator. The quantizer will divide
the infinitely variable pot voltage into discrete volt
age levels, usually linear voltage divisions to be used
in various kinds of equal interval tuning. By quantiz
ing a bank of controls, equal temperament tuning can
be accomplished faster and more accurately ( see fig
ures 6.47A and B ).
The programmed voltages in a sequencer bank are
non-fluctuating. If controlling a VCO, it would nor
mally be impossible to glissando between pitches. Volt
age slides can be produced by using an integrator.
The sequencer voltages are processed through the in71
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Figure 6.48. Integrated sequencer patterns
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tegrator and the appropriate time constants are set
(see figure 6.48). The Buchla 248 provides the option
of individual increment selection for integration. In
this way some pitches can have accompanying glis
sandi and others can be non-glissandi. If applied to
a VCF, certain increments would cause timbral sweeps
while C>thers would produce abrupt timbre changes.
Just as with the voltage keyboards, the sequencer
may have from one to three (or more) banks of in
dividually controlled outputs. This is sometimes called
a matrix sequencer. Each bank can have a different
sequence of preset voltages, but the firing speed for
all three banks will remain constant. When the first
increment for the first bank fires, so does the first
increment for all of the other banks. Whether or not
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Figure 6.49. Multi-bank or matrix sequencers

the composer chooses to utilize the other banks is his
own decision. With multiple banks it is possible to
program any sequence of frequencies with one set of
pots and control the individual amplitudes with an
other set (figure 6.49A). By using a third output, it
is possible to program very complex rhythmic pat
terns. Patching an output to a sequencer's speed con
trol, via a timing pulse generator or its own internal
firing control, the player will change each progression
to the next increment, with the speed proportional to
the voltage of that particular increment (figure 6.49B) .
As an example, the relatively simple pattern below
could be programmed in the following manner:

n.J.

The first increment on the sequencer would be set
to produce a voltage which, when applied to the se
quencer's speed control, would advance to the next
increment at a rate of once every 2 seconds. The sec
ond and third increments would have to produce a
higher voltage which would advance the sequencer at
a rate of twice in 1 second, and the fourth increment
would have to advance the sequencer at a rate of every
rn seconds, continuing in the same manner for the
time value of each note. If this process were being
controlled by the third bank of voltages, with fre
quency controlled by the first bank and amplitude by
the second, the three basic parameters of musical com
position could be subjected to sequential program
ming.
Sequencers are particularly, but not exclusively, ap
plicable to serial techniques because of the possibility
of transforming any parameter to a voltage and con
trolling it with a sequential (serial) source.
The standard design of sequencers today consists
of either 8, 12, or 16 increments. These are only ar
bitrary numbers decided upon by the manufacturers
and are of no special benefit to the composer. By us
ing an "increment switch," it is possible to fire any
number of successive increments in the bank. If a
composed wishes to have only five increments in a
particular pattern, he can set the increment switch
to "5" and only the first five voltages would fire as
a repetitive pattern. Another method of increment se
lection is with individual switches that allow for any
number of individual voltages to be eliminated from
the sequence. By switching out the unwanted incre
ments, the composer is not always forced to use the
preset successive voltages. In certain designed se
quencers, this switching may be manual or controlled
with triggers.
Two other techniques of incrementation available
on some instruments are pulse address and analog ad
dress. With pulse address, each increment will have
an accompanying pulse input. When a trigger is set
to an increment's pulse address input, the sequencer

· sub-sequence

'"

#2

#3

will switch to that increment. The composer may then
program a series of sub-sequences and call them up
as needed. Figµre 6.50 illustrates one possible appli
cation. A 16-stage sequencer is programmed for four
different arpeggio patterns to control a VCO. The in
dividual pulse outputs from another sequencer are used
to define which sub-sequence is addressed. The ad
dressing sequencer can then be set for the desired
clocking rate or may be clocked manually.
Analog address allows a control voltage level from
any source to select a sequencer increment. For ex
ample, a low voltage from a keyboard would select a
low increment, and a higher voltage would select a
proportionately higher increment. In this manner a
series of sub-sequences could be programmed and
addressed in any order. Analog address can be a use
ful method of re-tuning an equal-tempered keyboard.
Patch the keyboard voltage output to the analog ad
dress input and see what keys address what sequencer
increments. Ideally key #1 should address increment
#1, key #2 address increment #2, and so on. Now use
the sequencer output to control a VCO. Each incre
ment can then be tuned to any desired frequency and
twelve-tone equal-"tamperment"5 can be defeated.
Another application of sequencer incrementation is
random address. Some designs such as the ARP 400
have this option built into the circuit. By switching
from "sequential" to "random," the sequencer will
switch from increment to increment in random order.
This can be very useful when the composer wishes to
establish a file of specific voltages and then have the
instrument randomly pick from that file. The sequencer
could be tuned to a diatonic octave scale and then
randomly access diatonically related pitches from that
scale-a possibility for "random pandiatonic music"?
The selection of increments will be at the rate deter
mined by the clock. This parameter could be given a
correlating randomness by using the output of the ran
domly selected increments to control the clock speed.
5. A lovely term coined by composer Lou Harrison.

#4

sequencer # t

------------

pulse address
inputs

0 000000000000000

sub-sequence#

0000000000000000

etc.

• Sequencer # 1 is clocking 8 times faster than sequencer #2. With this 8: 1 relationship each
arpeggio is cycled twice before a new arpeggio is selected by the pulse output of sequencer #2.

puls� outputs
sequencer #2

0 0
00000000

Figure 6.50. Sequencer pulse address
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The term "correlated" random i.s used because it is as
sumed that the sequencer will also control another
parameter such as pitch. If a voltage controls both
pitch and duration of that pitch, there is an estab
lished and predictable relationship. If the clock is an
LFO, a high random voltage will produce a high pitch
and a correspondingly shorter duration ( higher clock
speed). If the clock is of the "pulser" genre, a higher
voltage will produce a longer duration as a high volt
age will result in a long period. To adjust an LFO to
behave like a pulser, invert the incoming control volt
age,-and vice versa. Other methods of random address
will be discussed in connection with their application
of random voltage sources ( see page 83).
The number of increments in a bank can be ex
tended if there are multiple banks and if there is the
availability of an electronic switch. A 16 X 3 matrix
sequencer can be turned into a 45-increment sequencer
by using the patch in figure 6.52. The output voltages
from the three banks are taken to the inputs of an
electronic switch. The trigger output of the last in
crement is taken into the "sequential switching input"
of the switch. Every time the sequencer fires trigger
# 16, the switch will sequentially route the next con
trol voltage bank to its output.
The sequencer may be turned on and off by two
different methods, depending on its manner of control.
If it is being triggered by pulses from an external
source, it may be stopped simply by stopping the
source. Start-stop control of the timing pulse gener
ator is extremely useful in this way. If the TPG is in
the single pulse mode, the sequencer may be fired at
will by the manual depression of the firing button. Se
quencers with internal firing and control have self
contained trigger inputs for starting and stopping. The
individual increments may also have a switch which
will stop the firing action when that particular incre
ment in the series is reached. One application would
be to have one sequencer start and stop another. In
figure 6.53 both sequencers' controls are taken to a
VCO ( other parameters are also dealt with in the
patch-analyze them!). Sequencer "A" is set for 8 stages
and supplies control logic for an arbitrary series of
pitches. The trigger output from increment 8 starts
sequencer "B", which is clocked at a faster rate and
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programmed to output a pentatonic scale function.
The first increment of sequencer A sends a trigger to
stop sequencer B. The function is as follows: A pro
duces a sequence of pitches. At the eighth event, a
trigger is sent to start B ( clocking at its own rate),
thus imposing a pentatonic scale on the last pitch.
When A recycles back to increment # 1, a pulse is
issued to stop sequencer B.
Sequencers with digital memories are often de
signed to "read" externally generated voltages and
store them for future recall. Manufacturers are re
luctant to call such instruments "sequencers," since
they usually are capable of wider applications than
the initial sequencer concept. One such instrument is
the Roland MC-8 MicroComposer; the EMS AKS and
100, Sequential Systems Instruments, Eu 2500 mod
ules are other examples. With read-in capabilities, ex
ternal voltages, their durations and timing pulses are
turned into numerical information by what is called
an ADC or analog-to-digital converter. Once in nu
merical form, they are stored in a digital memory.
Application of timing pulses from a clocking device
then reads out the numbers to a DAC or digjtal-to
analog converter which converts the information into
the original control voltages. Since the voltage levels
are stored as numbers, various types of information
processing, such as multiplication and division, can
be applied. As the voltages are stored as numbers,
they can be accessed or read out at different rates
without changing their value. Manipulation or voltage
control of the clock will only affect the rhythm or
speed of retrieyal and will not alter the value of the
outputted voltage.
Digital memories are as varied and offer as many
specialized features as there are manufacturers, and

12-Tone Pythagorian Tuning. This is only an
academic model. To accurately tune this scale one
would haye to refer to a tuning chart and use a
frequency meter
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Figure 6.51. Sequencer analog address for "re-tuning" a keyboard
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Figure 6.52. Sequencer increment extension with an analog switch
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Note that sequencer B must be clocked fiye times faster than sequencer A so when it is turned on
it's five voltages can be imposed on the one voltage of increment 8 of sequencer A.

therefore it would be impossible to cover· every op
tion in this context. There are, however, some basic
capabilities which should be understood by the pros
pective purchaser and user. Most digital memories are
volatile. This means that when the power is shut off,
the information stored in memory is erased. Micro
processor-based instruments have the possibility of
"dumping" the stored information into a long-tenn
storage device such as regular audio tape, floppy discs,
etc. With the increasing accessibility of digital stor
age, many home-built instruments and a few commer
cial instruments are employing PROM storage ( Pro
grammable Read Only Memory). A PROM is a small
integrated circuit on which the user or design can
permanently store a sequence of information that is
commonly used. This can be non-traditional tuning for
keyboards, envelope functions, functions for panning
sound ( see chapter 13), or whatever. Digital memories
and many analog memories do not have to be read in
sequential order, so that the information may be read
out in any order ( see analog and pulse address, page
73). A great advantage to PROM storage is that they
are non-volatile, and thus the information is not lost
when the instrument is turned off. Erasable PROM's
( EPROM) can be used for long-term storage and re
programmed as desired.
One problem with digital storage can be the tempo
and rhythm. Memories are not infinite. The number of
events which can be stored is usually some binary
number such as 256, 512, 1024, etc. Rhythm and rests
are stored events, and depending on design, can use
up. a significant amount of that memory. What we
shall call design "A" presents the problems. In this
format a clock rate is set, for example, at 10 Hz. Every

Figure 6.53. Sequencer "start-stop" patch

tenth of a second the memory looks at whatever volt
age is present at its input and stores it. Everything is
satisfactory until information is given faster than every
tenth of a second, such as rapid trills ( see figure 6.54).
The memory will only be able to store those portions
of the trill coinciding with the tenth of a second read
command. The seemingly logical solution is to speed
up the clock so it can get all of the information. So
we now set the clock for perhaps 30 Hz. We do get
the trill but the memory is being clocked through its
total capacity at a faster rate so the total time is sig
nificantly shorter. Using this type of memory then calls
for a balanced compromise of information rate and
clock speed. Simple measured sequences use less mem
ory and provide longer storage times, while more com
plex rhythms at faster tempi result in shorter storage
times.
With design "B", rhythm and tempo do not impose
restrictions on sequence length. In this method two
separate words of information are stored for each
event. The ADC stores the voltage information and
the number of clock counts associated with each volt
age. The clock is free running at a high _frequency and
external to the actual memory. This is exemplified in
figure 6..55. Clock speeds usually run at higher rates,
but let's hypothetically assume that the reference is
sending out clock pulses at a frequency of 600 Hz, or
expressed another way, the memory can make 600 ob
servations each second. At a tempo of
60, a quar
ter riote is equivalent to 600 counts, an eighth note
equal 300 counts, a sixteenth note equals 150, each
division of a quarter note triplet receives 200 counts,
etc. As the player reads in the information, the pitch
information is put in one register ( a place where digi-
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A-Pulsed Pa�ning. This is a visually complex. patch. Analyze
all audio trigger and control routes carefully

•Remember that the memory stores numbers which
represent a voltage-they don't store the actual
pftchl

tal information is stashed), and the duration or num
ber of counts that the voltage is to be present is put
in a separate but parallel counting register. Register
A now contains a series of digital words to be used
as pitch information without using that memory for
any rhythmic information. Register B has a string of
associated numbers that will be translated back into
. durations for each voltage. In reading the informa
tion back, the first pulse of the clock calls out the
"F" voltage and that voltage will be present at the
output for 600 clock counts. On clock count 601, the
memory switches to the second address, putting out
the "A" voltage and will hold that voltage for 300
counts, etc. The clock is only putting out pulses so
that it has an unlimited number; the counting is being
done by the memory, and hence the durations can be
of virtually any length and the number of possible
stored events is not eaten into. These types of mem
ories are finite ( again usually a binary number), but
the possible number of storable events is not changed
by tempo or durations. The articulation of a note is
controlled by a VCA and an envelope generator, as
is usually done with analog sequencers. Consequently
the digital memory must produce timing pulses whose
period is equal to the period of each voltage change
again the same as analog sequencers.
Timing pulse accessibility on a sequencer greatly
defines its range of applications, and an openly de
signed sequencer may be looked at as a programmable
timing pulse source. The way sequencer pulse out
puts are accessed varies from instrument to instrument
but can be put in three general categories: individual
pulse outputs, bus outputs, and multiple bus outputs.
These three access methods are illustrated in figure

0

Figure 6.55. Digital memory
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Figure 6.58.
Hardwired "all" bus
and "switched" bus

Figure 6.56. Sequencer pulse outputs

6.56. Figure 6.57 illustrates how two sequencers can
be used to structure polyphonic events. Sequencer 1
produces controls to generate an eight note ascending
scale ( VCO 1). On increments 1, 3, 6 and 8 a trigger
is taken to start sequencer 2. This sequencer is clocked
at a much faster speed and generates a four note em
bellishment figure. All of sequencer 2's triggers are
used to fire an envelope generator so that the pitches
are heard only when the sequencer is running. The
trigger from increment 4 is taken to the stop input,
therefore the sequencer will stop on the last stage.
The bus output can be set up in two ways. The
pulses may be hardwired to the output as in figure
6.58A, or may be user-switched as in figure 6.58B. In

the "A" fo�at, a pulse is issued to a single output
_
with each mcrementation so that other functions can
be initiated with each sequencer event. In format "B,"
the performer can attach whichever pulses he chooses
to the output. This is useful in creating irregular pulse
division of the clock rate to generate mixed time struc
tures as illustrated in the accompanying patch ( figure
6.59). Here the clock is set to a period of .25 ( }.i of
a second) which we can consider to be a sixteenth-note
= 60. With the sequencer set for 16
at a tempo of
stages, pulse outputs 1, 5, 10, and 13 are taken to
EG 2. The clock pulses ( or a hardwired "all" bus
output from the sequencer) fires EG 1 which pro
duces the generalized envelope. The output signal is
taken to a second VCA which is offset about 75%. The

J

Figure 6.57. Sequencer pulse output 1 applications

switched bus output fires EG 2 on the "downbeats"
of each measure, generating a shorter envelope that
opens VCA 2 to full gain, creating a louder sound at
those points. This patch can be simplified by using
a control voltage mixer VCA with summing control
inputs so that both envelopes can be patched to a
single module.
A switchable bus may be simulated by attaching
the selected pulse outputs together. Depending on the
patching format, the pulse patchcords may be stacked
together ( as with the Pomona plugs used on the
Buchla instruments), or they may be attached to a
"multiple," 6 as illustrated in figure 6.60.
ltiple buses or a "bus matrix" offers more pos
. -��
sibilities. With this format any pulse may be attached
to any available outputs. The number �f individual
buses differs with each instrument, but a common
�um�er is three. With most multiple buses, a pulse
is switchable only to one of the available number of
outputs. However a few designs make it possible to
attac;h a pulse to any number of the available outputs.
The deci5ion to do this is usually conditioned by cost
6. A multiple or "mult" is simply a collection of jacks all
. d together. This is an essential item for any studio; if you
wm
;
don t have one, have one made ( or do it yourself).
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Figure 6.61. Trigger bus used for polymetric patterns

a!I tip contacts are
wired together

all grounds are wired
together

Figure 6.59. Selected sequencer
triggers used for dynamic accents

Figure 6.60. Multiple

and/or front panel space. One can always replicate
multiple bus attachment by the use of cord stacking
or multiples.
An application of multiple pulse buses is an expan
sion of the previous patch and is illustrated in figure
6.61. With the availability of three buses, each can
be programmed for different metric accents. Bus one
carries pulses 1, 4, 8, 14, and 19, creating a 3/4, 4/4,
6/4, 5/4, 2/4 pattern; bus two carries pulses 1, 5, 9,
13, and 17, creating a continuous 4/4 pattern; bus three
articulates a 5/4 pattern with pulses 1, 6, 13, and 16.
Sequencer pulse outputs can be used to generate
higher level structures by being used to stop and start
other sequencers, fire envelope generators, route volt
ages via electronic switches, etc. The range of appli
cations is limited only by the imagination of the
musician. The Coordinated Electronic Music Studio
(CEMS System) at the State University of New York
in Albany, designed by Joel Chadabe and Robert
Moog, makes extensive use of this type of program
ming. An excellent discussion of automation with se
quencers and Chadabe's own DAISY instrument is con
tained in "The Voltage-Controlled Synthesizer" by Joel
Chadabe. 7
7. The Development and Practice of Electronic Music, Apple
ton and Perera, eds. ( Englewood Cliffs, N .J.: Prentice-Hall,
1975), pp. 168-177.

A control voltage bank itself may be used as a series
of timing pulses if you find yourself in need of extra
switchable buses. Remember that a gate or trigger is
usually just a medium or high level voltage with a
sharp leading edge. Patch the control voltage from a
sequencer bank to the timing pulse input of a func
tion generator. Turn all the increment voltage pots to
0 and clock the sequencer at a moderate rate. Turn
one of the voltage pots up until you get a reaction
from the function generator. Although the voltage may
not be called a timing pulse, it is of so high a mag
nitude with a sharp leading edge that it accomplishes
the same thing. Each increment can then be tuned to
a timing pulse level and the sequencer bank can be
used as a switchable bus. If using this "trickery" with
Moog instrumentation, the voltage must be used as a
"Voltage Trigger" or "V-trig." One case in which this
may not work is if two adjacent increments are set at
the same voltage magnitude. The difficulty here is
that when the sequencer switches from one stage to
the next, there is no differentiate leading edge. This
can usually be taken care of by having the first of the
two increments just above the gating threshold and
the next increment slightly above the first. Then when
the sequencer switches to the second of the two stages,
a leading edge is still produced. This technique is a
typical "defeat the system" approach, hence it is im
portant to keep track of the reasoning in terms of in
strument structure.
Sequencer designs probably vary more than any
other standard electronic music module and applica
tion notes accommodating every possibility would be
a wasted effort and probably useless to most readers.
It is important to be aware of the possible options in
design and then try to invent methods to simulate on
your own instrument what might not be apparent. The
following is a summary of current commercial analog
sequencer features which could be considered as bases
for experiment.
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Figure 6.62. Comp!ex sequencer-based instrument

A.

Clock control
1. Available speed or period
2· Voltage control possibilities
3. Dedicated or external clocks
4. Stop/Start/Hold/Enable options
5. Associated functions
a. Variable gate time (manual or voltage
con
trolled)
b. Associated function outputs (refe
rence or
delta for simultaneous envelope functions
)
B. Storage
1. Number of increments
2. Number of banks
3. Series/Parallel outputs
C. Internal storage processing
l. Quantization
2. Integration
3. Input ports

D. Pulse output routing
1. Individual outputs
2. Non-switchable bus
3. Switchable bus
4. Multiple switchable buses
E. Access
1. Sequential only
2. Increment skip
3. Sub-increments
a. Analog address
b. Pulse address
4. Random access
The following instrument (figure 6.62) is based on
. .
a general hypothetical sequencer with the mm1mum
featu�es of two twelve-increment banks in parallel
. _
md1v1dual timing pulse outputs for each increment ;
voltage controlled pulser or clock with stop, start, a�d
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Figure 6.63 illustrates sampling commands and the
sampled outputs, using a variety of different input
voltages. Note that in figures 6.63 A and B there is a
repetitve "staircase" pattern produced. This will be the
case whenever the period of the sampled voltage is the
same as, or "harmonic" with, the period of the sample
command. In this sense the term "harmonic" means
that there is an integral or synchronous relationship
between the two functions, the sampling command
usually being the faster of the two. The voltage out
put pattern will repeat at the same point that the
sample command and input voltage are back in phase
with one another. This is not really difficult to tune
if you have some way of monitoring the input voltage
and the sampling rate. Some instruments have LED's
on both functions which are very useful for this pur
pose. Another method for achieving synchrony is to
phase lock or sync the sampled function and the sample

A-synchronous sampling of an envelope

e-synchronous sampling of a triangle wave

c-nonsynchronous sampling of a triangle wave

command. This is readily accomplished on some in
struments by using two synched LFO's ( refer back
to page 12, chapter 3). One LFO will generate the
sample command and the other will be the sampled
voltage. Figure 6.64 illustrates different integral volt
age/sample relationships. With some S/H formats the
sampling clock and generator for the sampled voltage
( usually a multi-waveshape LFO) are packaged to
gether as a single module. It is common in this case
to have integral relationships built in so that synchrony
is automatic. This is convenient for generating stair
case functions but usually eliminates the possibility of
non-synchronous patterns. A few minutes of experi
mentation will make all of these voltage patterns ob
vious.
Figure 6.65 is a series of related patches which use
the S/H as a dynamic memory to store information
and articulate a definite structural or compositional

Figure 6.63. Sample/hold
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After it all makes sense, try to design both
own reinstruments and instruments fitted to your
sources.

Sample/Hold. A Sample/Hold (S/H) is a si�gle event

memory. It has the capability of remembering a con
trol voltage level but must not be confused with a
sequencer, as l·t can only remember one voltage at a
80
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Figure 6.65. Sample/hold applications
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technique. Figure 6.65A uses S/H to memorize every
third keyboard voltage, independent of rhythm. The
keyboard timing pulse is taken to any device that can
be divided by three; this may be a three-input se
quential switch, a sequencer using only every third
pulse output, etc. The keyboard directly controls a
VCO and by pulse division the S/H outputs only every
third keyboard voltage. VCO 1 is routed through a
VCA for articulation and VCO 2 is at a constant level,
therefore every third pitch is sustained under the other
pitch activity. If this patch is possible with your re
sources, try offsetting the oscillators at different in
tervals.
Figure 6.65B can be described as an ongoing pitch
sequence with one voice ( VCO 1), the S/H being used
as a manually activated "window" to catch any of the
pitch voltages for voice 2 ( VCO 2). The sampled
voltage is also used to control a LPF for voice 1. Thus
there is a one-to-one relationship between the timbre
of voice 1 and the held pitch of voice 2. This is really
just an extension of figure 6.65A, as the sample com
mand is given manually by a keyboard gate instead
of automated by a pulse divider.
A further development of this same kind of logic
is illustrated in figure 6.65C. Here the S/H is used
to create a retrograde canon in augmentation. This is
probably beyond the resources of many readers; but
an analysis of the patch is interesting. This instru
ment is an example of how overall compositional struc
ture can be totally defined by the module configura
tion, and the performer can insert and define the
sonic details. Here two sequencers, A and B, are used
in two different ways. Sequencer A generates a cyc
ling pitch pattern and sequencer B is used as a non
synchronous pulse divider. The pulse output of se
quencer A triggers sequencer B, but the important re
lationship is that sequencer B has one stage less than
A. In this case A is set for six stages and B is set for
five stages. Looking at the resulting pitches, it is ob
served that sequencer B receives its pulse from se
quencer A but will then send a pulse to the command
input of the S/H only on its fifth increment. Assum
ing that both VCO's are offset and tuned to track
in unison, on the first event both VCO's sound Bb.
VCO 1 continues with the sequence and VCO 2 sus
tains the Bb as it has not yet received a sample com
mand to change. On the fifth increment of sequencer
A, sequencer B sends a sample command to the S/H,
which then picks up the fifth increment of sequencer
B, an Eb pitch voltage. Sequencer A continues to cycle
while sequencer B sustains the Eb. Since sequencer B
will send a sample command every fifth pulse, the
next change for the S/H is simultaneous with the Bb,
which it holds until the next fifth pulse. In this way
the S/H is allowing VCO 2 to move backward through

the pitch sequence and one-fifth the rate,-complicated
but a lot of fun if you can make it work. Don't forget
the possibility of inverting the S/H output for inver
sions or adding glissandi with an integrator.
Many S/H circuits have integrators built in before
the output. These are usually described as slew or
lag but merely adds a portamento function to the out
put voltages as the portamento on a keyboard does.
If the musician approaches this S/H as a "window"
for ongoing voltage patterns, very complex composi
tional logic can be articulated with a relatively small
number of modules. The Buchla 266 Source of Un
certainty ( see figure 6.66) contains a simultaneous
polyphonic sample and hold. When a trigger is re
ceived, the voltage appearing at the output is also
stored in alternate output #1. When a new trigger
is received, the new voltage appears at alternate out
put #2 while the first voltage remains at output #1.
Processing a ramp function into an arpeggio could
produce three different patterns, the "all" output gen
erating the ongoing arpeggio and the alternating out
puts giving alternating and sustaining pitches of the
arpeggio. This is not the same as switching a voltage
source between two VCO's as the pitches of one voice
are sustained while the other voice changes. The
Buchla 266 has alternate pulse outputs, and therefore
each voice can be independently enveloped as shown
in the patch. This polyphonic capability can be repli
cated with two S/H's and alternating sample com
mands.
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T�ack-and-H old. The Track-and-Hold ( T/H) is a vari
at10n often accompanying the Sample-Hold and will
usually be built into the same module, such as the
Eu 2410 �r the Aries AR-318 Sample and Hold ( see
figur� 6.67). A track-and-hold operation relies on a
gate mput. When a gate voltage is present, it will
exactly follow or duplicate the incoming voltage and
as soon as the gate is released the output will hold
�t t�e last voltage level tracked. Consider the patch
'.n figure 6.�8. A triangle LFO or repetitive envelope
_
1s determmmg the period of a pulse source. Normally
the period of the clock would vary with the rise and
fall of the programming voltage. In this case the volt-
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�andom Voltage _S�urces. The most common applica
tion of the S/H 1s m the generation of random volt
ages. Most S/H circuits can sample an AC or DC
voltage, in�ependent of its frequency range. White
_
or pmk nmse, when viewed on an oscilloscope can
be seen as rapid and random fluctuations in a�pli
tude or voltage level. The S/H can grab one of these
random voltages at any time so that the output is
a stepped random voltage. The unattenuated out
put ideally is a random selection of control voltages
throughout the control voltage range of the instrument
( see figure 6.69). I say "ideally" because there is
a probability factor involved with this method. As
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probable rate of change
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Figure 6.67. Aries AR-318 Sample/Hold
(Photograph Courtesy of Aries Music Inc.
Used by permission.)

a�e is processed through a T/H. The voltage of the
tna�gle func'.ion will appear unaltered at the output
until a gate 1s present, perhaps from a keyboard. As
soon as the T/H receives the gate, the output voltage
_
will hold at the level present on the input at that time.
The result is that the "tempo" of the clock will also
hold at a proportional speed. As soon as the gate is
released, the fluctuating input voltage will be out
putted and the clock speed will immediatelv switch
to the proportional speed and continue to f;Ilow the
voltage function. This patch allows the player to grab
and �old a fluctuating tempo. The clock can be used
to tngger sequences, envelope generators, switches,
etc. Th� T/H gives the player the ability to "freeze"
an ongomg voltage at any point in its evolution apply
that voltage to any parameter, then to return' to the
ongoing voltage at will. This process can be applied
to any transient voltage-sequencers, envelope gener
ators, etc.

distrib!,fion

Figure 6.68 .. Track/hold application
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pointed out in Bernie Hutchins's Theory and Applica
ticm of Noise Generators in Electronic Music, 8 a long
term record of the voltages produced will show that
there is a tendency for the voltages to gather around
the middle of the voltage range. If the control range
is -5 to +5 volts, a good portion of the "random.,
voltages will be near O volts. If the control voltage
range is O to + 10 volts, many of the voltages will be
around +5 volts. This is due to what is known as the
Gaussian distribution, which is a normal characteristic
of white noise. If this type of sampling is applied to
a VCO, there will be more pitches near the middle
of the total available pitch range, and very high and
low pitches will be less frequent. If this confuses you,
there is another method which might be applicable and
this is illustrated in figure 6.70. A sawtooth oscillator
is modulated by pink or white noise (see chapter 8).
This means that the frequency of the sawtooth wave
is undergoing random changes at an audio rate. This
sawtooth wave is then used as the sample voltage.
What is being sampled is the descending ( or ascend
ing) edge of a voltage function which is changing ran
domly in time. With this method one has the same
chance of sampling a high, medium, or low magnitude
voltage. The amount of effect a random voltage has
on a parameter is not the same as distribution prob
ability. With no attenuation a random voltage source
hypothetically will drive a parameter throughout its
entire operational range. Attenuation of that voltage
only restricts the range but does not change the dis
tribution of events within that range. This technique
of sampling noise to produce random voltage can be
reversed to produce often surprising results. Use a
stepped or triggered RVS clocked at a very fast rate,
well into the audio range, to control a VCO. The VCO
is then randomly changing frequency so fast that the
VCO itself sounds like some undefinable noise source.
The texture of the sound can be controlled by either
the frequency of the timing pulses or the attenuation
of the RVS.
Most dedicated random voltage sources (RVS) are
based on the previously described techniques. Buchla
instruments have done the most extensive develop
ments in random voltage functions. The Buchla 266
Source of Uncertainty pictured on page 82 (figure
6.66) makes it possible to define these random volt
ages in a variety of ways. The upper section of the
module provides three "flavors" of noise: white ( +3
db/ octave), pink (musically flat), and reciprocal white
noise ( -3 db/octave) which sounds like lowpass fil
tered pink noise but really involves a redistribution of
energy rather than band limiting.
The second section produces two fluctuating ran
dom voltage sources. This is analogous to "low" noise
8. Published in ElectroNotes, #64, vol. 8, April 1976, p. 3.
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Figure 6.70. Alternate technique
for generation of random voltage
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on most other random voltage sources. The probable
speed of fluctuation can be defined anywhere between
.05 and 50 times per second. The direction and maxi
mum magnitude of the change cannot be predicted
but the rate can be controlled. This function is volt
age controllable so that various random rates can be
pre-programmed by a sequencer, played by a key
board or a brainwave, or even determined by another
random voltage.
The "quantized random voltage" output is the most
interesting, and a minimal amount of math is involved.
There are two outputs that generate a voltage when
ever a pulse is received. One output is marked "n + I"
and the other is marked "211 "n" is a numerical value
from I to 6 and may be defined by a front panel offset
or determined by an external control voltage. If n = 1,
then the n + I output gives two random voltages, cho
sen in random order at the rate of the input pulse.
The 211 output also generates the same two random
voltages ( 2 X I = 2) but in a different random
order. As n is set to 2, the n + I output is 3 voltages
and the 2n output is 4; when n = 3, the n + I output
is 4 random voltages and the 2 11 output gives 8 random
voltages, and so on. Thus it may be that this means
linear or geometric access to the number of random
voltages. As n increases, n + I increases linearly and
211 increases geometrically. This leads to some inter
esting correlations, as illustrated in figure 6.71. In this
instrument the n + I output is patched to a VCO and
to the "n" input of the RVS. The 211 output is patched
to control a filter and to the period input of the pulser.
Before reading further, make your own analysis and
prediction about how this random instrument will be
have! A high magnitude random voltage will generate
a high pitch ( depending on the attenuation setting on
the VCO) and simultaneously set the value of n higher
so that the next pitch can be randomly selected from
a greater range of possibilities. If the voltage is low,
the pitch will be correspondingly low and set the value
of "n" so that the next pitch will have more restricted
range of possibilities. Simultaneously the 211 output
controls the filter. Thus as the range of pitch selec
tion increases, the number of possible spectral ranges
becomes greater, but in . a geometric relation. The
speed of the pulser providing the triggering informa
tion is also controlled by the 211 output so that bright

clock
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Figure 6. 71. Correlation of random
voltages in an instrument
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• Any controllable pulse source
• "The sequencer and random voltage source
are equally mixed to control the pitch of
the VCO.

timbre is accompanied by longer events, longer events
are accompanied by greater range probabilities for
pitch,_ an� the number of range probabilities for pitch
selection is correlated geometrically with the number
of possible spectral choices! This tail-chasing config
_
urat10n can really consume many hours in the studio.
:8owever, it is worth exploration, therefore just keep
it under control according to your compositional and
performance interests.
The fourth section of the Buchla 266 also has
two outputs: one marked /
\ and the other
marked
Both outputs generate stepped
random voltages when an input trigger is received.
But each output has a different voltage distribution
probability. The top output /
\ generates
random voltages according to even voltage distribu
�ion. The bottom output has a pot and control voltage
mput for establishing random voltage distribution
probabilities. With the distribution pot to the "low"
s�tting, �ost of the random voltages will be low mag
n'.tude, wit� occasional medium and even less frequent
high magmtude voltages. This is not the same as at
tenuating, because the total magnitude is not com
pressed but rather involves a redistribution of energy.

ff.>-<':\\ .

Figure 6.72. "Dream machine"

As the distribution pot is turned to the right, or as
a control voltage is applied, the distribution moves
through medium to high magnitude random voltage
distribution. Voltage control of this distribution also
allows one to program or play in real-time the center
areas of random activity. The two lower sections of
the Buchla 266 are a voltage controlled integrator with
_
the time constant defined by an offset, or a control
voltage and a polyphonic sample-hold as described 011
page 82).
Figure 6.72 is a "dream machine" in which the mu
sical structure is defined on a moderately high level
but two RVS's are used to affect the behavior of the
f�ed structure. Like Douglas Leedy's Entropical Para
dise ( see page 224), once this instrument is turned on
it _w�ll totally control its own performance. Analyz�
this mstrument and see how much of this "random"
instrument is actually predictable.
Patch Analysis. At this point the reader is dealing with
fairly complex instrument configurations and it is very
easy to be lost in the maze of connections and corre
lations. I would suggest following a set analytical
procedure. You may already have developed a favorite
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--method of taking patches apa1t, or an instructor may
have some valu able hints. The following method is
one that I have used with s u ccess with my own stu
dents and I would recommend that yo u try it.
The Rapout "' Approach to Electronic
Instrument Configurations
"' Reasonable Analytical Procedu re for Observing Us
able Techniques
1. Locate and trace all a u dio signal routing and their
offsets.
a. How many sou nd sou rces are u sed ( VCO's,
noise so u rces, external sources via mikes, tape
recorders, etc. ) ?
b. Are these signals detected via ED's or PVC's
to generate controls, or are they used as real
voices within the instru ment?
c. Locate and trace all signal routing from their
source to the final ou tput via sub-mixes and
final mixes.
2. Identify all variable a u dio parameters.
a. In what ways are the a u dio signals processed
( filters, amps, reverb, etc. ) ?
b. Are these processing modules variable manu 
ally as specified by the composer, or are they
voltage controlled by means of an active in
put? Note the control voltage attenuation level
and predict how much effect a voltage ( posi
tive or negative ) will have on the parameter
how much will the pitch of a VCO change with
an applied voltage, wl;at will be the maximum
gain of a VCA, how m u ch spectral change will
be ca u sed by the control of a filter, etc. At this
point you will be aware of the number of voices
fovolved and the n u mber and degree of pos
sible change in those parameters which can con
trib u te to the basic sonic natu re of the sounds.
3. Locate all control voltage sources, rou ting, and
processing:
a. to a u dio sources and any external processing on
volved-what controls the VCO's, and is the con
trol inverted, integrated, sampled, q u antized,
etc., before it reaches the VCO? Do the same
for each so u nd sou rce or audio processing mod
u le ( mixers, VCA's, etc. ) .
b . to function generators. If a fu nction generator
has a manu ally variable or voltage controllable
sub-fu nction, what is doing the controlling, what
is its range of effect in relation to the estab
lished offset, etc. ?
4. Locate all timing pulse sou rces, their period and
a ny processing.
a. are the pu lses manually activated or a u tomated?
b. if a u tomatically generated, what is their period
or speed and is this function voltage controlled?
If voltage controlled, what is doing the con86

trolling and what is the expected range of varia
tion in relation to the offset period?
c. is there any timing p u lse processing involved
electronic switches, gate inversion, etc. ?
5. Identify all stru ctu ral correlations-au dio and con
trol.
a. Within a single voice, is pitch related to loud
ness by means of common control so u rces? Are
filter sweeps related to VCA control, etc. ?
b. Are separate voices related by common con
trols ? Does the lo u dness of one voice have
anything in common with the pitch of another
voice ?
c. What are the relationships between control volt
age sou rces ? Is the speed of an LFO or the pe
riod of a p u lser related to the selection or con
trol of another fu nction ?
d. What are the relationships between the be
havior of any audio sources and processing and
a voltage controlled function? Is the gain of a
VCA related to the decay time on an EC?
6. Now try to describe verbally what the instrument
will do.
This is a lengthy process but some configurations
can become very complicated.

Miscellaneous Controllers. Another method of prod u c
ing constant or varying control voltages is with "pho
tosensitive controls." In electronic circu itry there are
many components that are u sed to limit or block
voltage. Their rating ( how much voltage or current
they are capable of blocking ) may be permanently
fixed or may be manually controlled as with a po
tentiometer. Photosensitive devices will vary their rat
ing in relationship to an applied light source. In simp
ler terms, a photosensitive controller is a light-con
trolled pot. A "photosensitive oscillator" will us u ally
generate zero Hz when no light is applied to its light
controlled resistor ( pot ) . The photo-oscillator will
generate a maximum frequency when a maximum
amount of light is applied. A photo-amplifier will pro
vide signal amplification in direct relationship to the
amount of light applied to its photo-controller. ( Pho
tosensitive controls are very applicable to spatial modu 
lating devices and will be discussed in detail in chap
ter 13. )
Direct voltage can be controlled with light by u sing
"photodiodes." An absence of light striking the pho
todiode mav res u lt in zero volts DC, while an increase
in the amo�nt of light ( us u ally meas u red in l umins )
will prod u ce a proportional increase in DC voltage.
The amou nt of light can be controlled in two differ
ent ways. A change in voltage to the light sou rce will
change the intensity, b u t · this method is us u ally in
adequate because the control of voltage is the desired
outcome. The most u seful methods of controlling light

intensity is with the use of film. By placing film with
varying levels of translucency between the light source
and the photocell, i t is possible to prod u ce many volt
age levels. By making lengths of film with various
translucent patterns and driving it in front of the pho
tocell with a motorized transport system, it is possible
to create practically any type of fluctuating DC ( or
A C ) voltage pattern. If a film consisted of a series of
transparent frames in alternation with opaque frames,
the prod u ced voltage would be a pattern of voltage
pulses . The pulse speed could be varied by altering the
speed of the transport system, and the pulse magni
tude would be a function of the translucency of the
frames. Any voltage envelope could be produced in
the same manner.
Punched tape control also uses a transport system.
A strip of paper containing a series of perforations is
passed over a switch by a transport system. The per
forations are detected in one of several ways which
ei ther triggers a voltage on or off, usually by means
of light-sensitive switches or relays. These voltages are
usually preset and can be used to control any voltage
sensitive device. The "reader'' usually has eight or
twelve lateral switches which will accommodate a _lat
eral series of perforations in the paper. Each series of
punches can be used to control a differn t parameter.
The Coordinome, developed by Emmanuel Ghent
at the Columbia-Princeton E lectronic Music Center,
is essentially a punched tape reader which can be pro
grammed to control all of the parameters of sound as
well as distributing cue signals to the performers for
the coordination of live and prerecorded music. ( See
Emmanuel Ghent, "The Coordinome in Relation to
Electronic Music," Electronic Music Review, no. 1,
January 1 967, pp. 33-38, for a detailed discussion of
punched paper programming. )
The advantages of film and punched paper pro
gramming are that the program is a physical entity
which can be saved to be used at any future time;
p u nched paper can control as many simultaneous se
quences as there are switches on the reader; an en
tire composition may be programmed on film or paper
and played in much the same manner as player pianos
play rolls of music. The major disadvantage is the
preparation of the film on paper. Using control pots,
the composer can allow for a certain amount of ex
perimentation in his compositional process and his
only loss is the time it takes to tum a dial and listen
to the results. With film and paper programming, how
ever, there is a great deal of time involved in the
actual physical preparation of the sequences; and if
the composer wishes to recompose some particular
event, this involves a complete physical reprogram
ming of that portion of the film or tape. This method
of programming is practically superseded by current
digital techniques but it is stiJI in operation in several
studios.

This ch apter has presented an overview of typical
control voltage sources, methods of processing, with
both common and uncommon applications. Every
manufacturer will have a different design fonnat, fea
tures and occasional varying terminology. At the same
time, various instruments may have contro] vO!tage
options not specifically cited but they will usuaHy fa]I
into some category of sources described l1ere, or they
may be an integrated combination of typical sources
and processing options. It is essential tlr n t the mu
sician have a firm grasp of what a specific control
voltage source can do and understand how to, control
it in a structured musical environment.
Any audio or temporal art can never be fairly rep
resented with words, and the only real representation
of voltage control is in the actual practice of its appJi
cation to a real time situation . A graphic- explanation
of voltage control may leave the reader with the opin
ion tha t the time spent on preparing the desired volt
age is not justified by the end results . In acousticaily
produced music, after the conceptual problem s have
been solved, the final task is to make the appropriate
designs on th e score and parts to serve as a cue for
the performer to produce the desired event. It must
be remembere d that the "standard notation" has been
in use for centuries and some people take its compre
hension for granted . But would a person first embark
ing on the study of controJled sound production ( �u
sic perform ance ) find the standard nm sic notatfon any
less time consuming to comprehend and utilize than
voltage envelopes? In the same manner, the composer
working in the field of electronic music very quickly
learns to use voltage programming in the same way
that standard notation is used as a fonn of visual pro�
gramming. And as the composer becomes more and
more familiar with the music and acoustical cou nter
part of electronic manipulations, the production of the
desired control voltage is no more a task than the
copying of a score and parts.
By now the reader should try to practice: away
from the instrument. Once the nature of the sound ( s )
and basic performance logic is determined, patches
can be designed in any quiet corner. The patches can
then be taken back to the instrument for verification
and refinement. And, as with any h.. l1d of practiced
skill, the more one does it the more efficient he be
comes. The following projects and exercises are re
lated to the general techniques and in.struments de
scribed in this chapter and are usually intended to
making the user aware of the workings and limits of
whatever instrumentation is available, As you work
through a project, take notes about the kinds of re
sponses you get, the kinds of sounds produced, and
add any newly invented configurations to your patch
book
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Exercises and Projects
These suggestions summarize some of the basic points
of control concepts and should not be attempted until
the entire chapter has been read. Each of these proj
ects may be approached on three levels: ( 1) If you
don't have the available resources to carry out the
suggestions, at least read through all of them and give
them some thought; you may be able to come up with
a way. ( 2) If you have the required resources, go
through each project as it is laid out. ( 3) If you have
access to a thoroughly equipped studio, most projects
can readily be expanded into larger and more com
plex research projects.
1. Take any acoustical instrument you are familiar
with and analyze its input gestures, structure, and
output-what actions control pitch, loudness, tim
bre, etc., and how are they all interrelated to pro
duce a characteristic sound? Try to defeat its
structure by experimenting with new inputs ( e.g.,
press the sustain pedal on a piano and sing or
play into it, put a speaker under the soundboard
and play electronic sounds into it, bow a guitar,
put a reed on a trumpet, etc.).
2. If it were possible to re-define the input of an
acoustic instrument in terms of function genera
tors, what functions would be of interest to you?
Design and draw up your concepts-it might be
possible!
3. Conceptually invent a completely new instru
ment. Don't be concerned with any technical prob
lems-assume an engineer can take care of that.
Decide what convenient physical, mental, or en
vironmental actions would control each parameter
and how they would correlate each other.
4. Any module providing a choice of linear or ex
ponential function generation or control should be
experimented with. A suggested approach is to
apply a level-varying voltage from a keyboard or
EC to a control voltage input and do an A/B com
parison by switching back and forth between lin
ear and exponential modes.
5. This text assumes a control voltage range of from
-10 to +10 volts. Check out your operation or
studio manual to see whether or not this is the
case with your resources. If the instruments are
0 to +5, 10, 12 volts, there is no problem, as they
can be normalized to ±10 by reading the text
voltages in terms of percent. +5 is 50% of the
total range, +7 is 70%, etc. If the operational range
is bi-directional, a percentile transfer is still quite
simple. A comrrion bi-directional control voltage
range is -5 to +5 volts. In this case a O volt text
voltage would still be 0, a +5 text voltage would
be 100% of its potential. If the operation manual
does not provide this information, ask the studio
88

technician or instructor to help you look at the
control voltage on an oscilloscope.
6. Set up a bank or set of three or more VCO's to
track in parallel. If you have problems, use the
techniques on page 49. Set the patch up as in
figure 6.73A. Set the VCO's to track at different
intervallic relationships and use other function
generators instead of the keyboard. Now inde
pendently process each control voltage leg as in
figure 6.73B. Predict the response before you set
things in motion.
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Figure 6.73. Parallel
processing exercise

7. If you have access to integrators, quantizers, and
multipliers ( coupled VCA's), turn discrete con
trol voltages from keyboards, sequencers, etc.,
into continually varying functions. A fixed voltage
may also be made into a fluctuating voltage by
multiplying it with a sloped voltage such as an
EC, LFO, fluctuating random, etc. Now reverse
the process and turn varying functions into dis
crete levels. Invent an instrument based on this
process.
8. Figure 6.74 is an excerpt from Robert C. Ehle's
Prelude in 19 Tone Equal Temperament. This
tuning requires 19 equal divisions of the octave.
The procedure for tuning an electronic instrument
for this response is to patch the keyboard voltage
into an attenuatable control input on a VCO. Tune
the correct intervallic response by turning down
the control voltage attenuator ( or processing
level) until a keyboard span of a perfect 12th
( C1 to Cr20 pitches, 19 intervals) sounds like
a perfect octave. There will then be 19 equally
spaced intervals in a ·sounding octave. Mr. Ehle
has then notated the keys to be played, as our

keyboard
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Figure 6.74. Prelude in 19 tone Equal Temperment OP. 21
(excerpt) (By Robert C. Ehle. Used by permission of the
composer.)

traditional notation cannot accommodate this tun
ing. The Aj to E diminished fifth in measure four
will actually sound more like a flat major third.
Make this tuning and play through the excerpt,
listening carefully.
9. Try the Asian 7 tone equal-temperament tuning.
Here seven equally spaced intervals are divided
into the octave. Remember that seven intervais
makes eight notes, so that the required response
is a played perfect fifth ( C-C) sounds an octave.
On some systems a seven note span will not gen
erate enough voltage swing to produce an octave
on a VCO since this involves amplification of the
control voltage on a 1 volt per octave system. If
the processing input will not expand the voltage
sufficiently, try the options given in figure 6.75A
and B. Either mix a control voltage with itself
through two control voltage inputs ( one of which
must be an attenuating input), or mix it with
itself via an external DC mixer.

B

Figure 6.75.
Voltage expansion
for macro-tunings

10. If you have some type of control voltage multi
plier or coupled VGA, use it in conjunction with
some form of pre-set ( on a keyboard or a manu
ally triggered sequence) to store some newly in
vented tunings. A suggestion for doing this is
illustrated in figure 6.76. The equal-voltage key
board output is patched to the input of the multi
plier and the pre-set voltages are taken to the
multiplier or control input. Remember that the
value of the input voltage ( the keyboard) will
be determined by the control ( the pre-sets or
sequencer). If using a coupled VCA for a multi
plier, offset it to zero. Now the value of the pre
set voltage will determine the amount of attenua
tion of the keyboard voltage. The 19 tone equal
temperament voltage will be recovered if the
pre-set is a bit below 6 volts-5.833 volts to be
exact. Don't be concerned about exact numbers
at this point-just use them to get in the right
area and then use your ear. 25 tone equal-tem
perament would be tuned by making a 26 interval
span ( C1 to Cj3) sound like an octave. Fokker's
popular 31 tone equal-temperament would call for
a 32 key span to sound as an octave. Any of these
multipliers can be stored as control voltages and
accessed as needed. In this way it is possible to
switch tunings on command.
pre-set voltages
(manually accessed)

0000
0 0 0 0

V

Figl!l'e 6.76.
Tuning storage

11. Take a single control voltage function and apply
it to every controllable parameter in your instru
ment ( or at least to the ones discussed so far).
Try various attenuations and processing possi
bilities on each parameter. Repeat this exercise
using only two control voltage sources, then three
and so on. As you find things of interest along
the way, add them to your patchbook.
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12. The entire score for Daniel Goode's Faust Crosses
the Raritan Somewhere in East Africa and Finds
Himself Back Home, A Little South of the Reicli
is reprinted here. It is an excellent piece for in
itial work with a sequencer and a lot of fun to
play. The use of quantizers is not allowed in a
performance!

"Faust crosses the Raritan somewhere in East Africa and finds himself back home, a
little south of the Reich
-performance piece for Synthesizer
Daniel Goode© 1975
Take a familiar tune, an anthem or march, for example, "Yankee Doodle." Sub-divide it
into eighth-notes as shown.

pdffl J j j J J J JfflJf}J i&_JJij:lfl1ffi
Tune a 10 increment sequencer to the first ten eighth-notes. (To aid the tuning use the
fixed frequency of the keyboard and a second VCO as a pitch model).
While the sequence is repeating (live) re-tune the first note (first sequencer increment)
to the pitch of the eleventh note of the tune. Take your time ... let the stages of tuning
provide variations on that one note. Perhaps make use of microtonal and sliding effects
with that pot while arriving at the new pitch.

In a like manner tune the second pot to the twelfth eighth-note of the tune. Then the
third to the thirteenth ... and so on to the end of the tune. (When one tunes the tenth
pot, continue with the first pot and so on).
The series of changes should be put in a matrix which serves as a score for the
performer:
Pot #1-

G

2- G
3- A

B
5- G
4-

6- B
7- A
8- D

9- G
10- G

A
B
G
G

C

G
G
A

E
Fl

B

Fl
Fl

B

A
G

Fl
D

G
G

The piece ends when all ten increments of the sequencer have been tuned to the last
note of the tune.
Some microtonal discrepancies are part of the sound of the piece.
A suitable waveshape (timbre) should be chosen. Further elaboration of timbre by
means of voltage control is possible, but it must be considered decorative to the
structure of the piece

ff.

Figure 6.77. Daniel Goode's "Faust crosses the Raritan
somewhere in East Africa and finds himself back home, a little
south of the Reich ... " performance piece for synthesizer
(Daniel Goode© 1975) (Used by permission of the composer.)

13. Figure 6.78 is a "random access sequencer con
figuration for the Buchla 100 instruments used
by Frank McCarty. An analysis of the logic is as
follows: Timing Pulse Generator 1 is used to pro
duce a sequence of alternating high and low volt
ages. These voltages are taken into one input of
a Control Voltage Processor, in this case used as
a voltage multiplier. A keyboard is taken into the
other CVP input. Thus the value or magnitude of
the pulse voltages are determined by the mag
nitude of the keyboard voltage. Low keyboard
voltages result in low voltage pulses, while higher
keyboard voltages produce proportionally higher
magnitude pulses. The period or rate of these
pulses can be varied by controlling the period of
TPG 1. The pulses then are used to determine the
period of TPG 2 which is firing a sequencer. As
the controlling pulses switch back and forth be
tween their set magnitude and zero, they will vary
the period of TPG 2. Realize that TPG 1 is not
directly triggering the sequencer. It is only sup
plying controls which determine the period of
TPG 2. If TPG l's pulse is in its "off" state ( 0
volts), TPG 2 will clock very fast. As the con
trolling pulse turns on to its value determined by
the keyboard, TPG 2 will respond with a longer
period or slower speed. If TPG 2 is offset fast
enough, the sequencer will appear to be randomly
skipping about in the sequence, picking out pat
terns which are dependent on both the period of
TPG 1 and the pulse magnitude as defined by the
keyboard voltage. The noise between the random
patterns is the result of the sequencer scanning
very fast, responding to the O voltage control of
the controlling pulse ( remember that if a timing
pulse source uses the term "period," a control will
incre{JSe the period, not the speed). This noise
can be eliminated by using TPG l's unprocessed
pulses to trigger a VCA, so that only the slower
"random" sequences are in effect ( when the con-

�
1 inch = 1 second

Figure 6.79.
Simulation of Cage's
Williams Mix

the VCA's. The obvious answer is digital storage
of the envelope functions. There are at least two
other viable methods. Think about it!
15. Figure 6.80 is an instrument to be used for infor
mation transfer between two compositions. Each
composition, perhaps some recorded electronic
music, is put on a mono tape and various kinds
of information is extracted from one piece and
imposed on the other. What kind of information
is being transferred and what parameters are
being affected? Try this yourself, using two tape
recorders or a record with true stereophonic sepa
ration between the channels.
16. Robert Ashley's String Quartet Describing the Mo
tions of Large Real Bodies ( figure 6.81) is a mat
rix of AND gates. The pulses are generated by
the string quartet using "son file" techniques de
scribed in the score. Here the AND gates are any
voltage-controlled modules where the strength of
the output signal depends on an incoming con
trol ( VCA, VCF, multipliers, various types of
modulators). Both the signals and the controls
are generated by the string quartet, and a play
er's "pulse" will only get through if it is coin-

EG 1

VCF 1

0 0�

TPG"
tl2,,,

trol pulse is high). This is a complex patch but
can be made to work on any instrument if the
processes are clear. An analysis of the patch will
clarify in general terms what is taking place.
General analysis: the task is to control the scan
ning rate of a sequencer so that is passes over cer
tain stages fast enough that pitch recognition is
not possible but slows down to last on certain in
crements to form random patterns. This is done
by alternately turning the sequencer's clock up and
down. When the clock is slowed down, it must
be slow enough that it will not generate another
output pulse for a second or so. The clock is then
turned up and down by applying a variable mag
nitude sub-audio square wave. The magnitude of
this clock control must be controlled in some con
venient manner. If the noise generated by the fast
scanning is not wanted, the controlled VCO can
be taken through a VCA which is turned on only
when the sequencer slows down to grah an in
crement. This configuration works for every se
quencer I have used; try it out!
14. The score to John Cage's Williams Mix ( 1951)
tells the performer to collect on tape eight dif
ferent kinds of environmental sounds, some with
electronic processing. Each of these tapes is to be
cut into different shapes, such as those illustrated
in figure 6. 79, and then spliced back onto leader
tape. The shape of each cut is actually an amp
litude function for that sound as it is played back.
The shape of each segment is itself analogous to
the shape of an envelope controlling a VCA. How
could you perform an automated version of Wil
liams Mix using mikes and pre-amps to collect the
sounds ( in real-time if possible) and eight VCA's
to simulate the :,plices? The task is to program
the envelope functions and play them to control

tape 1

clock,�

TPG"'
2

0 0�

keyboard

tape 2

v.

S/H

,-�o---''l'-----i'f'------' ,.

�------------....IVCA
2

VCF_2

V
·on the Suchla Timing Pulse Generator use one of the alternate pulse outputs. A square wave
LFO may also be used if it can be used as a trigger source.
• "If lhe sequencer has an internal clock the second TPG can be elimineted.
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Figure 6. 78. Random access sequencing

Figure 6.80. Information transfer with envelope detectors
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cidental with another player's pulse. Analyze the
patch and see how the players relate. It will help
to refer to chapter 12 and look over the process
of tape delay or have someone explain it to you.
17. Below is a collection of patches from commer
cially available patch books. These books are ex
cellent tutors, even if they don't relate directly
to your own instrument. If you are aware of the
basic set-up of each instrument, this knowledge
can be translated into a generalized patch chart
and applied to whatever resources are available
to you. Most smaller keyboard "performance" syn
thesizers are set up around the basic patch de
scribed on page 29. By means of slide pots or
switches, the sound sources, VCO's, modulators,
and noise are taken to a mixer, through one or
more filters, then to a VCA. In most cases the
keyboard is patched directly to the oscillators for
12 tone equal-temperament response and the key
board timing pulses are patched directly to the
envelope generators. The common envelope gen
erators are an ADSR and often a second AR. With
this assumption, any patch can be re-notated,
using the guidelines suggested by the patch analy
sis procedure on page 86. The patch in figure
6.82 is from the ARP AXXE Patch Book and will
serve as a guide to the transcription method.
a. Locate and notate all audio signal routing from
their source through all signal processors to the
output ( see figure 6.82A). The AXXE VCO
has two available waveshapes, both of which
are used here. If your instrument does not have
this possibility, use a separate sawtooth and
squarewave VCO tuned and tracking in uni
son. From the mixer the signal goes to a VCF,
in this case a low-pass filter, and the filter is
patched to a VCA. Note the offsets for each
audio parameter. The square wave is not really
square, since the pulse-width has been offset
to about 25%. Both waveshapes are mixed with
equal gain into the mixer. The VCF is offset
with its cut-off frequency at minimum, and the
offset for the VCA is also zero. It may be
helpful to mark the audio, control voltages,
and timing pulses in different colors to keep
them from being confused with each other. As
you become more familiar with the technique
this probably won't be necessary.

b. Identify all variable audio param,eters ( see
figure 6.82B). The keyboard is pre-patched to
the VCO, therefore be sure to notate that con
nection. In this case the keyboard transpo
sition switch, an offset, is in the low octave.
The other variable parameters are the filter
cut-off and the VCA gain, both of which are
controlled by the envelope generator, in this
case an ADSR. For the filter control, the ADSR
is attenuated about 30%, and for the VCA the
ADSR is unattenuated. Notate these levels in
the patch. Note the shape of the envelope: a
very sharp attack with moderate initial decay
falling to a lower sustain level. This will simu
late the "picked" attack of a bass guitar.
c. Locate all timing pulses, their period and proc
cessing ( see figure 6.82C). The only function
requiring a timing pulse here is the ADSR.
The AXXE has triggers patched directly from
the keyboard to the ADSR. The period, of
course, is determined by the player depress
ing a key.
d. Identify the structural correlations. Since the
ADSR controls both the filter and the VCA,
the spectrum or timbre will become richer as
the sound grows louder. The keyboard pro
vides pitch and timing logic, and when a pitch
choice is made we will hear the sound.
e. Verbally describe the instrum,ent. As a key is
depressed, there will be a correspondingly low
pitch. The sound is relatively rich in harmonics
due to the waveshapes used. As a key is
pressed, the envelope generator sweeps the fil
ter and opens the VCA. When the key is re
leased, the sound decays to silence.
As most of these patchbooks frankly point
out, each instrument, even those of the same
brand and model, have variations, and the
patches should be understood as 100% accu
rate in terms of fine tuning. Each patch takes
experimentation to tune your instrument to
your ear. Now try to apply this complete patch
to your own instrument and when you get it
to work, stash it in your patch book.
Try the following patches;. even if they
will not transfer to your instru�ent, do the
analysis.

P• -..".... .., alQNAL l"iPUT

Figure 6.81. Robert Ashley's String Quartet Describing the Motions of Large Real Bodies (Courtesy Robert Ashley. Used by permission of
Visibility Music Publishers.)
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Figure 6.83. Roland 100 Patch (From the Roland System-100/
Synthesizer 101 Patchbook. Roland Corporations, Used by
permission.>
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Figure 6.84. PAIA patch (From The Source, Book of �at�hing and
Programming from Polyphony Magazine. Used by perm1ss1on.)

Sub-Audio
Modulation

Chapter 6 dealt with the control of the basic para
metric stratums of electronic sound. In most instances
each parameter; pitch timbre, loudness, time, etc., was
being controlled by a single voltage source and in each
case the controlled parameter was essentially one
dimensional. The terms "expressive playing" very often
can be related to multiple layers of parametric con
trol. A "beautiful vibrato," "icy tremolo," "growling
bass," or even "fuzz-tone guitar," are terms describing
additional levels of control. A singer with an expres
sive vibrato is exercising two levels of pitch control.
The first is the basic pitch selection and the second
is minute pitch fluctuations ( along with small amp
litude variations) around the central pitch. Each
pitch choice is then enhanced by the other level of
frequency control, the vibrato. A mandolin player idio
matically tremelos sustained pitches. A tremolo is
rapid repeating changes in loudness. But the mando
lin player can tremolo loud, soft, and emit any amount
of crescendo, and dimuendo in between. This second
strata of control is technically referred to as modula
tion.

Modulation Defined
In electronic music instrumentation the term "modula
tion" is often applied in ways which make instrument
configuration and response confusing to the general
user. Manufacturers differ in their use of the term,
and within the current literature of electronic music
thre is not a general agreement on its definition. Con
sequently I am hard-pressed to offer a definition which
can encompass every application of modulation proc
esses. In the initial stages of the investigation I be
lieve that all bases can be covered by saying that modu
lation is a level of parametric organization involving
control voltages which are generally faster than the
main "articulation" level of control. Modulation may
be used as an enhancement of pitch, loudness, timbre,
etc., or it may be used to the degree that actual mu
tations of sonic events are heard. As a point of clari
fication let's again refer to the violinist. The fingers
on the left hand control two simultaneous levels of
pitch; and the general pitch articulations are deter
mined by where on the fingerboard the finger is
96

placed. Usual performance practices then require the
player to add additional pitch information with the
same finger by rocking back and forth around the
articulated pitch to produce the characteristic vibrato.
Both levels of control tend to pitch. As the performer
articulates a scale, each note in that scale receives
further information in the form of smaller and faster
pitch variation. Now consider the player gradually
widening and slowing the vibrato to the point that
it becomes a repetitive glissando moving up and down
the neck of the instrument. What was the vibrato con
trol has now been transformed into a general pitch
articulation. At this point the player can choose to
reinitiate the smaller and faster pitch changes in the
form of a vibrato within the ongoing glissando. The
modulation ( in this case, vibrato) is then defined by
a level of musical structuring. A keyboard controlling
a � produces basic pitch articulations on one level
and another control source may produce enhancement
of these pitches on a second level. In another situa
tion a slowly clocked �u�Bcer may be supplying
general pitch information, and two keys of a keyboard
could be used to produce an ongoing trill. This event
would, of course, be more efficiently accomplished
by reversing the controls, but it serves to demonstrate
that "modulation" as used in this text, is determined
by the level of parametric structuring to which it is
applied-not on the source of the voltage.
With electronic instrumentation, modulation may
be taken to the degree that is becomes more compo
sitionally interesting than basic pitch, loudness, or
timbre articulations. The effect of the modulation is
still in reference to a generalized pitch, loudness, or
timbre, whether it be determined by a manual offset
or an external control voltage source.

Frequency Modulation
Configure the patch illustrated in figure 7.1. The sine
low-frequency oscillator is patched to a control input
of a VCO set at about a-440. The manner in which
this patch is set up may be different from instrument
to instrument. On instruments having AC/DC com
patability such as the Roland, Moog, ARP simply
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waveform, prefer ably sine, into an attenuatable con
trol input of another VCO.

Figure 7.1. Sub-audio frequency modification

patch from the output of one oscillator to any at
tenuated input of another oscillator, observing the spe
cified frequency offsets. For the present, t urn the at
tenuator to minimum. On systems designed with
AC/DC distinction, such as Buchla instruments, ther e
are specified modulation inputs which accept only
AC signals. In this case the input may be mark ed
"FM" or "frequency modulation." At this point there
arises a problem in terminology inherent in produc 
ing a general t ext cover in g a variety of instrument de
signs. Control inputs on modules, especially VCOs,
will vary both in terminology and manner of control.
Any player familiar with a variety of instruments is
barraged with terms like "AC input," "DC input," "key-P
board input," "FM" or "frequency modulation" input,
"exponential" and/or "linear input," "attenuating in 
put," "fixed voltage" input, etc. Approaching the sub
ject of modulation with any sanity requires at least
a cursory understanding of what all this means.
The term modulation literally means "change," and
any control voltage will, of course, cause a change
in the controlled parameter. On smaller ARP key
board oriented instruments all o f the VCO con trol in
puts are generalized as "frequency modulation." Typ
ical keyboard control is not what is generally unde:r
stood as frequency modulation, although a keyboard
might be patched in through any of the inputs. The .
Moog 921A VCO has inputs marked "A.C. Modulate" ·
and "D.C. Modulate." These inputs provide "linear"
response to control voltages ( see page 35), and there
fore traditional keyboard octave relationships will not
be possible. Eu an d Roland instruments, among others,
have dedicated 1 volt/octave inputs, often marked
"keyboard." Buchla instruments have control inputs "
which are distinguished by the type of jack use d,- \
min i-phone and banana,-as well as a fixed sensitivity
"keyboard" input on the 259 signal source. What we
shall use for modulation inputs is any attenuating in
put whi ch can accept a signal from another oscillator.
If you have the choice of linear or exponential inputs,
use the exponential. If there is an AC/DC discrimi
nation, use the AC input which is usually marked
"FM" or "frequency modulation." On Moog instru
ments use a frequency con trol input on the 921 Os
cillator Driver. On the small keyboard performance
instruments a modulating source is often accessed by
a switch or pre-patched to an associated attenuator.
Thus, by any means available get a low frequency
98
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Figure 7.2. FM with increasing index and different waveforms

Now alter the patch in figure 7.1 by using a square
wave as the program or modulating signal. Again vary
the index and listen to how the pitch variation is af
fected ( figure 7.2b). Try this for all available wave
shapes. Note that the shape of the program signal is
imposed on the carrier and can actually be heard as P
a modulation characteristic. Try the same patch, this
time using noise as the program signal. In this case a
re etitious fluctuation will not be heard, but rather f
?
will result in a harsh distortion of the carrier signal, de �
pending on the index. Remember that n oise is all pos
sible frequencies at random amplitudes. Thus the log
ical modulation result would be very rapid pitch fluc
tuations with different magnitudes of pitch displace
ment. The noise is producing noise components of
frequency cen tered around the carrier signal. Compare
a white noise program with a characteristic pink noise
program. This is a technique for producing various
"flavors" or colors of noise and is covered in detail on f
page 123.
Program Signal Parameters
Efficient use of modulation requires more detailed in
formation about oscillator voltages. Figure 7.3 com
pares the oscillator output sign als of a Moog 921B
VCO, ARP 1004p VCO, and an Eu 2200 VCO. The
Moog sign als have a nominal 1.3 volt peak-to-peak
value, the ARP has a 10 volt magnitude: the sine and
triangle exhibiting a 5 volt swing on each side of
zero volts ( + and -5), and the others being 10 volts
on the positive si de of zero. The Eu outputs have a
bi-polar ( positive and negative) 10 volts swing, ex
cept for the sawtooth which is only five volts positive.
These different magnitudes and references to zero
will each result in a different carrier behavior. A bi
polar program voltage will cause carrier modulatio�
above and below the ce nter frequency, proportional
to the magnitude of the program signal's voltage. If
the program signal is only on one side of zero, as the
Eu sawtooth, the carrier's pitch will only be driv�n
up and will not go below the carrier offset frequency.
This admittedly causes problems in consistent ap
proaches to structuring, but this can be handled if
the musician keeps the general principles in mind. THE
CARRIER WILL RESPOND TO THE SHAPE
MAGNITUDE, AND FREQUENCY OF THE PRO�
GRAM. The program's shape is simply the waveshape.
The magnitude is the product of the magnitude of the
program oscillator output and the index. The fre
quency of the program signal determines how fast
the carrier will change frequency. A bi-polar program
signal will cause the program to fluctuate above and
_b elow its center frequency, and a program on one side
of zero will result in frequency changes on one side
of the & rrier frequency only. It is essential to spen d
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Figure 7.3.
Waveform magnitudes

some time experimenting with your instrument, using
the patch in figure 7.1 with all available waveshapes.2
If you listen carefully you may notice that a bi-polar
progr am, if symmetrical, drives the carrier [ the same
interval] above and below the center pitch. This can
be experimented with, using a bi-polar squarewave.
Set the program for a very low frequency so that when
it reaches its positive peak you can actually discern
the pitch of the carrier. Adjust the index so that the
carrier is modulated up a major third. If the program
is symmetrical when it reaches its negative peak, the
carrier will fall a major third below the carrier's cen
ter frequency. Experiment with the index in tuning
the carrier frequency excursion to precisely tuned 'in
tervals as if you were tuning trills.
Applications
Now let's turn to some of the applications and con
trols of specific instrument configuration. The follow
ing . patches are just a few suggestions for basic
design which can readily be expanded by using dif
ferent kinds of controllers and control functions. Set
up the patch illustrated in figure 7.4. A keyboard and
a sub-audio oscillator ( LFO) are patched to a VCO.
Tune the keyboard to 12 tone-equal-temperment and
set the modulation index for a suitable vibrato. The
discrete keyboard voltages determine the VCO's cen
ter frequen cy, and the vibrato is supplied by the program oscillator. If the index is not changed, note that p
the amount of modulation is the same for every pitch.
By keeping one hand on the index pot ( the attenua
tor) it is possible to vary dynamically the amount of
modulation. Try various kinds of articulations: begin
a note with zero in dex and gradually raise and lower

p

2. Some oscillators produce waveforms with a certain amount
of "DC offset." Simply explained, this is a measure of un
balance between the voltage magnitudes of a waveshape or
extra DC voltage accompanying a waveshape. This offset will
cause a shift in the offset frequency of the carrier oscillator
and you may wish to retune after the program has been con�
nected. This can be either trivial or critical, depending on the
design of your instrument.

f

manually vary the input
attenuator to control FM
index

keyboard

keyboard
• If you have to use an external mixer it must be
coupled to accept both AC (Program
oscillator) and DC (Keyboard) voltages. Check
your manual.

'The index is dependent
on both the output gain of
the VCA and the
attenuation level of the
program signal at the
carrier oscillator.
voltage "X" can be any available changing voltage

Figure 7.4.
Dynamic index

Figure 7.5. Voltaged
controlled FM index

the attenuator so that the vibrato has a dynami c shape
within each di fferent pitch. Listen to how a concert
violinist, concert guitarist, or even electric guitarist
controls the vi brato parameter.
The amount of vi brato or i ndex is an important
variable in the shaping of individual notes and phrases.
It would then be useful for electronic instruments to
have this option when n eeded. Modulation in dex is
merely a measurement of the magnitude or amplitude
of the program signal. Since amplifiers control amp
litude, a VCA may be incorporat ed in the patch to f>
provide voltage control over index. Some instruments
have voltage controlled index as an integral part of
a module . Even if this is the case an explanation of
this technique will facilitate the understanding of what
is involved. The configuration in, figure 7.5 is com- P
monly used for voltage controlled index. The program
signal is patched through a VCA before it is con-?
nected to a control input of the carrier VCO. Modu- "r
lation index is now dependent on two variables; the
attenuation level at the carrier input and the gai n of
the program VCO. The normal procedure is to raise
the program oscillator's gain to maximum, set the
maximum desired index on the carrier with the at
tenuation pot, and then turn the VCA gai n back to
zero. Now modulation index can be controlled by t1
applying different control functions to the VCA.
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Correlation of Modulation Index
with Other Parameters
Several common techniques are illustrated in figures
7.6A-D. Fi gure 7.6A uses a keyboar d triggered EC to
control modulati on index and the loudness of the car
rier. When a key i s depressed the EC initiates its ?
f unction: a sharp attack followed by a long decay.
This same voltage is used for VCA 2 which is, in ef- ?
feet, control of the modulation i ndex, the program
signal havi ng the same attack and decay as the car
rier. On the attack the program gain, or index, is at
maximum an d will decr ease in direct proportion to
t he envelope decay. Expressed in other terms, ther e
is maximum vi brato on the attack, becoming less ap
par ent as the sound decays. The function can be :e -?
versed by using a long attack and a sharp decay. Wi th
the envelope generator in a sustain mode, both the
carrier's loudness and the modulation index will hold
i n proporti on to t he sustained vo ltage magnitude .
Figure 7.6B utilizes an inverse relationship. H ere
the envelope voltage is inverted before being applied
to the index control ler ( VCA). In this case the sus
tained sound ( the VCA bei ng at full gai n due to in
verted control ) wi ll have minimum index, and the in
dex wil l increase as the sound decays. Keep in m ind
that the maxim um index will be determ ined by the
attenuating input on the carrier VCO. Figure 7.6C
adds further refinement by controlling index with
keyboard pressure. With this confi guration the index
can be "played" and precisely varied w ithin the con- 'Y
text of any note. Cons ider the use of other kinesthe ti c
controls as a direct control of index. Figure 7.6D uses
j ust the opposite approach, since the index i s deter-'?
mined by a random voltage source. If this were a
triggered RVS a keyboard could supply the timing
pulse so that every pitch would hav e a new random
index.
Figure 7.7 takes this patch a step further by subj ecting index control to an unassociated control. One
player i s determining pitch control with a keyboard.
The program oscillator is patched throu gh a VCA for P
index control. In this configuration the i ndex is con- �
trolled by a detect ed signal from a second player. Th e
lo uder the musician plays, the higher the detected
voltage and the greater the index. This patch goes
beyond the traditional method of vibrato control, but
that is one good reason we have electronic instruments!

A

B

EG

C

envelope 1

-P

Delayed Modulation Index
Figure 7.8 shows anothe r confi guration which is bui lt
in to many performance systems such as the Roland
SH-5, CAT-SRM and others. Again taking a model
from acoustic traditions, some vi bratos are character- ?
ized by a delay in the i ndex, the vi brato not taking
effect until sometime after the sound has been initi -

Figure 7.6. Voltage controlled FM index
applications

D

keyboard

[

delay
time �

EG 2

t-------1

delay time = 1"

Figure 7. 7. Index control with an envelope
detector

Figure 7.8. FM index delay

ated. This effect can be repli cated by usi ng a trigger
delay ( refer to page 64) . A timing p ulse initiates an
envelope, and the unmodulated signal is heard . The
same timing pulse is patched to a trigger delay which
is set for an appropriate delay peri od, perhaps one
second. After one second EC 2 is triggered and its
voltage determines the modulation index via VCA 2.
Once EC 2 is triggered the index may take on the
various evol utionary shapes previously descri bed.
Programmed Pitch Ornamentation
Another way to descri be sub-audio FM is as p
itch
ornamentation. A series of trills as notated in fi
gure
7.9 co uld be produced by FM with a sub-audio squ
are
wave. Assuming that the trill would have to be
to or
from an upper auxilliary pitch, the program wave
shape

would have to be a posi tive value only. If the squar e
wave were posi tive and negative the effect would be
i nstant FM through the center pitch which would
never be heard. Different performance practices re
quire that trills begin either on the pitch or on the
upper a uxilliary. If the program square wave is a
free running oscil lator it will be impossible to main
tain the notated rhythm and articulate every pitch
coincidental with the zero voltage level or positive
peak phase of the program signal. There are several
solutions to this problem, one of which is possible
with a waveform clamping o-scillator such as the Moog
921 VCO. This design allows the p erformer to sel ect
any point on the waveshape, and then, upon appli
cation of a timing pulse, the waveform will reset to
the specified positi on and continue to evolve from that
101
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Figure 7.9. FM trills

• Note: if lhe clamp command is a gate the trill will only
occur tor the duration ol that particular sequencer increment
It the clamp command is only a trigger the "trill" will have
to be turned on and off by controlling the index witl1 an
abrupt envelope.

I clamp.,

WAVEFORM CLAMPING AT 25%,
WITH ANS-TRIGGER:
OUTPUT WAVEFORM

Further dynamics could be added to the trills by
dynamically varying the program pulse width. How
ever, this is possibly an academic example as the key
board player could certainly execute the needed em
bellishments directly from the keyboard. Consider,
however, the passage notated in figure 7.12. Out of
a sequence of eight events only three selected pitches
have FM trills, each of which must begin on the
upper auxiliary. We will assume that this has to be
a programmed pattern, as the performer is handling
some other aspects of the music. One solution is to
use a sequencer's individual timing pulse outputs as
cueing information to initiate the FM and to control
the clamping. Pulse outputs 2, 4 and 8 correspond to
the pitches to be modulated. These pulses are used
to trigger an envelope generator which in tum opens
up the VCA. The EC's 'on' time should correspond
to the note duration, therefore the function should
probably be controlled by gating information. The in
dex could abruptly be gated on to generate the cor
rect interval or could be controlled by various en
velope contours. A sequencer timing pulse simultane
ously clamps the program oscillator to the desired
point in the waveform.

CLAMPING TRIGGER
WAVEFORM CLAMPING AT 50%,
WITH A V-TRIGGER:
OUTPUT WAVEFORM

Figure 7.10. Moog 921 waveform clamping

point. On the Moog 921 the clamping point is spe
cified by a pot calibrated from 0% to 100% of a wave
form's cycle. Figure 7.10 illustrates a sine wave
clamped at 25% and 50%.
The patch in figure 7.11 can then be used to guar
antee that each FM trill begins on its upper auxilliary.
The keyboard supplies pitch information to the car
rier VCO and produces timing pulses for two ECs
and clamping commands. As a key is depressed EC 1
determines the loudness and articulation of the signal,
and EC 2 controls the index evolution. VCO B, the
program signal, is a square wave clamped at 0% ( or
slightly above) so that it will initiate an upper trill
every time a key is depressed.

fl--

'F

Figure 7.11. Controlled trills with clamping
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Figure 7.12. Selected FM trills with
sequencer commands

A

keyboard

Figure 7.13. Double FM

Double Frequency Modulation
Figure 7.13 il!ustrates some techniques of double FM;
the frequency of the carrier itself is being modulated.
In figure 7.13A a 1 Hz sine wave is modulating the
frequency of a 5 Hz square wave which in turn is
modulating an audio VCO. The best thing to do is
patch it up and listen to it, keeping the index of os
cillator 2 moderately low. Since two oscillators are
responsible for program information, oscillator 2 might
be referred to as "program" and oscillator 3 as "sub
program." In this instmment the vibrato rate will
change in accordance with the waveshape of the sub
program, becoming faster as it goes positive and
slower as it goes negative. Figure 7.13B is a form of
double modulation, but now in the "sub-program" is
a function generator, in this case an EC ( EC2) with
a long attack. The resulting sound will be a gradual
increase in vibrato rate as EC 2 produces a slowing
rising voltage. The EC might wen be replaced by
a falling edge sub-audio sawtooth, but we would lose

)

the advantage of triggering the function when to start,
unless clamping is possible. I think that the reader
may now begin to realize the, difficulty of trying to
formulate an all encompassing definition of modula
tion. Any changing voltage source, be it repetitive,
non-repetHive, AC or DC, audio or sub-audio, can
serve as a modulation source. The only way to dis
tinguish modulation from the other controls covered
in chapter 6 is in terms of the structure itself. Per
ceived modulation is carried by a slower change in
structural decisions. In the case of FM the center fre
quency of the carrier is either manually offset or
played by a voltage function. The FM infonnation is
then added by the voltage of the program signal.
The initial applications of modulation have been
put in terms of FM, simply because it is easy to hear.
Once the basic concepts of program and carrier re
lationships and index are understood, the modula-tion
of any other parameter can be readily comprehended.
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Figure 7.14. Sub-audio amplitude
modulation
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Sub-Audio Amplitude Modulation
Amplitude Modulation Parameters

The basic AM patch is illustrated in figure 7.14. Any
carrier sound source is taken to a VGA and the pro
gram signal is used as a control. As the voltage of the
program signal rises, it proportionately raises the gain
of the VCA, resulting in what is traditionally called
tremolo. There are two factors which must be con
sidered when using an AC signal as the program: first,
the VCA must be offset at some point above zero
gain so that the negative phase of a program signal
can have a positive and negative effect ( if the VCA is
offset at zero there would be no sound during the
negative phase and the positive phase would sound
like gain control with a cycling EC.); the second con
sideration is whether or not your instrument has
AC/DC compatability. If the VCA will not accept an
AC signal there are two options. The first is to tum
the AC signal into a DC control using an envelope
detector ( refer to page 53); this can consume many
of EDs and patchchords when the p_a_!ches get com
plicated, and the ED may not react fast enough for
many -applications. The other option is to use a bal
anced modulator or ring modulator for a VCA when
ever AC control is required. A VCA is typically a two
quadrant multiplier, and a balanced or ring modulator
.is a four-quadrant multiplier. A four-quadrant multi
plier can produce an effect known as "negative gain"
or "gain inversion." A silence, of course, cannot be
come any softer, but the result is a typical phase
cancellation which has a quite different audible ef
fect when modulating at audible program frequencies.
With sub-audio AC program signals or DC program
the balanced modulator and VCA will do almost the
same thing and may be inter-changed in exploring the
following patches. The typical applications of ring and
balanced modulators are discussed in chapter 8. Most
VCAs will accept AC control so that the patches for
this section will be notated as such.
Patches
Most of the instrument configurations given for FM
can be transferred for AM applications. The only addi
tional variable which must be considered is whether
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or not the VCA has linear or exponential response.
Reviewing chapter 4 page 24, linear response means
equal changes in gain ( output voltage), and expo
nential means equal changes in loudness. What this
means in terms of AM is that in linear mode the
affects will be more drastic than in exponential mode.
If you have a choice use the linear mode for the fol
lowing patches. If you don't have a choice, don't worry
about it.
Like FM, some instruments have built-in voltage
control of AM index. As with the FM patches this
is the same as taking the program signal through an
other VGA or multiplier before it reaches the modu
lating circuit, in this case another VCA. The Buchla
100 Series Squarewave VCOs have an AM input on
the front panel, and therefore an external VCA may
not be needed for many of these patches.
Figure 7.15A provides for tremolo within the con
text of generalized loudness control from an EC. VCA
1 ( offset above zero gain) affects the AM param
eters, and VCA 2 controls the general loudness. Note
that in figure 7.15B the program voltage and the en
velope control can be summed as is done with some
FM patches. With this patch the program signal will
continually open the VCA and never decay to silence,
defeating the effect of the EC.3 Remember that a volt
age multiplier can be substituted for the series VCA
since it accomplishes the same effect ( see figure
7.15C). Figure 7.15D involves a minor variation of
7.15A which can be useful in producing echoing ef
fects. Here the program VCA is offset to zero, there
fore the carrier signal only gets through on the posi
tive voltage swing of the carrier. This will be more
effective if the program signal is a descending saw
tooth wave. Now even if VCA 2 is open the sound
will be gated on and off in accordance with the pro
gram waveshape, assuming that the waveshape is bi
polar. As the EC voltage decays the signals, general
loudness decays proportionately, but the reiterated
3. With careful tuning this can be done by summing if the
,
program signal is attenuated to the point that it doesn t re
sult in an audible output signal. The Eu 2000 VCA has a mode
switch that turns the summing inputs into multiplying inputs
so that this patch is greatly simplified. The PAIA 2720-1 VCA
uses algebraic C.V. summing;, and this effect can be simulated
by the use of an applied "bias voltage" or external offset.

B

t,,

C
positive sawtooth
program
D

I,"

EG

VCA 1-affects the amplitude modulation
VCA 2-the general loudness envelope
VGA 3-controls index (the gain of the program signal)
Voltage X-anything you wish to use!

t,,

Figure 7.16. Voltage
control AM index
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Figure 7.17. Correlation between general loudness and tremelo
rate

Figure 7.15. Sub-audio AM patches

echos are still articulated within the shape of the EC
control.
Figure 7.16 illustrates a general patch for control
ling AM index. The AM process itself is accomplished
by the two VCA in series as in patch 7.15A. Here the
index itself becomes a controlled parameter by patch
ing the program through a VCA for gain processing.
Now any voltage, an envelope, random voltage, the
output of a joystick, etc., can determine the amplitude
modulation index.
The patch in figure 7.17 correlates tremolo speed
with general loudness. As the EC voltage increases
the gain for VGA 2, it simultaneously causes the pro
gram frequency ( VCO 2) to speed up. With this patch
the program VCO should be offset to the lowest de
sired tremolo rate and the EC control processed so
that the oscillator is never taken above 13 to 15 Hz.
The precise range of desired tremolo variation can
be tuned by the offset and index pot. Figure 7.18 is
the patch for delayed AM. Compare this patch with
the delayed FM patch ( figure 7.8, page 101). A word
of caution is to be sure that the delay time is not
longer than the total envelope function time, or the
resulting modulation will not be heard!
The number of modules used for dynamic AM is
significantly reduced if the parameters ( AM signal
input and voltage controlled index) are built into a
VCO. Not many commercially available VCOs have
these features, therefore, make the most out of the
patches documented in this section. Try all possible
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Figure 7.18. AM index delay
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waveshapes from sine to a narrow pulse. Experiment
with various program frequency offsets to see how
fast each waveshape can be used until the carrier
pitch begins to be distorted. At this point don't spend
too much time with audio rate AM as there are a
sufficient amount of variations possible with sub-audio
program frequencies. The musician need not limit the
explorations to electronic sound sources. Most of the
patches can just as well use any properly pre-amplified
acoustic sound. A solid-body electric guitar or direct
signal out of an electric piano will be ideal, as the
acoustic signal will not be loud enough to mask the
modulation effects.

Timbre Modulation
Dynamic timbre control can be approached several
different ways. Timbre Modulation (TM) can be the
result of filter modulation, pulse width modulation,
synching techniques, carefully tuned audio FM & AM,
balanced modulation techniques, tricks with voltage
controlled reverb and time delay, etc. Many of these
techniques require specialized instrumentation; the
various operation manuals supply ample information
about these processes. The most viable techniques
applicable to electronic music instruments in general
are filter modulation, pulse width modulation ( PWM),
and synching. Some instruments also provide the play
er with possibilities of direct waveshape modulation.
Filter Modulation
The techniques of AM are readily transferred to filter
modulation, simply substitute a voltage controlled fil
ter ( VCF) in place of a VCA. A voltage controlled
filter may be of the low-pass, band-pass, high-pass,
or band reject variety; and techniques specific to
each of these covered in chapter 9. The most com
mon VCF is the low-pass filter, and the following
filter modulation patches will be done in terms of
low-pass applications. All of the patches can be readily
applied to any filter format once the technique is
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Figure 7.20. Filter tracking for
constant filter modulation spectra

program oscillator voltage

Program is now a triangle wave with
a positive-negative voltage swing

tow pass

8

Figure 7.19. Filter modulation (filter sweeps)

understood ( see exercise 4, page llO). Figure 7.19A-B
illustrates the basic low-pass filter modulation, the
carrier being a C-256 Hz sawtooth and the program
being a 1 Hz signal. The illustration shows a variety
of program waveshapes. With filter modulation spe
cial attention must be given to the filter's offset and
the index ( control voltage attenuation level). As the
program sine wave voltage rises and falls it continu
ally and correspondingly changes the filter cut-off.
In figure 7.19A the filter is offset so that its cut
off is precisely at the fundamental pitch of the saw
tooth carrier, C-256. The program voltage of the fil
ter's cut-off frequency is modulated upward, letting
more and more harmonics through. This will be more
evident if the filter Q is at about 50%. 4 The modulation
index can be adjusted so that the program sweeps
through a specific number of harmonics. Figure 7.19A
specifies that the index is set so that the peak voltage
of the program drives the filter only up to the 4th
harmonic. Experiment with this patch and tune spe
cific index values. Since there is no timbral informa
tion below the fundamental of the carrier, the nega
tive swing of the program voltage has no audible ef
fect with low pass filters. Figure 7.19B re-establishes
the filter cut-off somewhere in the middle of the spec
trum. As the negative portion of the program sweeps
the cut-off below the offset there is some spectral in
formation to affect.
A final consideration comes into play if the carrier
pitch is changing. If the carrier is relocated, say by
4. For these patches leave the Q at a moderate level. Spe
cific applications of Q variations is covered in chapter 9.

A

a keyboard voltage, its relationship to the filter cut
off will change and the spectral modulation will not
have the same effect. A similar problem is dealt with
in figure 6.6 in the preceeding chapter, and the solu
tion is the same. Use the keyboard voltage to relocate
the cut-off frequency in direct relation to the VCO
pitch, as illustrated in figure 7.20. With this configura
tion the program voltage will modulate the filter cut
off through the same part of the carrier's spectrum
regardless of pitch choice. The techniques used for
AM are directly applicable to filter modulation. Volt
age controlled index, program frequency, simultaneous
FM, etc., can all be accomplished by referring to the
AM patches ( figures 7.13 through 7.18) substituting a
filter for a VCA.

8

Figure 7.21. Drone patches with filter
modulation and tuned square waves

Low program frequency filter modulation is very
effective for creating drone environments. Figure 7.21
illustrates such a technique. Figure 7.21A uses three
square wave oscillators tuned in octaves, each being
filter modulated with a different program frequency.
The tuning and program relationships may be of in
terest for structural considerations. Octaves of the
fundamental frequency are not present in a square
wave, thus octave relationships between the oscillators
provide a rich spectrum to play with. The program
frequency for each oscillator is in inverse proportion
to the ration of the pitches. Oscillator 2 is twice as
high as oscillator 1 and its filter modulation is twice
as slow. Oscillator 3 is 4 times as high ( in terms of
Hz-remember exponentiallity!) as oscillator 1 and its
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Figure 7.24. Simulated PWM using a voltage control
threshold of an envelope detector

Note: this patch will not be pos s ible u nless your instrument allows
gate voltages act the s ame as audio pulse waves

AR envelope
"You might attenuate the keyboard voltage so your instrument doesn't ''speak'' 12 tone equal
temperament
• "Use a variable portamento keyboard voltage so the "voice" will glide and not "speak" in
discreet steps
···use any dynamic voltage available instead of keyboard pressure

Figure 7.22. Voice simulation with filter
modulation

manually vary
th e frequency

A

c;orresponding program is four times as slow. If there
is just one filter available, try the patch in 7.21B. Here
all three carrier pitches are subject to one program.
If you have three low frequency oscillators available,
try mixing them together to produce a composite com
plex modulation signal.
Figure 7.22 is a rather complex filter modulation
patch which can produce some interesting "voice-like"
sounds if carefully tuned. A sawtooth wave VCO off
set at 100 Hz or lower is taken in parallel to two fil
ters. Band-pass filters with a moderate "Q" will give
the best results, but low-pass filters or a combination
of both will work. If you only have one filter the re
sults are not as effective but are worth a trial. A tri
angle wave LFO is used as a program for the oscil
lator frequency (FM) and both filters. If possible
invert the program before going into one of the fil
ters. The LFO is then controlled by some dynamic
voltage such as keyboard pressure, a joystick, or even
your hand. Tuning the filters to various relative cut
off frequencies will determine the "voicing." Use an
AR envelope with various sustain and decay times and
see what you get. This instrument involves simulta
neous FM and filter modulation and works best if the
indices are kept at a moderate level.
Pulse Width Modulation
Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) is another approach
to timbre modulation. Chapter 3 (page 16, figure 3.12)
explained how the duty cycle of a pulse wave could
be varied to produce different harmonic spectra. If
there is a control voltage input on a VCO for pulse
width or waveshape symmetry, the following patches
will be of interest. It is necessary to be aware of the
difference between spectral changes with filtering and
spectral changes with pulse-width variation. Filtering
provides linear access to overtone content. As a low108
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Figure 7.23. Pulse-width-modulation (PWM)

pass filter is swept by a program voltage it emphasizes
each adjacent harmonic. Pulse-width variation deter
mines what order harmonics are missing from the
spectrum so the modulation of this parameter may
affect more than one non-adjacent harmonic at a time
(see figure 7.23). PWM with a sub-audio sine or tri
angle program sounds very much like the phasing or
flanging techniques described in chapter 12 page 202.
This effect can be emphasized by mixing the pulse
width modulated VCO with another harmonically rich
VCO tuned at a unison. With this patch the various
transient harmonics will be emphasized and de-empha
sized as they move in and out of phase with each
other. It will probably be noted that high index PWM
above 7 or 8 Hz creates a slight pitch shift. PWM is,
in fact, very low index frequency modulation. As the
position of the duty cycle varies back and forth within
one cycle there is an actual displacement of time refer
ence, and frequency is a measurement of time. As
with filter modulation, PWM can be applied in a va
riety of situations by duplicating the previous patches
and patching the program to the PWM input.

C

If an envelope detector or Schmitt trigger has an
external comparator input and voltage controllable
threshold it can be used to produce some interesting
PWM effects with an acoustic instrument. Suitably
pre-amplify the instrument, an electric guitar works
well, and patch it to the comparator input as illus
trated in figure 7.24. When the comparator input volt
age is above the established threshold it will produce
a gate voltage which will remain high for as long as
the input is above the threshold. A low frequency sine
wave is used to modulate that threshold so that the
comparator generates a gate at changing points each
time the comparator voltage goes through a cycle.
The gate output is a pulse modulated voltage which
may be used as an audio signal. In this case the com
parator voltage is generating the carrier, and threshold
voltage is generating the program. If the sound is too
raspy for your taste, patch it through a low pass filter
to remove some of the edges. I have seen this tech
nique used with Eu and Serge instruments, and it
should be possible with any instrument with external
comparator inputs.

Figure 7 .25. Timbre modulation using VCO
sync

Timbre Modulation Using VCO Sync
VCO synchronization can be used with sub-audio FM
to achieve effects sounding similar to resonant filter
modulation. With "strong sync" (see chapter 3, figure
3.18) the slave VCO will try to lock on to the closest
harmonic of the 11U1ster VCO. If your instrument pro
vides sync possibilities, set up the patch illustrated in
figure 7.25A. Switch or patch the sync output (usu
ally a square wave) from a VCO set at a low pitch
to the sync input of another VCO and listen only to
the slave oscillator. In "strong" sync mode, manually
turn the slave's frequency up and down. You should
hear, not a continuous glissando, but rather something
more like high Q filtering or blowing . through the
harmonic series on a pipe. As the slave's frequency is
changed it will try to grab the closest harmonic mul
tiple of the master VCO frequency. If the slave VCO
is frequency modulated the program voltage will drive
the slave carrier up and down, replicating the har
mon_ic series of the master. The slave's frequency off
set will establish a reference point in the harmonic
series, and the index will determine the extent of the
harmonic sweep. Further color may be added by mix
ing the master and slave VCOs together as shown
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in figure 7.25B. This technique is especially effective
if the slave's sweep is controlled by various modulation
or voltage control techniques as illustrated in figure
7.25C.
Patterned movement of sound in a stereo or quad
raphonic space involves specialized techniques with
VCAs, balanced modulators, and frequency shifters.
Due to the complexity of these techniques, location
modulation is treated as a separate subject in chapter
13. Most of the aforementioned techniques may be
applied to any voltage controllable parameter. If one
understands the implications of variable index and the
results of differing program frequencies and wave
shapes, sub-audio modulation can add significant rich
ness and expressiveness to a performance.

Exercises
1. Using sub-audio FM practice the following etude.
By manually controlling index, progress through a
series of tuned FM trills. Begin by adjusting index
to a minor second, then major second, and so on
up to an octave and back down to a unison. If the
program square wave is positive polarity only, the
exercise will function as in figure 7.26A. If the
program square wave is bi-polar it will be more
difficult, as illustrated in 7.26B. This is an exer
cise for both the hand and the ear.

2. Use a twelve stage sequencer to automate the pre
vious exercise as illustrated in figure 7.27.
3. Analyze the instrument configuration in figure 7.28.
What parameters are at work and what parameters
are correlated with each other? This involves both
FM and AM.
4. Using filter modulation, devise a patch which will
produce the event notated in figure 7.29.
5. Invent an instrument in which you have voltage
control access to all the parameters of sub-audio
modulation of pitch, loudness, and timbre. The fol
lowing listing can act as a guide.
EG

Program Oscillator Rate
Index ( Program gain and attenuation)
Program Waveform (If you do not have voltage controlled waveform perhaps it might
be possible to switch between different pro
gram oscillators in some manner)
Carrier offsets ( VCO, VCA and VCF)
Also consider the possibilities of double modulation.
This patch will probably go beyond the resources
of many instruments. However, it will be good
conceptual practice to draw the patch out in several versions.
\\

Figure 7.28. Parametric correlation in a modulation
instrument

Figure 7.29. Programmed spectral trills

adjust the index to
tune each trill

Figure 7.26. Interval expansion
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Figure 7.27. Trill programming
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8

Audio Rate
Modulation

In some of the previous experiments you undoubtedly
have discovered that at a certain point the program
frequency can become so rapid that the carrier infor
mation begins to undergo a critical change. This
change may be described as a severe distortion or, in
some cases, it may result in the production of addi
tional pitches. With acoustic instruments the "pro
gram" is some sort of physical action on the part of
_
the performer. The singer's vibrato is caused by vana
tion in diaphram pressure; the fiddler's vibrato is the
result of minute wrist and finger movements, and trem
olo is controlled by the player's right hand actions.
These program gestures are of course subject to phys
ical limits of both the performer and the instrument
structure: a vibrato can only be so wide and so fast,
and these two parameters in many cases define each
other's limits. Electronic instruments are designed with
the potentials to expand these limitations. There is
virtually no limit on how fast a VCO can be modu
lated; the index can be so high that it is swept through
a parameter's entire operational range. There are prac
tical limitations depending on the desired effect, and
these will be pointed out as the various patches are
discussed.

Sidebands and Timbre
The principle of audio-rate modulation is not compli
cated. If the modulating frequency is within the audio
range the modulated parameter is being changed so
fast that the modulation process generates additional
frequencies. The modulation process will produce extra
"ghost" pitches called "sidebands." Try the experiment
illustrated in figure 8.1. Patch a sub-audio program
sine wave to the FM input of a sine wave carrier and
establish a moderate index. Leave the carrier VCO set
at one pitch and gradually tum up the frequency of
the program through its entire operational range. In
this case the program cannot be a dedicated LFO, as
it must go well into the audio range. As the program
frequency is swept up you will hear extra pitches
sliding in opposite directions from the carrier's center
frequency. These are sidebands which are the sum
and difference of the carrier and program frequency.
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Figure 8-2- Frequency modulation sidebands
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Figure 8.1. Audio-rate
frequency modulation

If a 100 Hz program were modulating a 500 Hz car
rier, the two sidebands would be 600 Hz, the sum, and
400 Hz, the difference.
Modulation affects every frequency component in
volved; this is the reason sine wave oscillators are
suggested for initial experiments. If one of the oscil
lators were a sawtooth wave there would be the sum
and difference of every frequent component present
in the waveshape. Figure 8.2 illustrates one type of
FM spectrum for the first five frequency components
of a 90 Hz sawtooth program and a 500 Hz sine wave
carrier. The actual number and strength of sidebands
are also dependent on the modulation index. Repeat
the experiment in figure 8.1 with different indices
( program oscillator attenuation) and compare the
sounds. Sum and difference frequencies are common
to all types of audio rate modulation processes. These
sum and difference sidebands result in a change in
the timbral or spectral information of the original car
rier. The spectr.J.lm may be harmonic or inharmonic,
depending on the relationships established by the mu
sician and the operational characteristic of the instru
ments.
This gives rise to the question of the difference
between a "chord" and a "timbre." What is the dif
ference between the spectrum of a square wave and
the same spectrum played as individual pitches on
an organ ( figure 8.3)? There are several considerations.
Most keyboard instruments are equal-tempered so that
the "chord" harmonics are not really in the same ratios
as a truly harmonic timbre. It is said, however, that
the ear has a tendency to quantize and re-tune these
relationships if they are within a certain threshold.

Then comes the question of relative amplitudes. The
sawtooth wave exhibits precise amplitude relation
ships between the harmonics which would be impos
sible to maintain on a keyboard instrument. But or
chestrational techniques of doubling melodic lines at
the octave, twelfth, etc., result in changes of timbre
and are not heard as parallel chords ( refer to the
excerpt from Ravel's Bolero on page 18). The idea of
harmonicity between the partials sheds no light on the
subject, since many timbres such as drums and gong
are not harmonic, nor are non-common practice chord
structures. Many composers and researchers have been
intrigued by this question, and certain compositions
are based on the interplay between the threshold of
a chord and a timbre. 1 Rather than describing the many
complex psycho-acoustic considerations involved with
resolving this question, this text will consider audio
rate modulation a timbral technique as it involves ac
tual changes in the waveshape of a composite sound.
The signal is acted upon instead of added to as in
classic techniques of additive synthesis. The following
discussions involve techniques of "modulation synthe
sis."

Audio Rate Frequency Modulation
Exponential FM
FM synthesis must really be divided into two cate
gories: exponential FM and linear FM. The most com
mon mode of voltage control of a VCO is exponential,
equal changes in voltage produce equal changes in
musical interval. This makes audio rate FM prob
lematic in certain situations. Figure 8.4 illustrates this
problem. A 2 volt peak-to-peak sine wave is FMing
a carrier of A-440. As the program reaches its posi1. The reader should listen to Jean-Claude Rissets Mutations
( Turnabout 34427) and read Robert Erickson's Sound Struc
ture in Music ( Univ. of California Press, 1975).
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Figure 5_4_
Exponential FM

tive peak the carrier is taken up one octave to A-880,
and as the program reaches its negative peak the
carrier is taken down to A-220, an octave in each
direction. The problem is apparent when the program
frequency is in the audio range, as the ear does not
register this two octave sweep but hears the sound
as a composite complex signal. The carrier pitch goes
up 440 Hz but comes down only 220 Hz. This means
that in terms of frequency measurement the carrier
goes higher than it goes lower, and the average
center frequency, in terms of cycles-per-second, is
changed. The result is that the perceived center pitch
is de-tuned a significant interval. This also causes a
redistribution in the relative power between the upper
and lower sidebands. The apparent pitch shift is pro
portional to the index, as can be readily demonstrated
with the patch in figure 8.5. Use the output of a VCO
as its own program frequency and slowly raise the in
dex. Note that the pitch relocation is determined by
the index. This does not cause any real problem if
the index can be set and not varied. It was apparent
in the previous chapter, however, that modulation is
most effective if the index is dynamic, subject to vary
ing values during the course of each event. FM index
determines the strength and number of sidebands so
that it seems logical that this should be a dynamic
variable. Unfortunately the index also determines the
amount of pitch shift, and therefore the modulation
spectrum cannot be changed without changing the
pitch. Set-up the patch in figure 8.6 and the problem
will be apparent.
The mathematics and ramifications of this problem
are discussed in Bernie Hutchins' article, "The Fre
quency Modulation Spectrum of an Exponential Volt
age-Controlled Oscillator,"2 and are discussed with
2. From the Journal of Audio Engineering Society, 23, No. 3,
April 1975.
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Figure 8.6.
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Figure 8. 7. Frequency
shift compensation in
exponential FM

further details in his Musical Engineer's Handbook. 3
All we need to know for our applications is that ex
ponential frequency modulation produces pitch shif:s
proportional to the index. This does not mean that 1t
is not useful. If the pitch shifts are annoying you have
to avoid the use of a changing index and adjust what
ever tuning is needed after the index has been es
tablished. In some cases the detuning can be mini
mized by maintaining a low index at the VCO modu
lation input. Figure 8.7 depicts a patch suggested by
Mr. Hutchins which can be tuned to eliminate pitch
shifts. The index is controlled by some function gen
erator such as an envelope generator. The control volt
age raises the index via a VCA while at the same time
its inverted form pulls the shifted pitch back down.
The mathematics involved requires that the negative
envelope be squared ( not in terms of waveshape but
in terms of math); this can be done by multiplying the
voltage with itself, using a dedicated multiplier or a
balanced modulator. This is one of the few patches
in this text I have not personally tried but it looks good
on paper and certainly worth a try.
3. Published by Electronotes, 203 Synder Hill Rd., Ithaca,
N.Y. 14804, pp. 2c9-2cl9.
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Exponential FM Patches
Figures 8.8A, B, C and D are some suggestions for
exponential FM applications where the complexity of
the spectrum would probably be more composition
ally interesting than precise pitch control. Using these
patches the musician should be aware of density and
texture of the resulting spectra. The density of the
resulting "klangs" 4 refers to the number of sidebands
present in the sound. General texture relates to the
spacing of the sidebands. If the program is in the low
audio range ( 18-30 Hz) the sidebands will be spaced
around the carrier at the corresponding close distances.
The higher the program the farther the sidebands will
be from the carrier. Another effect which may be no
ticed is a spectrum settling. If the relationship be
tween the carrier and program frequencies is con
stantly changing there may be a gliding effect from
one spectrum to the next. This is caused by an AC
coupling in the circuits and it can be quite beautifu]
if put to good use.
The important thing to keep in mind is that the
index whether the modulation is exponential or not,
also determines the strength or loudness of the center
frequency. As the index is increased more sidebands
appear on each side of the carrier. These sideban�s
are positioned at intervals equal to the sum and dif
ference between the program and carrier frequencies.
As the number of sidebands increase with index, the
more apparent power is put into the sidebands and
consequently taken from the carrier. This means that
the higher the index, the more sidebands and the
weaker the center frequency. If the musical situation
requires strong pitch centers, keep the index low. Even
with maximum modulation index the articulating pitch
controls from keyboards, sequencers, etc., will cause
the entire spectrums to relocate in relation to each
other, and a definite sense of vertical motion will be
maintained.
Linear Frequency Modulation
In 1973 John Chowing published a now classic ar
ticle, "The Synthesis of Complex Audio Spectra by
Means of Frequency Modulation."5 The article de
scribed applications of linear frequency modulation to
producing time varying harmonic timbres with a digi
tal computer. The important contribution of Chown
ing's research was that it presented an entirely new
category of electronically generated timbres and stfmu
lated other significant research into timbral control
which essentially ignores classic filtering and wave
shaping techniques. At the present time there are
4. A "klang" is generally understood to be a non-harmonic
sound.
5. Journal of the Audio Engineering Society, vol. 21, pp. 526534 ( Sept. 1973).

Frequency offsets are not specified. Begin each patch with sine waves
and then experiment with various waveforms. All VCA offsets should be 0.

pulse source
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The filter sweeps will change the
sideband structure during the
course of the envelope. Experiment
with various filler offsets and
envelope shapes
Note that general loudness, index
and filter sweeps are all
correlated
C

keyboard

The point is to rapidly alternate between
maximum and zero index several times
within a long decay from EG 1

This correlates
general pitch
with articulation
speed.

0000
sequencer

D

clock rate = 6-10 Hz

at least five analog linear FM VCOs being manufac
tured for electronic music applications. Linear re
sponse of a VCO makes it possible to use frequency
modulation as a timbral resource without causing a
de-tuning of the center frequency.
As illustrated in figure 8.9, the program causes
equal changes in Hertz, per volt, not equal changes in
musical interval. If the index is adjusted to drive the
carrier up 220 Hz, the negative swing of the program
brings the carrier down 220 Hz, the same number of
cycles per second but not the same musical interval.
The result is that the carrier frequency remains the
same, independent of index. The number and strength
of sidebands is an FM spectrum is still determined by
the index.
Figure 8.10 shows the first four sidebands of a 220
Hz program and a 440 Hz carrier. The placement of
the sidebands is equal to the Hertz difference between
the program and carrier, so that we see new pitches
appearing every 220 Hz above and below the center

Figure 8.8. Exponential FM patches

440

660

440

220

440

Figure 8.9. Linear frequency modulati:v

carrier frequency. Note that in this case the second
lower sideband's frequency is zero and subsequent
numbers are negative. The existence of a frequency in
negative time is not a concept out of an Isaac Asimov
novel but merely a reflection of that same frequency
°
180 out-of-phase with its complementary component.
°
The negative A-440 is 180 out-of-phase with the
original carrier, a positive A-440. The negative E�660
°
is likewise 180 out-of-phase with the first upper side
band, a positive E-660. If these sidebands were of
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Several current design VCO's have internal linear
FM. Some of these designs have, or at least replicate,
negative sideband generation. Either refer to the users
manual or use your ear to determine the process. These
oscillators are commonly referred to "timbral VCO's."
The actual timbre process may be true linear FM
( with or without negative oscillation capabilities), or
it may be an internal waveshaping technique which
generally replicates a linear FM spectrnm.

+ sideband #4
+ sideband #3
+ sideband #2
+ sideband # 1
center frequency

220 - sideband tt 1
"O" - sideband #2
- 220 - sideband #3
-440 - sideband #4

positi\'e
frequency

PLUS
the same
negative
frequency

(\

CJ

+

t

�

cancellation

+440 - (-440) -

if the carrier VCO were capable
of negative oscillation the 440 Hz
and 220 Hz would be eliminated from
the spectrum

the same amplitude they would completely phase can
cel, resulting in their elimination from the spectrun:i.
Unfortunately, it is not quite that simple. As the vari
ous sidebands are produced on each side of the car
rier their relative amplitudes vary in relationship to
the index. This results in varying amounts of cancel
lation, and consequently a non-linear evolution of
timbre. The calculation and amplification of the pre
cise spectral components produced by linear FM can
be accomplished by means of a Bessel function related
formula. This involves a rather lengthy calculation in
which the variables are usually impractical for analog
electronic music instrnments.6
It is only really important for the reader to realize
that a harmonically related carrier and program yield
harmonically related sidebands whose amplitudes are
determined by the modulation index. The various
"timbral" VCOs may use direct FM techniques or may
employ internal waveshaping processes which simu
late FM related timbres.
Linear Frequency Modulation Patches
Direct linear FM signal inputs give the musician the
option of using any harmonically or non-harmonically
related program frequency. If you have access to a
linear VCO configure the patch illustrated in figure
8.11 and use the suggested carrier-program relation
ships. In this instrument the timbre will evolve in
direct proportion to the loudness, as both index and
6. The interested reader should refer to Hutchins, Op. Cit:, pp.
2c9-2cl2 or Hubert Howe's Electronic Music Synthesis, \V.W.
Norton, N.Y., 1975, pp. 14-15. It must be clarified that linear
FM capabilities do not always imply the possibility of nega
tive sidebands. Some linear FM oscillators will generate the
negative frequencies and some will not, dependin� �n �esign.
While this negative oscillation give the charactensh': �1_mbral
richness to the sound, linear FM without the poss1b1hty of
.
negative oscillation can still provide a wide range of new tim
bres.
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Figure 8.10. Linear FM sidebands
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Figure 8.12.
Independent FM index

the VCA are controlled by the same voltage. Figure
8.12 illustrates a method of independent timbre con
trol. The index has its own function generator in fig
ure 8.12 and it may be replaced by a sequencer, LFO,
sequencer, random voltage source, or any other func
tion generator. The use of linear FM for the produc
tion of harmonic spectra requires precise tracking of
the carrier and program oscillators. Synching them to
VCOs will minimize this problem and should guar
antee the necessary phas_ing relationships. It would
probably be best to use "weak" sync so that wave
shape distortions are not introduced.

Amplitude Modulation Parameters
Amplitude Modulation with audio frequency programs
can be done with VCAs, multipliers, or balanced modu
lators. The only other requirement is that the circuits
be able to accept audio frequency voltages. As is the
case with sub-audio 'AM' the process involves the gain
of one signal ( the VCA's offset of 0 to 1) multiplied
by the gain of another signal. If this is done at an
audio rate the r�lting sound may be a complex har
monic or non-harmonic spectrum. Like FM, the spec
trum depends on two parameters: the original spec
trum of the program and carrier signals, and the modu
lation index, which is often described in terms of "per
cent modulation." In order to demonstrate index or
"percent modulation" make one of the patches in figure
8.13.Figure 8.13A should be used if you have a VCA
capable of audio rate modulation. The amp should be
set for linear control if you have a choice. If your VCAs
will not accept audio controls use a Balanced Modu
lator, as in figure 8.13B. This is a more complex patch
but will do the job. With a Balanced Modulator the
math is not quite the same but it will make the point.
In each case the patch should replicate the model in
figure 8.13A: a carrier signal which can be offset to
any gain and a program signal which can be offset
to any gain via an external VCA or processing pot.
Even though the signal from a VCO is being amp
litude modulated, it is being accomplished by a VCA
and the AM parameters ( except for initial waveshape)
are determined by the VCA.
On the Buchla 100 Series instruments audio AM
is built into the squarewave VCO. If this is your only
resource, assume that the carrier gain will always be
1 and the program will always modulate the gain
downward between 1 and 0. The strength of the two
sidebands depends on modulation index, which in the
case of AM is the amount of amplitude change in the
carrier signal caused by the program signal or:
rise or fall above the unmodulated carrier level
I nd ex _
.
earner amp 1.1tu de

The more the amplitude of the carrier is changed, the
stronger the sidebands. Thus the index has two vari
ables; the offset gain of the VCA and the attenuation

signal

BAL
MOD
reference

B

• This altenuation can be done with mixers or
VCA's. Some Balanced Modulators have input
attenuators.

Figure 8.13.
Audio-rate
amplitude modulation

level of the program signal. With VCOs with internal
AM, the gain offset is always at full value and the
modulation is always a process of gain variation sub
traction. In other words, a signal at maximum gain
cannot get any louder because the positive portion of
the program cannot cause any further amplification.
In this case the amplification will only decrease in re
sponse to the negative portion of the program signal.
By the same token if a VCA is offset to zero the nega
tive portion of a program signal cannot make the car
rier any softer and it will only respond to positive
swings in the program signal. If a VCA is offset at
about .5 on a scale from Oto 1 a bi-polar program will
effect a positive and negative modulation in response
to its positive and negative voltage swing. If the pro
gram is a positive value only ( see page 104) the modu
lation will only be in terms of a gain increase. Figure
8.14 illustrates several examples of AM parameters
and their respective modulation indices. If the modu
lation tends to change the gain of a signal beyond
the gain limit of the instrument it will probably cause
modulation distortion or "over-modulation" which
sounds like the addition of extra frequencies to the
modulation product.
If your instrument does not have a VCA which
accommodates audio rate AM it will probably have
a Balanced Modulator. The techniques of balanced
modulation are explained later in the chapter, but the
circuit can be used for AM by setting the modulation
control for AM. The modulation controls on balance
modulators have a variety of formats, so that it is best
to consult the instrument manual to successfully im
plement this technique ( see page 124).
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AM and FM Compared
Audio AM and FM are often used in the musician's
instrument rather arbitrarily, after all, modulation is
modulation! This is not the case at all, as each has
a different effect on timbral control. AM will produce
only two sidebands for each frequency compo�ent
present in the carrier or program. If both are sme
waves there will be only one sum and one difference
tone. The strength of these two sidebands is deter
mined by the index. The only time extra distortions

Figure 8.14. AM parameters

should appear is if the carrier is over-modulated. A
significant characteristic of AM is that the carrier sig
nal will always be present in the spectrum, irrespec
tive of the index. To the musician this means that the
AM spectrum will always have a strong pitch center,
in spite of any non-harmonic spectrum. The following
comparison chart summarizes the differences between
AM & FM, and should be considered in term of the
type of effect you are attempting to construct.

Frequency M adulation
Peak frequency deviation
of the carrier

Amplitude M adulation
Change in the amplitude
of the modulated carrier

Frequency of the program

Amplitude of the unmodulated carrier

Spectrum
sidebands

For each frequency component in the program or
carrier a potential sideband is generated on either
side of the carrier. The number and strength of
the sidebands is dependent on index.

Carrier

For each component in the program or carrier
only one sideband will be generated on each side
of the carrier, their loudness determined by index.
Beyond an index of 1 the state of over-modulation
will cause extra distortions in the spectrum.
will always be present ( with normal two quad
rant multipliers VCAs).

will gradually disappear as index is increased. Ex
ponential FM results in carrier shift, linear FM
does not.
AM will not produce negative numbers. Any
FM can produce negative frequencies which re
modulation product below O will be ignored.
flect above zero 180 ° out-of-phase to effect the
spectrum.
Either linear FM or AM can result in harmonic or non-harmon�c spectra,
depending on the ratio between carrier and program frequencies.

Parameter
Index

Character

AM Spectrum Control
Since AM does not introduce any center pitch dis
placement it can be used as a powerful timbral re
source, especially if the index is dynamic. If your in
strument does not have a direct voltage controlled
index, configure the patch in figure 8.15. The index
value is now controlled by the function generator con
trolling VCA "P." As an initial experiment, offset VCA
to about .5 and manually change the gain on VCA
"C." As the program gain is raised the sidebands will
be introduced into the spectrum. Now try some dis
crete tuning. Check to make ce1tain that both VCOs
are tracking in parallel, and tune them to the various
intervals indicated. Note that with these non-harmonic
relationships the resulting sidebands are also non
harmonic to each other and to the carrier. Even though
this is a non-harmonic timbre, the spectrum will be
consistent if the two VCOs track at the established
interval. Due to the existence of the carrier pitch all
the events will have a strong sense of pitch center
with some non-harmonic coloring. The degree of this
coloration is determined by the index. Set the pro
gram VCA offset to zero so it will only let the signal
through in proportion to the magnitude of the en
velope generator. If the EC has a sharp attack and
long decay, the carrier frequency will begin with a
high modulation index, and the index will decrease
as the control envelope decays. You will hear the at
tack of the pitch with its sidebands at full strength,
and the sidebands will fade out in proportion to the
envelope decay.
An expansion of this patch is to control both modu
lation index and gain of the total event with the same
EC as illustrated in figure 8.16A. The effect here is
that as the tone becomes more pure the whole event
becomes softer. The final un-modulated pitch will
never be heard because the index reaches zero at the
same time the total gain reaches zero. If you wish the
unmodulated pitch to be heard before the sound de
cays there are at least two solutions. One is to lower
the index so that it gets close enough to zero to be
ineffective before the sound decays. The other solu
tion is to use a different EC for each function as in
figure 8.16B. This is the recommended approach, since
the index and gain can have completely different
shapes. Figure 8.l6C is an alternate version of 8.16B
if your VCA has control voltage summing inputs.
The power of AM as a timbral resource becomes
more apparent if the program and carrier are in a
harmonic relationship to each other. Explorations of
this technique can be greatly facilitated by thinking
of harmonic intervals in terms of ratios as they appear
in that natural overtone series, This is demonstrated
in figure 8.17. Simply locate the interval you wish

Tune·

VCO 1
C
C
C
C
C
C

VCO 2
unison C
1 octave lower
1 octave higher
perfect 5th lower
minor 7th higher
a small ½ step higher

keyboard

"The VCO's must track in exact parallel.

EG

Figure 8. 15.
AM spectral control

to work with and note the corresponding harmonic
numbers: a unison is a 111 (CIC); an octave is a 2/1
(CIC), a fifth is a 3/2 (CIC), a major sixth is a
513 (CIE) etc. If the VCOs are tuned and track at
set harmonic ratios, the resulting sidebands are simple
sums and differences of the numbers in the ratio, in
cluding the original carrier pitch.
As shown in figure 8.18 if the VCOs are tuned
to a unison, 1/1, the sidebands are the octave, a 2,
and the lower sideband is zero ( l + 1=2, 1-1=0). If
the VCOs are tuned to a perfect fifth, 312, the side
bands are at the 5th harmonic (the major third) and
the fundamental of the AM spectrum. If you think
in terms of simple ratios the calculations are the same
for any pitch references and the mathematics is simple
enough to do in your head in real-time performances.
Tune these various ratios, making sure the VCOs
track, and experiment with various index envelope
shapes. The following patches suggest some basic
points of departure for the exploration of harmonic
dynamic AM. These configurations are equally use
ful with non-harmonic AM. Keep in mind the use of
a balanced modulator if your VCA's do not accept
audio-rate controls.
Figure 8.19 uses a sequencer to store carrier, pro
gram, and index information. Bank A determines car
rier pitch, bank B determines program pitch, and bank
C determines index. Since each parameter is con
trolled with its own voltage there need not be any
fixed correlations involved. Note also that the index
is not dynamic within an event. It is set by a non
fluctuating voltage so that each event will have a static
spectrum. The patch can be expanded in many ways.
The spectrum could be made dynamic by integrat
ing the voltage output of bank C or by substituting
another envelope generator for index control. Some
parametric correlations could be explored by using the
bank A carrier control voltage to determine also the
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Several current design VCO's have internal linear
FM. Some of these designs have, or at least replicate,
negative sideband generation. Either refer to the users
manual or use your ear to determine the process. These
oscillators are commonly referred to "timbral VCO's."
The actual timbre process may be true linear FM
( with or without negative oscillation capabilities), or
it may be an internal waveshaping technique which
generally replicates a linear FM spectrum.
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+--�-\/-if the carrier VCO were capable
of negative oscillation the 440 Hz
and 220 Hz would be eliminated from
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the same amplitude they would completely phase can
cel resulting in their elimination from the spectru�.
U;fortunately, it is not quite that simp�e. As the vari
ous sidebands are produced on each side �f the_ car
rier their relative amplitudes vary in relationship to
the index. This results in varying amounts of �ancel
lation, and consequently a non-.li�ea� evolution of
timbre. The calculation and amphfrcati�n of the pre
cise spectral components produced by lme�r FM can
.
be accomp11shed by means of a Bessel funct10n related
.
.
formula. This involves a rather lengthy calculat10n rn
which the variables are usually impractical for analog
electronic music instruments. 0
It is only really important for the reader to rea!1ze
that a harmonically related carrier and prog_ram yield
harmonically related sidebands whose amplitudes . are
determined by the modulation index. !he vanous
"t"1mbral" VCOs may use direct FM techmques or .may
employ internal waveshaping processes wh"reh simulate FM related timbres.
Linear Frequency Modulation Patches
. .
Direct linear FM signal inputs give the mus1c1a� the
option of using any harmonically or non-harmomcally
related program frequency. If you have ac�ess to a
.
linear VCO configure the patch illustrated rn f1�ure
8.11 and use the suggested carrier-program relatio�
ships. In this instrument the timbre will _ evolve rn
direct proportion to the loudness, as both rndex and
6 The interested reader should refer to Hut?hins, Op .. Ci�,�2·c9- 2cl2 or Hubert Howe's Electronic Music Synthesis, . .
Norton, Ny
• ·, 1975, Pp. 14-15. It must be clarified that lmear
FM capabilities do not always imp I Y the poss_�·b·1J·1 ty of negafJVe ��'debands Some linear FM oscillators w1 1 generat e .th e
e fre u�ncies and some will not, dependin� �n �es1gn.
���e this �egative oscillation give the charactensb\3�bra}
.
nch ness t� the sound, linear FM without the poss1 I y o
negative oscillation can still provide a w1•de range of new timbres.
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Independent FM index

the VCA are controlled by the same voltage. Figure
_
8.12 illustrates a method of independent trmbr� c�n
t ol The index has its own function generator m hg
:re ·8.12 and it may be replaced by a sequencer, LFO,
sequencer, random voltage source, Or any other function generator. The use of linear FM f r the p�oduc
?
tion of harmonic spectra requires precise trackmg o!
.
the carrier and program oscillators. Synchmg them t
VCOs will minimize this problem and should guar
antee the necessary phas_ing relationships. It would
probably be best to use "weak" sync so that wave
_
shape di�tortions are not mtroduced.

Amplitude Modulation Parameters
Amplitude Modulation with audio frequency programs
can be done with VCAs, multipliers, or balanced modu
lators. The only other requirement is that the circuits
be able to accept audio frequency voltages. As is the
case with sub-audio 'AM' the process involves the gain
of one signal ( the VCA's offset of O to 1) multiplied
by the gain of another signal. If this is done at an
audio rate the resulting sound may be a complex har
monic or non-harmonic spectrum. Like FM, the spec
trum depends on two parameters: the original spec
trum of the program and carrier signals, and the modu
lation index, which is often described in terms of "per
cent modulation." In order to demonstrate index or
"percent modulation" make one of the patches in figure
8.13.. Figure 8.13A should be used if you have a VCA
capable of audio rate modulation. The amp should be
set for linear control if you have a choice. If your VCAs
will not accept audio controls use a Balanced Modu
lator, as in figure 8.13B. This is a more complex patch
but will do the job. With a Balanced Modulator the
math is not quite the same but it will make the point.
In each case the patch should replicate the model in
figure 8.13A: a carrier signal which can be offset to
any gain and a program signal which can be offset
to any gain via an external VCA or processing pot.
Even though the signal from a VCO is being amp
litude modulated, it is being accomplished by a VCA
and the AM parameters ( except for initial waveshape)
are determined by the VCA.
On the Buchla 100 Series instruments audio AM
is built into the squarewave VCO. If this is your only
resource, assume that the carrier gain will always be
1 and the program will always modulate the gain
downward between 1 and 0. The strength of the two
sidebands depends on modulation index, which in the
case of AM is the amount of amplitude change in the
carrier signal caused by the program signal or:
Index

the unmodulated carrier level
= rise or fall aboveearner
. amp l'1 de
tu

The more the amplitude of the carrier is changed, the
stronger the sidebands. Thus the index h as two vari
ables; the offset gain of the VCA and the attenuation

carrier
signal

BAL
MOD
reference

• This attenuation can be done with mixers or
VCA's. Some Balanced Modulators have input
attenuators

Figure 8.13.
Audio-rate
amplitude modulation

level of the program signal. With VCOs with internal
AM, the gain offset is always at full value and the
modulation is always a process of gain variation sub
traction. In other words, a signal at maximum gain
cannot get any louder because the positive portion of
the program cannot cause any further amplification.
In this case the amplification will only decrease in re
sponse to the negative portion of the program signal.
By the same token if a VCA is offset to zero the nega
tive portion of a program signal cannot make the car
rier any softer and it will only respond to positive
swings in the program signal. If a VCA is offset at
about .5 on a scale from O to 1 a bi-polar program will
effect a positive and negative modulation in response
to its positive and negative voltage swing. If the pro
gram is a positive value only ( see page 104) the modu
lation will only be in terms of a gain increase. Figure
8.14 illustrates several examples of AM parameters
and their respective modulation indices. If the modu
lation tends to change the gain of a signal beyond
the gain limit of the instrument it will probably cause
modulation distortion or "over-modulation" which
sounds like the addition of extra frequencies to the
modulation product.
If your instrument does not have a VCA which
accommodates audio rate AM it will probably have
a Balanced Modulator. The techniques of balanced
modulation are explained later in the chapter, but the
circuit can be used for AM by setting the modulation
control for AM. The modulation controls on balance
modulators have a variety of formats, so that it is best
to consult the instrument manual to successfully im
plement this technique ( see page 124).
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AM and FM Compared
Audio AM and FM are often used in the musician's
instrument rather arbitrarily, after all, modulation is
modulation! This is not the case at all, as each has
a different effect on timbral control. AM will produce
only two sidebands for each frequency component
present in the carrier or program. If both are sine
waves there will be only one sum and one difference
tone. The strength of these two sidebands is deter
mined by the index. The only time extra distortions

index
125%

Figure 8.14. AM parameters

should appear is if the carrier is over-modulated. A
significant characteristic of AM is that the carrier sig
nal will always be present in the spectrum, irrespec
tive of the index. To the musician this means that the
AM spectrum will always have a strong pitch cen�er,
in spite of any non-harmonic spectrum. The followmg
comparison chart summarizes the differences between
AM & FM, and should be considered in term of the
type of effect you are attempting to construct.

Frequency Modulation
Peak frequency deviation
of the carrier

Amplitude Madulation
Change in the amplitude
of the modulated carrier

Frequency of the program

Amplitude of the unmodulated carrier

Spectrum
sidebands

For each frequency component in the program or
carrier a potential sideband is generated on either
side of the carrier. The number and strength of
the sidebands is dependent on index.

Carrier

For each component in the program or carrier
only one sideband will be generated on each side
of the carrier, their loudness determined by index.
Beyond an index of 1 the state of over-modulation
will cause extra distortions in the spectrum.
will always be present (with normal two quad
rant multipliers VCAs).

will gradually disappear as index is increased. Ex
ponential FM results in carrier shift, linear FM
does not.
AM will not produce negative numbers. Any
FM can produce negative frequencies which re
modulation product below O will be ignored.
flect above zero 180 ° out-of-phase to effect the
spectrum.
Either linear FM or AM can result in harmonic or non-harmonic spectra,
depending on the ratio between carrier and program frequencies.

Parameter
Index

Character
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AM Spectrum Control
Since AM does not introduce any center pitch dis
placement it can be used as a powerful timb ral re
source, especially if the index is dynamic. If your in
strument does not have a direct voltage controlled
index, configure the patch in figure 8.15. The index
value is now controlled by the function generator con
trolling VCA "P." As an initial experiment, offset VCA
to about ..5 and manually change the gain on VCA
"C." As the program gain is raised the sidebands will
be introduced into the spectrum. Now try some dis
crete tuning. Check to make certain that both VCOs
are tracking in parallel, and tune them to the various
intervals indicated. Note that with these non-harmonic
relationships the resulting sidebands are also non
harmonic to each other and to the carrier. Even though
this is a non-harmonic timbre, the spectrum will be
consistent if the two VCOs track at the established
interval. Due to the existence of the carrier pitch all
the events will have a strong sense of pitch center
with some non-harmonic coloring. The degree of this
coloration is determined by the index. Set the pro
gram VCA offset to zero so it will only let the signal
through in proportion to the magnitude of the en
velope generator. If the EC has a sharp attack and
long decay, the carrier frequency will begin with a
high modulation index, and the index will decrease
as the control envelope decays. You will hear the at
tack of the pitch with its sidebands at fu]] strength,
and the sidebands will fade out in proportion to the
envelope decay.
An expansion of this patch is to control both modu
lation index and gain of the total event with the same
EC as illustrated in figure 8.16A. The effect here is
that as the tone becomes more pure the whole event
becomes softer. The final un-modulated pitch will
never be heard because the index reaches zero at the
same time the total gain reaches zero. If you wish the
unmodulated pitch to be heard before the sound de
cays there are at least two solutions. One is to lower
the index so that it gets dose enough to zero to be
ineffective before the sound decays. The other solu
tion is to use a different EC for each function as in
figure 8.16B. This is the recommended approach, since
the index and gain can have completely different
shapes. Figure 8.16C is an aiternate version of 8.16B
if your VCA has control voltage summing inputs.
The power of AM as a tim bra] resource becomes
more apparent if the program and carrier are in a
harmonic relationship to each other. Explorations of
this technique can be greatly facilitated by thinking
of harmonic intervals in tenns of ratios as they appear
in that natural overtone series. This is demonstrated
in figure 8.17. Simply locate the interval you wish

Tune

VCO 1
C

C
C
C
C
C

VCO 2
unison C

1 octave lower
1 octave higher
perfect 5th lower
minor 7th higher
a small ½ step higher

k,eyboard

"The VCO's must track in exact parallel.

EG

Figure 8.15.
AM spectraI control

to work with and note the corresponding harmonic
numbers: a unison is a 1/1 (C/C); an octave is a 2/1
(CIC), a fifth is a 3/2 (CIC), a major sixth is a
5/3 ( C/E) etc. If the VCOs are tuned and track at
set harmonic ratios, the resulting sidebands are simple
sums and differences of the numbers in the ratio, in
cluding the original carrier pitch.
As shown in figure 8.18 if the VCOs are tuned
to a unison, 1/1, the sidebands are the octave, a 2,
and the lower sideband is zero (I+ 1=2, 1-1=0). If
the VCOs are tuned to a perfect fifth, 3/2, the side
bands are at the 5th harmonic (the major third) and
the fundamental of the AM spectrum. If you think
in terms of simple ratios the calculations are the same
for any pitch references and the mathematics is simple
enough to do in your head in real-time performances.
Tune these various ratios, making sure the VCOs
track, and experiment with various index envelope
shapes. The following patches suggest some basic
points of departure for the exploration of harmonic
dynamic AM. These configurations are equally use
ful with non-harmonic AM. Keep in mind the use of
a balanced modulator if your VCA's do not accept
audio-rate controls.
Figure 8.19 uses a sequencer to store carrier, pro
gram, and index information. Bank A determines car
rier pitch, bank B determines program pitch, and bank
C determines index. Since each parameter is con
tro!Ied with its own voltage there need not be any
fixed correlations involved. Note also that the index
is not dynamic within an event. It is set by a non
fluctuating voltage so that each event will have a static
spectrum. The patch can be expanded in many ways.
The spectrum could be made dynamic by integrat
ing the voltage output of bank C or by substituting
another envelope generator for index control. Some
parametric correlations could be explored by using the
bank A carrier control voltage to determine also the
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Figure 8.20. AM instrument using inverted random control
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envelope 2
a multiplier can be substituted for VCA 1.

C-Some designs will have control voltage inputs designed so that the two control envelopes can be
applied to a single VGA. If this is the case VCA 3 can be eliminated. Check your manual!

Figure 8.16. Dynamic index AM patches

Figure 8.17. Interval ratio identification
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0000.....0
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sidebands
2 (octave)
0

5 (2 octaves and a Maj. 3rd)
1_ lower octave_____________________ _
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2/ 1
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5/4
9 (3 octaves and a Maj. 2nd)
1 two octaves lower

C

Figure 8.18. AM
sideband calculation

Figure 8.19. Sequencer storage of carrier and program pitch and
index

clock speed or period. In this manner there would be
a direct relationship between pitch and duration.
The patch in figure 8.20 uses an inverse random re
lationship. A stepped RVS is used to determine index
and simultaneously inverted to generate parallel car
rier and program frequencies. With this configura
tion the lower pitches will have stronger sidebands.
The instrument illustrated in figure 8.21 produces
a unique sound. The index is non-dynamic and the
VCOs are tuned at some harmonic relationship. The
pitch voltages, in this case from a keyboard, are taken
directly to the carrier. The same voltage is processed
through an integrator before being applied to the pro
gram VCO. Each time a new pitch is selected the
carrier will instantly respond but the program will
glissando into the new pitch, creating a evolutionary
non-harmonic spectrum until it reaches the new har
monically related pitch, This patch is especially suited
to keyboards with parallel portamento and direct volt
age outputs. If the keyboard is replaced by some other
function generator such as a sequencer, take care that
the integration time is not longer than the clock or
timing pulse period, or the correct pitch relationships
will never be reached.
Figure 8.22 illustrates a technique of double modu
lation, The index is dynamic and controlled by a sub
audio waveshape; any waveshape will work but try
a sawtooth first. The modulation index is itself modu
lated by the LFO creating a pulsing spectral vibrato.
This effect can be carefully tuned if the clamping VCO
is used for the program frequency.
The instrument illustrated in figure 8.23 sounds
similar to strong phase locking ( see page 109) but is
accomplished in an entirely different manner. A se
quencer is used to supply the pitch logic to the pro
gram VCO. A keyboard or any other suitable con
troller tracks the carrier and program VCO in unison.
The sequencer adds further pitch control to the pro
gram VCO. Tune the sequencer so that each incre
ment produces a harmonic pitch relationship with the
carrier, As an example, increment 1 sets the two VCOs
at a unison, increment 2 sets them at an octave, in-

• Use and integrator or
a parallel keyboard
portamento voltage

Figure 8.21. AM with
integrated program control

"This might be most interesting if the
tuning is non -harmonic

Figure 8.22. Double AM
audio and sub-audio programs

crement 3 produces a relationship of a perfect twelfth,
and 4 re-establishes the octave. As the sequencer
switches from increment to increment the harmonic
modulation spectra changes. At the same time the key
board is determining the pitches of this cycling timbre
set. A stepped timbral evolution can be implemented
by starting the sequencer clock with a keyboard pulse.
The last programmed stage of the sequencer sends out
a pulse to stop the clock. In this manner each pitch
selection will begin on the first increment of the se
quencer ( if the sequencer is running fast enough to
clock through all the increments during the articula
tion of each pitch; for this reason you many wish to
voltage control the clock speed with another dyn amic
voltage such as finger pressure or a joystick). Alterna
tives to the patch might be to use an EG output pulse
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Figure 8.23. Timbral AM sequences

sequencer

5:3

"Jf you don't have access to
a band pass use low pass

Figure 8.26. Selected
noise bands with AM

-.,
3:2 = 1 and 5
5:3 = 8 and 2
5:2 = 7 and 3
A-basic patch

3:2

Figure 8.24. Multiple amplitude modulation

( if available) for the clock's stop command, or to
use the keyboard pulse for a reset command. This
instrument can be readily combined with the patch
in figure 8.21 to produce a non-harmonic glissando
into each new timbre.
The use of two program signals can be approached
two ways, each with a slightly different result. Multiple
AM involves the mixing of two program frequencies
as illustrated in figure 8.24. The phase relationships
between the mixed signals can cancel and/or reinforce
each other and the composite waveform may have a
slightly different gain characteristic. At the same time
the AM spectrum will contain the sum and differ
ences of the two program signals. Figure 8.24B illus
trates this process. In this case the two program sig
nals and the carrier are related according to the ratios
5:3:2. The resulting spectrum contains a dense set of
harmonics up to harmonic number nine.
Double AM involves series multiplication as illus
trated in figure 8.25. What will be the program amp
litude is first multiplied ( amplitude modulated) by
another sub-program. Assuming full index, the 3:2
ratio between the two frequencies produces a spec
trum of pitches related 5:2:1. This entire spectrum is
then used as the program to amplitude modulate the
carrier. The resulting spectrum is a complex harmonic
structure ranging up to the eleventh harmonic. Since
some of the components are duplicated in the spec
trum, the phase relationships of the programs and car
rier can result in amplification or attenuation of cer
tain frequencies. Due to the complexities of the spec
trum such an effect would probably be insignifi122

B-control ot carrier

Figure 8.25. Double AM

cant. If it causes audible problems, phase lock the
oscillators. This instrument can produce even more
shimmering timbres if the various indices are voltage
controlled.
All of the previous instruments were based on the
use of sinewave frequencies so that basic concepts
could be discu�ssed with a minimum of mathematics.
These techniques will work for any waveshape, but ( in
terms of timbre calculations) unless you depend on
your ear, the addition and subtraction can become
quite involved. The fact to consider is that each addi
tional part of the program or carrier signal's spectrum
will result in an additional set of sidebands. Consider a
case in which two square waves are used. Even if we
calculate the resulting AM spectrum using just the first
5 partials of each signal, it would result in 20 side
bands. At this point I suggest you throw away the
pencil and experiment until it sounds good to you.
I am not suggesting that only sinewaves are usable for
modulation,-merely being honest about avoiding the
mathematics! Rich waveforms can be used in very ar
tistic manners to brighten any modulation spectrum.

C-control of filter

EG
0-dynamic index and gain control

Figure 8.27. Evolution
of AM noise patch

an approach in which white sound is patched to a
bandpass filter. Hypothetically, let's limit the band
width to 1 octave, say between 200 and 400 Hz. The
sum of this bandwidth and a lK Hz carrier is noise
spectrum from 1.2K to 1.4K Hz, and the difference is
a noise spectrum from 600 to 800 Hz. The modulation
spectrum will include these two noise bands and the
original carrier. Note that the noise spectrums are
placed on either side of the side band at a Hertz in
terval equal to the lowest frequency component of the
filtered noise. These seemingly sharp edges are only
hypothetical, as the filter slopes are not abrupt ( see
chapter 9, page 149). This gives a greater pitch cen
ter to colored noise than similar FM techniques, since
only one set of sidebands is produced and the carrier
pitch is exactly in the middle of the spectrum. Figure
8.27A also provides a suggestion for stepwise expan
sion of this instrument. Figure 8.27B suggests voltage
control of the carrier ( keyboard, S/H, sequencer, etc.);
C adds voltage control of the filter's center frequency
( perhaps correlated with carrier pitch), and D adds
the possibility of a dynamic modulation index.
AM of Acoustic Sources
The musician might now consider AM of acoustic in
struments. The principles are exactly the same, there
fore rather than take up space and time repeating my
self I will offer a few patches for consideration.
Figure 8.28-Basic patch for amplitude modulating
an acoustic instrument. Appropriately pre-amplify the
instrument and patch it to a VCA. Now the instru
ment sound is the same as any other carrier and can
be modulated using the same techniques used with any
VCO carrier.
Figure 8.29-The modulation index is determined
by an EC or any other function generator. Since it re
quires a timing pulse, the pre-amp is patched in par
allel to an envelope detector so that when the instru
ment plays the EC will produce the appropriate index
control.
Figure 8.30. A basic AM patch is set up, but the
index is controlled by another acoustic instrument.
This can be structurally interesting since we then hear

pre-amp

It would be of benefit to review chapter 3 and mem
orize the spectrum of each basic waveshape as well as
the general amplitude relationships of the overtones.
This will give you some idea of what to expect from
each waveshape in the modulation process.
Amplitude modulation with filtered noise will pro
duce
_ some whistle and sliding sounds which have no
acoustic analogy. The principles is not complicated.
The bandwidth of the filtered noise is duplicated on
each side of the carrier pitch. Figure 8.26 illustrates

inst.

mike

Figure 8.28. AM of
external instruments
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EG

Figure 8.2g_ Envelope control of index

instrument
1

modulation characteristics of one instrument as a
function of the articulations of another, perhaps un
related, instrument.
Figure 8.31. One instrument is simultaneously the
carrier and program. This will have interesting spec
tral results if the instrument generates a relatively
simple waveform, like a flute. Academically this is the
patch for octave doubling, but it only works effec
tively for sine waves. If you know the harmonic spec
trum of the acoustic instrument you are working with
you may be interested in calculating what happens
when you multiply one instrument by itself!
Figure 8.32. An expansion of the previous patch in
which one acoustic instrument modulates the other.
If the VCA is offset to zero an "AND GATE" logic is
created. There will be no sound unless both instru
ments are playing at the same time. This is the basis
for Robert Ashley's String Quartet Describing the Mo
tions of Large Real Bodies discussed in chapter 6
(page 92).

Balanced Modulation
and Ring Modulation
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Figure 8.30. External modulation parameter controls

instrument

ring.

mod.

Figure 8.31. Auto-AM

instrument
1

instrument
2

Figure 8.32. Cross modulation between two instruments

The Balanced or Ring Modulator has always been an
essential instrument in electronic music due to its cap
ability of producing the desired interaction between
the signals.' The process of balanced or ring modula
tion can be described as nothing more than a special
ized case of amplitude modulation. The VCA, as ex
plained on page 104, is a two quadrant multiplier which
does not produce negative or inverted gain, and there
fore the carrier is always present in the modulation
spectrum. The balanced or ring modulator is a four
quadrant multiplier, meaning that it will generate
negative gain. The relevance this has to spectral con
trol is that balanced modulation rejects the carrier sig
nal from the modulation product as illustrated in fig
ure 8.33. The result of balanced modulation is that
non-harmonic spectra will not have a real pitch cen
ter. Timbres produced by two harmonically related
signals will haye at least a virtual pitch center be
cause all of the sidebands are an integral multiple of
some audio frequency. Even if that frequency is not
present in the spectrum, the feeling of a "funda
mental" will still exist.
The Balanced Modulator
All of the patches documented in the previous section
on audio rate AM can be accommodated by simply
substituting a balanced modulator for a VCA. At this
point a distinction must be made between what is, in
7. Some practitioners still prefer the older diode ring circuits
due to their characteristic distortion which adds a certain col
oration to the sound.
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Figure 8.33. Balance modulation and
amplitude modulation spectra

practice, called a "balanced modulator" and what is
called a "ring modulator." Most balanced modulators
designed for electronic music applications must have
a manual and/or voltage controlled "modulation" in
dex. If the modulator is designated as completely bal
anced, the term "index" is irrelevant, as index is always
at maximum. As was discovered with AM, the index
controls the magnitude of the sidebands. A completely
balanced modulated signal (maximum carrier rejec
tion) is commonly know as "ring modulation," and
"index" has no meaning in this mode. Most balanced
modulator circuits, however, can be varied from dif
ferent degrees of an unbalanced state to a completely
unbalanced state.
The PAIA 4710 Balanced Modulator (see figure
8.34A) allows the circuit to be used as a VCA (no
carrier rejection) or a completely balanced modulator
(about 50 db. carrier rejection). With the pot to the
extreme counter-clockwise position, the carrier signal
will be present in the output spectrum and the control
inputs are the same as a CV input in any VCA. As
the control is turned more to the right there will be
proportionately more carrier suppression. In the full
clockwise position there is maximum carrier suppres
sion. In this fully balanced mode there will be no out
put signal until a program signal is applied. This, of
course, is to be expected, because sums and differences
require two input signals. With the modulation pot in
the VCA position the "control" inputs determine the
gain of the "audio" signal (the program), thus pro
viding the musician with voltage controlled index. The
control voltage is in effect turning up and down the
modulation pot. To simulate true AM the voltage
should be attenuated so as not to drive the circuit to
a completely balanced mode. The degree of carrier
rejection can be varied by turning the modulation pot
to any desired point and the index will be controlled
from that reference.
The balanced modulator section of the Buchla 285
Frequency Shifter/Balanced Modulator (see figure
8.34B) has a similar format, except that the modula
tion mode can be continually variable from no modu-
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Figure 8.34. PAIA 4 71 O balanced modulator and Buchla Series
285 frequency shifter/balanced modulator (Left, photo used by
permission.)

lation (zero) to full balanced (ring), as determined
by the modulation pot. The incoming control voltage
is processed either positively or negatively (inverse
attenuation-see page 37) and summed with the volt
age of the modulation pot. Besides providing the pos
sibility of continuous voltage controlled transitions
from unmodified to amplitude modulated and ring
modulated signals, another set of signal outputs pro
vide access to only ring modulated signals, indepen
dent of the modulation index. Therefore-an instrument
labeled "Balanced Modulator" will provide different
degrees of carrier suppression. If this process is volt
age controllable it may be used as a voltage controlled
index audio rate amplitude modulator.
An instrument labeled strictly "ring modulator" usu
ally ..yill not have carrier rejection controls. 8 With com8. Some ring modulators have manual front panel "balance"
controls which may be used to tune the circuit to accommodate
different level signals. These controls do not offer the same
range of flexibility as true voltage controlled carrier suppres
sion.
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possible timbres, as the EC voltage may be attenuated
(either externally or by the modulation index pot on
the modulator) to provide any degree of carrier sup
pression.
keyboard

�
EG

A-VCA version

8-balanced modulation version

Figure 8.35. Spectral control with a balanced modulator

plete balanced modulation there is no need to dis
tinguish between "carrier" and "program," and inter
changing the inputs will not change the output spec
trum. It has, however, been demonstrated that with
voltage controlled modulation produces a continuum
of carrier rejection, so that these terms will continue
to be used. Various terms in current use for signal
distortion are "signal" (carrier) and "audio" (PAIA),
"signal" and "reference" (Buchla), "A" and "B" (ARP),
X and Y, etc. Some practitioners refer to the "car
rier" as the higher of the two signals, but this is often
confusing because there is no reason that the program
has to be a lower frequency. Whatever terms are used
it is important to realize which input signal can be
potentially transferred to the output spectrum by ad
justing the modulator's balance. Due to the balanced
modulator's capability of virtually total carrier rejec
tion, it can completely transform timbre; thus most of
the applications are in terms of processing acoustically
originated signals such as voice, pianos, pre-recorded
tapes, etc. But this instrument's range of applications
should not be limited by common practice. Any of the
audio rate AM patches can be expanded, and in most
cases made easier with balanced modulators. Figure
8.35A is a duplication of a dynamic index AM patch
shown in figure 8.15 ( page 119). Figure 8.35B is the
same configuration using a balanced modulator. The
two VCAs originally used to provide voltage controlled
index are now replaced by a single balanced modu
lator. With this technique we have a wider range of
126

The Ring Modulator
A "Ring Modulator" is a completely balanced modu
lator. Some ring modulators have front panel balance
controls or switches which allow the musician to ad
just the circuit for maximum carrier and program re
jection. The reason for this requires explanation, but
once understood it can expand the range of timbral
control significantly. As was discussed on page 99,
some waveforms consist of only positive or negative
voltage. This means that if a waveform like the Eu
sawtooth has a magnitude of O to +5 volts, it actually
contains a +Vf volt offset. Most ring modulators are
"AC" coupled, meaning that it will re-locate that wave
form symmetrically about zero volts so that it can gen
erate the negative gain in the modulation process. ( see
figure 8.36A). If one of the inputs is DC coupled (by
means of a balance pot or switch), the sawtooth wave
applied to this input is left "unbalanced," with its
V� volt offset interracting in the modulation process.
This DC offset is essentially a frequency of zero Hz
and it becomes a real number so far as the sum and
difference process is concerned. Therefore, the 50 Hz
sinewave plus zero adds a 50 Hz frequency component
to the modulation spectrum (see figure 8.36B). If both
modulation inputs were O to +5 volt "sawteeth," the
spectrnm would be further enriched by having all of
both of the original frequencies appear in the modu
lation spectrum. AC/DC coupled ring modulators then

50 Hz

>---------1 B"
1K Hz

new spectral component
O + SO Hz = SO Hz

Figure 8.36. AC and DC coupled ring modulation

usually provide the possibility of "unbalancing" one
or both of the inputs, allowing its original spectrum
to become part of the final modulation product. DC
coupling also allows a ring modulator to be used as
a VCA by applying the control voltage to a DC
coupled input.
Modulation of Acoustic Sources
The standard ring modulator is an AC coupled fully
balanced circuit and therefore the following applica
tions will be in terms of this design. The fact that there
is maximum carrier rejection makes the ring modu
lator an ideal device for transformation of acoustic
sounds. Figure 8.37 involves ring modulating a pre
amplified signal ( voice, piano, saxophone, etc.) with
an audio sine wave. The output spectrum will consist
of the sum and difference of the sinewave frequency
and all of the spectral components of the pre-amplified
signal. It is recommended that all of these patches first
be tried with sine waves so that the spectrum can be
observed under the simplest conditions.
Using this patch play with various frequency ranges
and all available acoustic resources. In the event that
there are no sympathetic musicians available to help
with your experiments, try using signals from radios,
tape recorders, phonographs, etc. This also eliminates
any acoustic interference, and the modulation pro
ducts are clearly heard. Apply a steady oscillator fre
quency, then hold a sustained pitch on the acoustic in
strument and manually turn the oscillator pot up and
down. You will hear simultaneous upward and down
ward slides which are the respective upper and lower
sidebands constantly changing positions.
With some ring modulators you may hear a leak
age of one of the input signals through the circuit if
the other input is not receiving a signal. In reference
to the above patch you might hear the oscillator sine
wave when the acoustic instrument is not playing. This
means that the circuit is not completely balanced. This
does not necessarily indicate an inferior instrument as
this rejection is seldom more than 60 to 65 db and usu
ally between 40 and 50 db on most instruments. Leak
age is a characteristic which can either be composi
tionally accommodated (see the score to Beh rman's
Player's With Circuits, exercise 20, page 139), or it may
be eliminated by a squelch patch. The "squelch" is
an analog AND gate patch configured by patching
the ring modulator output to a VCA offset at zero. The
pre-amp for the acoustic instrument is simultaneously
patched to an envelope follower so that a control volt
age is produced proportional to the gain of the in
strument's signal. Since the VCA is offset to zero the
leakage from the ring modulator is not heard. As soon
as the instrument plays, the ED's control voltage de
termines the gain of the VCA, making the signal aud-
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Figure 8.37. Ring modulation
of acoustic instruments
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Figure 8.38 Modulator squelch patch

ible. The added advantage of this patch is that the
loudness of the ring modulation spectrum is directly
controlled by the performer. This patch is illustrated
in figure 8.38 and may be used whenever leakage be
comes a problem. Some ring modulators such as the
Bode instruments have a similar squelching option
within the circuit, and may be switched in and out as
needed.
This series of patches illustrates a few of the many
techniques used for processing one or more acoustic
sound sources. These patches may be easily expanded
by using any of the coordinated control techniques
discussed in chapter 6. Once these patches have been
explored, try further sub-audio AM or timbre modu
lation techniques on the ring modulated spectrum. It
is also possible to apply any FM (audio or sub-audio)
techniques to the VCO. Figure 8.39 correlates the fre
quency of the VCO with the dynamics of the acoustic
input. A "forte" attack will drive the VCO up ( or
down) and its frequency will fall (or rise) with the
decay of the acoustic instrument. This can be made
more obvious by slewing or integrating the decay of
the ED output. The use of a quantizer would change
the glissandoing sidebands into discreet stepped spec
tra.
Figure 8.40 uses the pulse output of an ED to fire
a sequencer which in tum determines the frequency
of a VCO. In this manner pre-programmed timbres can
be stepped through or addressed at will with various
analog address techniques (see page 73). Substituting
a random voltage source for the sequencer would pro
duce pulse selected random timbres.
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•Experiment with various offsets and
control voltage attenuation levels
Try controlling the filter directly fr�m
the envelope detector or use a tnggered
envelope generator.
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Figure 8.40. Program frequency storage

any dynamic DC voltage
(Joystick, Env. Det.,
Keyboard portamento
or pressure, etc.)

lator
Figure 8.44. "Bowing" a ring modu

Figure 8.41. Multiple modulation

B

Figure 8.42. Combining two instruments in a ring modulation
configuration

this is a more effective method but requ'.res
- mixers and VCA with positiv� and negative
inputs such as on the Moog instruments

X any device that will split the signal phase or
_
provide for phase inversion.

Figure 8_45_ Ring modulation simulation

Figure 8.41 is a multiple modulation patch which
forms the basis of Berhman's Players With Circuits. In
this configuration one of the acoustic sources is mixed
with a sub-audio waveshape (try a squarewave). This
adds a rhythmic pulsing to the output spectrum. One
possible expansion is to control the frequency of this
LFO with an associated control, perhaps by an ED
driven by one of the instruments.
In figure 8.42 one of the instruments is mixed with
the other and the mix is applied to one input of the
ring modulator. We know from previous experiments
that a signal modulated with itself conceptually pro
duces an octave. This really is true only for sine waves,
as each of the overtones in a spectrum are not trans
formed by a 2:1 ratio, although they will still bear a
harmonic relationship to each other. The result of doing
this with acoustic instruments is a general clouding of
the spectrum by modulating one source with itself and
another simultaneous signal.
The patch in figure 8.43 can be used when the tim
bres get a bit out of hand. The spectrum can be lim
ited by various types of filtering, either manually off
set or voltage controlled. The filter control may be
correlated with one instrument's dynamics via an ED
or it may be programmed by any type of function gen
erator triggered by the instrument.
The instrument in figure 8.44 is an intriguing patch
referred as "the bowed ring modulator." This requires
an AC coupled modulator and takes advantage of the
fact that it will not react to the level of a DC control
voltage but only to changes in the level of the con
trol. Tune a couple of VCOs to a harmonic relation
ship and patch them both to a mixer. The reason for
two VCOs is simply that it makes the sound more in
teresting. The mixer is patched to one side of the ring
modulator. The other input is from some dynamic con
trol voltage source such as a joystick, as illustrated, but
it might be pressure from a keyboard, the output of
an ED driven by a violin, a ribbon controller, etc.
Each time the control voltage changes it wiU activate
the output of the ring modulator. In this illustration
one axis of a joystick "bows" the modulator and the
other axis controls the pitches of the VCOs.
If your system does not have a dedicated balanced
or ring modulator the effect may be replicated by
using the patch shown in figure 8.45 A or B. Patch
A uses a traditional AM patch but the carrier signal
is eliminated from the modulation spectrum by phase
cancellation. The carrier signal is taken in parallel to
an inverter ( a second VCA with negative outputs, an
°
inverting mixer, etc.) and shifted 180 . It is then re
mixed with the modulation spectrum and with some
careful tuning the carrier pitch can be completely
phase cancelled to simulate ring modulation.

Frequency Shifters
Spectrum Shifting
Frequency shifters are not normally referred to as
modulators, but the process is also a form of balanced
modulation. The frequency shifter is exactly like a ring
modulator except that the sum and difference tones
are isolated from each other and independently avail
able, usually from different outputs or by switch se
lection. The upper sideband is often referred to as
the "up-shift," whereas the lower sideband is referred
to as the "down-shift." Also known as a Klangumwand
ler, the frequency shifter can be put to best use if it
is thought of as an "additive or linear transposer." A
transposition of any chord or spectrum is a process of
multiplying each component by a fixed number. A
transposition of an octave (up) is multiplication of
everything by 2. The transposition of the overtone spec
trum up a fourth is multiplication by about 1.335. Fig
ure 8.46A shows multiplication of part of the har
monic overtone series by 1.335, thus transposing all
of its components upward an equal musical interval
of a fourth. If the distance between the C and F is
considered in Hertz terms, the fundamental has moved
up 21.89 Hz. But if 21.89 Hz were added to every
component in the spectrum the harmonic relationships
would no longer be maintained, and this is exactly
what a frequency shifter does: it shifts a signal· by
adding or subtracting fixed number of Hertz to or from
every frequency component present in the signal's
spectrum.9
Figure 8.47 illustrates a "G' fundamental harmonic
spectrum shifted by different reference frequencies.
Two features are significant in these examples; first,
9. In the case of frequency shifters, the terms "carrier" and
"program" will not be used, as they do not adequately de
scribe the process for the musician. Bode instruments use the
terms "signal" and "carrier," the carrier being the frequency
determining the amount of shift. This text will us� the term �
,
"signal," meaning the sound to be shifted, and reference,
meaning the signal determining the amount of shift.
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Figure 8.46. Spectrum transposition and shifting
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Figure 8.47. Resulting
spectra from various
frequency shifts

if the reference is harmonic with the original signal,
the shifted spectrum will also be harmonic. Example
C may be misleading but upon examination you will
find that the spectrum shifted up a perfect fifth repli
cates the third, fifth, seventh, ninth, and eleventh har
monics of very low C ( 21.8 Hz). Although this
fundamental is at the very lower limit of pitch per
ception the spectrum will still sound harmonic. If the
reference is not a simple harmonic ratio with the sig
nal the resulting spectrum will be a non-harmonic
clang. The second point to note is that an up-shift com
presses the spectrum. Likewise, if you calculated the
spectra for down-shifts you would find that the fre
quency relationships would be expanded. The fre
quency shifter can then be used as a powerful instru
ment for transforming timbre in a very precise man
ner. These examples have all involved a single pitch
with a simple harmonic spectrum. If multi-note chords
are shifted keep in mind that each fundamental in the
chord and the spectrum of each fundamental will be
shifted, and the resulting shifted signals will be that
much more complex.
Frequency Shifter Formats
Frequency shifters come in a variety of designs and
formats: The Bode 735 ( figure 8.48) is a sophisti
cated frequency shifter containing all the usual fea
tures of interest to the musician. Since all of these
features may not be available on all frequency shift
ers the following discussion will suggest alternate ways
of patching to obtain similar results.
A frequency shifter's reference or amount of shift
is usually accomplished by an internal sinewave VCO.
The oscillator may be manually offset or voltage con-

trolled by any external control voltage. If the refer
ence VCO has exponential response it can be driven
in parallel with another exponential VCO. With this
option you may use any other VCO on the instrument
so that precise signal/reference ratios may be main
tained. The use of electronic signals or acoustic sounds
as a reference.
The advantage of most internal reference oscillators
is that they are quadrature VCOs. This provides the
possibility of shifting a signal through zero. With the
internal quadrature VCO tuned to zero, an incoming
AC control signal will shift the signal up an amount
proportional to the positive swing of the voltage, their
back through zero to a down-shift proportional to the
magnitude of the negative swing of the control volt
age. This is illustrated in figure 8.49, as two pitches
tuned to a perfect fifth are shifted up and down a
fixed internal above and below zero. The internal VCO
is offset to zero Hz and an incoming sinewave is pro
cessed to modulate this VCO up and down a minor
third. If we assume that the internal VCO is expo
nential, this means an upshift of 83.2 Hz and a down
shift of 62.08 Hz. Note that after the upshift the spec
trum passes through zero and continues to the down
shift. This means that both the positive and negative
shift will come from the same output on the instru
ment. If the internal reference VCO is linear the up
and down shift would be the same number of Hz and
the resulting spectral slide is notated in figure 8.50.
A popular effect is to shift a filtered noise band
through zero and this patch is illustrated in figure
8.51A. Simply select a noise band via any available
filter and apply it to the processing described in the
previous patch.
The Bode 735 frequency shifter provides a mix
ture pot which gives the musician the possibilities of
mixing the up-shift and the down-shift in any pro
portions. This may also be accomplished by taking
both outputs to an external mixer ( see figure 8.51B).
If both signals are mixed in equal proportions the
spectrum is exactly like that of a ring modulator, a
spectrum containing both the sum and difference fre
quencies. By varying the proportions of the mix the

-IN

Figure 8.48. Bode 735 frequency shifter
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Figure 8.49.
Exponential shifting
through zero

0
Since linear control results in equal
changes in terms of Hz, the downshift
causes a wider Interval (compare with
Fig. 8.49).
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shifting through zero
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Figure 8.52. Frequency shifter programming with periodic and
aperiodic voltage functions

FIS
offset = O

Moog, 10 and from some application notes kindly pro
vided by Harold Bode. In each case the original com
mentary has been preserved but the patches have been
notated in a manner consistent with this text.
Programming with Periodic and Aperiodic Voltage
Functions-Figure 8.52.

A-noise shifts through zero

upshift

FIS

downshifl

5-6 Hz

FIS
signal ,.____---( offset = o

e

varying proportions

8-mixing of upshift and downshift

Figure 8.51. Frequency shifter patches

up-shift or down-shift can be given various degrees of
prominance, thus providing even further coloring pos
sibilities.
Like the ring modulator, a frequency shifter will
probably have some minimal referency frequency leak
if the signal output is not active. If the instrument does
not have a squelch it may be patched up by replicat
ing the patch in figure 8.38.

IIOlll:FIECIUEliC'f.,._

•

upshift

Applications
The following frequency shifter application sugges
tions were taken from an Audio Engineering Conven
tion report given in 1972 by Harold Bode and Robert

a. By setting the main tuning control to zero and
applying a low-frequency square wave to the con
trol voltage input in the linear mode, the up and
down detuned outputs will switch places, result
ing in a new stereo-type effect when heard over
two stereo channels. The character of this effect
is dependent upon the square-wave frequency
typically, for instance, 5-6 Hz) and its amplitude.
Entirely different effects are achieved when raising
this frequency above 20 Hz. The amplitude of the
square wave will determine the amount of detun
ing for both sidebands, which will become attrac
tive when the detuning frequency is in some har
monic relationship to the fundamental of a simple
program material.
10. Published in the Audio Engineering Society Journal "A
High-Accurate Frequency Shifter for Professional Audio A�pli
cations," Bode and Mood, July/August 1972, vol. 20, no. 6,
p. 453.
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h. By setting the main tuning control to zero beat and
applying a vibrato-type sine wave to the control
voltage input in the linear mode, a vibrato-type
effect is created, displaying the widest frequency
shift at low program frequencies, and decreasing
toward higher frequencies.
c. With the main tuning control in the zero beat po
sition, the application of a sawtooth wave to the
control voltage input in the linear mode produces
a dramatic effect when the sawtooth frequency is
at about 1-2 Hz and when the main tuning knob is
slowly turned out of its center position.
d. By setting the main tuning control to zero and
applying a pink noise with limited voltage to the
control voltage input in the linear mode, the pro
gram material assumes a hoarse quality which can
he remixed with the original sound.
Multichannel Effects-Figure 8.53. A four-channel
stereo effect can he achieved by feeding the direct
program material to channel 1, the voltages of the
output OUT1 to (differences) channel 2, the voltages
of the output OUT:! (sums) to channel 3, and the
ring modulator product to channel 4. In this instru
ment a sub-audio sine wave ( 1 Hz or lower) is used
as the reference. This low of a shift will not be heard
as a pitch change but rather as a slight vibrato with
some phase shift. Each signal, the original, the sum,
the difference, and the mixed "ring modulator" signal,
will all have an opposing minute amplitude and phase
shifts. When all four signals are put into an environ
ment they create an interesting spatial effect. Note
that if your instrument does not have a mixed output
you may use an external mixer.
Detuning and glissandoing percussion-Figure 8.54.
When the input signal is a quasi-pitched sound, such
as that produced by a drum, the frequency shifter will
alter the apparent pitch. In the case of a drum sound,
varying the amount of frequency shift will appear to
change the "size" of the drum. In conjunction with a

I

I

+
signal

--------<

FIS
1 Hz or
leas

envelope follower and envelope generator, a trigger
occurring at the beginning of each drum sound may
result in a rapidly varying "amount of shift" contour,
which gives a whole new class of percussion sounds
which glide or swoop each time they begin. A drum
mer may also use a pedal controller, or modul ating
oscillator, to vary the amount of shift, thus creating
radical changes in the processed sound while he is
playing.
A pitched sound which is rich in harmonics be
comes clangorous when passed through the Frequency
Shifter. When the Frequency Shifter is used with con
trolled oscillators, it is convenient to control the
amount of shift and the frequency of the input signal
with the same control voltage. This arrangement pro
duces a clangorous sound whose relationships between
overtones, and therefore its perceived timbre, remain
constant as the pitch of the sound is varied. Fur
thermore, exciting new timbres are created when the
oscillator tones are dynamically filtered before or after
being shifted.
Simultaneous Shift and Reference FM-Figure 8.55.
Using two sine oscillators, one fed to the signal input
and the other to a control input, a wide range of fre
quency modulation is possible. If the amplitude of the
control signal is dynamically varied, a class of clan
gorous tones is produced whose overtone strengths
constantly vary with time.
Iteration Effects-Fig. 8.56.
a. The output of a tape three-head tape recorder may
be mixed with its input to produce well known
tape echo effects. If you are not yet familiar with
tape echo you should wait until chapter 12 has
been covered before you try this technique.11 For
those who are following so far here is what hap
pens: a "basic patch, voice, instrument, etc., is ,
11. If you don't know how to do tape echo have the studio
technician set it up for you or read chapter 12.

drum ,.__________,,

I
I

FIS

Figure 8.54. Detuning and glissandoing percussion
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Figure 8.55. Dynamic control of klang spectra

patched to a mixer. The mixer is patched to a Fre
quency Shifter with a fixed reference. The Fre
quency Shifter output is taken in parallel to your
output amp and the input of a three head tape
recorder.Monitor the tape output in the "Output"
mode so that there is a delay between the tape in
put and the output. The tape output ( del ayed by
the distance between the record and playback
head) is taken back to the input of the mixer. This
del ayed shifted signal is then put back into the
Frequency Shifter, the original shifted signal is
_
.
shifted agam, delayed via the tape recorder, and
bac� through the entire patch again, and again, and
agam. • .. This is a tricky configuration but can
produce some amazing results if tuned correctly.

2

Most of the patches used for audio AM can
be ap
_
plied to audio rate modulation of any other
signal
processor, provided that it can accept audio frequ
encv
control voltages. The spectrum of the modulation
prd
_
duct will depend on the relationship between
the car
rier frequency and the program frequency; if
the re
lationship is harmonic the spectrum will
be harmonic
a�d if the relationship is non-harmonic the
spectrum
will be non-harmonic. The basic process
of sum and
difference in tone generation is common to
most types
of audio modulation.
Audio rate timbral modulation via filters,
PWM.
etc., still follow the basic process of sum
and differ
ence in tone generation. Precise calculation
of side
band amplitude is complicated by the fact
that there
are ch�nges in phase information. As state
d by Bernie
H�tchms, the analysis closely parallels phas
e modu
l at10n results and "the book
keeping become exces
s·ive. "12 MY own experience has shown me
that the
majority of music students share my own
limitations
and my ear is a far superior musical tool
than my
mathematics.
In figure 8.57 the signal being filtered is also
modu
lating the cut-off frequency
of a lowpass filter. Here
the carrier/program relationship is 1:1, and
this ,vill
result in an apparent emphasis of the cut-o
ff fre
�uency of the filter, very similar to a high Q. This
�s :ery effective with low audio range squarewaves as
it 1s related to a filter "ringing" technique
described
in chapter 9, page 152.The program VCO
may be set
to harmonic relationships other than a l: 1
and the
result will sound like a double Q filter-em
phasis of
more than one frequency in the spectrum. I
have found
:his patch to be most striking if the program frequency
1s lower than the filtered carrier. The two
VCOs may,
of course, be tracked at non-harmonic interva
ls and
12. Hutchins, op. cit., p. 2c( 22).
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Figure 8.53. Multichannel effects

'First experiment with very short
envelopes

Figure 8.56. '"Spiral echo" with a frequency shifter
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Exercises

·or

VCF

EG

'The easiest way to get a 1:1 ratio is to use the same VCO for
the program and carrier. Other ratios will require a second
oscillator.
• "II the filter does not have two summing control inputs the EG
and program frequency will have to be mixed externally.

'I

play in the high range

The next four examples are patch transcriptions from
commercially available patch books dealing with vari
ous forms of audio-rate modulation. Look over the
original notation and then, in terms of the general
notation, transfer them to your own resources. If they
do something nice, add them to your patch library.
At this point you probably realize the importance of
very precise tuning which most notation cannot ac
commodate. It might be a good idea to notate your
"usable" patches in two ways: first write them down,
and second, make the instrument and record the cor
rect results on a cassette with appropriate reference
numbers.
Figure 8.57. Audio
rate filter modulation

the result is a non-harmonic "growl." Also experiment
with various program and carrier waveforms.
A final modulation technique which may serve as
food for thought is audio rate waveshape "time samp
ling." This patch is difficult to place in any of the
previous categories but can be best thought of as
waveshaping technique. The instrument illustrated in
figure 8.58 is the basic sample/hold patch shown in
chapter 6, figure 6.63, page 80. The only difference is
that sampled voltage and the sampling command are
audio frequencies. The sample command should be
several times higher than the sampled signal and thus
it may be best to use a squarewave VCO for the time
commands. The S/H thus samples the sinewave and
turns it into a staircase wave. The number of steps
and resulting timbre is dependent on the ratio of the
sinewave frequency and the frequency of the sample
command. Both VCOs could be tracked at a set ratio
or may use two different controls to systematically
( or randomly) vary the relationships to make the
timbre dynamic.

1. Figure 8.59 "Night Sounds"
This instrument involves a nice combination of
audio and sub-audio FM along with Ring Modu
lation. The Source's notational format is very close
to the one used in this book, therefore I have
taken the liberty of making minor format changes.
2. Figure 8.60 "Chimes I and II"
Again from PAIA's The Source, these are two
classic "chime" or "gong" patches, depending on
the VCO offsets-and here also they have been
renotated. Chimes 1 may be most interesting as
the ADSR, greatly attenuated, causes a slight
pitch shift in one of the VCO's, simulating the
pitch bend resulting from the strike force of the
gong mallet.
3. Figure 8.61 "Gasoline Engine"
This instrument explores the realm between
audio and sub-audio filter modulation. Noise is
patched to a low pass filter which is being con
trolled by a low pulse wave. This is simple enough
until you start approaching the audio range with
the program LFO. Try controlling the program
VCO with the keyboard and take note of the
results-especially when the VCO begins to ap
proach an audio rate. As the instrument is de-

keyboard

Tuning: VCO t-somewhere between
VCO 2 and 3
VCO 2 and 3-a unison in the
mid to high range

Keyboard:
VCO's:
4730 VCF:
4740 ADSR:

KBD:
AR;
4730:
4781:
Pulse VCO:

Figure 8.59. "Night sound" (From The Source-Book of
Patching and Programming from Polyphony)

No glide; h1gh pitch range.
4720 type, tuned within a fourth or fifth of each other.
Low pass output; Q control-60%; R
!Uli: e control-BO%.
Fine tune this setting to get the most realistic chime souad.
Attack-0%
Release-40%
Vartable Output - just enough to cause a slight pitch bead of
the bell sound.

High Octave, No Cllde
Expand - Off
Attack - OS{,
Decay - 7S'l,
Range - Maximum
Blas - l to 2 VDC set to Just higher th.an the highest strong
harmonic.
Tune triangle to an augmented fourth above the pulse.
Pulse width approx::l.mately 30 to 40%.

"Low pass filter
•"Represents and offset voltage

Figure 8.60. "Chimes I and II" (From The
Source-Book of Patching and Programming

••"Represents offaeting one leg of the keyboard voltage
so the VCOa track in audmented 4th. Thia can also
be done with the VCO offsets.
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MOO

Figure 8.61. "Gasoline engine" from Sound Charts-Minimoog
by Tom Rhea, Norlin Music. Used by permission.
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fined the "engine" is periodic. How could you
expand the patch to make it aperiodic? Finally,
find a way to eliminate the keyboard.
4. Figure 8.62 "Celesta"
In this patch two carefully tuned VCOs are
Ring Modulated. Ring Modulation eliminates the
two modulated frequencies leaving only the side
bands. But note that the two pitches are also
patched, unmodulated, to the final mix. What
pitches will be in the final mix? ( A major third is
a 5:4-referito page 120). What frequency will be
the perceived fundamental of this spectrum? Can

you configure a patch which will give the same
sound using Amplitude Modulation?
5. Figure 8.63 "Echoed Klang"
Figure 8.63 are the patches for a simulated
"echo" explained in chapter 7 ( see page 105). For
a sound source use any type of audio modulation
instrument you can design and correlate the "echo"
rate with some aspect of the instrument ( carrier
frequency, index, etc.).
6. Figure 8.64 "Metallic Sounds"
This instrument, suggested by composer Dan
iel Kelley, creates some lovely "steel band" effects

and is usable in a wide frequency range. Note
that the reference VCO is being Frequency Modu
lated in two opposing directions. The reference
Program is simultaneously inverted and used as
a second modulating frequency. This instrument
was designed with the Buchla Frequency Shifter
but should work on other systems as well.
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7. Figure 8.65 "More Metal"
This configuration is a Ring Modulator or Bal
anced Modulator version of the previous patch.
You should probably begin exploration with sine
waves as this double modulation really cranks out
a lot of non-harmonic sidebands.
8. Figure 8.66 "Timbre Cycles"
This is an intriguing configuration based on
the generation of harmonic sidebands via a Ring
Modulator or Frequency Shifter. One VCO is
tuned to a sequence of 5 pitches and this sequence
continues to cycle, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, etc.
The keyboard controls the other VCO playing a
cycle of 4 pitches. The sequencer is triggered by
the keyboard so strict homophony is guaranteed.
Since each cycle is a different length, the relation
ship between the two is constantly changing and
does not repeat until beat 21. Note, however, that
the pitch relationships are simple harmonic num
bers, which will result in harmonic spectra. The
sequence of resulting ratios are:
1:1
1
1:1

signal---------i

10

2:1

�

19

EG

102

8va----,

'

4:3
2
2:1
11
1:1
20

3:2
3
4:3
12
1:1
21

8:3
4
3:1
13
4:3
22

3:2
5
8:3
14
3:2
23

3:2
6
3:2
15
8:3
24

1:1 2:1
7
8
3:2 2:1
16
17
3:2
etc.
25

4:1
9
2:1

18

By mixing the resulting timbral sequence with the
output of VCO 2 the result is a four-note pattern
imposed on a sequence of 20 timbres! Read
through all of this again and then make the patch
and play it. If you are interested, calculate the
resulting spectral sequence.

�-VC0-2
-VC0-1

Figure 8.63. "Echoed clang." This is three possible ways of
achieving the echo. The "signal" must be an audio modulation
instrument. All VCA offsets are zero.
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keyboard

ring
mod.

sequencer

0 0 0 0 0

ADAS
An exact transcription of the Roland patch would involve a great deal of redundancy due to the
way the instrument is designed. This version has been aimplifled but gives the same results.

Figure 8.62. "Celesta" (From the Roland
System 100/Expsnder 102 Pstchbook,
Roland Cor'p. Used by permission.)
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pulser/ clock
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• Adjust the two attenuators ao
the shift only seems to effect
the overtones. Try this with a
variety o(frequency offset a
and sequencer patterns (or
with an RVS).
• "The Frequency Shifter must
have an internal reference

Figure 8.64. "Metallic sounds"
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Players with Circuits
4-performer version
Performer 1 plays the part marked "sound source #1"
Performer 2 plays the part marked "sound source #2"
Performers 3 and 4 play the part marked "output control," 3 handling the oscillator, 4 handling preamp
lifier volume and tone controls.
A stopwatch is required for each performer ( 3 and 4
may share a watch).

EG

env.
det.

Clock

sequencer

0 0 0 0 0
Figure 8.65. "More metal"

,,.

11

,,,

Figure 8.66. "Timbre cycles"

9. Go back to any of the patches in chapters 6 and 7
and add audio-modulation based instruments to
the configurations.
10. Figure 8.67 "Players with Circuits" by David
Berhman

( Otherwise, modulator should be fed into a low level
input of external preamp).
The amplitl.)de control setting of the oscillator
should be adjusted before performance for optimum
effect on modulator ( maximum output with minimum
leakage); it should not be necessary to change it dur
ing performance.

This is a classic performance piece using in
struments and a Ring Modulator. Find some play
ers and try it. The performance requires that the
instrument attacks be exactly together, and it is
not as easy as it might look.

To perform:
To begin, the four performers meet in order to
start their stopwatches together. During the first min
ute, performers 1 and 2 return to their instruments
and performer 4 very slowly opens his preamplifier
volume control. A very slowly growing soft sound
( made up of microphone feedback and leakage of the
control signal through the modulator) should come
from the speakers during the 30 seconds before the
first attack at 1:00. Thereafter, the attacks themselves
( at stopwatch intervals marked) should create an ex
tremely loud speaker sound. Enough speakers and
amplification should be used to fill the room with
sound. Note ( in diagram) that the sound system is
monophonic.
All performers: make all attacks and switch posi
tion changes as precisely as possible with regard to
stopwatch time.
Note to performer 4: once or twice during perfor
mance, especially after louder attacks, quickly reduce
sound level to zero ( must be within one second after
any attack) and immediately restore it ( somewhat
more slowly) to usual high post-attack level ( within
two and a half seconds after the attack):

Several instrumental realizations of sound sources
#1 and #2 are provided, which may be used in any
combination. If available, use electric guitars and/or
zithers rather than pianos.
Equipment required for performers 3 and 4: a sine
square wave oscillator with a frequency range of 2 cps
to 20,000 cps, a ring modulator, and a preamplifier
with separate bass and treble tone controls.
Also required: additional preamplifier between
microphones and signal input of modulator, mixers,
and microphones, as shown in diagram. Guitar or con
tact microphones should be used to amplify the sounds
of instruments used as sound sources #1 and #2. For
piano, at least four microphones should be distributed
throughout the bass-treble range of instrument, each
one resting directly on strings but not attached, so that
it is free to vibrate. Two or more microphones, if avail
able, should be used to amplify the sounds of each
guitar or zither.

To be arranged before performance:
There must be enough gain available after the ring
modulator so that sound can be maintained indefi
nitely by performer 4 after the attacks by performers
1 and 2 have died out. ( The strings of instruments
used as sound sources should resonate in response to
the loudspeakers, so that their microphones will con
tinue to feed an audio signal into the modulator dur
ing the intervals between attacks). The modulator
should 'if possible' have an internal preamplifier, with
volume control, at its output, which in turn can be fed
into a high level input of the external preamplifier.

attack

volume

I

ma

+ 1sec.

+2sec.

,

+

_�:: __

�

zero

.

... ...... ..........

b

These should be the only silences in the piece: don't
permit sound to die out gradually when longer inter
vals follow attacks. Keep volume moderate to full by
raising volume control( s) when necessary to maintain
the feedback-leakage equilibrium described above.

sound source # 1
mixer

oscillator

(performer 3)
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sound source #2

tone
controls
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.--' � ---�
control input

0
ring
modulator
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I--------- to power
amplifier
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i----------- inputs
'-------'= '---'
preamp
(performer 4)

Figure 8.67. "Players with circuits"
by David Behrman
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Equalization
and Filtering

I 111
+120 db-Pain threshold

o�I

.3

+ 90 db-Noisy traffic

+ 75 db-Orchestral brass instrt.Jments playing FF

t:--

+ 60 db-Orchestral strings and woodwinds playing FF

+ 45 db-Normal conversation at 1 O feet

+ 30 db-Normal street traffic, residential district
+ 10 db-Normal whisper at 10 feet
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Figure 9.2.
Average decibel ratings
.of normal environments
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Figure 9.1. Decibel
scale with 1mW/600
ohm reference

Alexander Graham Bell. For the sake of practicality, a
smaller unit, 1/lOth of a bel, or "decibel," has b een
established as the standar d unit of amplitude measure
ment. The decibel is not a fi xed value like an o hm
or volt, but rather an expression of the n otable dif
ference of intensity between two sounds or sign als.
Consequently, db levels must be specified in relation
to some fixed reference. I n the past years many dif
ferent power levels have been used, such as 6, 10, 12.5
and 50 milliwatts." In 1939 the electronics industries
adopted a 1 milliwatt reference power in a 600- ohm
line as the standard for zero db. When this .001 watt
reference is used it is often expressed as dbm. The
zero dbm rating also represents a level of 0.7746 volts.
Figure 9.1 indicates the voltage-wattage and dbm
levels for a 600-ohm line ; -20 dbm indicates a level
of -20 db referred to .001 watt, and +40 dbm indicates
a level of +40 db also referred to .001 watt. As an
objective m easure ment of loudness, a lk Hz tone at
10-16 watts/cm 2 has been accepte d as a standard. The
reason for this is th at that particular frequency at that
particular level is very close to the threshold of audi
bility. Using these figures a very accurate measure of
in tensity can be made:

=

db 10 log I/lo
16
I = 10· watts/cm2 and 1 0 = the intensity to be
compared
therefore : db
10 log l/l0-16 watts/cm2

=

The reason for this logarit hmic scale to the base 10
is the tremendous sensitivity of the ear. The human
electric power which is
"The watt ( w) is a specified unit of
1 milliwatt of course
and
rate,
fixed
a
at
work
do
to
ired
requ
watt.
is 1 / 1000th of a

ear is sensitive to pressure ch anges on a scale of
1,000,000,000,000 to 1. By using a log to the base 10,
it is possible to express this on a scale of approximately
14 to 1, each unit representing a bel. By dividing this
scale into units of 10, a decibel range of O to 140 is
derived. A sound of 1 db is almost inaudible and a
difference of 1 db is barely noticeable. Figure 9.2 lists
various environmental conditions with their intensities
rated in decibels.
M ost professional recording and r eproduction equip
ment such as mix ers, recording and playback ampli
fiers, etc., are equipped with a meter which allows the
decibel rating of the program to be visually indicated.
These devices are refe rred to as VU meters, an ab
breviation for "volume unit." VU meters are calibrated
to a certain number of decibels expressing the ratio of
th e intensity of the signal be ing measured to the in
tensity of a .001 watt power signal in a 600-ohm line.
A "line level" signal m eans that it requires no pre
amplification and may be a direct wire-to-wire or
"line" connection to a power amp. All audio signal�
within a syn thesizer are usually line level.
The novice is often confused by the calibration of
VU meters. The "O" level does not indicate zero db
but rather is an indication that when the needl�
reaches that point the signal is at the maximum level
at which it can be recorded or reproduced without
a certain amount of distortion.
With this basic understanding of decibel ratings,
a more detailed discussion of equalization is possible.
Just as the conductor of an orchestra must balance
the various sonorities of the sections to achieve the
desired sound, the electronic music composer learns
to attenuate and balance various frequencies to achieve
the desired timbre. Even the simple tone controls on
the average hi-fi amplifier can be an invaluable tool

Figure 9.4. Standard equalization curves for tape recording
(curves are for playback). (From Norman H. Crowhurst, Audio
Systems Handbook, Blue Ridge Summit, Pennsylvania, Tab Books,
1969, p. 33. Used by permission of the publisher.)

for the composer. 1 Although the concept of equali
zation originates from a desire for accurate sound re
production, the composer often uses it for very oppo
site effects. One of the simplest and most frequently
used techniques in musique concrete and electronic
music is the reproduction of sounds and speeds di ffer
ent from the original recording speed. The major dif
ficulty with this technique is that the end result usu
ally has a certain identifying quality about it in effect,
which reveals what has been done. A 7½ ips recording
play ed back at 15 ips sounds just like a 7J� ips recording
played back at 15 ips, and the same is true of the re
:erse process. The basic reason for this is that by chang
mg the playback speed, higher and lower frequencies
are affected which were not inversely treated in the
recording stage. By observing the American ( the Euro
pean curve begins with about a 34 db response at 20
Hz) Standard Equalization Curve used in tape re
cording playback, it can be seen that a lk Hz signal
has a flat response while a 2k Hz signal is attenuated
about 3 db. ( The recording equalization would be the
exact inverse of the playback graph.) Therefore, when
a lk Hz signal is played back at twice the intended
speed, it is equalized as a 2k Hz signal. This seems
redundant, because a lk Hz signal played at twice the
speed would be a 2k Hz signal. The problems lie in
the fact that this shift in the pre-equalization and post
equalization curves causes a noticeable loss in the high
frequency components of the recorded sounds. By
using the tone controls on the pre-amplifier, this shift
can be compensated for by boosting the high frequen1. Tlie Nonesuch H-71224 recording of John Cage's HPSCHD
comes with a performance score (KNOBS) so that the listener
may "play" the equalization ( treble and bass controls) and
loudness for each channel.
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cies. A half-speed playback can also be greatly im
proved by boosting the lower frequencies. It would
be possible to make these adjustments in pre-equali
zation, but this usually involves a bit of experimen
tation and could result in a great deal of recording
time. Many recorders are equipped with an equaliza
tion switch for recording at various speeds. If one is
recording at 15 ips and planning to play back at 73f
ips, it might be possible to achieve better results by
setting the equalization switch to record using 7)f ips
equalization. Equalization may also be used to elimi
nate a certain amount of tape "hiss." The hiss is strong
est at the higher end of the spectrum, so high
frequency attenuation will reduce it considerably. The
problem here, however, is that this will also result in
considerable attenuation of other high frequencies.
Artificial reverberation also attenuates many of the
higher frequencies, consequently a certain amount of
equalization is needed to restore the sound to its orig
inal balance. It should be said again that the com
poser uses the controls to achieve whatever sound is
desired. There is no right or wrong way to use equali
zation-it depends entirely on what you wish to hear.
Another type of equalizer sometimes found in pre
amplifier circuits is called a "presence equalizer" or
"presence control." Frequently a recording or other
reproduction sounds very dull, lifeless. A presence
equalizer provides a mid-range boost centered at about
3k Hz and sloping to about 1.5k Hz and 6k Hz on
each side. Most presence equalizers provide for a 6 db
maximum boost, but usually even a smaller amount of
gain will result in a very noticeable change in the
sound.

Equalizers
Parametric Equalizers
Equalizer formats range from the common "bass" and
"treble" controls found on hi-fi systems to professional
"parametric" and "graphic" equalizers used in sophis-

ticated recording and electronic music studios. A para
metric equalizer is usually understood to be an in
strument consisting of at least two or three filters.
Each filter section is dedicated to a general frequency
area within the audio spectrum. Parametric equalizers
may be built into a studio mixing consol or may exist
as a separate instrument like the Moog Three Band
Parametric Equalizer pictured in figure 9.5. Each of
the filter sections are a general "band-pass" format,
which means they may boost or attenuate all of the
spectral components within specified ranges. These
limits or "bandwidths" will vary from manufacturer to
manufacturer and are also dependent on the number
of filter sections within the instrument. A typical three
band parametric equalizer will have center frequen
cies variable between 20 Hz and lk Hz (low range),
75 Hz and 7.5k Hz (mid-range) and 400 Hz to 20k
Hz (high range). Once a center frequency has been
specified its effective range may be .specified by a
control marked "bandwidth" or "Q".2 On the Moog
Parametric Equalizer each of the three bands may be
as wide as four octaves or as narrow as 34 octave. As
an example of a general application, suppose a re
cording or performance sounded too bass. The mu
sician could then use the equalizer, and with the cen
ter frequency controls he/she could find the general
area · of the spectrum causing the problems. There is
no magic formula regarding the amount of attenua
tion required, therefore the musician must just experi
ment until it suits his ear. The amount of attenuation
available will vary with design but it is usually some
where between 12 and 20 db. Many of the commonly
used "lead voicings" used in commercial electronic
music can often be enhanced by using the mid-range
section of the equalizer to give a spectral boost be
tween lk and 5k.

Graphic Equalizers
While the parametric equalizer provides a great deal
of control over the audio spectrum, the rotary con
trols for center frequency and bandwidth give the
musician little visual feedback in terms of frequency
response. This does not cause problems for the ex
perienced musician, as most electronic instruments are
not precisely calibrated. The "graphic equalizer" con
sists of a number of bandpass filters with fixed cen
ter frequencies spaced throughout the spectrum. The
n�mber �f filters used in a graphic equalizer will vary
with des1gn,-between as few as nine or ten and as
many as twenty-seven. Consequently the fewer the
filter sections the wider the bandwidth, as illustrated
in figure 9.6. The placement of each frequency is usu
ally arranged by equally spaced musical intervals. An
"octave equalizer" has a center frequency every oc; tave, a "half-octave" filter has a center frequency
every half octave, etc.
Figure 9.7 compares three graphic equalizers in
terms of center frequency. The Soundcraftman TC
2209-600 is a ten-channel octave equalizer effective
between 30 and 16k Hz. The Klark-Teknic DN-22 has
eleven bands between 50 and 16k Hz, but here the
center frequencies are placed roughly at intervals be
tween a major and minor seventh, so that the octave
equalization overlaps slightly. The Holland 186 has

bandwidth0
½ octave

,

four sections which may be switched between a low
mid and high range. Note here that the center fre�
quency spacing more closely corresponds to equal
spacing of frequency rather than to equal musical in
tervaL This center frequency distribution is based on
a Bark scale corresponding to "critical bandwidths" of
the human ear. The critical bandwidths are divisions
�f the audio spectrum which are relevant to subjec
tive loudness and, to a certain extent, pitch and tim
bre. If noise is passed through a bandpass filter and
the bandwidth is gradually widened, the subjective
loudness will remain constant until a critical band
width has been exceeded. The precise relationship be
_ .
tween cntrcal bandwidth and timbre has been the sub
ject of a c�nsiderable amount of research; and many
_
.
a�d1� pr�cht10ners prefer this type of center frequency
distnbution. Figure 9.8 illustrates the placement of
these 24 "Barks" in comparison to actual frequency.
The real advantage of a graphic equalizer is that
it provides instant visual feedback of the equalization
curve. The amount of boost or attenuation for each
filter section is accomplished by a slider pot, therefore
t �e level of each section of the spectrum is propor
ho�al to the position of the pot. Graphic equalizers
typically have a maximum boost or attenuation range
bet:"een 10 and 15 db, although this will vary with
design. The Moog Graphic Equalizer pictured in fig-

640 Hz

r<}-

octave
320

2. "Q" is a term referring to the efficiency of a filter and will
be discussed in detail later in the chapter. In many equalizers
Q is understood to mean bandwidth.

160
� ---------<s
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Figure 9.6. Octave and half octave EQ
Klark-Teknic DN-22:

Figure 9.5. Moog three band parametric equalizer
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center
frequency

an overall gain or loss, so that the sound may have
to be boosted to re-establish a suitable loudness. The
reactive components of an equalizer's circuit will cau�e
a certain amount of phase shift to the signal. If this
causes problems there is little that can be done ab�ut
it, as phase corrective networks can be both expens1ve
_
and complicated. The best adjustment is to use a m�n
imal of eq (equalization) to minimize the phase shift,
or just learn to live with it!

band width

1-50 Hz
2-150
3-250
4-350
5-450
6-570
7-700
8-840
9-1000
10-1170
11-1370
12-1600
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20-5800

200
300
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2320
2700
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4400

100 Hz
100
100
110
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150
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240
280
320
380
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550
700
900
1100

21-7000

1300

22-8500

1800

23-10500

2500

24-13500

3500

Figure 9.8. Bark scale
(critical bandwidths)

ure 9.9 is a 10-band center frequency design with a
± 15 db range on each band. Graphic e�ualizers are
commonly used to really fine tune and tighten up a
sound for final recording or a live performance. B�
cause of the mutlitude of filters in the instrument 1t
can be used to suppress troublesome resonances at a
variety of points in the spectrum, boost �ow frequen
cies, and to a certain extent remove n01se from the
high end of the spectrum.
.
.
Whether you use a parametric or graphic equalize�,
you should realize that the loudness of a sou�d 1s
determined by the total spectrum. If a sound _ is al
ready at an amplitude level just below a p�mt _of
distortlon, boosting any part of the spectrum will raise
_
the overall amplitude and may cause problems m re
cording or reproduction overload. In this case the
overall sound level may have to be attenuated to
keep things within safe limits. By the sam� token,
attenuation of critical areas of a spectrum will cause

EQ Applications
The most efficient use of equalization only comes
through experience, and effectiveness depends upon
individual sound preferences. The following summary,
however may be of some help in at least getting in
the righ; area of the spectrum before any fine tuning
is attempted. This categorization is based on general
equalization practices and is discussed in many re
cording technique references. These generali�ies have
been slightly modified here to be more applicable to
electronic sound.
16-60 Hz: This is the real power range of sound. A
moderate boost to this register can provide a bot
tom end that is usually felt more than heard. Two
words of caution here: 1) be careful that too much
boost does not overload the speakers. Electronic
instruments can generate high magnitude sine
waves and too much power in this range can pos
sibly do some speaker damage. Excess boost in this
range can also clutter or muddy the sound. �n
noying hum from pre-amps or ungrounded eqmp
ment might be cleaned up by selective attenua
tion around 60 Hz (see page 151).
60-400 Hz: This range usually contains the fundamen
tal of most events, especially acoustic instruments.
One must be careful in changing the balance on
fundamentals. This can upset the balance of the
entire spectrum by making the sound too thin or
bottomless with excessive attenuation. Too much

emphasis will make the bottom
heavy and dull
sounding.
400-2K Hz: This is the normal mid
-range for acoustic
instruments, although it can be
extended in both
directions for electronic instrum
ents. This range
contains �he clearly audible par
ts of a sound's
spectrum' and should be treated
with care. Proper
emphasis can add clarity to a voic
e, but too much
of the upper end of this register will
make the sound
somewhat "tinny." Since this rang
e contains a great
deal of information, too much boo
st can often cause
what is known as "listener fatigue
." As the expres
sion implies, the ear actually become
s overworked
and could result in an ineffective
listening experi
ence.
2K-6K Hz: This is the general "pre
sence" register for
the wide spectrum range of
electronic sounds.
Boosting the middle of this rang
e can bring the
sound more to the "front" of a mix
. A standard re
cording practice is to boost the area
appriximately
SK, which makes the recording
or performance
sound brighter and louder. Hig
h energy square
waves around 3 or 4K can be very
piercing, there
fore these events may call for a bit
of attenuation.
Around 4 to 6K is the "clarity"
area for instru
ments, but too much boost here can
also cause lis
tener fatigue. At the higher end of
this range there
is apt to be a certain amount of nois
e introduced
by the recording process or by
noisy equipment.
Careful attenuation here can redu
ce the noise, but
take care that the spectrum is
not significantly
changed.
6K and up: This range will determi
ne the general bril
liance of acoustic sounds. Some
electronic sounds
have their presence in this area.
Tape hiss is very
audible at this end of the spectrum
, hence some
slight attenuation can usually clea
n up the record
ing. Many modulation spectra
can be brightened
up by boosting the range, whi
ch in effect adds
gain to the high end of the summat
ion frequencies.

Filters

Figure 9.9. Moog graphic equalizer

High-Pass Filters
While one function of an equazie
r is to attenuate vari
ous parts of the frequency spectru
m, it is a filter's job
to totally eliminate various frequen
cies and frequency
bands. In general, a filter is
a circuit or network of
circuits for the transmission and
elimination of se
lected frequencies. In working
with white sound
sources, the use of filters makes
it possible to divide
the white sound into smaller ban
ds of colored sound.
In figure 9.lOA, the white sou
nd spectrum is repre
sented with an overall amplitu
de of 60 db. With a
"high pass" filter, it would be
possible to eliminate

oooo40db20db10db 16 Hz

16 Hz

f6 Hz

white sound spectrum

high-pass
filtering

24k Hz

A

15k Hz cut-off

high-pass filtering
with "ideal' ' cut-off
_ .
characteristics (90 slope)

24k Hz

Figure 9.10. High-pass
filter applications to
white sound

the lower portion of this spectru
m. The frequencies
which are attenuated by 60 db are
referred to as the
"stop-band" or "reject band." The
remaining frequen
cies are referred to as the "pa
ss-band." In general
terms, the point at which the
attenuation begins is
called the "cut-off frequency,"
and with variable fil
ters this cut-off can be set at alm
ost any point in the
spectrum. In figure 9.lOB, the cutoff frequency is 15k
Hz. In more specific terms, the
cut-off frequency is
actually the point at which the
filter causes 3 db at
tenuation in the spectrum.
It is much easier to observe the
effectiveness of a
filter in graphic terms. The idea
l filter would provide
an abrupt blockage of all frequen
cies, beginning with
the cut-off frequency as shown
in figure 9.lOC. This
°
90 "slope" is almost impossible
to achieve however
due to the characteristics of
the filter's c;mponents'.
In very simple filters the slop
e is about a 6 db per
octave "roll-off." This means tha
t the efficiency of the
filter is now measured in terms of
rate of attenuation
per octave. A more efficient filte
r may have a 24 db
per octave rolloff ( see figure 9.11
). As will be ex
plained later in this chapter, a high
-Q or sharp cut-off
filter may be the most desirable
for work in electronic
music. On the other hand, a grad
ual-slope filter has
the advantage of being used as an
equalizer.

16k Hz cut-off

Figure 9.11. Low-pass filter with
a 16k Hz cut-off

24k Hz
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Low-Pass Filters
other
In addition to the high-pass, there are several
exact
the
ves
filter designs. The low-pass filter achie
high
the
with
As
inverse effect of the high-pass filter.
ass fil
pass design, the cut-off frequency of the low-p
spec
audio
ter can usually be set at any point in the
ble
possi
trum. In using a low-pass filter, it would be
e
figur
to affect either end of the spectrum shown in
be
9.12, or to have a cut-off frequency at any point
tween these two extremes.
The most valuable application of high- and low
ing
pass filters is in shaping various timbres by remov
com
a
se
suppo
ion,
situat
overtones. As a hypothetical
ed
poser had produced a very complex timbre as notat
the
felt
oser
comp
in figure 9.13A. In this case the
his
sound was too "bright" ar had too much "bite" for
this
e
reduc
to
preference. One process he might apply
gh a
is low-pass filtering. By passing the timbre throu
ency
frequ
low-pass 40 db/octave filter with a cut-off
,
uated
of l.lk Hz, the top partials would be atten
fig
(
thereby taking some of the "edge" off the sound
e
ure 9.13B). An even sharper roll-off would remov
inten
the
ing
affect
ut
witho
,
these partials completely
er
sities of the lower partials (fig. 7.13C). Anoth
the
set
to
is
ls
partia
top
method of eliminating the
t
cut-off frequency at some point lower than the lowes
will
This
Hz.
950
partials to be eliminated, perhaps
to
add more attenuation to the top partials but, due
the
of
some
roll-off, it would be at the expense of
lower partials (fig. 9.13D).
All of the above treatments can also be applied in
working with a high-pass filter. Beginning with the
same timbre as in figure 9.13A, suppose that the com
the
poser wished to attenuate or eliminate some of
must
ency
frequ
f
cut-of
the
Again
lower frequencies.
.
be adjusted to produce the desired timbre (fig. 9.14)

16

Hz

16 Hz

Figure 9.12. Low-pass filtering of white sound

24k Hz

24k Hz

16 Hz

Figure 9.13. Notation of low-pass filtering of a complex timbre.
Relative amplitudes of individual frequencies are indicated by the
size of the note
D

500 Hz center frequency

D'
1E
16 Hz

24k Hz

l.7k Hz center

16 Hz

frequency

lOO Hz center
frequency

series on a string instrument by lightly running his
finger up and down the string from node to node.
More will be said about this when discussing Q.
If a studio or system is not equipped with a band
pass filter, it is possible to create band-pass results
by using a low-pass and a high-pass filter in conjunc
tion with each other. To achieve the bell curve shown
in figure 9.16, the signal would first have to be pro
cessed through a high-pass filter with a 900 Hz cut-off
and then through a low-pass filter with an 1,100 Hz
cut-off. A precaution to observe here is that both fil
ters should have the same roll-off characteristics or
the curve will be uneven and the center frequency
will not be in the center (see figure 9.18).

24k Hz

24k Hz

Figure 9.15. Band-pass
filtering of white sound

Filter Q
Most low-pass and band-pass filters allow further
modification by a provision called "Q". Also known
as "regeneration," "resonance," "response," "feedback,"
etc., Q is a measure of the efficiency or sharpness of
a filter. For a band-pass filter, Q is calculated by
dividing the center frequency by the bandwidth. In
figure 9.19A the center frequency is 500 Hz and the
bandwidth is 100 Hz (450-550 Hz). The Q factor is
then 500: 100
.5. If the bandwidth were narrowed
to 50 Hz (475-525 Hz as in figure 9.19B), then the
Q would be 10. This narrowing of the passband aud
ibly isolates the individual spectral components as
they are examined by the filter's center frequency. In
graphic equalizers the term Q is often substituted for
bandwidth. It should be understood that a Q factor
is only meaningful when both the center frequency
and bandwidth are known. A 100 Hz bandwidth at
500 Hz yields a Q of 5, but the same bandwidth at
a lk Hz center frequency (950-1050 Hz) produces a
Q of 10.
Try patching a sawtooth wave through a band
pass filter with a moderately high Q setting. Manu
ally sweep the filter through the sawtooth's spectrum
and count the individual overtones as they come into
the passband range. Each harmonic should be fairly
obvious, at least up to the eleventh or twelfth. Beyond
this point the individual frequencies are very close
together and a higher Q may be needed to isolate
them. This experiment points out two phenomena. If
the center frequency is tuned to the fundamental of
the waveshape, a high Q filter may tend to distort and
the distortion decreases with higher center frequen
cies. With classic waveforms the fundamental contains
more energy than any other harmonic. Since Q can

Figure 9.14. Notation of high-pass filtering of a complex timbre

Band-Pass Filters
A third filter design to be considered is the "band
pass." The high- and low-pass filters were limited to
attenuating either the relative low or high ends of the
spectrum. The band-pass filter has the function of
attenuating or eliminating both ends of the spectrum
at the same time. Referring again to white sound, the
ideal band-pass filter could eliminate any amount of
e
sound from each end of the spectrum. But of cours
this instantaneous transition from band-pass to band
n
stop exhibits less accurate slopes, such as those show
the
en
betwe
ay
midw
ency
frequ
in figure 9.15. The
high and low cut-off frequencies is referred to as the
fre
"center frequency." In some designs the band-pass
lower
the
for
one
pots;
two
quencies are determined by
cut-off frequency (high-pass), and one for the upper
two
cut-off frequency (low-pass). By adjusting these
s
variou
ce
produ
to
cut-off frequencies, it is possible
"
"shelf
wide
band-pass patterns ranging from a very
.
9.16)
pattern to a very narrow "bell curve" (figure
Bandpass filters have various formats for the de
g
termination of the center frequency and for settin
the band-width. The band-width is the spectrum of
frequencies to be passed. There are several ways to
indicate this. The first is by using a separate pot for
the high and low cut-off frequencies; the second is
to have a single pot with "maximum"-and "minimum"
settings. The latter, of course, tells the composer noth
ing about what the maximum and minimum settings
represent. The minimum may be a 200 Hz band-width
and the maximum may be a 300 Hz band-width-which
isn't a great deal of variation especially at higher fre
quencies. Some pots are calibrated with arbitrary num
bers -1, -, -3, 0, + 1, +2, +3, etc. Again, this gives
no information as to the exact band-width, and the

I

Figure 9.16. Shelf and
bell pass bands

Bell curve

=

Figure 9.17. Timbre modification
with a band-pass filter

composer would have to refer to the manufacturer's
specifications for information and would probably end
up calibrating the pot himself. The fourth and most
standard (in scientific terms) method of determin
ing band-width is "percent band width." This is de
fined as (f1d1 X 100%) f-\/f1J1 , where f11 is the cut-off
frequency, the -3 db point, and f1 is the standard total
attenuation point, -60 db. This involves considerable
mathematics, and a discriminating ear works just as
well.
With the band-pass filter it is possible to "center
in" on any partial or group of partials of any existing
or constructed timbre. By beginning with a saw-tooth
wave (figure 9.17A) and subjecting it to ban d-pass
filtering, it is possible to produce a timbre as illus
trated in figure 9.17B.
Minute inspection of timbres can be achieved by
scanning a particular timbre with a very narrow band
width band-pass filter. This technique would be ana
logous to the musician producing the natural harmonic

high pass
900 Hz
cut-off

16 Hz 900 Hz

24k Hz

low pass
1-lk Hz
cut-off
'----

16 Hz

/

900 Hz

\

24k Hz

1-lk Hz

Figure 9.18. Series connection for band-pass
filtering
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500 Hz
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24k Hz

16 Hl

24k Hz
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bandpass
filter

475 Hz

525 Hz

500 Hz
(f,)

Figure 9.19. Band-pass Q

24k Hz

16 Hz

Figure 9.22.
Band-reject filtering of
white sound

lowpass
filter

original timbre

Figure 9.20. Low-pass filter Q

be thought of as increased energy of the center fre
quency, increasing the energy of an already high en
ergy sound may lead to circuit overload and distor
tion. If you have this problem simply turn down the
Q as the center frequency approaches the fundamen
tal. This logic can be built into an instrument with
a voltage controlled compression patch as discussed
later in the chapter ( see page 160). Another problem
you may encounter with a high Q filter is circuit os
cillation. A filter circuit is somewhat similar to that
of an oscillator. If the Q goes beyond some critical
point the filter will in fact oscillate and can often be
used as an effective sine wave oscillator. This is more
frequently the case with low-pass filters, and because
of this the maximum position of the Q pot is often
marked as "oscillation."
Low-pass filter Q can be described as an increase
in gain or amplitude at the cut-off frequency. As illus
trated in figure 9.20 this resonant peak is usually ac
complished by simultaneously raising the gain of the
cut-off frequency and lowering the gain of the rest of
the spectrum. High Q low-pass filtering can produce
the same distortion problems as bandpass filter. Here
also the solution is to keep the Q factor under control
by careful tuning.
Q may be added to a band-pass or low-pass filter
even if it does not have a Q control. The solution is
to use the filter to regenerate or reinforce the cut-off
or center frequency. As illustrated in figure 9.21, the
filter output is split and one leg is fed back to the
input of the filter. One must consider, however, that
there is a critical phase shift in the pass-band at the
°
cut-off or center frequency. If this shift is 180 and
150

209 Hl center
frequency
238 Hz band
width

365 Hl center
frequency
560 Hl band•
width

675 Hl center
frequency
583 Hl band•
width

Figure 9.23. Notation of the effects of band-reject

filter

Figure 9.21. "Q" technique by external signal regeneration

the output is mixed with the input, the result will be
cancellation of the signal. The solution is to patch the
feedback leg through a phase inversion circuit so that
it comes back "in-phase" with the original signal. The
in-phase mix will result in a boost in gain of the cen
ter or cut-off frequency and produce a higher Q. The
circuit used for the phase shift can usually be a mixer
with positive and negative outputs, the negative out
put being the inverted form of the input. If the mixer
does not have a dedicated negative output, the circuit
will still usually introduce a certain amount of phase
shift dependent on the gain. In this case some experi
mentation will be needed to find the correct phase
relationship by tuning the gain but is nevertheless an
effective patch.
Notch Filters
The inverse of a band-pass function is the band-reject,
band-stop, or notch filter ( also sometimes referred to
as "band-elimination" or "exclusion filters"). As the
name implies, the function of this filter is to notch out
a selected band of frequencies from the spectrum.
Figure 9.22 illustrates a few of the many band-reject
spectra. Figure 9.23 shows, in musical notation, the
effect of the above curves on a single timbre. As with

the band-pass filter, the center frequency and band
width of the band-reject filter may be controlled by
using two different pots. The difference is that the
lower cut-off point determines the low-pass frequen
cies and the higher cut-off point determines the high
pass frequencies,-thus producing a rejection of all fre
quencies between those two points. In the case of the
band-reject filter, the center frequency refers to the
frequency in the center of the rejected band. In the
same manner, band-width refers to the rejected band
of frequencies.
Just as a high- and low-pass filter may be connected
in series to produce band-pass functions, they may
also be connected in "parallel" to produce band-reject
functions. A parallel circuit is one in which the signal
is divided between two or more components. In this
case the signal is split with a "Y" network" parallel
0

A "Y" network or "Y" plugs have three branches usually
used as 1 input and 2 outputs. Using "Y" plugs as mixers,
2 inputs and 1 output is usually unsatisfactory, see chap. 8.

outputs or a multiple and then passed simultaneously
through both filters and then mixed back together to
produce a band-rejected signal ( fig. 9.24).
In several commercial electronic music systems, the
band-pass and band-reject functions are produced by
series and parallel wiring. This can be achieved in
stantaneously by a "filter selector" or "filter coupler"
switch. If the switch is off or in the "independent" po
sition, both the high- and low-pass filters operate in
dependently of each other. With the switch in "band
pass" position, the two filters are internally hooked
in series, and in the "band-reject" position the filters
are hooked in parallel. If a coupling switch is not avail
able, the external patching is still relatively easy to ac
complish.
All of the filter designs discussed thus far have been
variable in terms of band-width and center frequency.
A non-variable filter is usually a band-pass network
designed to attenuate a particular fixed band-width
in the same manner as a graphic equalizer. As the
name implies, these fixed filters cannot be varied ex
cept by internal component substitution, and this in
volves a great deal of time, both in computations and
in soldering. Many studios are equipped with 60 Hz
and 120 Hz fixed filters which are usually used to
reduce the 60 Hz and 120 Hz hum often caused by
unshielded wiring or poor ground connections. ( In .the
United States alternating electrical current is based
on a 60 Hz supply frequency which is often audible
as 60 Hz or 120 Hz hum-the 120 Hz hum being a
result of the 2nd harmonic.) By passing the signal
through a 60 Hz and 120 Hz filter, this annoying hum
can be reduced and often eliminated. In this par
ticular case, the filter's Q is critical, since a wide band
width would attenuate other frequencies around the
60 Hz and 120 Hz center frequencies.
Filter Banks
One of the most valuable tools for the composer
is the fixed-filter bank-several fixed filters housed
within a single chassis. One basic filter-bank design
consists of one input which is bussed to several indi
vidual filters, each with its own output. The filter bank
shown in figure 9.25 consists of a low-pass ( 400 Hz
cut-off), two band-pass ( 400 Hz to lk Hz and lk Hz
to 3k Hz), and one high-pass filter ( 3k Hz cut-off).

'high•pass
filter

low·pass
filter

Figure 9.24. Parallel connection for band-reject
filtering
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(high pass)
above 3K Hz

(band pass)
1K-3K Hz

(band pass)
400- lK Hz

��:! 04� Hz

Figure 9.25.
Fixed filter bank
or comb filter

There is no standard band-width or number of fre
quency bands employed in filter-bank design; this will
vary greatly according to the individual manufacturer.
This filter format resembles a graphic equalizer ex
cept for the fact that filter banks usually only provide
unity gain of each part of the spectrum. Each pass
band may be attenuated by its corresponding pot but
very seldom does it provide gain increase. Graphic
equalizers usually provide boost to each pass-band.
This, of course, does not prevent the filter bank from
being used to equalize a spectrum and this is often
its prime application.
Universal Filters
The Universal or Multimode filter is simultaneously a
high-pass, low-pass, band-pass and notch filter, all
with independent outputs. The high, low, and band
pass frequencies are shared by setting a single con
trol, and the notch center frequency can usually be
adjusted by a sesparate control, but will be within a
step or two of the center frequency of the specified
band-pass. The Eu Universal Active Filter is pictured
in figure 9.26. In addition to the obvious filtering
curves available from such an instrument, it can be
used to create a striking quadraphonic space using
the patch shown in figure 9.27. Each of the passband
outputs is taken to a different output channel and dis
tributed ·in the four corners of a performance space.
Each speaker will then produce a particular pass-band
so that the spectrum is distributed according to spec
tral range throughout the room. Unlike dedicated high
pass filters, the high-pass output of the multimode
filter can have an effective Q. Also, with this design
the rest of the spectrum is not attenuated in relation
to higher Q values.
One of the more interesting applications of this
type of filter is called "filter ringing." By patching a
sharp transient, such as a keyboard trigger, to the
filter input, the circuit will ring at the specified cut
off frequency. You can try this by patching the trig
ger output of the keyboard to the signal input of the
152

Figure 9.26. The Eu Universal Active Filter. (Photo courtesy of Eu
Systems, Inc. Used by permission.)
signal,.

band pass0.,

band reject 0.,

universal
filter

tow pass0.,

ch. 3

ch. 2

quad space

ch. 1

sient to cause the ringing, and the keyboard gate, also
patched in with the same "percussion" switch, deter
mines which Q control is in effect. If the gate is high
( key depressed) the "Q" pot controls what will be
the initial decay. As the gate goes low ( key released)
the Q control is given to the "final Q" pot, and this
setting determines the degree of the final decay. This
process is illustrated in figure 9.28. If the "keyboard
percussion" switch is off, the final Q control is inef
fective. This patch need not be limited to simple de
caying sinewaves. Try simultaneously filtering a sound
and imposing the filter ringing effect over it.
The multimode filter can also be useful in produc
ing "formants." A formant can be described as a favor
ite frequency or spectral area of an instrument, acou
stic space or circuit. Whenever any signal's spectrum
contains a space or circuit's formant frequency, that
part of the spectrum will be boosted. Equalizers are
usually used to compensate for a room's formant(s)
by attenuating that particular part of the spectrum.
A formant filter, or a multimode filter used the right
way, can simulate these formats to provide a more
lively sound-if that's what you want. The technique
is as follows: mix the high, low, and band-pass out
puts of the filter in equal proportions. The result so
far will seem redundant because high-pass plus low
pass plus band-pass equal the original signal. But now
Q can be added and the various output passbands can
be attenuated to produce some rather unique response
curves.

ch. 4

Figure 9.27. Spectral
distribution in a quad
space

filter. Increase the Q so that an activated trigger pro
duces a decaying sound from the filter. Note that the
decay time can be adjusted by raising and lowering
the Q value. This patch is usually built into a multi
mode filter, often referred to as "keyboard percussion."
A switch will connect the keyboard trigger to the fil.
ter input, therefore the need for external patching is
eliminated. Instruments with this option will probably
have two Q controls-"Q" and "final Q." These two
Q controls are used to control the envelope of the rung
filter. The produced sound is an exponentially decay
ing sinewave. A single Q control determines the length
of the decay. Two Q controls make it possible to repli
cate the "initial" and "final" decay ( or "release") of
the envelope, as with the ADSR. The process is a bit
complicated but should be understood in order to
maximize the possible applications of the patch. The
keyboard trigger supplies the filter with a sharp tran-

&

keyboard

'

V

keyboard

'The frequency of the "ring" is determined by
the filter's frequency offset so it would be
logical to control it with the keyboard voltage.

n

�
n

�

Figure 9.28. Filter ringing. This is not possible with all filters. If
your system is capable of this technique it will probably be
explained in your manual.

Aspects of Voltage Controlled Filters

The applications of filters in electronic music are so
vast and varied that they could almost comprise a
methodology separate from the other techniques of
electronic music. Filter techniques, however, share a
common structuring technique with other parameters
of electronic in terms of voltage control. Just as con
trol voltages can be used to structure the pitch, loud
ness, and timing of electronic instruments, timbre and
voicing can be structured with voltage control of a
filter's center or cut-off frequency, bandwidth, and
where applicable, Q. The process of voltage control
is well understood at this point, and various voltage
control filter ( VCF) applications have been previously
dealt with as needed. VCF control with keyboards,
sequencers, sample/holds, envelope generators, etc.,
can easily be experimented with by keeping in mind
which parameter is being controlled. In the event that
your resources do not provide voltage controlled Q, you
can use the patch illustrated in figure 9.30. This is
an expansion on the Q patch illustrated in figure 9.21.
To voltage control the Q all that is needed is to volt
age control the gain of the feedback leg by insertion
of a VCA in the signal patch. This makes it possible
to correlate Q with any other voltage controlled pa
rameter such as center frequency, the pitch of the
filtered signal, envelope shape, note duration, rhythm,
etc.
Once the cut-off frequency has been established,
either by manual setting or by application of a DC
voltage, an AC control voltage may be applied to
modulate the cut-off frequency in accordance with the
applied waveshape. The ratio of the control voltage
to the cut-off frequency displacement varies with dif
ferent systems. As a hypothetical example, suppose
that an arbitrary ratio of 1 volt of applied voltage will
produce 1 octave displacement of the center frequency.
( This is in an exponential mode.) Therefore, a square
wave control voltage with an amplitude of 1 volt, as
applied to a low-pass filter with a 440 Hz cut-off fre
quency, would abruptly shift the cut-off frequency
one octave in each direction once every cycle, as shown
in figure 9.31A. If the control voltage was dropped to
1/2 volt the rate of modulation would be the same
but the displacement about the center frequency would

low pass
signal

multimode
filter

band pass
high pass

mix"

• A true formant filter will have this mixing stage built into the circuit.

Figure 9.29. Formant filtering
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control voltage
(envelope, RVS, etc.)

"Remember that the feedback leg must
be "in-phase" with the input signal.
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signal --------.i

Figure 9.30. Simulation of voltage controlled Q
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Figure 9.31. Voltage control of a filter with a square wave
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Figure 9.32. Voltage
control of a filter with
a sine wave
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Figure 9.33. Voltage
control of a filter with
a ramp wave

only be 1/2 octave ( figure 9.31B). By using a sine wave
program signal, the effect would be a glissando back
and forth about the center frequency ( figure 9.32). A
ramp wave program would produce an upward glis
sando to a point determined by its voltage, an abrupt
shift to a point opposite the center frequency, fol
lowed by a glissando back up to the center frequency
( figure 9.33). If the control voltages were below the
audio range, the ear could possibly distinguish between
each of the spectral components as the cut-off fre
quency moves higher and lower according to the pro
gram signal. An approximation of musical notation of
this effect is given with each example. As the program
frequency approaches the audio range, the ear will
begin to hear sidebands produced by the rapid modu
lation. As explained before, this is a combination of
phase modulation caused by the modulation of the cut
off frequency and amplitude modulation caused by the
fact that the slope of the filter is continually moving,
causing crescendi and diminuendi as it affects various
parts of the spectrum.
Voltage control of a high-pass filter works the same
way, except that the inverse patterns would be pro
duced, as shown in figure 9.34.
Band-pass and band-reject filters are also subject
to voltage control, but in this case there are usually
two voltage controllable parameters-center frequency
and band-width. If a band-pass filter is thought of as
a high- and low-pass filter connected in series, it is
very easy to understand how both center frequency
and band-width can be subjected to voltage control.
By applying the same program voltage to both filters
simultaneously, the cut-off frequencies will be shifted
in an exponential manner, keeping the band-width be
tween them the same. As a hypothetical example, sup
pose that the center frequency was 24 Hz with a half
octave slope on each side. This means that the cut-off
for the high-pass filter would be 16 Hz and the cut
off for the low-pass filter would be 32 Hz. The ratio
represented by this band-width is 16:32, or 1:2. By
keeping this 1:2 ratio constant, there will always be
a half-octave slope on either side of the center fre-

quency. If the center frequency is 440 Hz, the high
pass cut-off would be 330 Hz and the low-pass
cut-off would be 660 Hz ( 330:660 = 1:2). Since a
band-reject filter is essentially a high- and low-pass
filter connected in parallel, the treatment is the same
except that the center frequency now refers to the
point of maximum attenuation. In both cases the ap
plication of a control voltage is the same-a higher
voltage will result in a wider shift in the center fre
quency, while the waveshape determines in what man
ner the frequency will move.
By routing white sound through a voltage
controlled band-pass filter, it would be possible to
"play" various sound bands by varying the control
voltage with a keyboard or sequencer ( figure 9.35).
Even more of a pitch effect could be produced if the
filter were resonant. The same treatment with a band
reject filter would allow the composer to play "holes"
in white sound or in a complex spectrum ( figure 9.36).
By voltage-controlling the center frequency, it is
also possible to track any portion of another voltage
controlled sound. If the following sequence of timbres
were being produced by ring modulating ( or any other
type of modulation) two constant-ratio frequencies,
any constant portion of each successive timbre could
be continually passed or rejected in the following man
ner. ( See figure 9.37.) Set the band-pass or band-

band•pass

white sound

DC voltage

Figure 9.35. Voltage control of a band-pass filter
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band-reject

DC voltage
source

Figure 9.34. Voltage control of a high-pass filter

reject filter to affect whatever portion of the first tim
bre is desired, and then use the same voltage being
used to control the oscillators, which in this case is a
sequence of nonfluctuating DC voltages, to control
also the center frequency of the filter. As the DC con
trol voltage shifts the oscillators, it will also shift the
center frequency of the filter, resulting in similar tim
bres no matter what range of frequencies are being
produced by the modulation ( figure 9.37).
The band-width of a band-pass or band reject fil
ter can be controlled by varying the ratio between the
high and low cut-off frequencies of series and par
allel high- and low-pass filters. In the earlier example,
a center frequency of 440 Hz with a half-octave slope
on each side represented a 1:2 ratio. If the high-pass
cut-off is raised from 330 Hz to 395 Hz, and the low
pass is lowered from 660 Hz to 550 Hz, the center
frequency would remain the same but the band-width
would have narowed to a ratio of approximately 3:2.
This process can be voltage-controlled by exponen
tially moving each cut-off frequency for the high- and
low-pass filters the same interval toward or away from
the center frequency, depending on whether it is de
sired to narrow or widen the band-width. An applica
tion of a DC voltage would change the ratio according
to the preset voltage. If the preset ratio is established
with an X volt DC level, an application of a negative

Figure 9.36. Voltage control of a band-reject filter

band•
reiect
filter

Figure 9.37. Constant timbre production
with voltage-controlled filters
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Figure g_39_ Modulation of band width

X DC voltage would make the ratio larger, thereby
widening the band-width. Conversely, an application
of a positive X DC voltage would make the band-width
narrower. By using an AC program voltage, the band
width would change in accordance with the positive
· and negative changes in the program voltage ( figure
9.38).
Following the principles of voltage control, the
amount of band-width modulation depends on the in
tensity of the program signal, with the modulation
rate a function of the program frequency. It should
also be pointed out that band-width and center fre
quency are independent functions and can be con
trolled by two separate control voltages. This means
that it is possible to raise or lower the center frequency
while widening or narrowing the band-width. By ap
plying the same control voltage to both functions, it
is possible to raise or lower the center frequency in
direct proportion to the modulation of the band-width.
By routing one of the control-voltage lines through a
voltage inverter it would be possible to vary the cen
ter frequency and band-width in inverse proportions.
Since the initial musique concrete experiments of
Pierre Schaeffer, the filter has become one of the most
widely utilized devices of the electronic music com
poser. As new methods of sound modification were
developed, more effective methods of design enabled
the filter to hold its place as one of the composer's
most useful tools. The whole concept of subtractive
synthesis makes it irreplaceable in the electronic mu
sic studio. More recent voltage-control designs have
opened an entire new realm for filter applications.
Techniques of formant and timbre modulation are still
in their infant stages and their full potentials in terms
of sound modification have yet to be realized. In con
junction with various other modules and voltage
sources, the filter affords the composer an endless
number of sound-modification techniques.
Patches and Projects
The following patches are only beginning points for
further exploration of filtering techniques. Some
patches exemplify how various filter parameters can
be correlated with other ongoing controls in an instru
ment, and other configurations suggest filter applica
tions outside of the normal spectral control. Work
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through each patch as your resources allow, then try
to incorporate various filters in the patches suggested
in previous chapters.

Figure 9.39 Dynamic Bandwidth. A rich non-harmonic
spectrum is produced by a ring or balanced modu
lator and patched through a bandpass filter. The
VCO controller, a keyboard, sequencer, random volt
age source, etc., simultaneously drives the filter so
that the center frequency is at the same relative spot
in the spectrum and this can be adjusted as desired.
The patch will be most effective if the filter's center
frequency corresponds to the center of the modulation
spectrum. Offset the filter for a minimum bandwidth
and control it with an envelope generator. When the
EC is triggered the bandwidth will open to maximum
( if the EC voltage is not attenuated) and return to
minimum as the envelope decays. This is most effec
tive when the transient bandwidth occurs simultaneous
with a change of spectrum so that a keyboard con
troller might be best to start with. If a VCA is used
for final amplitude control, make sure that its con
trolling envelope is longer than the envelope control
ling the bandwidth.
Figure 9.40 Inverted Sp ctral Sweeps. This is an in
teresting patch to use with a pre-amplified acoustic
sound such as a piano. The signal is split and taken
to two low-pass filters. An envelope detector is used
to generate a timing pulse to fire an envelope gener
ator. The EC's voltage is patched directly to the cen
ter frequency control of one filter and simultaneously
patched through an invertor before being connected
to the cut-off control of the other filter. With an
attack from the instrument the trigger fires the EC,
driving the center frequency of filter 1 up and si
multaneously driving the cut-off of filter 2 down. The
two opposing spectral sweeps are mixed to a single
output channel. This simulates band-reject filtering,
but by playing with different Q relationships some
interesting phasing effects can be done due to the
phase shift in each filter. If you don't have two band
pass filters use whatever filters are available and see
what you can do with the patch.

EG 2

Figure 9.39. Dynamic band width
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Figure 9.40. Inverted spectral sweeps
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Figure 9.41. Spectral glissandi

keyboard

low pass
filter
f, = 2-3 Hz

integrated keyboard voltage

Figure 9.41-Spectral Glissandi. This patch involves
tracking a VCO and any type of available filter in
parallel. Discrete pitch choices are made by keyboard
control, and a separate portamento output is used to
drive the filter. If the keyboard does not have a sepa
rate portamento output, patch a leg of the keyboard
voltage through an integrator.
Figure 9.42-A Low-pass Filter as an Integrator. If
your instrument does not have a dedicated integrator
an integration process can be accomplished with a

Figure 9.42. Low-pass filter as an
integrator

low-pass filter if it will accept a sub-audio DC volt
age as an input signal. Filters are, of course, designed
to process audio frequencies, but the typical circuits
used in low-pass filters affect a slew on sub-audio fre
quencies. Patch a keyboard voltage through a low
pass filter and set the center frequency around 3 to
5 Hz. Now patch the filter output to a VCO, and the
keyboard voltage will have an exponential portamento.
The portamento rate can be varied by changing the
cut-off frequency. By voltage controlling the cut-off
frequency you have the added feature of voltage con
trolled integration. Using this technique requires that
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Figure 9.43. Selective spectral shifts
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each sequencer bank is tuned to produce these center frequencies

Figure 9.44. Simulated vowel formants

Q be kept at minimum, since a high Q may de-tune
the keyboard. But of course such de-tuning may be
just what the musician ordered!

This patch can be used successfully with acoustic sig
nals and may be adapted to practically any filter proc
ess.

Figure 9.43-Selective Spectral Shifts. A filter and a
frequency shifter may be used to de-tune only se
lected portions of a spectrum. In this patch a low C
squarewave is patched to a highpass filter which hy
pothetically passes everything above the fifth partial.
The filter output is then patched to a frequency shifter
which up-shifts that part of the spectrum. It may then
be re-mixed with the original spectrum so that the
shifted harmonics ( which are no longer "harmonic")
clash with the up-shifted part of the original spec
trum. A more subtle approach is to use a parallel low
pass filter set at the same cut-off frequency before
this mixer to remove the part of the spectrum proc
essed by the frequency shifter. The final mix will have
the harmonic/ enharmonic clash but will be a slight
shift of just the upper partials, much like a steel drum.

Figure 9.44-Simulated Vowel Formants. The vowel
sounds used in human speech are produced by a buzz
source ( the vocal chords) being processed by five
different formant areas in the vocal tract. As explained
earlier a formant is a resident resonance area, and in
the speech process these formants are controlled by
the various throat, mouth, and tongue positions. If a
complex waveshape is passed through these resonance
areas each corresponding area of the spectrum will be
boosted. This process may be simulated with moderate
success by using a sawtooth VCO and three bandpass
or formant filters. Each filter is tuned to one of the
three formant areas for each sound. For example, the
"ee" is produced by tuning the first filter to 270 Hz,
the second to 1990 Hz and the third to 3010 Hz. The
most effective settings would be a moderately wide
bandwidth and a high Q to simulate the formant. Do
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not, however, get the Q so high that the filter goes
into oscillation. When a rich sound is passed through
these filters in parallel and remixed to a single line
the "ee" should sound, independent of the pitch of
the VCO. These vowel sounds will be even more real
istic as they pass from one set of formants to another,
as in pronouncing "ae"- "i"- "ah"- "oo" and so on.
At this point we have to consider control. We know
what we have to do but now must figure out a way
to do it. The problem is to get access to three parallel
controls, one for each filter ( note that the formant
regions do not move in parallel). The obvious answer
is a three bank sequencer. This will work satisfac
torily as long as we are satisfied with sequential ad
dress, that is, calling up each set of formant in a spe
cific repetitive order. In order to skip around from
vowel to vowel we might try to create some sort of
artificial speech. For this we may consider a sequencer
with analog address ( see page 73). Then a keyboard
could be used to select whatever vowel is desired at
any time. Another control possibility would be a key
board with three independent tunable voltages for
each key, which would, of course, relicates a key ad
dressed sequencer. Perhaps the most efficient method
would be a micro-processor based analog synthesizer
in which the formant voltages could be stored in digi
tal form and called up as needed. Control of the pitch
source is still another matter. People do not usually
speak in discrete pitches, but rather each sound has
a slight glissando within and around it. This can be
done with a portamento keyboard or a joystick. My
own preference for this patch is a joystick so I am
not locked into 12-tone equal temperament speaking!

A further expansion is to integrate the formants so
that the vowels slide into and out of each other. At
some point this instrument becomes rather academic
for the resources of most instruments, but is worth
experimenting with. If you have only two filters, use
the first two formants. The effect will not be as "hu
man" but the instruments are not human either. If
analog address is not possible tune up an interesting
sequence and clock through it with the trigger from
the keyboard used to control the VCO. Try some ran
dom formant by controlling a couple of filters with
random voltage sources. Instead of using a single VCO,
try formant filter of some complex non-harmonic
modulation spectra. An entire composition could be
based around some artificial language created by such
a patch. More will be said about spectral replication
when discussing vocoders in chapter 14.

Figure 9.45-Whistle Patch. This patch was kindly
supplied by Japanese composer Isao Tomita and was
originally designed for a Moog instrument. The instru
ment has been re-notated here as flow-chart format
for the convenience of the general reader. The basis
of the patch is a white noise source passed through a
high Q low-pass filter. The various levels of control
are quite interesting and deserve a detailed analysis.
The filter is offset in the middle of its low range and
this offset defines the lowest "whistle pitch." Pitch
center is achieved by having the filter at maximum
Q without going into oscillation. The filter is then
voltage controlled by two voltage sources: a keyboard
determines discrete pitch reference, and a mixed 5 Hz
LFO and envelope generator ( ADSR format) provide

low range/Q = maximum
low pass
VCF

I=----.
EG 3

linear
mode

EG 2

EG 1

attack
50 ma

EG 3

715 ma

EG 2

1"

initial decay 1u1tain
2 ma
10
2 ma

150 ma

10

4

relHH
20 me
3 ma

7 ma

�
EG 3

Figure 9.45. "Whistle patch" designed by
lsao Tomita
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a transient sweep of the whistle pitch. EC 1, trigger
by the keyboard, generates the defined envelope and
a second EC controls the gain of a VCA, which in
turn shapes the amplitude of the LFO triangle wave.
Note in figure 9.45 that the mixer has a gain offset of
.2 ( on a scale of O to 1 but the mixed triangle wave
and EC 2 contour will not affect the filter until both
ECs are triggered. When this happens the filter will
change to a new cut-off frequency as determined by
the keyboard and will also have a transient sweep as
pictured by the voltage function at the mixer output.
The overall gain is determined by VCA 1, which is
controlled by a third EC, also triggered by the key
board.

Figure 9.46-Cut-off/Filter Q Correlation. A common
problem with high Q filtering is that the filter may
distort if there is too much energy in the part of
the spectrum being filtered. This is most annoying
when the cut-off or center frequency sweeps through
the fundamental of a waveshape. The technique for
having the most efficient Q without distortion for all
cut-off frequencies is to have voltage controlled Q,
which is available on some filters. Offset the Q to
minimum and control it with the same voltage which
is controlling the filter's center frequency. Set the cut
off or center frequency at the fundamental frequency
of the VCO and adjust the Q offset to a point where
you obtain maximum Q without distortion. Then use
the voltage which controls the filter's center frequency
and use it also to control Q. As the center frequency
gets higher the Q factor will increase. As the center
frequency comes back dovm and approaches the fun-

VCF

keyboard

EG

A

VCF

EG

B

Figure 9.46. Cut-off I filter Q correlation
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damental, the Q correspondingly moves lower and dis
tortion is avoided. If your instrument does not provide
voltage controlled Q it may be externally patched, as
was suggested in figure 9.30. The gain of the VCA
controlling the feedback signal can be controlled by
the same function controlling the filter frequency as
illustrated in figure 9.46A. Perhaps a simpler approach
with a bandpass filter is to correlate bandwidth with
center frequency ( figure 9.46B). In band-pass filters Q
and bandwidth are essentially the same thing so that
if they can be inversely related, higher center fre
quencies having a smaller bandwidth, the distortion
problem can be avoided. Even if your filter is designed
not to distort, voltage controlled Q can be used as
an expressive variable in many filter patches. The next
three instruments are taken from ARP 2600, PAIA and
Roland 100 System patch books. Each uses filter( s)
in various ways; each patch has been reproduced here
both in its original form and in flowchart format for
adaption to other instruments.

Figure 9.47-"Steel Drum Corps"-ARP 2600 Patch
Book Patch #49. This instrument combines low-pass
filter oscillation and audio rate filter modulation. A
stepped random voltage is produced by sampling low
noise; and this may be replaced by a triggered RVS
if needed. This random voltage and a 16 Hz square
wave are mixed to frequency modulate a 900 Hz sine
wave. The VCO is given discrete pitch information
from a keyboard. This rather complex signal is then
patched to a voltage controlled low-pass filter which
has its Q at maximum so that the circuit will oscillate.
The pitch of the oscillation will be somewhere above
100 Hz ( the offset of the VCF), as determined by the
various voltage "levels" of the program VCO. To
clarify this, think of the oscillating filter as a voltage
controlled oscillator, which is precisely its purpose in
this patch. Reviewing FM, the displacement from the
center carrier frequency depends on the magnitude
of the program voltage and the index, which in this
case is the attenuate level of VCO 2 where it is patched
into the filter control. It should be stressed that this
VCO is not an audio source being filtered, but rather
is acting as a control for the fitler cut-off. The final
gain of the sound is determined by the VCA which
involves some nice control correlations. The envelope
for the sound is being provided by which is triggered
by the Sample/Hold Clock. Therefore the rhythm is
determined by this clock and it is performer variable
( perhaps consider voltage controlling it with some
thing!). Each time a new random voltage is generated
it is summed with the ADSR voltage to control the
VCA. Therefore this continually changing voltage is
in effect, causing random offsets; but the ADSR sup
plies a constant envelope. The reverb is added for a
"touch of class," but may be eliminated if desired.
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Play up and down keyboard for different metallic effects.
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a

tilter
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reverb

SIH and EG are summed

EG

clock/LFO/
pulse rate variable

The complexity of the patch can be clarified by
distinguishing between the two modulated parameters.
The VCA is being frequency modulated at a constant
rate of 16 Hz. If you listened to the VCO output di
rectly it would sound as a rapid trill due to the wave
shape of the program oscillator, a squarewave. The
discrete reference pitch for the trill is being supplied
by the stepped random voltage from the S/H. So far

Figure 9.47. "Steel Drum Corps" from Arp
2600 Patch Book. Used by permission.

we have a 16 Hz trill at random pitches, and the pitch
changes every time the S/H clock supplies a trigger.
This trilled sinewave from the VCO is in essence fre
quency modulating another sinewave VCO, which is
really an oscillating filter so that the filter generates
complex frequency/phase modulation spectra. The
same trigger fires an ADSR, therefore each new en
velope has a new spectrum. Why go to all the trouble
of frequency modulating an oscillating filter when you
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could FM another VCO? The ARP 2600 has only one
sinewave VCO, and the patch requires two ( the os
cillating filter being the second). The musician must
then call on his "defeat-the-system" talents and im
provise something else to do the oscillating. A second
and less major aspect of the patch is that filter in
corporates phase modulation which adds a slightly
different coloration to the sound.

Figure 9.48-"Heavy Metal Pogo Sticks" by Bruce
Goren from Polyphony Magazine designed for PAIA
instruments. This patch uses a low-pass filter and re
verb to shape the spectrum of one input to a ring
modulator. The patch is self explanatory, but the im
portant feature is the dual effect the filter has on the
final modulation spectrum. The filter input is a
squarewave being frequency modulated at about 3 Hz,
therefore the spectrum is not especially complex. The
filter then removes the upper harmonics of the wave
shape in accordance with the decay functions of the
ADSR. The upper partials of a squarewave are quite
strong in relation to other classic waveforms, and hence
this transient filtering process affects both spectrum
and gain, which in turn contribute to the final ring
modulation product.
Figure 9.49-"GONG"-Roland 101/102 Patch Book.
This instrument uses parallel low-pass filters, one of
which processes a ring modulation spectrum, while

the other processes a triangle wave, which is also one
of the RM inputs. The Roland 101/ 102 is in essence
a keyboard instrument with a pre-packaged set of
additional modules. The flowchart version of this patch
has been slightly re-designed, eliminating one VCA
and one ADSR. The original patch also contains a
printing error which indicates patching the keyboard
voltage to a gate input and visa versa. The VCOs are
tracked in parallel by the keyboard and are tuned
to a perfect fourth, a 4:3 ratio. The ring modulator
then produces a 1:7 ( a fundamental and compound
seventh: 4 + 3 7 and 4 - 3 1) for every frequency
component in the waveshapes. More enharmonicity is
added by the low index FM on the top VCO as it
brings it in and out of tune with the other VCO. This
roughly replicates the "beating" effect we hear in large
gongs. This complex sound is patch to a low-pass fil
ter which is also modulated by the same low frequency
sine wave. The gong's strike tone is supplied by mix
ing a filtered version of the lower triangle wave with
the modulation spectrum. A unaltered triangle wave
would be too rich in harmonics, hence it is filtered
at a constant cut-off frequency by tracking the filter
in parallel with the VCO from the keyboard. Note
also that a homogeneous timbre is achieved by hav
ing minimum Q. Even a moderately high Q would
amplify various partials and disturb the mellowness
of the desired sound.
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Heavy Metal_ Pogo Stkka

low pass
VCF

Reverb:
4730:

KBO

30%
lowpass output, track
position, high range. max.
a. init. freq.-80%
A-minimum
4740:
D-75%
S-75%
A-maximum
(1) 4720:
Sine tuned to C 3
Pulse/ Square tuned to A4
(2) 4720c
3 Hz.: Var.-50%
LFOc
Perform at keyboard mid-range.

out

4740
ADSR
The basic patch and panel parameters
produce a bizarre sound-noise-music that I
refer to as "Heavy Metal Pogo Sticks". But
on the serious side, I have included
instructions to modify the patch to produce
sounds that were used by some of the
"classical" electronic composers of the
1950's and 1960'8.
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Modifications:
For non-harmonic, heavily modulated tone
clusters like those used in M. Kagel's
Tranaistion I (1959-B0) and other early
works:
(1) 4720 Sine-Tune init. pitch to max. or
near. LFO to max. freq. (about 25 Hz.),
variable output-SO%.
4730 Filter: lnit. freq.-50%. Perform in
quick atonal progressions.
For opening tones from Transistion I or
Summer ldylle (1959) by Schaffer or Objets
Lies ( 1959);
Set LFO var. near but not at zero. 4740
Attack to maximum. Perform lortg sustained
tones, glide may be useful, season to taste.
Mid to low end pitch range.

VCF
low pass

�
EG

Figure 9.49. "Gong" (From the Roland
System 100/Expander 102 Patchbook
Roland Corp. Used by permission.)

Figure 9.48. "Heavy Metal Pogo Sticks"
(From Polyphony Magazine, Vol. 3, No. 2,
Polyphony Publishing. Designed by Bruce
Goren.)
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The creation of any music is a process by which an
idea goes through many stages of energy exchang e
before becoming the final aesthetic object. The com
poser of an acoustic work b egins with an idea, changes
that idea into a sonic concept, and subjects that con
cept to notation (usually). The performer work s back
ward through that process by reading the notation and
translating the symbol s into physical actions. The in
strument responds to the action s, some instruments
responding better or worse than othe rs, generating
what the composer envi sions as the sonic concept, and
the audience finally hears the music in the hop e of
comprehending the composer's idea. Each of these
stages takes its toll of the original idea, as any ex
change of ener gy involves a loss of something. Com
posing, at least in terms of our traditions, involves two
skills or talents: the first is the ability to conceiv e
fresh ideas, and the second is to have the technique
to move these ideas through each stage with maxi
mum efficiency. A proficient performer is one who
possesses the technical and intellectual ability to put
back into the music any of the aesthetic information
which may have been lost during the chain of creation.
Music composed especially for the recorded medium
offers at least two advantages to the composer: first,
it can eliminate some of the stages so that the com
poser can go from idea to sonic design to instrument
to the audience, here the score stage is sometimes
eliminated, depending on how you wish to work; the
second and most significant advantage of tape compo
sition is that it places the composer "out of time" in
producing what will be the p erformance. The live per
former cannot go back in time and make corrections
but the composer in the tape medium can. He has
the opportunity to preview his "performance," he can
rework the aesthetic and sonic concepts, then he can
record and/ or edit as many versions as are needed
to satisfy him. Besides the basic ability to g et the
ideas , the major skill of the composer of tape music
is adequate performance techniques in the studio, both
with the electronic ins truments and with the tape re
corder. Many unique ideas and good musical perfor
mances have been lost in poor recordings. Many times
we are at the mercy of the equipment; it could be a
poorly maintained recording system or even an inade164

quate monitor system. A bad monitor system will add
its own colorations to the sound. In this case a better
sound system in a good performance space will r epro
duce the music in a manner quite diffe rent than was
heard in the studio. A studio system should be as
flat or transparent as possible. This m eans the entire
audio range is produced and reproduced with the same
accuracy. Studio equalizers can tune up a studio, and
a good set of equalizers for concert rep roduction will
make for a happier composer.
It is beyond the scope of this text to deal with all
the techniques of studio and concert acoustics, tape
and studio maintenance, or all of the details of the
art of recording. This chapter will provide the basics
of magnetic tape recording in the studio, with some
suggestions on the craft of tape editing. It is a good
idea to approach the tape recorder in the same man
ner as any other ins trument; it can be a me ans of
expression but it s use tak es practice.

Equalizing Standards
Any recorded or electronically reproduced sound is
subjected to a certain amount of high and low fre
quency loss. While higher frequencies are usually the
most readily audible, they also have shorter wave
lengths and the l east amount of energy content. Both
high and low frequency loss can be comp ensated for
with special equalizing circuits. In order to better re
produce higher frequencies, they must be recorded
at a higher level than the lower frequencies. The easi
est way to do this is to attenuate th e low er frequencie s,
then adjust the overall gain of the amplifier to bring
these low frequencies back up to their original level.
The overall effect is then an amplification or boost of
the higher frequencies, while the lower ones are re
produced at their original level. When equalization is
used in a recording circuit it is referred to as "pre
equalization." If the equalization circuit i s utilized in
the playback stage, it is called "post-equalization."
Effective reproduction is usually a combination of pre
and post-equalization. If certain frequencies are re
corded at a higher than usual level, transmitted by
disc, tape, broadcasting, etc., and then attenuated dur
ing the reproduction stage, the result would presum
ably be a faithful copy of the original. This app roach
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Figure 10.1. Pre- and post-equalization curves

to equalization will only be effective, however, if there
is some sort of standard by which signals can be re
corded and reproduced. By using a standard p re
equalization curve and an inverse post- equalization
curve, the two curves would balance each other out
and the result would be "flat" or accurate reproduc
tion.
At the present time there are three different equali
zation standards in use : those of the Record Industry
Association of America ( RIAA), the National Associa
tion of Broadcasters (NAB), and the Audio Engineer
ing Society (AES). In dealing with tape recording and
reproduction, the NAB curve is the most widely used.
A pn:,fessional-quality pre-amplifier should have th e
capability of being switched to any one of these stan
dards, depending on the cur ve used in recording.

Magnetic Tape
Magnetic r ecording tape is a ribbon of acetate, poly
mylar, or polyvinyl chloride (PVC) on which
is bonded a very thin and even coating of minute
magnetic particles or "domains." During the record
ing process these domains are aligned and realigned
in various manners in respon se to the input to the tape
recorder. During playback these imposed domain pat
terns induce an almost identical current, via the play
back head, which is eventually perceiv ed as a repro
duction of the original input signal. Since there is a
transfer of power from the sound source to the re
cording circuit to the tape, and f rom the tap e to the
playback circuit, the tape must be considered as one
of the p:r:ime factors in the transduction/ transformation
process of creating an electronic composition. Thus,
the choice of high-quality tape is just as important as
the choice of high-quality equipment. In choosing tape
there are several factors to consider. With most pro
f essional recording tape, one has the choice of either
acetate or polyester backing. Professional tape must
be resistant to physical changes under a variety of
temperature and humidity conditions and it must also
be able to withstand the stress of a great deal of handester,

ling. Tests conduct ed by 3M, Magnetic Products Di
vision, hav e shown that temperature and humidity
have far less of an effect on the expansion and con
traction of polyestor tape than on acetate tape (see
"Polyester and Acetate for Magn etic Recording Tape
Backings," Sound Talk, vol. 2 , no. 1, 1969). Tests also
reveal that poly ester with stands breakage und er tem
perature and humidity va riation s better than acetat e,
but this is a bit misleading. Polyester, due to its ability
to stretch almost 100 p ercent, can absorb sudden
st ress and is less likely to break. One of the majo r
causes of tape breakag e is sudden stops and starts of
the tape deck with the feed and the take-up wh eel
and brakes out of adjustment. It is important to al
ways use the same siz e feed and take-up reel and if
there is a reel size switch for large and small reels be
sure to use it. With polyester tap e these suddent stres
ses stretch the tape a gr eat deal before breakage.
Once a tape has stretched beyond 5 percent, howeve r,
it is useless and very little can be done to s alvage the
signal which happ ens to be imprinted on the disto r t ed
por tion. Acetate tape will break unde r much less stress
and the elongation of the tap e is usua]fy not quite so
critical. In many cases the break is very abrupt and
a clean splice can be made without excessive distor
tion to th e recorded signal. It is to be hop ed that tape
decks are always in good adjustment and the com
poser is alway s very careful in hand]ing the tap es .
Under these circumstanc es polyester is usual1y the pre
f erred backing because of its ability bette r to with
stand environmental changes du ring s torage.
A second and v ery important consideration is tape
thickness. Measured in mils, tape is available in 1/ 2mil, 1-mil and 1 1/2-mil thicknesses. The advantage of
thinner tape is that it is possible to store more tap e
on a reel, hence more recording time in the same
amount of storage space. The disadvanages of thinner
tape are ( 1) it i s ve ry difficult to handle and makes
editing more of a major p rocess than it already is,
and (2) it contributes to the probl em of "print-th rough"
or "signal transfer." Print-through occurs when the
magnetic flux on one layer of tape transfers its signal
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to the adjoining layers, resulting in the pre- and post
echo heard so often on commercial recordings. Al
though heat and long periods of storage contribute to
this problem, a thinner tape will be more susceptible
to print-through than a tape with a thicker backing.
A preventative measure which can be taken against
the effects of print-through is to keep the tapes stored
in "tail-out" position-that is, with the beginning or
"head" of the tape closest to the hub. (The tape must
be re-wound before it is played.) This does not pre
vent print-through but any transfer that takes place
will appear as a post-echo and will often be masked
by the sound already on the tape. Another advantage
of tail-out storage is that a more even and tighter wind
ing is achieved if the tape is wound slowly, as it is
when being played. Getting into the habit of storing
tapes in this manner is no problem. It is just a choice
of when you wish to rewind the tape, before or after
playing. ( Another good practice in tape preservation
is to store master tapes in aluminum tins in a place
of constant room temperature. This protects the tape
from stray magnetic fields and excess humidity.)
A second processing device to be considered is the
recording and playback head itself. With extended use
a tape head will build up a collection of magnetic
fields and a certain amount of dirt will be collected
on it. For the best possible head performance, the com
poser should periodically de-magnetize and clean the
record and playback heads, following the directions
supplied by the manufacturer. Low-quality tape is also
a consideration in head wear. A rough coating not only
causes undue wear but also prevents consistent con
tact with the heads, resulting in a certain amount of
distorti()n.

General Tape Recorder Operation
Recording at higher speeds passes more tape by the
record head in the same amount of time as recording
at a lower speed. Consequently, there is a higher signal
to-noise ratio and a higher frequency response. (Signal
to-noise ratio is an indication of level of the inherent
tape noise in relation to the recorded signal. Profes
sional recordings should have a SNR of between 56
and 60 db.) Most professional recording is done at a
speed of 15 inches per second and almost never at
speeds less than 7½ ips, unless it is intended to repro
duce the recorded material at higher speeds. This, of
course, means that greater amounts of tape must be
sacrificed for purposes of quality and fidelity. Tape is
available on reels ranging from 3 inches to 16 inches
in diameter. Because of the need for longer recording
time, along with high recording speeds, the studio
machine should be able to accept at least a 10)�-inch
reel of tape. The 14-inch reel, although less common,
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is available if longer playing time is needed. In order
to provide adustment in the tension arms for con
stant tape/head contact, a professional machine is
usually equipped with a switch for varying tension
according to reel size.
There are usually two different inputs to the tape
recorder. A high-level 600-ohm line input and a low
level input usually used for microphones. Depending
on the type of microphone being used, low-level in
puts should be able to accommodate both high im
pedance ( Sk- to 50k-ohm) and low-impedance (50250-ohm) microphones. Professional machines usually
have separate gain controls for the line and microphone
input. Referred to as "mike-line mixing," this allows
mixing and simultaneous recording from both an elec
tronic music system (providing that its output level
is 600-ohm) and from a live acoustical source. The
individual or combined input levels are monitored via
VU meters, as described in chapter 9. A standard VU
meter has two different calibration scales for the in
dication of gain levels. The "A" scale is a decibel rat
ing from -20 to +3 db; the "B'' scale reads from
zero to 100 percent, with the 100 percent mark coin
ciding with zero on the "A" scale. Both "A" and "B''
VU scales are illustrated in figure 10.2. The zero db
or 100 percent mark is actually 4 db above 1 milliwatt,
indicating the optimum level the signal can be recorded
without the possibility of causing distortion. Extreme
care should be taken not to allow the VU meter's
needle to suddenly pin against the right edge of the
scale. This causes inaccuracies in calibration and could
result in permanent meter damage.
Recording the music at a maximum efficiency level
with a minimum of trial runs and experimentation
largely depends on the muscian's understanding of
what information the VU meter is actually provid
ing. The meter indicates the effective loudness of the
signal on the tape, or the volume readings which will
make a difference in loudness to the ear. There may
be many transient voltage peaks in the signal ranging
from 8 to 14 db higher than what the meter indicates.
These transients usually occur in the attack of the sig
nal. The VU meter indicates the "rms" (root-mean
square) value of a signal which is .707 times the peak
voltages of the sound. The difference between the
maximum level at which a signal can be recorded and
the average operating level of the recorder (0 db) is
called the "headroom." On the tape recorder the head
room is usually 6 db above O db which is not enough
for even an 8 db transient peak. In recording acoustic
instruments the peak values can be anticipated by an
an experienced engineer. Various instruments are re
corded at points below O db in order to leave enough
headroom for distortion. lo recording electronic music
in the studio these peak transients may cause signifi
cant problems. The attack time and general envelope
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time of electronically generated and processed sound
can be much faster than most acoustic events. This
problem is compounded by the fact that the musician
is often working with unfamiliar sounds so that the
peaks cannot be anticipated. In the studio the record
ing chain is usually directly from the instrument to the
line input of the tape recorder, with no microphones
or speakers to smooth out the transients. Certain kinds
of professional recording studio processing equipment
such as limiters and compressors can reduce these
problems, but such equipment is often not available
to electronic music studios.
So how does one get a clean recording with a maxi
mum signal-to-noise ratio and a minimum of distor
tion? The first answer is a well maintained studio with
periodic cleaning and servicing of the instruments. The
second answer goes back to the perennial task of "prac
tice." Learn the tape recorder just as you would learn
to use any other instrument. You soon discover just
how far the instrument can be pushed before it begins
to give unwanted responses. The meter readings mean
different things with different kinds of sounds, and thi.s
is only learned through practice and familiarity. A
good beginning point is to record as close to O db as
possible. This means above the O db meter reading
as well as below it. Realize that there is some head
room on the tape and don't be afraid of going "into
the red" with various passages, especially those with
smooth, simple harmonic character. As stated pre
viously, do not record at such a level that the meter
suddenly pins against the right hand edge. This will
definitely cause distortion problems and will probablv
result in damage to the instrument.
Some general knowledge about record/playback
EQ can help in making efficient recordings.
Figure 10.3 shows the unequalized record-playback
re�ponse of a professional quality tape recorder oper
atmg at 7Jf and 15 ips. _A comparison of the response
curves shows that each recording speed requires a dif
ferent equalization pattern. Generally speaking, the re
quired treble or high-frequency boost varies inversely
with the tape speed. On most machines the change
in equalization is accomplished with a simple switch
with speed indications. The actual location of the
equalization circuits within the total record/playback
circuitry is very important. The guiding principle is
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Figure 10.3. Record/playback response, unequalized. (From
Herman Burstein and Henry Pollak, Elements of Tape Recorder
Circuits, Blue Ridge Summit, Pennsylvania, Tab Books, 1957,
p. 94. Used by permission of the publishers.)

t� get as much undistorted signal on the tape as pos
sible. The recording process, although it affects both
the high and the low frequencies, most sharply at
tenuates the high end of the spectrum. If the high
frequency boost were located in the playback circuit,
there would be a marked increase in audible tape hiss
and the signal-to-noise ratio would also be adversely
affected. Therefore, the high-frequency boost is a
function of the recording circuit. In figure 10.3 it can
be observed that up to 30 db boost is required at the
lower end of the spectrum. This amount of boost in
the recording process would produce a tremendous
amount of distortion on the tape, therefore bass equali
zation is usually a function of the playback process.
At times the composer may be concerned with pro
ducing deliberate distortion in the recorded signal,
therefore an ideal studio situation would be the pos
sibility of bass and treble equalization both during
record and playback, along with provisions for the
standard NAB equalization curves for the various re
cording speeds.
It is essential that studio machines have separate
record and playback heads. The average home ma
chine may have dual purpose heads which are used
for the combined function of recording and playback.
The major disadvantage of these is that the playback
output function is not as efficient as it could be with
separate record and playback heads. Consequently,
most professional machines are designed with three
separate heads: erase, record, and playback as shown
in figure 10.4. Besides presenting possibilities for tape
echo ( see chapter 12, page 194), the separate heads
allow for monitoring of the signal either before it
enters the recording circuit or after it has been re
corded on the tape via the playback head. This com
parison between the input and output signal is re
ferred to as "A-B" comparison. It is accomplished by
means of a switch that allows for monitoring before
the signal is recorded, or from the playback head. For
optimum recording quality, there should be very little
difference in the signal levels with an A-B comparison.
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Figure 10.4.
Head format for
three-head decks

Stereo and Multi-track Recording
In constructing a composition, the process many times
involves recording several different channels for sound
and then mixing them down to one single channel ;
this is the dub-down. The recording process involves
recording on one channel, rewinding the tape, and re
cording the next channel while monitoring the pre
viously recorded channel, and then repeating this pro
cedure for as many channels as are needed or allowed.
Because the playback head is usually located an inch
or two beyond the record head, exact synchronization
between the input and playback signals is almost im
possible. If the machine is equipped with only dual
purpose heads, and if it is possible to record and
playback on each channel independently, exact syn
chronization is possible in the following manner. After
recording on one channel, the tape is rewound and
information monitored by having the first channel in
playback mode, the second in record. The output of
the first channel and the input to the second will be
in sync since the heads are stacked in line with each
other. If the recording is being done with an air mike,
then the monitoring should be done through earphones
to prevent any first-channel sounds from being picked
up by the second channel microphones.
Synchronous recording on a machine with sepa
rate record and playback heads must be done on a
deck with special circuitry called "selective synchroni
zation," or "sel-sync." "Sel-sync" is the trade name of
the original process developed by Ampex and only
appears on Ampex products. The same process will
appear in various guises such as "multi-sync," "simul
sync," etc., on other instruments. Sel-sync allows the
record head to function temporarily as a playback head
when put in operation by a special switch. By doing
this, one can monitor the signal on any channel ( s)
while recording a signal at the same temporal place
on any other channel. While monitoring from sel-sync,
the fidelity isn't as high as it would be from the normal
playback head, but it is quite adequate for sync pur
poses. ( Be sure to switch the monitor back to the play
back head for the final dub-down.)
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Figure 10.5. Sync recording with two tape recorders and a mixer
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Channel A in playback mode
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Figure 10.6. Sync recording with a sterophonic tape recorder

Material may be synced together with two tape re
corders and a mixer. The process involves recording
information on one tape recorder and then rewinding
the tape and patching the output to a mixer input.
The new source of information is then patched to an
other input of the same mixer and the mixer output
is patched to the input of a second recorder. Now
tape one can be monitored as part of the total input
signal to recorder two. All of the information ends up
on a single channel. A block diagram of this technique
is shown in figure 10.5. This same method may be
simplified with the use of a stereo tape recorder. By
patching the output of tape recorder one directly into
one channel of tape recorder two and adding the new
information on the other channel, the need for a mixer
is eliminated. Of course, if tape recorder two has in
dependent record and playback for the separate chan
nels, the necessity of the first tape recorder is elimi
nated.
Some home stereo machines have independent rec
ord playback switches for each channel. These ma
chines usually have the record/playback functions in
a single head. Material may be recorded on one chan
nel and then the channel may be set for playback only.
Material may then be recorded on the second channel
while listening to the simultaneous playback of the
first. The two channels will be in-sync due to the com
bined record/playback operation of the head ( see fig
ure 10.6).
The procedure illustrated in figure 10.5 is built into
some tape recorders and is referred to as "sound-on
sound." The simultaneous recording with switchable

record/play operation illustrated in figure 10.6 is com
monly call ed "sound-with-sound." With "sound-on
sound" the information is recorded on one channel and
the tape is rewound and set to record on channel two.
If the sound-on-sound circuit is activated, the infor
mation on channel one will automatically be mixed
with the input signal to channel two, resulting in both
signals being on the same channel. The same process
can then be repeated with three sequences, ending up
on chann�l one. This procedure can be repeated up
to about five takes. After that there is a great deal of
loss in the previously recorded tracks. On some ma
chines the "sound-on-sound" process may be done only
on one channel.
Sound-on-sound may also be accomplished using
two other approaches. On some professional machines
it is possible to switch out or unplug the erase head.
This allows the composer to record sequence one then
rewind the tape and record sequence two ov:r the
original sequence without erasing it. This can be done
by placing some non-inductive material, such as cellu
loid film, over the erase head to defeat its function.
A major drawback to this technique is that there is
a great amount of high-frequency loss with each suc
cessive overlay. There may be a total gain loss of up
to 18 db or more in the original takes. Therefore, if
one uses an erase head defeat method, it is advisable
to record the sequences made up of the lower fre
quencies first and also record the first takes at a
slightly higher level. Sound-on-sound may also be
ach�eved by the placement of the playback head pre
cedmg the erase head. This configuration allows the
�e�orded signal to be added to the input signal before
it 1s erased. As illustrated in figure 10.7 this method
is a single-channel version of the sound-on-sound tech
nique described previously. The addition of the extra
pl�yback head provides sound-on-sound possibilities
without the gain or high frequency loss encountered
with the erase head defeat method.
Due to the various electromagnetic characteristic�
involved in the recording process, the more tape sur
.
fa e ava�lable for a signal the greater the signal-to
�
no1se ratio. Therefore, everything else being equal the
best quality recording will be obtained by utilizi�g a
full-track system. As shown in figure 10.8, this means
that the recording track covers almost the entire width
of the tape. According to the figures given in Modern
Recording Techniques by Robert Runstein 1 the exact
track size is .240 inch, or .01 inch narrow�r than the
J�-inch recording tape. If the composer plans to make
several source tapes to be mixed and dubbed down
to one or two channels, it would be a good procedure
to try to have all of the source tapes recorded full
.
track Full-track recording also makes many more edi1. Published by Howard W. Sams & Co., N.Y., 1974.
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Figure 10.7. Additional playback head for sound-on-sound
recording

ting possibilities available, as will be discussed later
in this chapter. Half-track heads cover .080 inch of
tape area and are available in monophonic or stereo
phonic configurations. The half-track mono system has
only a single record head, making it possible to re
cord on the upper half of the tape, then turn the tape
over and record independent information in the other
direction on its lower half. A stereophonic half-track
format involves two in-line half-track heads stacked
one above the other mounted in the same housing.
There is approximately a .07-inch separation between
the two tracks, which prevents excessive signal leak
age or "crosstalk" between the two channels. ( A cer
tain amount of crosstalk is to be expected, but this
should occur at a l evel of about 60 db below the in
formation on the track being monitored.) With this
configuration, two simultaneous channels of informa
tion can be recorded and played back together in per
fect synchronization. Because of the availability of
more recording time, the average home machine util
izes a quarter-track head configuration. The quarter
track format has two in-line heads with individual gaps
of .043 inch stacked together in one housing. The
measurement from the center of head one to the cen
ter of head two is .134 inch, which means two other
tracks can be placed alongside the original tracks. With
four tracks on the tape, one stereo system may be re
corded in one direction and a second in the other. The
usual format for this is tracks one and three comprise
one system and tracks two and four comprise the other
( see fig. 10.8). The advantage of quarter-track stereo
is the availability of twice the recording time by using
both- directions of the tape. The numerous disadvant
ages include ( 1) less recording area per channel, r�
sulting in a lower signal-to-noise ratio and less fidel
ity, ( 2) less separation between adjacent tracks re
sulting in more crosstalk, and ( 3) the fact that if both
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Figure 10.8. Tape
recorder head formats

directions of the tape were used, splicing would be
impossible without cutting into the other track. For
these reasons most studios incorporate half-track stereo
systems. If for some reason a source tape were to be
recorded with a quarter-track format, it should not be
played on a half-track machine. The half-track head
will also cover the adjacent track on the quarter-track
format and, assuming that that particular channel is
blank, will result in excessive tape hiss during play
back. For this reason some tape decks, although they
employ exclusive half-track recording, have provisions
for both half- and quarter-track playback. This is usu
ally accomplished by having two sets of playback
heads and switching in whichever format is needed,
or by using only quarter-track playback heads and, by
means of a lever, shifting them down so that they are
placed right in the center of the half-track playback
path.
By careful planning it is possible to use full-, half-,
and quarter-track machines together to achieve a very
unusual full-track mix. Up to five channels of informa
tion may be reproduced on a single full-track tape by
following this procedure: record information A on a
full-track machine and, using the same tape, record
information B and C on the two respective tracks with
a half-track machine. (Usual stereo format designates
the left channel as channel 1, the right channel as
channel 2. ) This of course will erase part of infor
mation A's signal but it will still be present in the gap
which separates the two half-track heads. What is now
on the tape is, starting from the top edge, informa
tion B, information A, and information C recorded at
approximate gaps of .09 inch, .07 inch, and .09 inch
respectively. Now, using a quarter-track stereo ma
chine, record information D and E on the tape's two
respective tracks. The final tape will then contain five
different tracks of information located, in order from
the top edge, B, D, A, E, C. All five tracks may then
be monitored by play1"�the tape on a full-track deck.
This is not the most effective way of mixing, but it
has been used very successfully many times by com170

posers with limited m1xmg equipment. One precau
tion to be observed is that the individual machines
have erase heads which only affect the particular
tracks being recorded. A full-track erase head on the
half- or quarter-track machine makes this technique
impossible.
A more effective method of multi-track recording
is with regular multi-track machines with the required
number of tracks all running in the same direction.
The most common multi-track format is the four-track
tape recorder. Utilizing ;�-inch tape, the head format
is four in-line record heads, each with a .080-inch track
and the same amount of separation as the half-track
stereo format. Some four-track home machines, re
ferred to as "quadraphonic," use )�-inch tape and have
the same formats as quarter-track stereo, but with all
four tracks running in the same direction. The reason
for the )�-inch tape is that it allows for wider tracking
and better separation of the individual channels. Be
cause the four-track machine is used primarily for
building up various layers of a composition, it is neces
sary that it have sel-sync operation. Eight, twelve, six
teen and twenty-four-track formats are available using
1, 2, 4 and 8 inch tape.
Most electronic music studios are equipped with at
least one and often two quad or four channel tape re
corders. It is less common, but not unusual, to find
eight channel decks in an electronic music studio, and
these are more common two professional recording
studios. With a bit of care and technique what might
appear as limited resources for laying down a multi
voiced composition can be used very effectively. If
the music requires only four independent voices a
quad deck is all that is needed. As one becomes a
more experienced player there is no reason that two
voices could not be recorded at the same time on a
single track. This would leave an extra track open
for "sweetening." Sweetening is a process of adding
extra effects or voices after the recording of the basic
tracks. After the basic tracks have been recorded the
musician may decide that an extra event here and there
will enhance the music, or perhaps a voice should
be doubled to make it stronger. For such after-thoughts
it is always a good idea so keep an extra track open
for sweetening. When recording two parts on one
track the balance between the two voices must be
exactly the way you want it to be on the final mix.
Once both voices are on tape there is very little you
can do to change the balance. It is good practice to
choose two voices having the same function in the
music. If you record a foreground or lead voice on
the same track as a background voice it is very dif
ficult to anticipate the final balance. If both parts
serve as background information they can simultane
ously be boosted or attenuated as needed. If the two

parts are in different registers, one part can be boosted
or attenuated by using selective equalization in the
final mix.
Bouncing or ping-panging can also be used if there
is a limited number of tracks available. This technique
involves recording information independently on two
different tracks, then mixing the two pa1ts and record
ing the mix on a third track. If the mix is acceptable
the two original tracks can be erased and used for
new information. This technique is best approached in
the following way:
1. Record voice one on track 1

--�•--ii track 1 (record) i

instrument

2. Rewind the tape and switch track 1 for sel sync
playback (do not record over this track!). Monitor
track 1 through headphones or over a speaker and
record voice two on track 2.
sel sync playback-<)
f

I

track 1

instrument-------j track 2 (record)

}

j

3. Rewind the tape and set track 1 and 2 for normal
playback and patch both tracks to a mixer. Ex
periment with the mix until you are satisfied.
normal playback

t

J track 1

I

track 2

4. Patch the mixer output to track 4 and record the
mix.
track 1

track 2

mix

track 4 (record)

You now have two voices on track 4, leaving tracks 1
and 2 open for new information. If for some reason
the mix has to be recorded from sel sync playback
do not record on an adjacent track. The proximity of
the sel-sync playback and record heads may cause a
high frequency oscillation in the mix. When laying
down these tracks do not be confused by the front
panel layout of the tracks. On semi-professional Ji'. inch
quad decks the top two meters are for tracks one and
three and the bottom two are for tracks two and four.
The head configuration, however, orders the tracks in
vertical descending order with track one at the top.

Bouncing techniques may be used between two dif
ferent machines and provide the possibility of even
more voices. Bouncing can be used to generate 5, 6,
or 7 voices on one quad deck, then all the channels
can be mixed, in normal playback mode, and dumped
on a single track of a second machine. A number of
voices could then be recorded on the remaining chan
nels. Adding a second mix from tape 1 may cause
problems when trying to sync with what is already
one tape two. The problems of synchronization and
noise build-up are akin to group dynamics-the prob
lems increase geometrically as the number of voices
increase. The more voices that are committed to a
mix, the more likely you are to misjudge the balance.
But if you have enough patience, bouncing can greatly
increase the resources of a seemingly limited situation.
Although the composer can find a justified use for
a great number of tracks, he must keep in mind that
each channel adds to the number of mixer inputs and
equalizatior. circuits required to make that channel
usable. Except for very special situations, the com
poser will find that an eight-track machine will be
sufficient for the normal studio requirements. In most
cases the four-track machine is all that will be re
quired; this is the usual multi-track deck found in
the average studio. A well-equipped studio, however,
should have two four-track machines to allow for four
track dubbing plus the availability of as many half
track stereo and full-track machines as possible.
Playback at speeds different from the recording
speed, if used with taste, can result in some very in
triguing sounds. The provisions for speed changes at
ratios other than 2: 1 ( 3.34: 7.5 and 7.5: 15) gives the
composer even finer control and provides many other
variations in sound. In the event that two tapes must
be synced together, minute variations in speed allow
the composer to make very fine adjustments in tim
ing and tuning. There are several tape machines avail
able today with provisions for limited speed variation.
By means of a manual control pot, the playback speed
may be varied within a range of from 20 to 30 per
cent. ( Some of these commercial decks provide for
speed variation both in record and playback mode,
while others operate only in playback mode.) With
more professional machines that utilize a "hysteresis
synchronis" motor, the basic record/playback speed is
determined by the voltage frequency, which in the
United States is a 60 Hz standard. With these ma
chines it is then possible to use other frequencies than
the standard 60 Hz and achieve speeds other than the
standard 7)� ips and the 2: 1 multiples and divisions
thereof. Several studio model tape recorders have a
special input jack which allows an external oscillator
to detennine the speed. With this manner of control,
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speed will vary in direct proportion to the input fre
quency. The usual speed range is variable from 1-7/8
ips to 60 ips, or a 32:1 ratio. This means that a fre
quency recorded at the slowest speed could be raised
five octaves during playback at the fastest speed. The
composer must also remember that this also causes a
5:1 change in the tempo of the recorded material.
With experimentation it will be found that speed
changes can also be very useful in achieving very
unique timbre changes. Some of the newer tape decks
have the control oscillator built into the deck chassis
and no external oscillator is needed. The advantage
of an external oscillator is that it would be possible
to use various frequency-modulated signals to control
the tape speed, providing the composer with an un
usual approach to sound modification. Because of the
various loop techniques used by the composers of
musique concrete, the loop machines also had provi
sions for a certain amount of speed variation. Even
in the more modem studios these loop machines can
be very useful in various multi-deck set-ups and were
discussed in relationship to tape delay and feedback
techniques.

Splicing
Voltage control has several times over reduced the
task of tape editing which was once the major job
in creating electronic music. But still the composer will
find that a basic knowledge of editing procedures can
be a very useful tool. Repairing broken tape, adding
leader, adding or deleting bits of information after
the major sequences have been recorded, making loops,
etc., all require a certain amount of skill with the
splicing block The guiding factor in making a good
splice is to create as little disturbance as possible to
the recorded signal. If possible, all cuts should be
°
°
made at an angle somewhere between 45 and 60 .
°
A cut above an angle of 60 will begin to cause an
excessive amount of electrical disturbance as the splice
passes the playback head, and a cut at an angle below
°
45 may cause the tape edges held by the splicing
°
tape to bend back and wear loose. In the event a 90
splice must be made, the noise and disturbance can
be kept at a minimum by following procedures dis
cussed below.
A deck with an edit button frees the transport sys
tem so the tape may be manually moved back and forth
across the playback head. ( The composer might ex
periment recording by manually moving the tape by
the record head while the transport is free.) This en
ables the operator to pinpoint exact sounds and sil
ences at any point on the tape. Of course, as the tape
is moved more slowly, the pitch is proportionally lower.
Consequently, the novice editor may at first find it
very difficult to recognize a particular sound due to
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speed and pitch distortions. However, he will soon
learn how various attacks, transients, decays, and tim
bres sound under editing conditions. As soon as the
particular point on the tape is found, it is marked
with a wax pencil. The tape should be marked on its
shiny side at a point on the tape backing directly on
top of the playback gap. A machine specially designed
for editing locates the head at a very accessible point
just for that reason. If the head is in an inconvenient
position for marking, the common procedure is to lo
cate the portion to be clipped with the playback head
and then mark the tape at some other consistent and
convenient point along the tape path. The editing
block should have a cue mark located at the same dis
tance from the razor guide as the cue mark is from
the playback head, as shown in figure 10.9. When the
cue mark on the tape is lined up with the cue mark
on the editing block then the exact portion of the
tape which was against the playback head will line up
with the razor guide. This procedure also protects the
playback head from dirt and grease from fingers and
marking pencil. The cut should be made as close to
the beginning of the sound as the editing technique
allows. If this is carefully done, then the disturbance
caused by the cut is masked by the attack transients
of the recorded sound and the splice will be less no
ticeable. If the composer plans to edit silences into
acoustically recorded events, it is good practice to re
cord a minute or so of silence from the same environ
ment and save it for editing purposes. If a silence must
then be added to a final recording, the extra tape will
contain the same level of background noise and ap
parent acoustical characteristics. When adding sil
ences to a recording from an electronic sound source,
it is desirable to use leader tape because of its com
plete lack of a recorded signal. Most composers pre
fer to use paper leader, since a plastic leader is cap
able of holding a slight amount of static which is often
audible as it passes the playback head. The composer
should also take care that the razor blade used for
cutting the tape does not become magnetized. A mag
netized blade w�ll induce stray magnetic fields onto
the tape, and this electrical disturbance will be aud
ible as the splice passes the playback head.
The most important factor in making a good splice
is cleanliness. A professional splicing block will hold
both pieces of tape firmly yet will allow them to be
easily butted together with a minimum of handling
and without any overlap. Any oil or dirt on the tape
will prevent the splice from holding firmly and could
result in noise. Once the two pieces of tape are in po
sition, they are joined by a short piece of splicing
tape. Very long pieces of splicing tape affect the pres
sure pads which hold the magnetic tape flush against
the playback head and may result in a 3 to 4 db signal
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Figure 10.9. Set-up for "off-the-head" editing

loss. If the splicing tape is too short it may tend to
peel back as it wraps around the heads. The splicing
tape should then be slightly longer than the hori
zontal width of the largest head. The preferred splic
ing tape is 7 /32 inch wide, or 1/32 inch narrower than
the recording tape. The reason for this is that after
long periods of storage the adhesive may "bleed" out
from under the splicing tape and cause the adjacent
layer to stick. If the splicing tape is the same width
as the recording tape, the problem is magnified be
cause of the possibility of the adhesive seeping over
the edges of several layers of recording tape. ( The
hourglass splice pictured in figure 10.10 really doesn't
solve the problem and the indentation could result
in momentary gain loss if it cuts into the recorded
signal.)
To avoid direct handling of the magnetic tape, the
master tape should have leaders at both ends of the
recorded portions. At the head the leader should ex
tend right up to the initial attack, and tail leader
should be added as soon after the final decay as pos
sible. This is done to eliminate any tape hiss which
may proceed or precede the recorded signal. As an
added aid it is a good practice to have a minute or
so of a lk test signal recorded at zero db according
to the VU meter preceding the head leader tape. This
allows the player of the tape to set the playback gain
at the level intended by the composer, ensuring ac
curate reproduction. As mentioned earlier, the tape
should be stored in aluminum tins in a tail-out po
sition to prevent pre-echo. An added precaution is
to provide about 1/4 inch of bumper tape between
the center reel hub and the head leader. The guide
holes in the reel hub cause tension fluctuations in the
tape wound in the first 1/4 inch nearest the hub and
may result in periodic gain fluctuations at those points
which line up with the holes. The bumper tape acts
as a cushion between the hub and the leader to pre-

1/4" splicing
tape

''hourglass"
splice

7/32" splicing
tape

Figure 10. 10. Splicing
tape formats

vent these gain fluctuations. All extra bits of unused
tape should be salvaged for this purpose, since it is
much less expensive than leader.
For the unexperienced editor all of these precau
tions and procedures may seem very time-consuming
and even unwarranted. True, tape editing is at first
a very tiring and often frustrating process. A good
editing habit to get into-one which will make edit
ting an easier task-is to always lay out tools and ma
terials in the same way. The beginning editor usually
spends more time searching for a razor blade than he
does searching for the right place to cut. As for the
necessity of careful editing, ask any composer whose
master tape has been ruined because of splicing tape
ooze, excessive print-through, or gain fluctuations due
to lack of bumper tape.
In the modern studio, splicing is usually used for
adding or deleting various parts of the tape or for add
ing leader. Various splicing configurations can also be
used to create a limited number of attack and decay
patterns. The amount of playback gain, although de
pendent on the strength of the recorded signal and
amount of playback amplification, can also be a func
tion of the amount of tape which comes in contact
with the playback head. A 90 ° splice into a sound
will result in a very sharp attack which is boosted by
the electrical disturbance caused by that particular cut
ting angle. A more gradual attack would be achieved
°
°
if the cutting angle were only 10 or 15 . As the tape
passes the playback head, more and more of the re
corded surface would come in contact with the head
resulting in a rise in output gain. As mentioned earlier:
°
less than a 45 cut will eventually affect :the stability
of the splice, but these artificial attacks are usually
made on source tapes and re-dubbed onto a master.
If a splice such as the one shown in fi gu re 10.llB is
made on a stereo tape, the effect would be an attack
and crescendo on channel B followed by a later attack
and crescendo on channel A. To achieve a simultan
eous attack pattern on both channels of a stereo tape,
a splice such as the one shown in figure 10.llC would
have to be made. The editor may even carry this tech
nique to the very complex manner of creating ampli
tude modulation, as shown in figure 10.11D. In the
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Figure 10.11.
Envelope generation
with splicing patterns

same manner, decay patterns can be created using the
opposite angles. With this technique, attack and decay
times are a function of angle and tape speed, there
fore, if fidelity permits, some of these effects are easier
to achieve at slower speeds. Another problem with
this technique is that unless the editor has an editing
block suited for these unusual cuts, the accurate fit
ting of the leader and magnetic tape is very difficult.
This, along with possible gain losses due to very long
patches of splicing tape, further demonstrates the
value of voltage control. As all these envelopes are
readily available with simple function generators.
One of the most important considerations in terms
of recording and playback equipment is its location
within the studio. It can be very time-consuming if
the composer must continually move back and forth
across the studio to press the record button and then
back to the output system to control what is being
put on the tape. If the tape machines cannot be situ
ated in a place convenient to both the system output
and tape input, remote control devices may be used.
Tape decks intended for studio applications are avail
. able with provisions for remote-controlled playback,
record, fast forward, and rewind. Unless manual cue
ing is required, this gives the composer full control
over the tape transport system, and he still has im
mediate access to the signal sources. In commercial
recording studios, the tape decks are usually built into
a large panel and their placement is quite permanent.
The obvious advantage of this situation is that there
is less chance of maladjustment or damage due to ex
cessive movement. In the electronic music studio many
composers prefer to have all equipment, including
turntables, tape decks, mixers, amplifiers, etc., fastened
to chassis with portable rollers. Because of the many

unusual and unpredictable uses to which a composer
may subject equipment, the added advantage of porta
bility is very important. This also makes the equip
ment available for use in live electronic situations
which may occur away from the studio. A tape ma
chine which is intended for use in concert situations,
in addition to all of the other requirements discussed
thus far, should be designed in such a way that all
parts are very accessible for maintenance purposes. It
is not unusual to have to repair a machine during the
intermission of a concert where time is of the essence.
( The ideal situation would be to have a machine so
rugged and dependable that no maintenance is ever
required, but here the artist is waiting for technology
to make the required advances.)
The electronic music composed realizes that the
tape recorder is used for more than just storing infor
mation. The tape recorder is an instrument which must
be treated with just as much care and knowledge as
a fine violin and must constantly be kept in optimum
condition. Many times the studio budget does not pro
vide for a full-time technician to make sure that the
machines are properly cared for. Therefore, the com
poser should carefully study the operation manual,
specification sheet, and maintenance manual of all tape
recorders in the studio. Even if he does not have the
technical ability to repair a machine, he should at
least be aware when it is not operating up to the stan
dards set by the manufacturer, so that professional
maintenance can be summoned.
This chapter has served only as a very basic intro
duction to general techniques of audio recording. The
increasing development of new recording formats such
as the four-channel cassette, digital recording, etc.,
must be considered outside the scope of this text. Re
cording is a highly skilled art which is not as essen
tial to mastering the techniques of electronic music
as in the earlier years of musique concrete. More and
more colleges and universities are offering two and
four year recording arts programs outside the area
of the electronic music.
Many of the specialized applications of the tape
recorder as a signal processing device ( echo, flang
ing, short term storage for gating, etc.) are covered
in subsequent chapters where the techniques can be
discussed in terms of a specified musical need.
For more detailed information on techniques re
lated specifically to the professional recording studio I
recommend Modern Recording Techniques by Rob
ert Runstein ( Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., Indiana,
1974) and The Recording Studio Handbook by John
Woram (Sagamore Publishing Co., Inc., N.Y., 1976).
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Audio Mixing

The basic process of mixing audio signals was intro
duced in chapter 10, and simple mixing techniques
have been used in many patches up to this point.
This chapter will present more detailed information
concerning audio mixing, a general survey of mixer
formats, and some suggestions for manual and voltage
controlled mixing techniques.

Definitions: Linear
and Non-Linear Mixing
A basic definition of a mixer is that it is a device which
allows for the combination of two or more signals in
any proportions into a composite signal. A compo
sition may contain several simultaneous levels of ac
tivity being produced by independent modules, but
for all of the produced signals to be perceived from
the same source it is necessary to mix them down to
a single output signal. Also, the construction of many
complex timbres may involve the mixing of various
proportions of several less complex signals into a single
output. The mixer may serve other functions, such as
gating, cross-fading, panoramic division, and signal
distribution to several independent channels, all of
which will be discussed in this chapter; but it is usu
ally desirable when composing with a complex sys
tem to use the mixer as the final output terminal be
fore the amplification or recording stage. This makes
possible the introduction of sudden changes in balance
and provides for making last minute additions or sub
tractions to the composite signal without the need for
repatching.
There are two basic methods of mixing: linear and
non-linear systems. In a linear system, equal changes
in applied voltage continually result in equal changes
in the current or rate of transfer of electricity ( which

is measured in amperes). This means that the output
current of a linear mixer will vary in direct propor
tion to the number of signal inputs and their individual
level settings. In other words, the mixer will combine
all of the input signals to a composite output without
distorting any of the original sounds. The output sig
nal is an algebraic sum of all the input signals accord
ing to their various independent amplitudes. In other
words, the composite output signal contains only the
components of all of the input signals ( fig. 11.1). With
out going into detailed electronic theory, this linearity
also means that the resistance in the circuit is essen
tially the same over the circuit's entire operating range.
With a non-linear device, the flow of current (which
may be observed as resistance) is variable, since equal
voltage changes result in different current changes.
Figure 11.2 graphically illustrates the difference be
tween linear and non-linear response. The composer's
concern for non-linear mixers is that it introduces ad
ditional frequencies into the final output which were
not present as one of the inputs. These extra fre
quencies are the sums and differences of all of the
input signals, as shown in figure 11.3, or heterodyning
and are very similar to amplitude modulation. Al
.though the audio engineer and hi-fi buff do everything
in their power to avoid non-linearity, the composer
may find it a very useful tool. When processed through
a filter or reverberation unit, sum and difference fre
quencies take on a very eerie character and have a
sound and direction very different from conventionally
generated frequencies. Non-linear mixing may be
achieved by simply connecting all of the input sig
nals together without the use of an electronic mixer
( see figure 11.4). The number and strength of the
sum and difference frequencies produced will depend
on the non-linearity of the particular circuit. The non-

Figure 11.1. Linear mixing
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Figure 11.4. Non-linear
mixing circuit

linearity can be controlled to a certain degree hy in
serting extra non-linear components, such as d10des
or capacitors, into the circuit.
Most studios are equipped with patchboards and
multiples which can be used for non-linear mixing. A
patchboard is simply a panel containing many input
or output jacks which can be wired together as the
various circumstances require ( fig. 11.5). Any group
of interconnected sockets comprises a "multiple" which
may be used as a non-linear mixing circuit. Any jack
can be used as either an input or an output, so that
any number of signals may be connected together.
Strategic location of patchboards and multiples within
the studio or system permit it to be used as an ex
tension device. Many times you will find that your
patchcord is not long enough to reach the input of
the next processing device in the system. If a long
enough cord is not available, then two shorter cords
connected via a multiple will, it is to be hoped, make
connection with the next module. ( The basic law with
respect to the availability of patchcords-see epigraph
-also applies to their length.)
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Using a multiple as a non-�inear mix�r can pr�
duce some interesting sounds. FIT.st of all, 1f you don t
have a multiple on your system, make one! Buy an
inexpensive plastic or metal chassis box and 1� or 16
jacks of the type used for the audio connect10ns on
_
your instrument. Organize the chassis layo�t mto se:7eral rows of at least four jacks each. Dnll holes m
the chassis and mount the jacks. Solder all common
connections together, using pieces of insulated wire
as illustrated in figure 11.6. Double check to make
certain that all connections are only to common ter
minals of each jack. If the chassis is metal there is
no need to attach the ground bus to the ground of
your instrument. This multiple box can be used for
routing signals to and from different instruments as
long a.s the sigrlals are compatible in terms of voltage
and impedance.
Patch two low register sinewaves to the mul� a�1�
then patch the mult to an output so that the mix
_
can be heard. Tune the oscillators to a close mterval,
smaller than a minor second, and you will be ab�e
_
to clearly hear the "beat frequency." This beating_ 1s
the result of the non-linear change in current which
manifests itself as an amplitude fluctuation, equal to
the difference in Hertz between the two signals. Now
add a third oscillator to an unused mult input _ and
tune it to produce a second beat pattern ( see figure
11.7). Take these same three audio signal_s and patch
them to a normal ( linear) mixer and listen to the
result. You .should notice that the beating is not as

Figure 11. 7. Using a
mull to enhance "beating"

keyboard

EG2

Figure 11.8. Instrument
with non-linear mixing

prominent and the composite mix will be somewhat
louder. This is because the changes in the fluctuating
voltages of the waveforms result in equal changes in
current. Patch the three oscillators back to the mult
and try the same experiment using very high fre
quencies. You will hear sounds very much like amp
litude modulation, as the "beats" are frequencies in
the audio register. Actually, you are hearing the sum
and difference frequencies of the signals plus all of the
original signals. The texture of this spectrum can be
increased by using oscillators with different kinds of
harmonic content. Also try sweeping the osci]Iators
back and forth in their higher register and listen to
the changing spectrum. Program this sweeping with
some function generator so you can really listen. After
you have the sound in your mind's ear repeat the same
patch using a normal mixer.
The two points to remember here are that a non
linear mix makes the distortion more apparent and si
multaneously results in a reduction in signal strength.
But this certainly does not mean that it cannot be
used to generate some interesting sounds. Make the
patch in figure 11.8 and experiment with different con
trols on the VCOs and the VCA. You might find some
thing you like. Also consider the possibilities of fur
ther processing the spectrum with filters, or using it
as a program or carrier for various types of modu
lation. This technique works best with low output im
pedance oscillators ( less than 250 ohms).
The commonly understood use of the term "mix
ing" refers to active, linear mixing which results in
consistent gain and minimal distortion. Although the
composite mix is free of any significant distortion, the
process involved is more complicated and caHs for
some special considerations relative to the signals.
Any circuit offers a certain amount of resistance to
the flow of alternating current. This Qpposition, when
a combination of resistance, inductance, and capaci
tance, is called "impedance," and is measured in ohms.
For maximum transfer of power from one circuit to
another, the output and input impedances of the two
circuits must be equal. Impedance matching is most
important when dealing with low-level devices such
as microphones, or when using very long lines between
outputs and inputs. In other words, a 600-ohm out
put should connect to a 600-ohm input and a 50k-ohm
output should connect to a 50k-ohm input. For this
reason, mixers are usually designed with a particular
input impedance to be used expressly with devices
and modules with the same output impedance. A high
quality microphone mixer is usually equipped with a
switch which will select a variety of input imped
ances, depending on the particular microphone being
used. Although there is a great variance the most com
mon microphone impedances are 50 ohms, 150 ohms,
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250 ohms, 600 ohms, an d even as high as, and higher
than 100k ohms. Many mi crophone mixers incorp
orat� a preamplifier which brings the input signal up
to a level e qual to the level of all of the other 1:10�
_
ules in the system. T he ideal mixer will hav e md�
vidual impedance switches for each input so that it
c an ac cept and mix signals f rom a variety of so rces
�
at on e time. The same reasoning also may necess itate
variation in the mixer's output impedance. In most
cases the mixer is designed as part of a total system
and its output i mpedance always mat ches the inp t
�
of each module. There may be instances, however, m
which the mixer output must be patched to s ome ex
t ernal circuit which has a different input impedance
from the system.
In integrated modular synthesizers the outputs of
each module are norm ally a low impedance of be
tween 600 and lk ohms. The inputs for the modules
is usually a higher impedance, typically between 50k
an d 100k ohms. This is do ne so t hat several outputs
can be connected to one input ( e.g., mixing, multiple
m odulation, etc.) without loading down the circuits
and c ausing gain loss. Thus a general rule for circuit
connection i s that signal outputs are usually as low
as possible, an d inputs are usually of a higher im
pedance so as not to load down the outputs of other
m odules.
Another consideration the composer should be
aw are of is the type of transmission line employed.
A circuit that uses two output or input connection
p oints is said to have an unbalanced or single-ended
input or output. One of the connections is f or the
wire carrying the voltage, the other connection for
the wire at <Tround potential. A balanced or differ
entiaf line e;p loys three di fferent terminals. In this
case the AC voltage is divided between two out-of
phase lines and the third connection is grounded ( fig
ure 11.9). When working with v ery l ow- level or long
lines, the balanced circuit is preferred bec ause an un
balanced line is very susceptible to stray, unwanted
signals and hum. Balanced lines are less su�ceptible
because the circuit will react only to the difference
between the two out- of-phase voltages. Without the
use of a special transformer, it is not advistable to
connect an unbalanced to a balanced line. Since m icro
phones usually employ a balanced line, the � icrophone
mixer is usually equipped with balanced rnputs. On
the other hand, most mixers incorporated within com
mercially available electronic music systems are de
signed with unbalanced inputs. The ideal situat�on
would be a mixer with accommodations for acceptmg
both balanced and unbalanced lines.
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Figure 11.10. Mixer with master gain
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Figure 11.9. Balanced and unbalanced lines

A f inal item to consider about the electroni cs of
is whether it is active or passive. J ust as with
the various equalizers, a mixer may or may not em
ploy additional amplificat ion. D epending largely on
the number of inputs in the circuit, insertion loss may
be as high as 45 to 50 db. To compensate for this loss,
additional amplification is included in t he circuit to
bring the signal back up to its original lev el, or hi gher.
Active mixers provide at least unity gain at line level.
Additional g ain is usually specified by the manufac
turer. The passive mixer contains no amplification, �nd
a certain amount of loss is to be expected, dependmg
on impedance and th e number of i nput s. With active
mixers there is often provision for controll ing the total
amount of gain pr oduced by th e ci rcui t. This is ac
complished by a special "adder" switch ( see page 186) •
Once the composer has considered the results of
linearity, non-linea rity, balanced and unbalanced li es,
and active /pas sive netw or ks, he m ust choo se a m xer
�
design according t o i ts app li cat ion. The simplest m�
ixer
design is one that has two or more inputs and one
output. Each indivi dual input will usu ally have its �wn
gain pot which will allow the mixi n g of the vanous
input signals in proportions set by the composer. In
creating complex waveshapes via a mixer, the com
poser will find that certain frequency components hav e
amplitude levels higher or lower than other frequen
cies. If the amplitude of e ach input signal can be
independently controlled, the compo ser can then hav e
complete control over the composite waveshape. The
total amplitude of the compos ite signal ca be con
_ .
trolled by raising or lowering all of the md1v1dual
input signal s, keeping their relative amplitu�des at the
same rati o. T his, of course, is ve ry diff icult to do,
and impossible to do instantly. For th is reas on a m i er
�
is usually equipped with a m aster gain control which
controls the total output level of the composite signal.
This allows the composer to change the output level
instant aneously without affecting t he indivdual input
ratios ( fig. 11.10).
a mixer

Mixing Stages: The Master and Sub-Mix

to a si ng le mixer. Sin ce th ere is anot her mixer lat er
in the chain this is called a "sub -mix." There i s no
differe nce between a sub-mixer and main mixer in
terms of e lectronics. It si mply refer s to where it is
in the sequence of pat ching. There is an input attenu
ator or "fader" for each of the signals, 1 through 4.
This mak es it possible to make one source louder or
softe r than, or eq ual to all of the other sound s in the
mix. Once the correct balance between voices 1-4 has
been established the output of the mixer is patched
to a master mixer. The master mixer al so has input
faders so that any desired input level can be estab
lished.
The second sub-mixer ( B) receiv es signals 3, 5, 6
and 7. Noti ce that source 3, the pre-amplifiers, is split
and pa tched to b oth sub-mixers. The split m ay be
done by parall el outputs on the pre-amp or via a
mult. Each of t hese signals is mixed in the d esired
proportion by the input f ad ers on the mixer. The com
posite mix is then patched to a second mas ter mixer
or chan ne l and its input l evel i s set as desired.
The third sub-mixer ( C) is utiliz ed i n a slightly
different manner ; it is us ed to mix the signal from
VCO C and a monophonic tape i n equal proportion.
This mix is then patched to an input of a balanced
modulator. The referen ce signal for the mod ulator is

Within an electronic m usic studio and even in live
pe rformance there are different levels of mixing. Fig
ure 11.11 illustrates a typical configuration. At first
glance this appears to be a complex situati on and
indeed it is not simple. This is a common mixing situa
tion and not r eally to difficult to unta ngle. Fi rst of
all, identify all of the sound sour ces . We can ass ume
that all signa l outputs, including t he pre -amplified
mi crophones, are line le v el, low i mped ence at opt i
mum gain. There are eight different sounds heard in
the f inal mix:
1. VCO A ( assume that all of the oscillators are being
contro l led and doing something int
eresting)
2. VCO B
3. A pre-amplfied microphone for an acoustic
source
4. Channel A of a pre-recorded tape
5. Channel B of the same tape
6. Another pre-amplified acoustic source
7. VCO C
8. The ou tput of a balanced modulator. N otice
here
that one input to the modulator is a m ix of a m on
o
phonic tape and VCO C.
Taking one s tage at a time let' s examine the
differ
points of control. S ources 1, 2, 3 and 4 are patche
d
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Figure 11. 11. Sub-mixing
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shown here as a VCO A. The output of the modu
lator is then patched to both of the _master mixe�s. If
you consider the outputs of sub-mix A, sub-mix B,
and the modulator as three separate voices, this t�pe
of patching provides for easy manual control. V01ces
1 and 2 are controlled by the input faders on master
mixers A and B. Voice 3 L� split between the two
master mixers and controlled by its own fader. The
only drawback here is that the level control for voice
three is on two separate faders, which will call f�r
two hands in playing the mix. Perhaps a more effi
cient patch would be to route the output of the bal
anced modulator to a VCA before being split to the
two mixers. In this way the gain to both mixers can
be controlled by a single pot.
The two master mixers are connected to the �a�e
recorders or amplifiers in the studio, and thus it 1s
common for these mixers to have a pot to cont�ol out
put gain. At the same time there �ay be one master
_
gain" control for both outputs, which allows the mu
e
whil
outputs
both
of
l
e
v
e
l
e
th
lower
or
sician to raise
ls.
e
v
e
l
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e
lativ
e
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The Monitor and Program
Most professional mixers have two different output
sections: a monitor and a program (also referred to
as "bus" or "output"). Everything coming into the
mixer is normally connected to the program outp�ts.
This usually means that they go directly to the m
puts of the tape recorder. The monitor outputs are
usually connected to the amplifier and speaker sy�
tem in the studio. This configuration is illustrated m
figure 11.12. This type of mixer is of great a�d be
cause _ during the mixing process you may wish to

listen to only part of the final mix without disturbing
what is being recorded on the tape . For example, dur 
ing the mixdown you suspect that one of the �ar_ts
is not quite correct but this is difficult to hear withm
the context of the total mix. If you turned down all
of the other voices they of course would not be re
corded. The monitor switches could be used to listen
to an individual part without interrupting the record
ing mix. What goes to the monitor amplifiers �s deter
mined in a variety of ways, depending on design, and
which various terminology is used. A "monitor" "pre �· ew" or "solo" switch usually disconnects the program
output from the monitor amps and reconnects it to
whateve r signal is associated with the switch. Some
times the solo or preview signal is assigned to a spe
cific channel in the studio and sometimes it is as
signed to all of the channels; again this depends on
the mixer design.
.
At some point, either after or during the recor
_ �n�
t is on
process you are going to want �o �;ar wh�
,
the tape as opposed to what is bemg sent to the tape.
Sometimes a studio patch bay is used to re-patch the
tape recorder outputs to the studio monito� system.
If this is the case it is just a matter of changmg some
patchcords. More often the situation is that the ou_t
puts of the tape recorders are patched into the mam
mixer, hence it is possible to record from one tape
to the other as in figure 11.13. If this is the case spe
cial thought has to be given to the signal �outing. To
playback a tape it is just a matter of turm_ng up the
tape output controls on the mixer. If there is no sep�
rate monitor and program output the usual result is
that the mixer output goes simultaneously to the tape
recorder and the studio sound system and it is here

monitor speaker

tape recorder

program
mix

4

•when a monitor switch is £!I_ the program
is automatically disconnected.

00
signals '"
tape 2

00
Figure 11.13. Tape recorder routing
through the mixer

that one can run into problems. If you are sending
a signal to a tape recorder and the output of the tape
recorder is patched back to the input of the mixer,
you can create a feedback loop. The signal is being
sent to the recorder, recorded on the tape, sent from
the output of the tape recorder back to the mixer,
the output of the mixer again goes to the input of
the tape, e tc. This is a useful technique for the pro
duction of tape echo but more than likely the final
product will be unwanted oscillation and distortion
(see page 194, chapter 12). The best solution is to have
separate program and monitor outputs on the mixer.
If you want to hear what is going onto the tape you
can punch it up on the monitor. If you want to hear
what is coming back off of the tape you can punch
the tape output up on the monitor. Since what you
send on the monitor is not being sent to the tape re
corder there is no chance of feedback. If there are
no separate monitor and program outputs, take care
that the tape output pots on the mixer are not up
during the recordng process.
During live performances a typical patch would
be to patch the monitor outputs to a monitor speaker
system just for the performers and to patch the bus
or program output to the main sound system for the
audience. Another possibility is to patch the monitor
mix to a set of he adphones for a performer playing
the electronic instruments. This makes it very con
venient to determine whether all the parts in the mix
are behaving as expected before they are sent out for
audience consumption. With monitor or solo switches
you can listen to each voice before it is brought up
on the input faders.

Signal Modification with Mixers

(sources)

This patch returns the tape recorder output to the monitor so
it may be listened to while recording.
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00

tape 1

Figure 11.12. Program and monitor mix
outputs

Some studio mixers have features such as EQ, vari
able output channe l selection and effects lines. On pro
fessional mixers each of the inputs will usually have
their own parametric equalizer. This makes it possible
to tune each voice independent of the other voices.

One voice may call for a mid-range boost and another
may require some high end attenuation. Some mixers
may have an "equalizer In/Out" switch. In some cases
you may not wish to use any EQ on a particular voice,
and the whole process can be bypassed. At the same
time you may wish to monitor just that particular voice.
On some mixers the monitor switch for a voice comes
before the equalizer stage, on other mixers it comes
after the equalizer stage. With the EQ in/ out switch
the channel can still be monitored without any EQ,
but keep in mind that if the EQ is switched out the
signal goes to the program output un-equalized.
A studio mixer should allow any input signal to be
sent to any selected output or set of outputs. This
can be done in a variety of ways. On the synthesizer
the most common method is direct patching: take a
signal output and patch it to a sub-mix or a main
channel output. On the studio mixer this routing is
usually done with a .set of switches or a "pan-pot." A
two-channel or stereo mixer such as the Roland 103
(figure 11.14) will usually have a two-channel pan-pot
which allows the signal to be located virtually any
where in the stereo field. With the pot to the full-left
the signal will appear on channel A. With the pot
at full right the signal will appear on channel B. If
the pan-pot is at the 12:00 position the signal will
appear to come equally from both channels. At the
9:00 or 10:00 position the signal will be positioned
somewhere between center and far left (channel A).
This is illustrated in figure 11.14.
The actual electronic process of signal location is
explained in chapter 13. At this point, however, the
musician may begin to think about the ae sthetics of
sound location. Figure 11.15 illustrates four different
mixes, three of which are "panoramic."1 Each voice
has a particular musical identity: voice 1 is a high
main or lead voice, 2 is a lower range lead voice, 3 is
a subsidiary counterpoint part, and voice 4 is an on1. "Panoramic" refers to the fact that the sources are located
in different parts of the stereo space-hence the term "pan-pot."
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going non-pitched rhythmic voice. Figure 11.15A is
a simple monophonic mix; all of the voices are evenly
balanced between both channels and will appear to
come from the center of the sound field. Figure ll.15C
has the two main voices in the center with the con
trapuntal and rhythmic voices on opposite channels.
Here t4e counterpoint and on-going rhythm have been
perceptually separated, and some questions should be
considered. Does the separation of the counterpoint
from the main voice have an effect on the function of
the counterpoint? Would it be better to keeep the
counterpoint with the main voices, or is it in fact
more contrapuntal with the spatial separation? Does
the isolated rhythm have a distracting effect on the
other parts of the music? Figure 11.15D separates the
two main voices. If they are playing in unison, or
even the same rhythmic line, do you lose the blend
of the voices with this much separation? Do you really
want a blend of the two voices? Figure 11.15B is a
four voice stereo array giving the effect of the parts
spread out in a line in front of the listener. In this
case the outside voices may have too much promi
nance. In traditional music practices a "tonic" or "reg
istral" accent is a note which receives attention be
cause it is out of an established register. This con
cept can be transferred to spatial location, as an
isolated or border location voice seems to get more
attention. Of course there are no objective answers for
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Figure 11. 15. Stereo arrays

these questions and the musician must decide for
himself just what effect he is after. The point is that
if a mixer provides the possibility of discreet channel
assignment or panning, use it to highlight the music.
On a four-channel output or quad mixer the chan
nel allocation is often done by switch assignment. Each
input will have 4 output assignment switches. If you
wish to have a signal go to the channel 1 bus, punch
up switch l. If you want the signal to go to channels
1 and 3, punch up switches 1 and 3, and so on. A
quad mixer with switchable channel assignment may
also have panning facilities. The most common format
is that the pan-pot will move the signal between any
two-channels punched up on the assignment switches.
Other formats allow panning between only the two
front or two rear channels. The ideal situation for
the composer is four channel panning in any pattern.
Sound location has become an important dynamic pa
rameter in electronic music. Details on specialized
panning instrumentation and techniques are covered
in chapter 13.
Effects lines are essential for live performance and
are usually an integral part of a professional mixer.
These are specialized lines or outputs from the mixer
which can be patched into a signal processing instru
ment such as a reverb, modulator, etc. The output from
the processor is then patched back into the mixer, and
thus the processed sound may be mixed in any pro
portion with the other sounds.

The most common effects line is the echo send and
echo receive or echo return. The usual format is that
any signal coming into the mixer may be picked up
by means of a switch or pot and routed to the echo
send output. Note in figure 11.16 that this echo send
is in parallel with the mixer program output, and
attaching a signal to the echo send does not discon
nect it from the main mix. The echo send input may
have a "pre-" or "post-fader" selector switch. The po
sition of this switch determines just where in the in
put patch the signal is picked off and sent to the echo
send. If the switch is in the "pre-fader" position the
signal is picked off before the input attenuator as
shown in figure 11.16B. This signal routing is needed
if the input signal is to be relatively soft in the final
mix, but at the same time highly reverberant. By patch
ing it to the echo send at the level it is to appear in
the mix the signal may not be strong enough to drive
the echo device sufficiently. If the signal is picked
up "pre-fader" it is patched to the echo device at
its full input level. The reverbed signal can then be
patched back into the main mix through the echo
return and its volume adjusted by the echo return level
control. The common practice is to mix the reverbed
signal with the "dry" or non-reverbed signal to achieve
the correct proportion known as a "dry-wet" mix.
The "post-fader" position for echo send can be used
to achieve varying degrees of reverb in a composite
mix. In this case the signal ( s) is sent to the reverb

after it has been attenuated by the input fader. For
example, suppose that a mix consists of four sounds,
A, B, C and D, and each sound appears to be a bit
more distant than the other. As illustrated in figure
11.17, each signal would be attenuated at a different
level and sent to the reverb. The signal with the least
attenuation will be the strongest in the reverb receive
mix.
Other send/receive lines on a mixer may be avail
able but not dedicated to a specific kind of signal proc
essor. These lines may be used any way your imagi
nation suggests to you. They may be patched to filters,
modulators, external VCAs, used as modulation inputs
for other mixes, or may even be used as separate moni
tor lines for individual plays. When used as monitor
lines the send line will be patched to separate monitor
amps and not returned back to the main mix.
If your system does not have an effects line it may
be worth while to dedicate an extra small mixer for
this purpose. In this case the diagrams for the pre
vious patches would be directly appliacable. The great
advantage of this situation is that it provides the pos
sibility of voltage controlling the send gain andj or
subjecting the send or the return to other types of
processing. One possibility is illustrated in figure 11.18.
A VCA is inserted in the send path of one voice, and
its gain is correlated with the voice's pitch control. The
reverb output is patched through another VCA which
is being modulated by a sub-audio sine wave. The
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result is that higher control voltages cause higher
pitches to supply more gain to the send VCA. Thus
the higher pitches have more reverb. The final reverb
is brought back as a gentle tremolo. The processing
possibilities of this configuration can be as simple or
complicated as you wish, and perhaps warrant some
exploration.

A Summary of Terms
A studio or performance mixer can be as basic or com
plicated as your budget allows. Most of the options
found on standard mixers have been described, and any
attempt to deal with all the variations and extra fea
tures is unnecessary. The following list, however,
breaks down and summarizes, at least, the standard
terminology used in professional mixing situations.
This summary is based on the outline given in John
Woram's The Recording Studio Handbook 2 •

MIXERS: PATCHING, SIGNAL
ROUTING AND CONTROLS
A. INPUT SECTION
1. Microphone Inputs/Line Inputs
If the signal originates at a microphone, at some
point the mike has to be pre-amplified. If the
mixer has internal pre-amps it can be brought
up to line level ( about +4 dBm) before it is
routed to the input fader. Audio mixers on syn
thesizers may not have pre-amps at the mixer
inputs so the mike will have to be pre-amplified
before it is patched to the mixer input.
2. Patch Points
Some professional mixers have patch points at
different places in the signal path. These inputs
and outputs allow a signal to be removed from
its normal routing and then patched to an ex
ternal processor. It is then returned to its nor
mal routing position in the mixer ( see figure
11.19).
2. Woram, op. cit. pgs. 347-368.
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Figure 11.19. Patch points

Figure 11.18. Voltage controlled send/ receive

3. Equalizers
The common format on large studio mixers is
to have a parametric equalizer for each input
signal at some point after the input fader, but
before the assignment to the output channel.
4. Output Bus (Channel) Selection
A switch or pot (or both) will determine which
input signals are assigned to each individual
output channel. All the signals attached to a
particular output are considered a sub-mix.
B. OUTPUT OR PROGRAM OUTPUT SECTION
This is where the mixer outputs are connected to
the various channels of the tape recorder.
1. Output Bus Level or Channel Level Controls
When a number of signals have been assigned
to a particular output channel the composite
signal gain may be controlled by a pot. There
will be an output level control for each channel
going out of the mixer. The composite gain of
all the mixer channel outputs is often controlled
by a "master gain control." This pot does not
disturb the relative balances between the out
put channels but attenuates all of the outputs
in equal proportion.
2. Output Bus Patch Points
These patch points are similar to those de
scribed in section A-2 except they come after the
output channel control. The mixed signal for
that channel may be removed from the signal
path and patched to a processor. The output
of the processor is then inserted back to the
normal signal path in the mixer before it reaches
the master gain control.
C. MONITOR SECTION
The monitor outputs on the mixer are usually at
tached to the studio monitor amplifiers.
1. Tape Recorder Inputs
Each channel of the tape deck is returned to
the mixer through the line inputs. Since com-

mon synthesizer mixers are all line inputs there
is not real distinction between a normal mixer
input and the tape recorder return input. As
discussed earlier, make sure that during the re
cording process the tape return inputs are not
up so the signal from the tape goes back out the
mixer to the tape recorder input.
2. Monitor Select Switches
On a professional mixing console a switch will
enable the musician to listen to the output of
the mixer ( often called the bus output) or any
of the various sub-mixes. If the switch is in
the "tape" position the bus output is discon
nected from the monitor output and replaced
with the output from the tape recorder. When
monitoring any sub-mix, effect return, or patch
point, the signal may be heard either on all of
the monitor speakers or on discrete monitor
channels, depending on design and switching
formats.
3. Monitor Control Level
This is usually a single pot that adjusts the gain
of the signal sent to the monitor amps. Since
the monitoring may be done at various points
in the mixer ( pre-fader, post-fader) the mu
sician will wish to adjust a suitable listening
level without affecting the levels of the signals
being sent to the tape recorder.
D. EFFECTS SEND AND RECEIVE
Some mixers may only have an echo send/receive,
while other designs may have several effects lines.
If there is only and echo send/receive line, always
consider the possibility of using a patch point for
additional effects lines.
1. Effects Send Switch
A switch will be used to send a particular sig
nal to the effects mixer. This switch may be
used to pick up the signal pre- or post-fader.
Remember that this routing, unlike a patch
point, does not interrupt the normal signal path.

It simple switches in a mult and sends one leg
of the signal to the effects mixer and the other
leg maintains the normal signal routing in the
mixer.
2. Effects Mixer
All of the signals sent to an effects line are mixed
to a signal line and the gain of the composite
signal is controlled by a "master echo send
level" pot.
3. Effects Return Level
The processed signal may not be required to be
mixed in to the final output at unity gain. The
return level pot makes it possible to return the
signal at any desired level.
4. Effects Return Selector
The processed signal can be assigned to the vari
ous program or bus output channels by switches
or a pot, depending on design. A common rout
ing is to have the dry or unprocessed signal on
one channel and the wet or processed signal on
the opposite channel.

Monophonic Mixers
An adequate mixing format for a two-channel studio
may be set up with only three smaU mono, mixers as
illustrated in figure 11.20. Mixers A and B are the two
main output points. The signal from each mixer is
split: one leg is sent to the line input of one channel
of a tape deck, the other leg being sent to the "auxil
iary" or "spare" input of the studio monitor amplifer.
The output of the tape deck is patched to the "tape"
input of the studio monitor amplifier. If the musician
wishes to hear the output of the mixers before the
signal reaches the tape deck, he switches the monitor
amp to "aux" or "spare." If he wishes to hear the out
put-of the tape recorder the monitor amp is switched
to "tape." 3 The signals going to the respective chan3. Commercial integrated amps will have a variety of inputs;
the point here is to get the mixer output and the tape output
on any two switchable inputs.
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Figure 11.20. Complex mixing with mono mixers

nels of the tape recorder and monitor amp are now
patched to either mixer A or B. In this illustration each
mixer has identical input formats. IA and lB are pre
amplified signals from two different microphones. 2A
and 2B are signals from two different channels of a
second tape deck. These signals could, of course, be
processed before patched to the mixer. 3A and 3B are
signals directly from the electronic instruments. The
third mixer, C, is used for an effects line. In this case
the signals from the electronic instruments are split
with one leg going to mixer C and the other leg to
mixers A and B, respectively. The output of mixer C
is patched to a reverb unit and the output of the re
verb unit and the output of the reverb is split and
patched to 4A and 4B. The input attenuators on mixer
C are used as echo send fader, and the inputs on mixers
A and B are used as echo receive faders. This mixing
patch is commonly used within the mixing capabilities
of a large synthesizer. It is certainly not as versatile
as a professional studio mixer but can usually get the
job done.

Matrix Mixers
A mixer design found on several studio instruments is
the matrix mixer. Thi5 format provides several inputs,
usually between four and eight; and any input may be
coupled to any number of outputs ( usually four out
puts are possible) by means of attenuators. The illus
tration in figure 11.21 is a typical 8 by 4 matrix mixer.
Any input signal can be sent to any number of avail
able output channels. The coupling to an output chan
nel is accomplished with individual gain controls so
that a signal may be sent to each output at different
levels. This allows for the design of complex quadra
phonic arrays on tape or in live performance.
Certain mixer designs incorporate a gain function
separate from the master gain control. The "adder gain
switch" found on various mixers determines the total
amount of gain the circuit can provide and thereby be
controlled by the master gain control. The number of
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Figure 11.21. Matrix mixer

selection possibilities and amount of gain increase is
not standardized and will vary according to design.
A mixer designed and described by Robert Moog
( "Construction of a Simple Mixer," Electronic Music
Review, no. 4, Oct., 1967) has the possibility of zero
db, + 10 db or +20 db gain. If the particular mixer
is a combination of normal mixing functions and pre
amplifier for microphone mixing, the adder switch will
often not affect the preamplifier gain.

electronic music studio, and they are equally viable
for live performance.
There are several dedicated voltage controlled mix
ers available with commercial electronic instrumenta
tion. These are essentially a collection of voltage
controlled amplifiers with a mixed output. Many manu
facturers package a collection of VCAs in a single
module and provide a mixed output just for voltage
controlled mixing applications. The level of a signal
in a mix is then controlled by applying a control volt
age to the control input for a particular channel. A
voltage controlled mixer or "quad VCA" is illustrated
in figure 11.22. The techniques suggested in the fol
lowing patches will be discussed in terms of a quad
VCA and can be easily transferred to any voltage
controlled mixer format.
One of the many advantages of a voltage-controlled
mixer is its ability to switch rapidly from one input to
another at speeds which would be impossible manu
ally. Figures 11.23 and 11.24 suggest two approaches
using a multiple bank sequencer with separate timing
pulse output buses. The music in figure 11.23 requires
instant switching between the input signals. This is
referred to as a "pulsed mix" and can be accomplished
with the gate outputs of a sequencer. Remember that
a gate is a rather high magnitude DC voltage and it
can usually be used to directly drive a VCA. This mix
involves three pitches which are to be combined in
different patterns. Three oscillators are tuned to the
specified notes and patched to three VCAs. If the
VCAs are not already available from a common output
simply patch them to a mixer. Turn down the offset
on the VCAs so that the signals will not get through
until a control voltage is received, in this case the gate
voltage from a bank on a sequencer. The patch calls
for a switchable three bus sequencer ( see chapter 6,
page 77). The "C" is to be attacked on the 1st, 3rd, 4th
and 7th eighth note so gate outputs 1, 3, 4 and 7 are
patched to bus one output which is in turn patched to

2 3
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master gain.,

Figure 11.22. Voltage controlled mixer
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Voltage Controlled Mixing
As with most other electronic music techniques, the
range of applications of the mixer has been greatly ex
tended by incorporation of voltage control. Computer
controlled mix-down is common practice in most pro
fessional recording studios but is not usually within
the financial reach of the student. The following
patches will, however, provide some automated mix
ing techniques well within the resources of a modest

VCA 1. Each of the other pitch events is likewise
programmed. As the sequencer is driven in a steady
or varying rhythm the different gates will open each
VCA in sequence. If the sequencer does not have sus
tain gate outputs, then use alternating high and low
voltages from the control voltage outputs on each se
quencer bank. The advantage of using gates as con
trols is that the mix is simply an on-off function and
the continuously variable sequencer control voltages
could be used for other parameters.
.The patch in figure 11.24 is similar to the previous
configuration, but here the mix is dynamic rather than
switched. Each "voice" crescendos and diminuendos
in and out of the mix according to the dynamics of
an envelope generator. In this example the sequencer
supplies triggering information to each EC from a
different trigger bus. The only drawback is that one
is limited to sequential triggering which may be ham
pering in an improvisatory situation. A more versa
tile approach may be to manually trigger each en
velope. A keyboard with individual triggers for each
key could perhaps be an even better solution, if you
happen to have such an instrument. Even more ideal
is to use a micro-processor for the triggering and/ or
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clock
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Figure 11.23. "Pulsed mix" with a voltage controlled mixer and sequencer
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the envelope information. Voltage controlled function
generators could also be used to vary the dynamics of
each voice.
Figure 11.25 suggests a randomly controlled mix,
with the addition of a random function for the echo
receive.
The patch illustrated in 11.26 uses the output of
several envelope detectors to control input gains to a
voltage-controlled mixer.
At this point the patches bear a strong resemb
lance to configurations given earlier in the book, and
this illustrates the power and versatility of voltage con
trol. Rather than waste space with obvious variations
on these techniques, give some thought to different
kinds of playing logic which can be used with voltage
controlled mixing. How can you incorporate inverters,
multipliers, function generators, keyboards, etc., to pro
vide musical design for the final mix of your music?
And more important, be aware of the established re
lationships built into each patch. Is it possible to make
a composite mix depending on the time of day or the
general noise level of an audience?
A final technique which is often overlooked is the
universal mixer-the air! The elastic air space between
a listener and the speakers can combine sounds in a way
which is virtually impossible with electronic mixers.
Think about the last time you attended an orchestral
or rock concert. More than likely the orchestra was
not amplified but the sound was presented in an array
across the auditorium which cannot be duplicated with
speakers. Even the rock concerts with elaborate real
time mixing is dependent on the space between you
and the sound sources. The significant factor is the
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Figure 11.24.
"Dynamic mix" with
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Exercises
At this point in the book the reader should have a
significant and practical understanding of the instru
ment and mixing/routing resources on a given elec
tronic music system. The remaining chapters deal with
semi-specialized techniques and instrumentation which
may be external to the actual sound production-control
process. To suggest exercises dealing with mixing tech-

VCM

Signal�,,

acoustic space itself. The size and shape of the hall
adds characteristic coloration and reverberation infor
mation. The way the room processes the sound can be
positive or negative, depending on what you want. 4
If you have access to several large spaces ( not just
rooms but hallways, tunnels, an outside court, etc.),
the following project may yield some interesting re
sults. Set up a good stereo or quad sound system in
the available space. Line all of the speakers up even
with each other, facing in the same direction and as
far apart as possible. Place two high quality micro
phones in the space at least twenty-five feet in front
of the speakers as shown in figure 11.27 and patch
them to a tape recorder. Play a variety of sounds
through the speakers and vary the gain of each chan
nel of the playback system. The sounds could be pre
recorded or played in real-time on an electronic in
strument. The signals should, however, be electronic
so that you can experiment with different ranges and
densities. The recording will not be discrete stereo, as
the signals from the speakers will not be direct enough
to be picked up by only one mike. You may notice
that the higher frequencies are more directional than
the lower ones; the bass will appear on both channels
and the high end of the mix will have a slight direc
tionality. Also listen to how different spaces process
the sound in various ways. You may wish to try out
this technique within the confines of the studio. Such
a technique is time consuming to set up but can pro
vide the ambiance and effect of an in-concert record
ing.
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4. Refer to Arthur H. Benade's Fundamentals of Musical Acou
stics, Oxford University Press (New York, 1976) chapters 11

and 12.
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niques is difficult, as a generalized mixing project has
to be constructed around the available equipment. A
certain project ,would probably be redundant on one
instrument and perhaps impossible on another. One
possible suggestion, however, is to t ry to configure a
versatile instrument using a combination of different
patches thus far in the book. Determine how many
voices you can patch at one time on your instrument
and experiment with how they can be pre-mixed and
called up as they are needed. Try to construct a mix
ing format which can change the structure of an in
strument. For example analyze the patch illustrated
in figure 11.28. Mixer 1 allows the player to select from
three possible voices:
A-a keyboard controlled VCO
B-a sequencer controlled VCO
C-the ring modulation output of
both voices.
Not only can one select individual voices; don't over
look the possibility of mixing relationships. A could
be a main voice, C could provide some sort of rhyth
mic counterpoint, and B could be brought in occas
sionally for some coloration. The second mixer allows
the player to select or mix between a filtered ( D) and
un-filtered version ( E) of the mix provided by the
first mixer. The point is to go beyond thinking of
mixing as the last thing one does before the music
reaches the tape recorder. Internal mixing can add sig
nificantly to the resources of a given patch.
Go back through the preceding chapters or your
own patch library to see how many configurations and
variations you are able to preset on your instrument at
one time.
A second "exercise" is to simply listen! Pull out
some of your favorite and/or most hated recordings
and make a critique of the mix. Listen to how the
lines balance-pay attention to the equalization and
depth of each voice. Especially valuable are any live
rock, jazz, or classical recordings. The next time you
attend a rock or jazz concert pay special attention to
how the mix sounds. If you have the opportunity, look
over the shoulder of the sound technician and watch
what goes on, then think about how you would do it!
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Figure 11.27. Air mixing
sequencer
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Figure 11.28. A mix variable instrument
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12

Reverberation,
Echo and Feedback
Figure 12.1. Simulated echo with sub-audio AM

It is often said that electronically generated sound
lacks "life," or is less "humanistic" than acoustically
produced sound. The novice composer working in the
electronic medium will often overuse reverberation and
echo in an attempt to compensate for the lack of acou
stical "realism." It is true that a certain amount of re
verberation will give an electronically-generated sound
the sensation of being reproduced in a larger acou
stical space, but it will not aid the composer in his
quest for a true, "acoustically-generated" event. The
phenomenon which creates this apparent difference
between the sound produced by a square-wave gen
erator and the sound produced by a clarinet is that
the acoustically-produced sound is almost continually
in a transient state, resulting in many minute varia
tions that give it its characteristic "life," while the
frequencies produced by an oscillator are much more
stable and, excepting the artificially imposed attacks
and decays, there are very few if any transients. There
fore the use of excessive echo and reverberation does
nothing to add transients to a sound and often masks
whatever transients do exist. If the composer requires
the illusion of an acoustically-generated event, he will
will usually have more success by using acoustically
produced sound as the basic source. True reverbera
tion is the result of variations in arrival time of a par
particular sound caused by multiple _reflections from
several surfaces. As suggested in the previous chapter,
an electronically-generated sequence can be greatly
enhanced by re-recording the playback with an air
microphone in an acoustically live environment.

Reverberation and Echo Defined
The terms "reverberation" and "echo" are often used
interchangeably, but when working in the electronic
medium there is a distinct difference between these
two effects. Reverberation is the sum total of all re
flections of a sound arriving at a given point at dif
ferent times. The onset of the attack is prolonged for
the perceiver until all of the reflected sound has
reached his ear. By the same token, all of the decay
characteristics of the sound are extended until the
final sound-wave reflection has reached the ear of the
perceiver. In more general terms, reverberation is
190

characterized by the prolongation of the total sound
event for a certain time period which is determined
by the distance from the sound source and the per
ceiver's proximity to the source and the reflective sur
faces. Reverberation time is defined as the time lapse
between the instant the sound is initiated and the
instant the total envelope has decayed to a level of
60 db below its original amplitude. If the individual
reflections of the sound are at intervals greater than
50 milliseconds, each individual attack can be per
ceived and the phenomenon is classified as echo. Al
though each individual attack can be distinguished,
the succeeding attack( s) may or may not take place
before the sound has totally decayed. The number of
repeated attacks, or "peaks," along with the repetition
rate will vary according to intensity, number of re
flective surfaces, and all of the same factors which
contribute to the effects of reverberation. It is also
known that the decay envelope formed by the indi
vidual energy peaks produces an exponentially decay
ing pattern, and this too might be considered in at
tempting to recreate natural echo effects.
A review of a patch suggested in chapter 7, ( page
105) demonstrates some decay characteristics of an
echo ( see figure 12.l). A steady-state signal from an
oscillator is patched to two VCAs in series. Two dif
ferent control functions are used. VCA l is controlled
by a triggered envelope generator. This envelope de
termines the overall decay characteristic of the sound.
VCA 2 is controlled by a repetitive sawtooth function
( a low frequency oscillator or a continually triggered
envelope generator will work). This control simulates
the echo characteristics in terms of speed ( repetition
rate) and "echo shape." This, of course, is not a real
acoustic echo but only a simulation using amplitude
modulation. Acoustic echos reproduce the actual at
tack and decay characteristics of the acoustic signal.
In this case the signal is a steady state electronic sig
nal, while the attack and decay characteristics are sup
plied by an envelope generator. However, this sup
plies the musician with an experimental patch in which
different echo rates and shapes can be explored. Try
varying the speed of the LFO and also experiment with
different echo "waveshapes." A sawtooth wave pro
vides a sharp echo while a sine wave will soften the

attack of each echo. You also might substitute a low
pass filter for the second VCA. If this is done each
successive echo will have less and less high frequency
components.
True acoustic reverberation and echo is only achiev
ed by generating the signals, acoustic or electronic,
in a reverberant environment. Perhaps the ideal
situation is pe_rforming in such a space. Recording the
results would require remote recording facilities and
the musician does not have much control over the echo
or reverb characteristics. An alternate solution is to
use dedicated acoustic reverberation chambers. This is
an acoustically "live" room which contains a speaker
and microphone. The sound to be subjected to reverb
eration is routed to the speaker at one location in the
room and is then received by the microphone at an
other location in the room and finally routed back to
the recording or monitoring circuit. The obvious ad
vantage here is that the reverberation is produced
under natural conditions and will thus sound very nat
ural. But there are a number of disadvantages to be
considered. First, since each chamber is a monophonic
system, every independent channel of sound will re
quire a separate chamber if echo is added during the
final dub-down. If two binaural channels are routed
through the chamber at the same time, even if taken
through two separate microphones, most binaural ef
fects will be lost. The size and shape of the chamber

will also determine the reverberation time and the
sonic characteristics of the resultant signal. The re
verberation time may be altered to a certain degree
by changing the placement of the microphone and
speaker within the chamber, but this takes a bit of
experimentation, and changes cannot be made dur
ing the final recording or playback sequence. The
character of the reverberation may also be altered by
changing the angles of the reflecting surfaces or by
positioning various objects about the chamber to break
up the reflected waves. This is also a very experimental
situation and cannot be done during mastering se
quences. The amount of reverberation can be varied
somewhat by controlling the amount of the reverber
ated signal to be mixed with the direct signal, either
via the echo-send or echo-receive pots ( figure 12.2).

Artificial Reverberation
Most electronic music studios are equipped with de
vices for the electronic simulation of reverberation.
Artificial reverb, although less natural than acoustic
reverb, is more practical because of the direct and
immediate control over reverberation time it gives.
Artificial reverb may be produced using any of four
devices: the reverberation plate, the more common me
chanical spring reverb, analog delay or digital delay
instruments. The reverberation plate, or "thunder-
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return
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Figure 12.2. Echo chain for an acoustic
echo chamber
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sheet," is a large flexible metal sheet to which is at
tached an output transducer which transmits the sig
nal from the system output to the metal sheet and an
input transducer or contact microphone which is used
to receive the signal. As the signal is transformed into
vibrations traveling in various directions along the
plate, the fluctuations of the metal simulate the re
flections in an acoustical reverberation situation and
are received as such by the output transducer. The
normal maximum reverberation time for such an echo
plate is about five seconds. This can be varied a great
deal by placing some sort of damping material adja
cent to the plate. This damping can be electrically con
trolled anrd varied from a state of complete damping
to its maximum reverberation time.
The spring reverb is more common to the elec
tronic music studio but is also less accurate and adds
more of its own coloristic shading to the output sig
nal. Operating on the same principle of input and
output transducers, the signal is fed to a small spring
or series of springs which cause the characteristic re
dundancies in the signal envelope. As with the echo
chain illustrated in figure 12.2, the amount of reverb
eration may be controlled by the intensity of the re
verberated signal which is mixed with the direct signal.
Due to the characteristics of any particular system,
the subjection of a sound to artificial reverberation will
result in additional signal modifications. One of the
most noticeable effects of artificial reverb is the critical
loss of high frequencies. To compensate for this loss,
the more professional reverberation systems employ
equalization circuits which provide boosts at various
high frequencies. Although there are no set standards
for this type of equalization, it is most effective at fre
quencies around 2k, 3k and Sk Hz. The composer will
find that in conjunction with reverberation the boost
ing of these various bands will restore much of the
original timbre to the sound, as well as providing pos
sibilities for a minimum amount of timbre modifica
tion. Another consequence of artificial reverb is a defi
nite amount of gain loss. When mixed with the direct
signal, this loss in gain is not so apparent. If the com
poser is working with totally reverberated signals,
however, he may find there is as much as IO db loss
in gain. To compensate for this loss, many reverbera
tion systems provide a variable gain pot to boost the
output signal. Although the amount of reverb can be
controlled by the ratio of mixture with the direct sig
nal, several of the professional systems also provide
control over reverberation time by switching the sig
nal to springs of proportionately varying lengths. These
reverb times will vary from less than .5 second to a
maximum over about 5 seconds.
As with most audio equipment, artificial reverbera
tion was originally designed to add more realism to
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a reproduced signal. And as with most composers work
ing in the electronic medium, the concern is very often
with the production of sounds not to be found in a
real acoustical situation. Depending on the desired
effects, the composer will require different reverb
characteristics for different situations. If he wishes to
simulate the reverberant characteristics of a particular
environment, it is possible to compute the optimum
reverberation time according to the simulated room
size, nature of the produced sound, and its frequency
band. This is a very complex computation carried out
by first finding the average absorption coefficient of
the environment to be simulated at the desired fre
quency. John Backus in The Acoustical Foundations
of Music ( New York: W. W. Norton, 1969) provides
charts of absorption coefficients for some of the more
common environments. These figures are arrived at by
dividing the total number of absorption units by the
total surface area ( measured in square feet). Once
this figure is found, the optimum reverberation time
may be computed using the formula
T

=

.OSV
S loge ( 1-aac)

where T = the optimum reverb time in seconds, S =
the total room size measure in square feet and aac =
the average absorption coefficient. The type of music
being monitored will also determine different reverb
times. It has been found that the average reverb time
for a large symphony orchestra in a full hall may be
as long as 2.2 seconds, while the average chamber
music situation needs only a 1.4-second decay for op
timum reverberation. Unless the composer is attemp
ting to recreate a live acoustical situation, he may have
more success by leaving the formulas to the engineers
and acousticians, and relying on his own ear and judg
ment. Reverberation can even be carried to the ex
treme of routing a signal through several reverb units
in series, resulting in an almost total "smear" of the
final output signal. It must be kept in mind, however,
that artificial reverberation results in a definite amount
of coloration to the sound, and unless this is the de
sired result it must be compensated for by mixing with
a direct signal or by means of equalization.
A final precaution which should be observed when
working with reverb units is their handling. The metal
sheets or springs must exhibit a certain amount of
flexibility in order to produce the required redundance
in the .signal. If the chassis of the reverb unit is sud
denly jarred, the sheet or spring will be put in motion,
resulting in a very loud "crash." If done with care, this
effect can be used as a very unusual sound source.
( The old thundersheets used for sound effects in the
aters are very similar to the reverberation plate de
scribed earlier.) Very fine control of the "rumbling"
can be achieved by patching only the reverb output
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to various types of filters, without using any signal to
the reverb input. In this manner the very harsh out
put signals produced by jarring the unit can be split
into various "thunder bandwidths."'° A minimum
amount of movement will cause a great amount of
disturbance to the sheet or springs, therefore great
care must be taken not to damage the unit or over
load the output.
The filter may also be used in conjunction with a
reverb unit in another unusual manner. Instead of sub
jecting the total signal to reverberation, it may be
divided into various frequency bands with a band
pass filter or filter bank, in which case the composer
has the option of routing individual bands to the re
verb. Then, in mixing the bands back down to the
original spectrum, some of the frequencies will ex
hibit reverberation while other frequencies will not
( fig. 12.3A). If the composite signal is the result of
an additive process, each component could be sub
jected to reverb with an echo-send provision on the
mixing board. 1 But if the signal is a modulation pro
duct, there is no prior band separation, and the method
illustrated in figure 12.3A would be required. This
technique in conjunction with voltage-controlled fil
ters offers the composer many variations in application.
"This technique was utilized by Allen Strange in the pro_
du?hon of the !?re-recorded tapes for Vanity Faire ( Cham
paign, Ill.: Media Press, 1969). See Chapter 15, pg. 238.
l. Note that the term "echo-send," in most cases is a "reverb
send."

Figure 12.3. Unusual reverb applications

Another unusual use of a reverb unit is illustrated
in figure 12.3B. In this configuration the reverb is
placed before a VCA. At first glance this appears to
be nonsense, as a short envelope controlling the VCA
will not permit the reverb decay to be heard. This
is another "take advantage of the inadequacies" ap
proaches which can produce some rather unusual re
sults. A spring or plate reverb, being a mechanical de
vice, will add its own coloration to the processed
sound. In figure 12.3B the reverb is used as a colora
tion device. Control envelopes for the VCA have
shorter durations that the total reverb time will cut
off the natural decay but still allow the sound to be
colored by mechanics of the reverb device. At the same
time any transient activity within the sound envelope
will be clouded by the reverberation process. This
patch requires some experimentation with reverb time
and envelope setting but can add some life to dry
sounds without the tyical rainbarrel reverb sounds. 0
Electronically produced echo and reverb is possible
through a variety of instruments. Each of the follow
ing processes involves the same principle of storing a
sound or sequence of sounds, then reproducing them
an instant later. Independent of the technique used,
the process is referred to as "signal delay."
"Other patches for processing reverberation are discussed in
Danny Sofer's "Synthesis-Ambience: Part Two," Synapse,
vol. 2, no. 5, March/ April 1978, pp. 43-44.
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record and playback heads) and feedback circuit. If
the event is recorded on a machine with separate rec
ord and playback heads, it may be monitored an in
stant later through the playback head by using the
tape-monitor provision. If it is possible to monitor both
the input and playback head at the same time, the
effect will he of a single reflection, with the interven
ing time between the original event and the repeti
tion again dependent on the tape speed and the pl�ce
ment of the playback head. On professional machmes
the distance between the record and playback heads
will vary from 1.25 inches to 2 inches (approximately),
making possible a delay time of from .166 seconds to
.266 seconds at 7J� ips and from .083 seconds to .133
seconds at 15 ips. The patching configuration for a
single repetition is illustrated in figure 12.5.
If the input signal is not monitored the effect will
only be a delay between the initiation of the signal
and the actual sound. The repetition is a result of
hearing both the initiation and the delay. Repeti�ion
of a steady state sound is usually not very effective.
A continuously sounding "C" mixed with a delayed
continuously sounding "C" only produces two con
tinuously sounding "C''s. The patch will he more ef
fective if the sound is a short duration or continually
changing pitch. Some care will also have to he taken
to balance correctly the loudness of the original and
delayed signal. Normal echo is characterized by a
softer delayed sound. This is readily accomplished by
adjusting the respective input gains on the m�xer.
There is no reason that the original sound could not
be softer than the delay. Again, this should be ad
justed on the mixer so that the level of the input sig
nal to the tape recorder is not affected.

Tape Delay
The most common electronic delay technique is with
magnetic tape.2 Electronically-produced echo is pos
sible from a variety of sources, all of which operate
on the same principle of delayed reproduction of re
corded events. By recording an event on magnetic tape
and then subjecting it to playback via several indi
vidual and evenly spaced playback heads, a fairly ac
curate simulation of natural echo can be produced. As
the recorded event comes in contact with each suc
cessive playback head, it is repeated and gives the
effect of being a reflection, as in acoustically-produced
echo. The speed of the echo is often a function of the
speed of the tape and the distance between the play
back heads. The number of echoes or repetitions de
pends on the number of playback heads being moni
tored. If the purpose is to simulate natural echo, the
output gain of each successive head will have to be set
in an exponentially decaying manner, as are the suc
cessive reflections of natural echo. Care must also be
taken to ensure that the playback heads are spaced
at precise regular intervals so that the repetitio� rate
will be constant (figure 12.4). This is not to 1IDply
that irregular echo patterns are not always effective,
only but to say that natural echo is usually character
ized by some sort of reptitive pattern. The disadvan
tage to this method of multiple head echo is that the
composer may find that there are not enough playback
heads for prolonged echoes.
Another approach to the production of tape echo
is with a three-head tape recorder (one with separate
2. There is documentation of signal delay techniques using
phonograph discs, but this process is inferior to the current
delay processes.
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Figure 12.5. Single
repeat tape delay

Figure 12.6. Two channel bounce

Figure 12.6 is a single repetition patch, but in this
case the echo is bounced to a different channel. The
original unrecorded signal is taken to channel A of a
stereo monitoring system and delay is taken to chan
nel B.
Non-repeating delays are often used in series with
artificial reverberation devices (see figure 12.7). In a
reverberant space there is often an audible time delay
between the intiation of a sound and the first reflec
tion of the reverberant information. This can be ac
complished by inserting a tape delay in the signal path
before it reaches the reverb instrument.
Naturally the composer is usually interested in more
than just a singe echo. This can be accomplished by
splitting the output signal and routing one leg back
to the input circuit. In this manner the output signal
is recorded, played back at a given instant later, and
then re-recorded to be played back again at the same
interval of time later. The speed of the repetitions
again depends on the intervening distance between
the heads and tape speed. Also, the number and amp-

litude of the repetitions are a function of the com
bined input and playback gain. If the feedback loop is
accomplished by using a mixer at the input to the
recording circuit, the composer can have complete con
trol over the amplitude relationship between the in
put and echo. The mixing may be done with the use
of a Y plug, but this could lead to a certain amount
of non-linear distortion and gives the composer less
control over the amplitude levels. In order to save
tape, it is possible to use a tape loop as shown in figure
12.8. If the output is to be recorded, however, an
other generation of tape would still be needed, result
ing in a minimum loss of high frequencies. This entire
mechanism/circuit is available commercially espe
cially for the production of artificial echo and is usu
ally referred to as a "repeater" or "echo loop deck."
To provide varying echo rates, these decks allows the
playback head to be positioned various distances from
the record head by sliding the head along a guide.
The composer may even choose to calibrate the echo
rate along the playback head guide. It is most useful
to have the calibration in terms of repetitions per
minute, in the same manner as conventional tempo
marking or in fractions of a second indicating the
length of time between each repetition. If it is pos
sible to have more than one repeater, many very in
teresting repetition patterns may be produced . by
patching them in series with each set at a different
repetition rate (figure 12.9). If the playback head is
moved along its guide path while the repeater is in
operation, the result will be an exaggerated simulation
of the Doppler effect. 3 Depending on the rate and
3. This is the observed effect of an apparent pitch shift when
the distance between the sound source and the listener is con
tinually changing. The classic example is the rising pitch of
a train whistle as the train approaches a listner. This may be
accomplished with a tape delay by either continually moving
the playback head ( if such a provision is available) or by
varying the tape speed. Minimal tape speed variation is built
into several consumer tape decks, or your studio may be
equipped with a wide range variable speed tape deck. Both
head displacement and speed variation result i n reproducing the
signal at a speed faster or slower than it was recorded. The
exact calculation of Doppler shifts is not really relevant to
mechanical control, but nevertheless the process of simulated
Doppler should be experimented with. Other techniques of
Doppler simulation are discussed later in this chapter.
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Figure 12.4. Tape echo with multiple heads
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Figure 12.7. Delayed reverb
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The attenuators have been notated here to emphasize the need for
correct gain.

Figure 12.8. Patching configuration for multiple echo
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Figure 12.9. Use of multiple repeaters

A

Figure 12.10. Tape echo usin� a�oustical feedback and
simultaneous microphone and hne inputs

amount of displacement, the composer will find a
wealth of modification possibilities which are not pos
sible except by means of delayed feedback.
If one is recording from an acoustic sound source
with an air mike, tape echo may be produced by simply
sp litting the line input. This, of course, requi res a deck
with mike/line mixing inputs. T he amount of echo can
then be controlled by using the line input gain con
trol as shown in figure 12.l0A. Another method of
working with acoustical sources is to set up an acoustic
feedback loop, wit h the monitor speaker providing the
delayed input to the microphone ( figure 12.lOB) • A
necessary precaution to observe is t he critical place196

ment of the microphone and monitor speaker. If the
microphone sound field overlaps with the speaker
sound field, an aco ustical ly-induced h owl may be pro 
duced. ( T his type of acoustic feedback can be put to
very creative uses and is discussed on pa ge 207. )_ Even
the electronic feedback/delay loops can result m un
wanted resonances if the gain is not carefully con
trolled. In this case t he build-up is so great that the
original signals may become masked in a s rge
�f
�
white sound caused by too high a feedb ack gam. This
can be controlled to a degree by careful equalization,
but it will also have a definite effect on the frequency
response of the output signal.
With the use of a stereo tape recorder, the tape
echo can be made to cause each successive repetition
to emit from alternate channels. The patching con
figuration used to accomplish this is illustrated in fig
ure 12.11. This pa tching will pass the signal back and
forth between the two channels with the repetition
rate depende nt on twice the distance between t�e rec
ord and playb ack heads. T his time c an be cut m h a lf
by simply monitoring t he second chann� l _from the
input and not fr om the playback head. S1m1lar cro�s
coupling of the channels can also be utilized with
multi-track tape recorders as shown in the four-track
feedback configuration in figure 12.12, a co�fi��� a
tion that provides the composer with many poss1b1�1ties
_
of tape- ec ho p atterns, depending on w hether th e md1vidual channels are monitored from the playback head
( as shown in figure 12.12) or from the input, whic h
would halve the repetition rate to the next channel.
The composer should also consider the possibility of
splitting t h e outputs of other channels and also patch
ing them back into the first channel or any other chan
nel. Remember that the feedback leg must be com
bined with t he original inpu t signal by means of a
mixer. D o no t use a mult for this kind of mixing as
it wil l cause distortion and provides no means for feedback gain control.
.
The use of two or more m achines with the p oss1bility of using varying speeds provides the composer
with an unlimited number of tape-delay configurations.
Figure 12.13 offers some ot her possib le patc hings
which may stimulate t he imagination. With these ex
amples, keep in mind that the echo rate �an be v aried
_
by switching from input to output momtonng. M ore
_
complex patching also req uires careful gam control to
avoid excessive build-up or overloading.
Patch 12.13A is a simple two-channel delay. The
delayed output of each ch annel is fed back and mixed
with itself. In each case t he strengt h or n umber of
echos will be determined by the gain of the feedb ack
leg at the mixer. Remember that in all of t hese echo
patches t he tape must be _set f or "t ape monitor."
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Figure 12.11. Tape echo on alternating
channels
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Figure 12. 12. Four channel echo configuration
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T he delay system illustrated in figure 12.13B in
volves a complex cross-c hannel bounce. The inputs to
both channels of the tape recorder are mixed with
their own delayed outputs t o prod uce an initial repeat.
The delayed output of each channel is also taken back
and mixed with the input of t he opposite channel so
that the second repeat will be on the other channel.
T he delay patch suggested in figure 12.13C us es
two tape recorders. T he delayed output of channel A
of tape one is patched directly to the input of channel
A on tape two. The delayed output of tape two is fed

Figure 12.13. Various tape-echo
configurations

back to the input of channel A, tape one. In
effect
t his channel has twice the normal delay as it
under
goes two record/playback processes before th
e de
layed signal is heard. C hannel B is basically the
same
patch, but note that on this channel the "tape input
"
is sent to tape two. There is no delay involved
with
the first recording process, and t herefore the delay
time will be twice as short as channel A. A more effi
cient way of making this patch is to patch chann
el B's
signal directly to channel B of tape two. This
will im
prove t he signal-to-noise problem caused by ser
ies re
cording with two tape decks. The advantage
of the
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Very slow repetition rates may be produced by
using two or more tape recorders playing back a single
continuous tape. The set-up in figure 12.l.5A illustrates
how the tape is fed from tape recorder 1 to the take-up
reel of tape recorder 2. In using this technique, one
must make sure that the tape follows the normal thread
ing path on each particular machine so that the auto
matic stop is not activated nor the tension arms by
passed. The distance between the machines deter
mines the repetition rate, which is 1.6 seconds delay
for every foot of distance between the record head
of tape recorder 1 and the playback head of tape re
corder 2 at a speed of 7J� ips and .8 second delay at
a speed of 15 ips. Therefore, the echo rate produced
by the set-up in figure 12.15A is one repetition every
4.8 seconds. Figure 12.15B illustrates one possible con
figuration using a combination of multiple machine
delay and electronic feedback. It is even possible to
utilize three or more tape recorders for delay as shown
in figure 12.15C. Composer Alvin Lucier calls for seven
or eight (or more) machines for a very complex mul
tiple delay/loop in his composition The Only Talking

Figure 12.14. Complex patching (Patching configuration for
Beautiful Soop by Pauline Oliveros (1967) from "Tape Delay
Techniques for Electronic Music Composition" by Pauline Oliveros,
The Composer, vol. 1, no. 3, Dec. 1969, p. 140.)

patch as notated is that the musician can immediately
switch between delay times by means of the tape
monitor switch. Long delays will use "tape" monitor
ing and shorter delays will use "source" or "input"
monitoring.
The patches in figures 12.13D and E illustrate even
more complex delay systems. If you have the facilities
patch them up and then analyze what is taking place.
The composer could utilize even more complex con
figurations which also take advantage of different tape
speeds and varying distances between the heads, as
shown in figure 12.14.

Machine of Its Kind in the Whole World.
As the composer becomes more and more familiar
with delay and feedback loops, he will find that they
can be a valuable tool for achieving sound modifica
tion. The mixture and superimposition of attack and
decay transients will also serve to produce a certain
amount of timbre modification if the levels are care
fully controlled. This effect is even more noticeable
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Figure 12. �5. Extended tape-delay using
several playback decks.

on sustained tones where the feedback results in vary
ing amounts of phase modulation, along with the repe
tition of transients. Even with the use of only two
channels, the maze of multiple attacks, decays, and
temporal distortions will seem to fill the sound field
with a cloud of sound of which the direction of origin
is not apparent. The composer should also consider
the possibilities of patching any of the feedback legs
through any type of processing module (filter, gate,
modulator, reverb, etc.) and then patching it back into
the delay configuration, or using it as an output chan
nel by itself. Tape-delay configurations produced by
a variable-speed tape recorder will also provide the
composer with quasi-Doppler effects, much like the
results of the technique of using a moving playback
head.
"Reverse echo" may be produced with either of two
methods, both of which require J� track stereo tape re
corders. In one, first record the sequence of events to
be subjected to reverse echo in the normal manner on
tape recorder 1. Next, exchange the position of the
reel so that the tape can be played in reverse on the
same machine. Patch the output of tape recorder 1 to
the input of tape recorder 2 and re-dub the original
sequence, playing backward while adding tape echo
as shown back in figure 12.8. Then, if this generation
of tape is played in reverse, the sequence will be in
the original direction, with the echo preceding the
initial sounds. But this can be done with a single half
track stereo tape recorder with a bit more ease. Record
the sequence on one channel and then turn the tape
over to play it in reverse. By reversing the tape, the
recorded track will now appear on the second channel.
Then patch the output of the second channel to the
input of the first and add echo in the usual manner,
as illustrated in figure 12.16. Finally, turn the tape
back over and play the dubbed sequence in its original
direction, with the echo preceding the original events.
If the half-track tape recorder is equipped with sound
on-sound, this technique is further simplified by let
ting the S-0-S switch make the connection from the
output of the second channel back to the first (figure
12.13A, page 197).
Due to the increased use of tape echo, many home
machines are manufactured with a built-in feedback
circuit which may be switched in and out as the op
erator desires. Certain mixing consoles are now built
with inputs and outputs especially designed for use
with delay loops and provisions for additional extended
delay inputs. Because of the relative ease of use of
these techniques, they have come to be somewhat of
a cliche with the less innovative person. This is not
meant to imply that the use of tape echo and feed
back is an indication of a lack of creativity, because
as described earlier-they can provide the composer

Figure 12. 16. Patching configuration for reverse echo
echo device

signal

A

put channel A in
sel-sync so the signal
is taken off of the
record head

B

single delay

echo device

Figure 12.17.
Simulated pre-echo

with many different and unusual means of sound modi
fication. But the composer should extend his tech
niques beyond the simple configurations illustrated
in this book and become familiar with all of the
delay/feedback configurations that his particular stu
dio situation will allow. The reader should also refer
to Pauline Oliveros' article, "Tape Delay Techniques
for Electronic Music Composition" ( The Composer,
vol. 1, no. 3, Dec. 1969) for even more ideas and in
formation on the subject.
A novel pre-echo effect can be produced using the
patch illustrated in figure 12.17. This can be done in
real-time (figure 12.17A) or from a pre-recorded tape
(figure 12.17B). The procedure is to send a signal
directly to an echo device and then to mix the echo
with a non-repetitive delayed version of the original
signal. Probably the most accessible way to do this
is with a three-head tape recorder.
Figure 12.17A splits the source signal, one leg going
to any available delay instrument ( another tape re
corder) and the other leg goes to a tape recorder. If
two tape decks are used, the deck employed for the
echo should have a shorter record/playback gap than
the other. This is done so that the echo effect is in
process before the delayed signal is heard. Figure
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12.17B produces the same effect from a pre-recorded
tape. The tape must have the same material on two
tracks. By monitoring one track from the playback
head (in sel-sync) the signal will reach the delay
device before the other track is heard from the normal
playback head.
Remember that sonic delays operate within the mu
sical parameter of time. Delays and echos have a tem
poral or rhythmic dimension which can be used very
creatively. Set up a non-repetitive delay and try the
following exercises. Listen to the non-repetitive delay
and use the delay time as a reference beat or any
division of a reference beat. In figure 12.18 the delay
is .5 or one-half a second. The suggested exercise is
to then play into the delay at a tempo of � = 60.
The delay will then be exactly an eighth-note later.
This canonic relationship can then be used in the
formation of complex counterpoint as illustrated in the
example.
Excellent examples of live performance with tape
delay ·used as a conscious rhythmic parameter are
found in the music of Terry Riley. Two current re
cordings which should be studied are Rainbow in
Curved Air and Whirling Surgery Dervish. 4

Specialized Delay Techniques
Analog and Digital Delay Instruments
Relatively recent developments in analog and digital
electronics have generated a class of instruments dedi
cated to audio delay techniques. Such instrumentation
is standard equipment in most recording studios. Al
though these instruments, at least as of this writing,
are not standard modules on all electronic music in
struments, the techniques are very relevant to elec
tronic and acoustic sound processing. A few manufac
turers are making delay modules available as parts
of larger systems, and in the very near future dedi4. Rainbow in Curved Air is available on Columbia Records
( MS7315), and Whirling Surgery Dervish is available through
Shandar Records, 40 Rue Mazarine, Paris 6, France.
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Figure 12.18. Canons with tape delay

cated electronic delays will be as common as the volt
age controlled oscillator.
An electronic delay is conceptually the same as the
mechanical tape delay. A signal is stored in some form
and reproduced after a controlled time interval. After
the signal has been reproduced it may be used as a
straight delay or may be fed back to the delay input
to achieve repetitive or recursive effects. Compared to
mechanical techniques, the electronic delays afford the
musician greater control over the parameters involved.
Depending on design, the delay time ( or repetition
rate) may be as short as one millisecond and as long
as five seconds or more. In most electronic delay
instruments, the delay time is continually variable
throughout its range, and this parameter is usually con
trollable by any control from a synthesizer. This wider
range of control has given rise to a catalog of delay
techniques which can be of immense use to the mu
sician. The,se techniques are usually not dependent on
how the delay is produced. Certain patches, however,
may lend themselves more to one delay system than
another, and these considerations will be discussed
where appropriate. What is important is an under
standing of the vocabulary. This includes the logic of
the patch used to generate the desired effect and
tuning of the relevant parameters. If the process is
understood, the effects may be modified and/ or ex
panded using whatever instrumentation is available.
Analog delays store and retrieve the electronic sig
nal without changing its format, the most common
analog delay system being the tape recorder. Using
the previously explained head delay techniques, a two
inch distance between the record and playback head
would provide delay times of 66 milliseconds at 7.5
inches-per-second, 133 ms at 15 ips and 266 ms at 30
ips. The delay techniques to be dealt with require
time delays often as fast as 1 ms, so that such me
chanically controlled delays are usually not suitable
for these purposes.
Electronic analog delay instruments are made pos
sible by means of a "bucket brigade" or "charge

Figure 12.19. The "Bucket Brigade"

coupled device" (CCD). An analog delay line is a
number of bucket brigade circuits connected in series
to form what is called an analog shift register. As illus
trated in figure 12.19, the audio signal (or a portion
thereof) is stored in the first CCD, then shifted on
to other CCDs in the circuit. The rate of the shift of
information from one CCD to the next is determined
by a clock, just as used with sequencer operations.
After the signals have been shifted through all of the
available CCDs, they appear at the output as a de
layed signal. The delay time is determined by the
number of CCDs in the circuit and the speed of the
clock. While analog delay lines provide an adequate
range of delay times (normally from 1 ms to around
150 ms), there are two major disadvantages. Since the
CCD stores the signal as an analog electronic charge,
that is, a precise voltage level, some bucket brigade
delays have a low-end frequency response of around
100 Hz. This is because lower frequencies have longer
wavelengths (see page 207) and more CCDs are need
ed to store the information. The second problem is
noise and distortion. Again, since the circuit is storing a
fluctuating electronic signal, the processing of the sig
nal (the delay) can add an annoying amount of noise.
Noise and distortion are not a problem in professional
studio analog delay lines. The "music store" variety
designed for stage performance is substantially cheaper
but proportionately noisier.
Digital delay lines operate conceptually the same
as analog instruments. In this case, the sound is not
stored as an analog electronic charge, but rather as
a series of numbers, usually in binary form (see page
76). The original electronic signal is "sampled" by a
high frequency clock in the same manner as a sample/
hold (see chapter 5, page 80) .- The magnitude of
the sampled voltage is then taken to an analog-to
digital convertor (ADC) and stored as a digital num
ber. So far this process is similar to digital storage
of sequencer control voltages explained in chapter 5.
Since, however, an electronic signal representing a
sound is in a continual state of motion, many samples
must be taken of each cycle to adequately represent

the waveshape. These "samples," once digitized, are
passed on to a shift register at a rate determined by
the sampling clock. The digital "memory" must then
be quite long to store complex signals for any usable
length of time. When the digital information reaches
the end of the memory, it is taken to a digital-to
analog convertor (DAC) and turned back into analog
fluctuations in voltage. The total delay time depends
on the speed of the clock and the size of the memory.
For the instrument to have an adequate frequency re
sponse, the clock must be 2/f to 3 times the highest
desired frequency. If the top frequency is arbitrarily
set at 16k Hz, the clock sampling rate would be 40k
Hz. The memory must then be large enough to take
in 40,000 samples per second and store them for the
maximum desired delay time. Each digitized sample
of an input waveform is represented by a digital "word"
a fixed number of 'bits" wide. A memory size is
measured in terms of words. The memory size re
quired for any given delay is derived by the following
formula:

memory size ( number of words)
sampling rate x delay time

=

At a sampling rate of 40k Hz a 0.1 second delay would
require a memory of 4,000 words ( 40,000 x .l = 4,000).
A 0.5 second delay would require 20,00 words of mem
ory. The effective size of the memory is determined
by an address counter. The address counter can be
thought of as a selector for the number of increments
in a sequencer. Beginning at zero, the counter begins
counting sequentially up to the maximum address.
When that address is reached, the counter is reset and
the counting process begins again.
Some delays have multiple address counters so that
several independent delay times can be read out si
multaneously. Other designs have fixed multiple taps,
therefore the maximum delay time determines the
address of the other tapes. A common format is to
have the main output which is equal to the specified
delay time (DT) and auxiliary tapes at �2 OT, �� DT,
etc. Probably the most effective delays have delay
times at non-integral relationships, as this provides for
denser delay patterns.
The other variable in delay time specification is
the clock speed. A 4,000 word memory clocked at
40k Hz will produce a delay of 0.1 seconds. The same
memory clocked at 20k Hz would produce a 0.2 sec
ond delay. Therefore, cutting the clock rate in half
doubles the delay time but it also changes the high
end frequency response. A sample rate of 20k would
impose an upper frequency limit of less than 8,000 Hz!
Thus any digital delay is a trade off between sample
rate and memory size. The most important factor is
memory size, since clock rate is usually no problem.
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Recent developments in solid state memory are mak
ing extended memory devices more practical as the
trend is continuing in a direction of more memory for
less money.5
Electronic Delay Applications
The following applications are by no means exhaustive
and represent only the standard techniques used in
electronic and recording studios. The decreasing cost
of memory is also making high quality delay instru
ments accessible to performers; and most of the appli
cations discussed here can be achieved in real time.
While most of these techniques were refined with dig
ital memory, there is no reason why they could not
be implemented with analog instruments, provided
that the instrument has an accessible format. There
are also specialized instruments dedicated to specific
applications. Each application will be explained here
as a patch or tuning of a generalized delay instrument.
Hopefully this will encourage experimentation with
available instruments.
Echo. This is no more than a digital version of tape
echo. A straight signal is simply mixed with the de
layed version of the same signal (figure 12.20). The
only disadvantage is that the total delay time is usu
ally no more than 0.5 seconds, although some spe
cialized delaps produce up to 5 to 7 seconds delay.
Again, anticipation of decreasing memory cost indi
cates longer delays will be available in the very near
future. The advantages of digital echo are impressive.
First of all, you have the possibility of instant change
of echo rate by voltage controlling the clock or ac
cessing a different address. If the echo is recursive,
meaning a repetitive echo, the tape technique requires
that the input be mixed back into the input. Conse
quently there is a gradual signal decay and build-up
of noise. With digital recursive delays, only the digital
5. For a very readable survey of digital delay technology, the
reader is referred to Peter Hillen's "Computers-Digital Delay
Lines," Synapse, vol. 2, no. 5 March/ April 1978, p. 41.

information is "re-cycled," hence the number of echoes
could be virtually infinite without any signal degrada
tion. In effect, the digital delay could serve as an elec
tronic tape loop!
Another application would be asyncronous echoes
using two or more output addresses or taps. As illus
trated in figure 12.21 the signal could be read out at
two or more points in time, producirig overlapping
events. If the echo were recursive, speech patterns
could have the effect of over-lapping each other or
even changing positions in time (if they are listened
to long enough!).
Digital processing of sound is rapidly expanding
the sonic palate of many composers and performers.
With this newly available technology processes such
as automatic double-tracking (ADT), pseudo-stereo,
digital reverb, recursive resonance, tunneling, etc., are
common practices in a well equipped recording stu
dio. If your studio has access to digital processing all
of these processes are well explained in the manual
and the techniques are specific to your equipment,
hence there is no need to repeat the information here.
If you do not have access to this equipment, long tech
nical discussions would be irrelevant at this point.
Flanging. Flanging is a technique developed in the
late 1950's with tape recorders. The electronic (both
digital and analog) version of this technique is com
monly referred to as "phasing." While these terms are
often used interchangably, there is a pronounced dif
ference between the two processes. There are presently
several electronic flangers being produced by com
mercial manufacturers. Their advertising makes sig
nificant points about the difference between flanging
and phasing, which will be discussed later.
Flanging was originally a mechanical technique
and is still a very effective method of sound process
ing. Although the process is now available from dedi
cated electronic instruments an explanation of the
original method is still relevant-especially if you don't
have an electronic flanger!
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The successive notches are simply the initial null fre
quency times 3, .5, 7, etc. For example, a delay of 8.3333
ms will produce a notch at 60 Hz which is useful for
eliminating hum:
Figure 12.23.
Flanging cancellation

The configuration in figure 12.22 illustrates the
original flanging technique. The material to be proc
essed is recorded in parallel on two tape recorders.
The recorders should be of the same model so that
there is an equal amount of head delay. The material
from both recorders is monitored from the playback
heads and mixed to a single channel. Originally one
of the recorders was slightly slowed down by the
engineer placing his thumb on the edge, or flange, of
the feed reel. This very slight and momentary drag
caused the material on that recorder to be reproduced
slightly out-of-phase with the other tape recorder. This
takes some practice since the speed variation should
be so great that the perceived pitch is changed. As the
two tape recorders moved in and out of phase with
one another, various spectral components would re
inforce and cancel one another. This effect is almost
impossible to describe, but it has been called a
"shwoosh," "churning," or "turning inside out" of the
sound.
Electronic flanging is achieved by mixing a con
tinually varying delay of a signal with its original. The
nature of the mixing will determine the spectral can
cellation process. Normal in-phase mixing will prod uc e
cancellation of a spectral component wJwse period is
equal to one-half the delay time. Why? The period of

Figure 12.20. Digital echo

lk Hz signal has a 360 shift, a signal of twice that .
period will exhibit one-half as much phase shift. Now
if the original and delayed spectrum are mixed, any
°
frequency components of 500 Hz will be 180 out-of
phase and cancelled. (see figure 12.23B). These can
cellation points are called notches or nulls. As it turns
out, all of the odd multiples of the initial nulled fre
quency will also be cancelled. (1.5k, 2.5k, 3.5K, etc.)
The following formula can be quickly used to find the
initial null of any flanging delay:

a frequency is the time it takes that frequency to go
through one complete cycle. At a delay time of 1 ms
°
a lk Hz signal is delayed one complete cycle (360 )
because the period of a lk Hz signal is 1 ms. Electronic
flanging mixes the delayed spectrum with the original
spectrum so that in this case the two lk spectral com
ponents are mixed in-phase and reinforced (see figure
12.23A). However, with this same delay time 1 ms
a 500 Hz signal has only a 180 ° phase shift.' If th�

60

=

1
= DT X 2 = l/60
DT ( Delay time) times 2
DT x 2 = .016666 so Delay Time = .008333

=

If the delay time is negatively mixed or inversely
summed with the original, the cancellation or nulls
will be that spectral component whose period is equal
to the entire delay time. This makes sense, as now the

delayed signal, when inverted (through any available
°
inverting circuit), is the 180 out-of-phase with the
original. Negative mixing also results in cancellation
of all of the harmonically related components of a
null. Whether or not a specific flanger uses positive
or negative mixing will usually be specified by the
manufacturer.
So far this explanation has only dealt with fixed
delay settings, which really accomplish no more than
the doubling techniques explained on page 202. Flang
ing becomes interesting when the delay time is con
tinually changed. Since the delay time determines the
null points in a spectrum, continually varying delay
will continually cancel and reinforce different parts of
the spectrum. The obvious way to vary the delay is
to voltage control or modulate the clock. Most flangers
have a built in LFO used precisely for this purpose.
This LFO is usually a sine or triangle wave with a
frequency range between .05 and 20 Hz.
It is probably obvious to the reader- that it would
be convenient to have some sort of control over the
LFO rate. This can be done manually, but most in
struments provide an external input for control func
tions from another electronic instrument. A common
patch is to control the flanging from an envelope de
tecto!. In this manner a harder attack or louder sound
will produce a more active flanging effect. If this is
not built into the instrument, it can always be patched
in from a synthesizer.
The basic parameters of flanging require some care
ful consideration when using digital delays. The first
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signal must be exactly equal. It is at this point that
the phase cancellation is at maximum. This being a
variable one can then play the depth by controlling
the feedback gain. Consider the possibility of using
a VCA in the feedback leg to voltage control the depth.
This now presents the possibility of voltage control
null placement and aepth which can be as controlled,
random, correlated or independent as your composi
tional processes require.
The final parameter is so obvious that it is often
overlooked. Like filtering, flanging is a modification
of the spectrum, therefore make sure there is some
thing to modify. A flanged flute is not as effective
as a flanged orchestra!

stereo delay

signal

Figure 12.24. Flanging
with a stereo delay

consideration is the spacing of the nulls. Null spacing
is determined by the delay time and you will prob
ably find this most effective between O and 5 ms. Full
fidelity flanging i5 done with a stereo delay as illus
trated in figure 12.24. Channel A is set at a fixed delay
of about 9 ms. Channel B is the variable delay which
is continually changed between about 6 and 12 ms. As
the variable delay crosses the fixed delay, a sharp
flanging effect is created. Other delay relationships
can be used to place the nulls in different frequency
ranges. The general guideline is that the variable delay
is between one and one and one-half times the fixed
delay.
The second parameter is that the null frequencies
must continually be changing according to some con
trol: either manual or from a programmed source on
a synthesizer or micro-computer. Here is where the
real creativity comes in. The commonplace sweeps and
swooshing which once were so unique are beginning
to lose their "other reality" associations. Think about
flanging rhythms, even in a thematic sense within a
composition. Speed and pattern are your decisions, so
use them in a creative manner.
The third parameter is the depth of the flanging.
For the deepest nulls the gain of the input and delay

Phasing. Phasing instruments grew out of an attempt
to simulate mechanical flanging, and the terms are
often used interchangably. There is a pronounced dif
ference in the effects, and the distinctions will be
explained later. In general, the phasing or flanging
effect is described in the literature as a "swooshing,"
"churning," "turning inside-out," or "the jet plane
sound"! The sound is so uniquely electronic that there
are no satisfactory acoustic models which present
meaningful analogies. Phasing is similar to flanging
except that the "churning" effect is not so pronounced.
The phasing process involves generation of dynamic
comb filtering. As illustrated in figure 12.25, a series
of nulls are placed in the sound's spectrum; each null
represents a point of signal cancellation. As these nulls
continually move up and down through the audio
spectrum, they cancel different portions of the proc
essed sound, producing the characteristic phasing ef
fect.
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Figure 12.25. Phasing (From the Auto Phaser Spec Sheet, MXR Innovations Professional Products Group. Use by permission.)
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Figure 12.26. Phasing
simulation with filters
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Figure 12.27. The Countryman Phase Shifter (Courtesy
Countryman Associates. Used by permission.)

An explanation of this process is perhaps best made
with filters and can also suggest an alternate phasing
method if you don't have dedicated phasing instru
ments. As illustrated in figure 12.26, a spectrally rich
signal is taken, in parallel, to three or more band
pass filters. The filter outputs, the three pass bands,
are mixed at unit gain with the original unprocessed
spectrum. Each filter must be offset to a different cen
ter frequency, and the band width should be as nar
row as possible. The filter should not, however, be
allowed to go into oscillation._ A slow repetitive con
trol voltage such as a sinewave from a LFO will then
cause each filter to sweep through the applied signal,
selectively passing different portions of the spectrum.
Since each filter is processing the same signal at dif
ferent offsets, the mixed result is three different con
tinually varying pass-bands. In chapter 9 it was ex
plained that the filtering process produces a phase
shift in the signal, and this shift is most critical at
the center frequency. The amount of phase shift is
also dependent on the frequency of the pass-band sig
nal. Therefore, when compared to the original unfil
tered spectrum, the three pass-bands exhibit varying
degrees of phase shift. By mixing the pass-bands with
the original spectrum, there will then be varying de
grees of phase cancellation in the signal, producing
co1!tinually varying multiple notch cancellation or
nulls. The effect will be more pronounced if the con
trol voltage for each filter is attenuated a bit dif
ferently so that the nulls are not exactly in parallel. If

you have the facilities to make this patch, try using
three different control LFO's at different rates. Also
experiment with other types of function generators
for the control voltages.
Phasing may be done with three or more notch fil
ters by simply mixing the outputs and eliminating the
mix with the unprocessed spectrum. The band-pass
approach is probably more practical due to the avail-·
ability of band-pass filters. The more filters one uses
in the patch, the more pronounced the effect will be.
Dedicated phasers produce up to six nulls in the spec
trum, but three nulls will be quite effective.
Dedicated analog phasers are based on a similar
technique using "all-pass filters." The all-pass filter
seems to be a redundant term because if "all" the
spectrum is passed, no part of the spectrum is being
filtered! The circuit, in effect, is a relatively wide band
phase shifter. A signal is patched to a number of these
circuits and their outputs are mixed to produce the
various nulls. Most commercially available phasers
have an internal manually controlled oscillator to con
trol the phasing rate. This VCO can usually also be
voltage controlled by any standard synthesizer func
tion generator. In some instruments, the phasing rate
or pattern can be determined directly by an external
control signal. The depth or amount of perceived phas
ing is controlled by the mix relationship between the
shifted and original spectrum. The effect is the greatest
when both signals are at equal gain. Such features
are illustrated in figure 12.27 on the Countryman
Phase Shifter.
Phasing and Flanging Compared. As mentioned ear
lier the terms phasing and flanging are often used
indiscriminately. However, method of production and
the resulting effects are quite different. Because it
produces dedicated instruments for producing each
process, Eventide Clockworks, Inc. addressed the prob
lem of distinguishing between these terms in its in
struction manual for the Eventide Model FL201 fn
stant Flanger. Rather than trying to reword an ex.
pertly written document, Eventide has kind]y given
permission to reprint portions of their research.
INTRODUCTION TO FLANGING*
Since its invention or discovery in the mid 1960's, the
special effect known as "PHASING" or "FLANGING" has
been one of the most popular additions to the mixer's rep
ertoire. Phasing was introduced to the mass audience in
the song "ltchycoo Park" by Small Faces and has been
used (yes, and overused) to some extent by virtually every
artist since that time. Just in case you've been on an
interstellar voyage or in the Phillipine jungles since the
1960's, the phasing effect has been described by various

"From Eventide Clockworks Instant Flanger Instruction Man
ual. This excerpt was written by Richard Factor. Used by per
mission of Eventide Clockworks.
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individuals as "a swimming effect," as "a jet plane going
through the music," as "a whooshing" sound, as "one
of the best ways discovered to cover up mistakes," and as
"something that makes you think the music is circling
around you." All of these descriptions have merit.
The phasing effect's versatility can be partially ex
plained by the following facts:
1. It affects three of the most important characteristics
of a musical signal-pitch, amplitude, and harmonic
distribution.
2. It affects signals over a very wide frequency range,
and thus applies to virtually every signal source from
a bass guitar to a snare drum.
3. It produces dynamic changes in pitch, which is inter
esting in itself and can be used to cover up mistakes.
4. It can be used to generate a pseudo-stereo signal with
interesting characteristics and little effort (pseudo quad
too).
5. When used tastefully it can add a hell of a lot of in
terest to a recording or live performance. (When used
without taste it can still add a lot of interest. Short
of running an entire concert through a phasing device,
its hard to misuse.)

WHAT IS PHASING? WHAT IS FLANGING?
The terms 'PHASING" and "FLANGING" have been
used interchangably to describe the effect obtained. In
point of electronic fact, there are two substantially dif
ferent ways of obtaining the effect, and the effect thus
obtained is also substantially different. The original effect
(used on ltchykoo Park) was allegedly obtained by feed
ing a signal into two tape recorders, mixing the output,
and then placing a drag on one of the reel flanges to
slow down the machine. Because this method ties up two
tape machines, requires 22 patch cords, and is a bit awk
ward (how many engineers have calibrated fingers?), sev
eral manufacturers designed electronic "black boxes" to
achieve the effect with greater ease. Typically these de
vices accept a signal input and produce a phased output,
the phasing being controlled by front panel knobs. One
manufacturer (Eventide Clock Works) designed a unit spe
cifically for recording studio applications. This unit has
several methods of controlling the phasing: in addition
to a front panel ''6 r/)'' control, it has provisions for using
an internal envelope detector or a variable frequency os
cillator, thus phasing automatically either by following the
signal amplitude or in a repetitive fashion.
However, (and its a big however) ...
HOWEVER these black boxes, for technical reasons,
could not generate the same effect as the finger on the
flange. And although the black boxes had many advan
tages which could not and cannot be duplicated by the
tape flanging method, the effect was not as pronounced
or "deep," and thus the tape method continued to be
used when a particularly strong effect was desired. To
prevent confusion, in the remainder of this article we will
refer to PHASING and FLANGING by the following defi
nitions:
PHASING: The effect obtained by using electronic phase
shift networks to generate cancellations in the fre
quency spectrum of a signal.
FLANGING: The effect obtained by using differential de
lay to generate cancellations in the frequency spec
trum of a signal, regardless of the method used to
generate the delay.
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The consequences of the differences in characteristics
are striking. Intuitively, one can feel that the flanging re
sponse should have more effect on the music, and in
this case intuition is correct.
1. Because there are always nulls at high frequencies,
the "jet plane" effect is more pronounced, even when
the delay is fairly long.
2. Because the nulls are harmonically related, the effect
on the tone of many instruments is more musically
interesting. For instance: Assume an instrument is
being played with a fundamental frequency of 440 Hz.
It will have harmonics at 880 Hz, 1320 Hz, 1760 Hz,
2200 Hz, etc. At a delay of 1.136 milliseconds, the
fundamental and all odd harmonics will be cancelled
out, leaving only even harmonics. If the instrument
shifts pitch, its entire tonality will change.
3. There's nothing much that can be said intuitively for
advantages of sharp or rounded peaks, and since
there's no simple way of comparing them subjectively,
let's pass on this one.
4. The number of nulls increases as delay increases, and
thus there is an overall broader effect on the input
signal. It should be noted, however, that when the
nulls are very closely spaced, the effect decreases
since there is an averaging between the nulls and the
peaks in psycho-acoustic realms. As a practical mat
ter, useful flanging occurs in the delay range of 50
microseconds to about milliseconds, and devolves to
a doubling effect after about 15 milliseconds.

Acoustic Feedback

Almost everyone who has ever worked with a public
address system has experienced the effect of acoustic
feedback or "microphone howl." This howl is the re
sult of standing waves and the interference of the mi
crophone field with the field of the monitor speaker,
as shown in figure 12.28A. The feedback may be elimi
nated in one of several ways. The easiest is to reduce
the size of the respective fields by lowering the out
put gain. If a higher gain is required, relocation of
either the microphone or the speaker may be required.
For best results it is suggested that the speaker be
placed on the opposite side of the microphone, as illus
trated in figure 12.28B. Even with this logistic arrange
ment, feedback will occur if the gain is excessively
high. The most effective method of feedback elimina
tion is by producing a slight phase-shift in the output
signal, thus putting the speaker output out of phase
with the microphone input and eliminating any stand
ing waves. This method is used in large auditoriums,
•and such shifting circuits are now even being built
into many podium amplifiers and public address sys
tems. A very similar technique is to actually effect a
very slight frequency shift of about 5 Hz. Working in
the same manner as a phase shift, this will also pre
vent acoustic feedback.
Under control, microphone howl can serve as a
unique sound source. It is a technique most evident
with the many rock guitarists who use feedback to

lengths of ordinary cardboard tubing over the micro
phone. The frequency will then have a tendency to
be the same as the resonant frequency of the open tube.
The resonant frequency of an open tube is found by
dividing the speed of sound ( c) by twice the length
of the tube (2L):
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Figure 12.28. Microphone I speaker feedback fields

sustain and modify the sounds produced by their gui
tars. Since a guitar transducer is a magnetic or con
tact pickup, it is also susceptible to the influence of
the field produced by the monitor speaker. If the gain
is high enough, almost any plucked string may be kept
in motion by acoustic feedback. Various frequencies
will be more receptive to acoustical feedback, depend
ing on the distance between the sound source and the
speaker. It has been found that this type of feedback
is most effective if the source is at a point which lies
at a node of the particular wavelength of the frequency
being produced. The wavelength of a particular fre
quency is found by dividing the velocity of the wave,
which in air is 1120 feet per second, by the frequency
in question.

1

=

C

2L

Along with frequency production, acoustic feed
back can also be used as a modification process. The
gain is usually so high that it in itself will result in
a certain amount of distortion. Producing feedback
with an air mike and singing various other frequencies
can result in some interesting heterodyne effects.
Robert Ashley, in "Wolfman" ( Sacramento, Calif.:
Composer/Performer Editions, 1968), requires a very
high gain levfl to produce feedback and asks the per
former to so adjust his oral cavity as to produce spe
cific sounds which result in a particular kind of mix
ture with the feedback. ( The score and recording of
"Wolfman" also appear in Source-Music of the Avant
Garde, no. 4, vol. 2, July, 1968.) The composer should
also experiment with other types of acoustical instru
ments to find what possibilities they offer when amp
lified with very high gain levels. The composer will
find that the type of microphone used will also be a
major factor in controlling acoustical feedback.

Three Pieces for Performance
The_following three scores are included here to encour
age further exploration with delay and feedback. Nico
las Collins' Pea Soup incorporates any available volt
age controlled delay to create an acoustic environment
for exploration. The specific parameters are left unde
fined and are variable within the exploration process.

The wavelength of A, 440 Hz, is:
A =

1120
= 2.58 feet,
440

Therefore the optimum placement of a string vibrating
at 440 Hz for feedback is about 2)� feet from the speaker.
For very long wavelengths, good results will be
achieved at distances of one-half and one-fomth of the
wavelength.
In much the same manner the feedback frequency
of the howl produced by a microphone can be con
trolled by its position within the speaker field. The
feedback frequency can also be changed by placing

Figure 12.29. Pea Soup configuration by Nicholas Collins (Used
by permission of the composer.)
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John Bischoff's Distant Morning Rendevous, which can
be performed with a minimum of equipment, explores
some possibilities of a close proximity feedback loop
with a speaker cone and a contact microphone. Joel
Chadabe's Echos is based on the random processing
of delayed sounds in a more complex score. All four
scores are self-explanatory and may be performed in
a studio or concert situation.
1. PEA SOUP by Nicolas Collins. "A self-stabilizing
feedback network, made up of two or more loops of
the below configuration, that creates an acoustic en
vironment and reacts subjectively to movement and
sound activity performed within it."
2. Distant Morning Rendevous by John Bischoff.
Put together three feedback circuits using the follow
components:
contact mike

small speaker

The contact microphone should be a crystal, high
output type-Lafayette Radio has one for a dollar and
a half called a "Harmonica Contact Microphone"
( shown at right). The speaker should be
loA_
only three to four inches in diameter and �
unincased.
The speaker is placed on its back, face up. The con
tact mike is set on the cone of the speaker, free to
move around the cone-the vibration due to the feed
back will cause slight changes in position of the con
tact mike. The amplifier gain is left at a level high
enough to generate feedback; the circuit is activated
and unactivated by plugging and unplugging the amp
lifier from the wall outlet ( leaving the power switch
"ON"). The contact mike should already be on the
speaker cone whenever the amplifier is plugged in.
Locate all the A.G. wall outlets in the performance
space rmd place each circuit next to a different out
let. Begin by plugging in all three circuits, one right
after the other. At varying intervals ( between five and
fifteen minutes), make one or a series of the follow
ing alterations in one, two, or all of the circuits:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Unplug a circuit.
Re-plug a circuit that has been unplugged.
Move a circuit to an unused outlet.
Unplug a circuit, change the position of the con
tact mike on the speaker cone, and re-plug it.

Note: A wall outlet is considered "used" when one of
its plugs has been used.
Once you plug the circuit in, do not change the
position of the contact mike even if feedback does not
occur. The piece is over when all of the outlets in the
performance space have been used for at least one in
terval.
3. ECHOES by Joel Chadabe ( 1972).
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Electronics Descri-ption
General Remarks
There are two instrumental scores for ECHOES:
one for percussion and one for violin. 0 However,
EVENINGS, for guitar solo, may be used in a version
for guitar and electronics. A complete score for
ECHOES consists of ( 1) this description, and either
( 2) a score for percussion or violin, or a score for
EVENINGS, for guitar.
Instrumental sounds are picked up by microphone,
delayed for a few seconds, transfonned by an auto
mated electronic system and selectively distributed
throughout the room as transformed echoes of the
instrumental sounds. Most, but not all, of the instru
mental sounds are heard as echoes; the appearance of
an echo is unpredictable, as is the specific nature of
the pitch and timbre transformation that is the echo.
That the electronic system be automated is vital to
the concept of the composition: the composition is
about an instrumentalist interacting with a composi
tional system; it is not an improvisation between an
electronic performer and an instrumentalist.
The drawing indicates the relative positions of in
strumentalist, electronics and speakers. The speakers
should be high, 4 to 8 feet above the floor, depending
upon the hall. The microphone should be positioned
to avoid feedback. With percussion, the microphone
may be hand-held by a microphonist. The electronics
operators should be positioned to hear the balance be
tween loudspeakers in the hall.
instrumentalist
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Control System
ECHOES has been performed using John Roy's
pseudo-random waveform generator ( called DAISY)
as the control voltage generator: with DAISY, the
levels of each of seven independent control signals
are chosen randomly ( from among sixteen possible
voltage levels) by an automated process, and the· levels
change at random time intervals. The output from
DAISY, which is discrete steps, is offset to produce
some negative voltages, and the sharp rises and falls
are changed into glides in a Moog Portamento circuit.

table for electronics

audience
control

signal #6

sample output waveform

Tape Delay System
VCA: 'v'Oltage-controlled amplifier
VCO: voltage-controlled oscillator
VC-LPF: voltage-controlled low-pass filter
AM: ring modulator

tape machine # 1

tape machine #2

control

signal #7

Note to the technician: The filter cutoff frequency should be set relatively low in the spectrum
at the output from the ring modulator so that clich8d ring modulator sounds are avoided.
sample output waveform,
offset and through portamento

The tape is wound from the supply reel on tape
machine #1 to the take-up reel on tape machine #2.
The sounds are recorded at 7); ips ( 19 cps) on tape
machine #1, played back immediately from tape ma
chine #1 ( a delay of about 2/15 second), then played
back from tape machine #2 ( a delay of about 4 sec
onds).
The violin version of ECHOES is available on CP2 records
(CPZ/2).

0
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There are three controllable variables: ( 1) the
range over which the voltage levels are distributed,
which is controlled by a potentiometer, ( 2) the aver
age time interval between changes from one level to
another, and ( 3) the rate of glide between levels.
A control system other than DAISY may be used,
such as sequencers or sample and hold generators, with
low-frequency filters, provided that the waveform re
tains the above-described basic shape and unpredic
tibility of both level and timing.
Specific descriptions of control voltages are as follows:
Control voltage # 1, amplitude-modulating the output
from tape machine # 1, should have an average
change-rate of about 3 seconds, offset and range
adjusted so that the probability of a sound occur
ring is roughly 40%. The glide rate should be about
1 second.

Control voltage #2, frequency-modulating the VCO
and controlling the filter to track the VCO, should
have an average change-rate of about 6 seconds.
The VCO should vary over a range of about 3 or
4 octaves. The glide rate should be instantaneous
( no glide).
Control voltage #3, independently controlling the fil
ter, should have an average change-rate of about
2 seconds. The filter should vary over a 2-octav e
range, in addition to changes determined by con
trol voltage #2. The glide rate should be about
1 second.
Control voltages #4-#7 det ermine the distribution of
sound throughout the hall. They should be com
pletely independent from one another ( asynchro
nous), but they should all have an average change
rate of about 3 seconds, with a glide rate of about
2 seconds. They should be offset and range
adjusted so that sounds are heard about 70% of
the time, and so that it is impossible to predict
from which speaker the sound will com e.

Block Diagram of Complete System
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Panning and
Sound Location
Control
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The history and development of music have been gov
erned basically by what techniques the composer has
chosen to include in his compositional vocabulary. T�e
composers of early Church music we�e c?ncerned with
pitch as manifested in single melodic Imes and two
part organum. The Renaissance composer began to
add a more complex polyphony to his vocabulary. The
music of the early Baroque began to utilize notated
d namics and new concepts of orchestration. Conse
q:ently, throughout the history of musical performance
the musician has been required to become more and
more concerned with finer aspects of sound produc
tion. Much of the music since the middle of the twen
tieth century has tended to isolate various parameters
and to be composed basically with those aspects, leav
ing other parameters as sort of residual products. Many
times the conventional hierarchy of parameters has
been inverted-by, for example, concentrating mainly
on timbre and using pitch and rhythm only as vehicle
for timbral development.
A parameter which has been rediscovered in recent
years is that of space. Spatial considerati�ns are by n�
means new to the composer. Responsonal and anti
music, the
phonal psalmody of the early vocal church
_
nth-cent
e
sixt
the
f
choirs
cori spezzati ( divided
�ry
: �
� _
Ma1or
D
m
o
Notturn
s
St. Mark's Cathedral, Mozart
K 286 for four orchestras, Verdi's use of off-stage trum
pets in his "Requiem" are all examples of intere�t in
in the spatial location of sound. In many twentieth
century scores the composers give very precise instruc
tions for exact placement of individual and groups of
instruments. A composer representative of this ap
proach is Henry Brant. Since the middle of this century
Brant has been concerned with spatial aspects of per
formance and his scores give exact seating and place
ment for 'the instruments. He puts forth his views and
experience on spatial concepts in his articl�,. "�,pa�e
as an Essential Aspect of Musical Composition ( m
Contemporary Composers on Contemporary Music, ed.
Schwartz and Childs [New York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, 1967] ).
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The Electronic Simulation
of Sound Location
Early musique concrete and electronic mus_ic com�o
sers were limited in their approach to spatial consid
erations. With the development of multi-track record
_
ing; tape presentations were able to allocate various
sounds according to speaker placement, and the refme
ment of stereophonic recording and reproduction now
enables the composer to locate a sound source at any
point within a stereo field generated by only two speak
ers. If two speakers are reproducing the same progra'.11
with identical phase and amplitude, the sound will
appear to come from a point exactly between the two
speakers. If the composer wishes the sound to appear
to be generated at a point to the right of center, �e
lowers the gain to the left speaker and raises _th� gam
to the right speaker. With only two speakers it is pos
sible to simulate up to five or six individual sound
locations at one time in a stereophonic field by ad
justing the relative output gains. Figure 13.1 shows
the relative amplitude relationships for the two chan
nels of a stereophonic tape with five evenly-spaced
tracks across the stereo field. The spatial image pro
duced by these amplitude relationships would . place
tracks A and E at the extreme sides, track C m the
exact center, track D right of center, and track B left
of center. This could be accomplished by using several
stereophonic tape decks and a stereo mixer to repro
duce five stereophonic tapes or, as more commonly
done, dub down a composite mixture of the tracks with
the correct amplitude relationships on each track. An
available example of a five-track stereo image is Stock
hausen's Telemusik ( Deutsche Grammophone Records
no 137012).
.
In addition to being able to locate sounds precisely
in a stereo field, stereophony can also be used to cre
ate the illusion of a sound source moving back and
forth between two speakers. An excellent example of
this simulated movement is in "Her Majesty" ( Lennon
and McCartney) on the Abbey Road LP by the Bea�
tles ( Apple Records no. SO-383). Paul McCartney s

left channel amplitude

Figure 13.1. Amplitude relationships between channels for
stereophonic location

voice and guitar accompaniment are first heard on the
left channel and over a 22-second period the whole
track slowly moves across the stereo field to the right
channel.
The movement of a sound image across a stereo
field is called "panning, " derived from the term "pano
rama." The word is also used in the visual arts when
a camera "pans" across a scene. In music the technique
still implies a visual quality. As a sound moves from
one side of a room to the other a listener will have a
tendency to follow it with his eyes' as if he were ac
tually visualizing a sonic image. This is partly due to
patterned human response, but head movement is quite
important in localizing sound sources.
Sound movement, as a strucural parameter, can be
approached in a multitude of ways. Particular voices
may be associated with specific locations in a stereo
or quadraphonic space. A physical location may be
correlated with other parametric activity. For example,
high notes of one voice may always appear OJ) the left
channel and low notes, from the same voice, always
appear on the right channel; slower rhythms can be
associated with one space and faster rhythms with an
other; brighter timbres may be dedicated to the rear
rear channels. Dynamic sound movement or "location
modulation" can be used to produce thematic panning
patterns. These patterns can be as simple as· a gentle
modulation between two channels ( a spatial trill?) or
they may be highly complex patterns, evolving and
changing during the entire course of the composition.
The reader is referred to Mort Subotnik's Until Spring
( Columbia 54158) as a striking example of dynamic
location control with analog instruments. Some of the
most impressive research on sound location has been
carried out by John Chowning and his colleagues at

Stanford's Artificial Intelligence Center in California
and at IRCAM in Paris. Digital sound generation
makes it possible to control the subtle parameters in
volved with directionality in ways that are currently
not possible with analog instruments. Analog tech
niques, however, are effective enough to add another
layer of organization and expression to the composer/
performer's craft.
But now how do you bring all this about? At this
time there is not much instumentation made specific
ally for location control beyond the manual pan-pots
( see chapter 11, page 182) on mixing boards. Conse
quently the musician is often in a situation where he
must patch together sound routing instruments from
available mixers, VCAs or switches. Sound location as
a primary parameter does not enjoy the benefit of
a history of or traditions, therefore the musician is
also required to be creative in the truest sense of
the word. Configuring the instruments, deciding what
to do and then figuring out how to do it requires
information dealing with the psycho-acoustics of sound
directionality. The following brief overview of sound
perception is by no means exhaustive but will provide
enough information to begin some initial explorations.
This will be followed by suggestions as to how to con
figure programmable sound location instruments from
standard synthesizer modules. At that point the reader
will have a basic understanding of how dedicated pan
ning instruments work and several programming tech
niques will be discussed.

The Psycho-Acoustics Involved
The composer should consider that the electronic
movement of sound is an illusion. The most effective
manner of location modulation is to physically move
the sound source during a live performance. At the
same time, the composer should remember that a media
must be dealt with for what it is and what it can do.
He may spend a great deal of time attempting to
"synthesize" the sound of a bassoon. If that sound is
then used to do something a real bassoon could do
just as well or better, then the time was spent only
as a technical exercise. If that sound was used in a
manner which is technically impossible with the bas
soon, however, then the composer was certainly justi
fied in its synthesis, and any small flaws in its realism
are often masked by the produced effects. By the
same token, electronic control can go beyond what can
be done by having performers move about an environ
ment with sound sources. Although many of these tech
niques are not 100 percent effective as a simulation
of acoustical sound movement, they still present the
composer with many new processing possibilities· and
provide him with a control over an often neglected
parameter.
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Perception of sound location involves four differ
ent kinds of information: horizontal angle cues, ver
tical angle cues, distance cues, and velocity cues. Hori
zontal or lateral angle cues are derived from the phase
and intensity of a signal. As explained earlier the lo
cation of a sound can be judged largely by its loud
ness. If the sound is being produced at some point
to the right of the perceiver, the sound will be louder
in his right ear than in the left. Frequencies below
about lk Hz, however, have long wavelengths and
these sound waves are diffracted around the head so
that in many cases the intensity is equal in each ear.
In this case the perceiver must rely on other cues for
sound location. For frequencies below lk Hz, and es
pecially those between 200 Hz and 800 Hz, the prime
cue is phase. Even if a long wavelength is diffracted
to reach both ears with equal intensity, one ear is
going to receive the sound before the other. These
time differences are so small that they are actually
differences in phase. If a sound is being produced at
a point to the right of the perceiver, the phase of the
0
signal at the right ear may be x of the phase of the
same signal as it reaches the left ear. Higher frequen
cies display shorter wavelengths and the head acts as
a "sound shadow" to make the shorter wavelengths
more directional to one ear or the other. Consequently,
higher frequencies are much easier to locate as far
as point of origin is concerned, with intensity being
the primary cue. This is especially true of frequencies
around 5k Hz. But this information is a bit misleading
when working with electronically manipulated sound.
Location control within a stereo field in effect uses
the relative loudness of the speakers to produce the
relative loudness of the signal in each ear. Due to the
extreme directionality of higher frequencies, more pro
nounced differences in intensity are required for them
than for lower frequencies. Various experiments have
also shown the sine waves are more difficult to locate
than waveshapes with higher harmonic and non
harmonic overtone content. Sine waves in the range
of 3k Hz are very difficult to locate because the fre
quencies are too high for effective phase discrimina
tion and too low for effective intensity discrimination.
It has also been demonstrated that transient signals
such as trills are easier to localize in a dynamic pan
ning situation. There are several theories concerning
cues for vertical discrimination of sound location. One
theory set forth by Hans Wallach states that the di
rection of the source of a sound is cued by a sequence
of lateral angles perceived by the listener as he moves
his head toward the direction of the sound ( Hans
Wallach, "On Sound Localization," Readings in Per
ception, ed. Beardslee and Wertheimer, rNew Jersey:
D. Van Nostrand Company, 1958], pages 476-483).
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Some more recent reseach has suggested sound ele
vation cues come from spectral modifications in the
perceived sound. This is explained as a physical filter
ing effect caused by the ear's pinna. 1
The distance from a sound source is cued by the
ratio of reverberated sound to the direct or non
reverberated sound perceived at a given point. If a
sound source is some distance away, there may be X
number of surfaces which can reflect the sound before
it reaches the listener's ear. If the same source is moved
closer to the listener, there will be less reflected sound
perceived and more direct sound. Reverberation cues
can also aid the angular placement of sound. If the
source is located slightly to the left of center in the left
channel, along with a higher gain, it should also ex
hibit slightly less reverberation. This, of course, will
also give the sound the effect of being less distant in re
lation to its radial axis. John Chowning of the Stanford
University Department of Music describes this as
"local reverberation." (John Chowning, "The Simula
tion of Moving Sound Sources," paper presented at
the 38th Audio Engineering Society Convention, Los
Angeles, California, May, 1970, Audio Engineering So
ciety. Reprint no. 726). The overall reverberant signal
is referred to as "global reverberation" and is one
of the primary cues for simulating the overall space
of the reproduced environment. Therefore, with in
creasing distance, the ratio of the local reverb to the
global reverb becomes greater. This increase in local
reverb is not linear, since the ratio increases at a faster
rate as the distance increases. An increase in distance
is also characterized by a gradual loss of low fre
quencies. This often presents problems because of the
cut in response at the high end of the spectrum which
is characteristic of artificial reverberation units ( see
chapter 12).
The final dimension of sound location is its speed
or rate of change on the lateral and vertical axis ( ang
ular velocity) and rate of change in proximation
( radial velocity). A change in reverberation charac
teristics at various rates can be used to simulate a
certain amount of depth. As the distance between a
constant-frequency sound source and the perceiver di
minishes, the sound pressure waves become more and
more compressed and more frequencies are perceived
in the same amount of time. The result is a rise in
the perceived pitch. Conversely, as the distance in
creases, the distance between the pressure waves be
comes greater and the perceived effect is a slight drop
in pitch. This "Doppler effect" is the prime cue for
radial velocity of a sound. A simulation of a sound
I. This research is published in an article by P. Jeffrey Bloom,
"Creating Source Elevation Illusions by Spectral Manipulation"
Journal of the Audio Engineering Society, Sept. 1977, vol. 25,
no. 9, pp. 560-565.

source moving toward the perceiver would then re
quire a very slight rise in the frequency along with
the correct change in the local and global reverbera
tion ratios. It must be remembered that the Doppler
effect is only present when the sound source is in
motion. At the same time a greater velocity and closer
proximity requires faster and greater pitch changes.
As the simulated sound source loses velocity and again
becomes stationary, the pitch accordingly drops back
to its original frequency. Angular velocity is cued by
the rate of change of the gain levels of the reproduc
tion channels.
The problem facing the composer is to develop
proper controls for simulation of each of these dimen
sions using devices commonly found in the electronic
music studio. Approaching the problem in these terms
means that each spatial cue must be a function of
some process commonly available to the composer and
performer. Intensity is a function of amplitude be
tween two or more outputs; reverberation ratios can
be a function of the relative gain of direct and reverb
erated signals; and phase and Doppler effect shift can
be a function of phase and frequency modulation. All
of these parameters can be subjected to electronic con
trol which can be manipulated at will by the composer
or performer.

Manual Control
The most common device used for moving sound is the
"panoramic divider," more commonly referred to as the
"pan pot," which consists of one input and two out
puts with inverse gain function. If the pan pot is turned
completely to the left, chanel A will exhibit full gain
and channel B will have zero gain. As the pot is turned
to the right, the gain to the left channel is slowly
attenuated and the gain to the right channel becomes
proportionaly higher. At the center position, both chan
nels are down 3 db and the sound source appears to
be midway between both speakers. Pan pots are usu
ally calibrated in steps, each step representing a cer
tain number of degrees of shift. If the stereo field were
°
90 , a representative pan pot might have 10 positions
°
of 9 each. A larger field may require more increments
or larger angle changes. Figure 13.2 is a graph illus
trating the relationship between the increments and
the relative gain to each channel. Various stereo mix
ers are designed with a special panning input which
allows one of the signals to be panned or placed at
any point within the stereo field. A multi-channel pan
pot provides for a number of channels to be panned
°
individually or simultaneously. The 360 pan pot con
tains a wiper connection which continuously rotates
°
°
360 for circular panning effects. ( The 360 pan pot

increments

3

channel A

channel B

Figure 13.2. Relationships between pan pot increments and
relative channel gain

will be discussed later in connection with Lowell
Cross's "Stirrer.")
If the studio is not equipped with pan pot facili
ties, panning may be accomplished in a somewhat more
cumbersome manner with a stereo mixer. If each chan
nel of the mixer is receiving identical signals, the
sound will emanate from between the two monitor
speakers. By simultaneously attenuating channel A and
raising the gain on channel B, the sound will pan to
channel B at a rate determined by the rate of amp
litude change on each channel. The obvious drawback
to this technique is that it requires two hands, which
may prevent the operator from simultaneously con
trolling other functions. This technique will also re
quire quite a bit of experimentation to be able to
manipulate the pots and maintain the correct relation
ship. Experience has shown that this type of manual
panning is easier with slider pots, but many of the
regular pan pots are also available in slider formats.
If the slider is placed in a position horizontal to the
operator, its position will provide the operator with
a precise cybernetic model of the sound location.
Figure 13.2 indicates that the relative amplitudes
change in an exponential manner rather than linear;
therefore, manual panning achieved in the above man
ner will be much more successful if done with expo
nential pots or with amplifers set in exponential gain
mode.
Another very common method of panning is done
by using photo-sensitive resistors and photo-sensitive
transistors. The amount of voltage allowed to flow
through a photo-resistor is determined by the intensity
and amount of light which is shining on its sensi
tized surface. If a photo-resistor were to be placed in
series with an oscillator output and an amplifier, the
gain to the amplifier could be controlled with a small,
hand-held light source such as a pen flishlight ( fig.
13.3). If two channels were to be controlled in the
same manner with two individual photo-resistors, the
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photo-resistor

input

Figure 13.3. Gain control with a photo-resistor
--0"'2

relative gain to each channel could be controlled by
passing the light source back and forth over the cells.
By adjusting the relative position of each photo-resistor,
the gain levels could be adjusted to produce very ac
curate panning effects. A four-channel photo-resistor
panning device is illustrated in figure 13.4. With this
°
configuration it is possible continuously to pan 360
around an environment, pan with figure-eight patterns
or produce any other pattern, depending on how the
light source is moved. Another advantage of this con
figuration is that it is a cybernetic model of the con
trolled environment. The position of each photo-resistor
also represents the location of each speaker, hence the
panning patterns coincide exactly with the movement
of the light source. The disadvantages are that this
particular device is passive and there is a certain
amount of insertion loss which may be enough to re
quire additional amplification. Also, this being a light
sensitive device, one must contend with the ambient
light in the room. The best solution to this problem
is to cover the photo-resistors with two adjustable
sheets of polarized glass or plastic. The relative posi
tions of the polarized material can then be adjusted to
block out any amount of light, thereby making the
photo-sensitive device adaptable to almost any environ
ment. Composer Frederic Rzewski has described the
construction and provides component values for a very
very adequate photo-resistor panning device ( Frederic
Rzewski, "A Photo-resistor Mixer for Live Perfor
mance," Electronic Music Review, no. 4, Oct. 1967,
pp. 33-34).
Photo-transistors are used in a somewhat similar
manner, but the circuits are active and necessitate a
power supply such as a battery. The advantage of
photo-transistors is that they actually provide ampli
fication and the relative gain levels can be finely con
trolled. Photo-transistors are often used in conjunction
with light-emitting diodes, which produce illumina
tion in relation to applied voltages. This of course
necessitates very accurate control of voltage envelopes.
This will be discussed later in this chapter.
A panning device used by several composers and
performers is the "Stirrer," which was developed by
composer Lowell Cross. Although this particular de
vice is not commercially available, several have been
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Figure 13.4. Photo-resistor four-channel panning device

constructed according to Cross's specifications and are
currently in use. The Stirrer makes use of four specially
°
ally-designed, continuous-rotation, 360 potentiometers
controlled in synchronized movement by a planetary
gear arrangement, with the drive shaft being turned
manually by a crank. Its configuration allows the com
poser or performer to pan four different signals around
and through an environment, with the signals evenly
°
spaced by a distance of 90 . The produced effect is
that the four input signals follow each other around
a space with the direction and speed determined by the
direction of speed of the crank. The Stirrer is also
equipped with a switching configuration which allows
for several variations in the panning patterns. One
such function could be to have inputs 1 and 3 mov
ing in a clockwise direction while inputs 2 and 4 move
in a counterclockwise direction. A similar function
would allow for three inputs to move in one direction
with only one input moving in the opposite direction.
Other switching arrangements provide for various
types of figure-eight patterns. ( A detailed description
of the Stirrer and its circuitry appears in Lowell Cross,
"The Stirrer," Source-Music of the Avant Garde, no. 4,
vol. 2, July 1968, pp. 25-28.)

Voltage Controlled Panning
AC Control
All of the panning methods discussed so far have been
controlled by manual means. The advantage to this
approach is that the control is very cybernetic and the
placement, speed, and direction can be directly de
termined by the operator. In live performance situa
tions, manual control is often the preferred method.
There are various circumstances, however, in which

manual control is less than satisfactory. The composer
is many times so involved with adjusting frequency
settings and riding gain levels that his hands cannot
manipulate a smooth pan effect simultaneously. Con
sequently, an extra dub-down is often needed, espe
cially for the production of spatial effects-and addi
tional tape generations mean additional loss in fidelity.
Another disadvantage is that the composer may wish
to move the sound at speeds beyond the range of man
ual control. Without the use of switching controls, man
ual operation also prevents the composer or performer
from making truly instantaneous changes in the place
ment of the sound. The operator cannot manipulate the
pots fast enough to avoid the movement of sound being
perceived. An available solution to these problems is
through voltage control, that is, making sound location,
panning, and spatial modulation a function of voltage
control. The essential module for panning applica
tions is the voltage-controlled amplifier. The applica
tion of various AC and DC voltages will then provide
the composer with programable means of sound move
ment which can be instaneously activated as they are
needed.
The first method to be dealt with uses two VCAs
controlled by opposite polarities of an AC signal. The
information signal is split and each leg is patched to
the audio input of a VCA. The AC signal which is to
control the gain of the VCAs is patched to a phase
splitter,2 allowing the positive portion of the signal to
be taken from one output and the negative portion
from another. When these two opposing control sig
nals are applied to the respective VCAs, the positive
phase will produce gain in VCA-1 and at the same
instant there will be zero gain from VCA-2. When the
positive signal drops to zero volts, the negative phase
then provides gain for VCA-2 ( see figure 13.5). Since
the VCAs are operating with continually opposing gain
characteristics, the monitored signal will appear to pan
between the two channels. Although a triangle or sine
wave control may be used, the triangle waveshape
seems to produce more realistic effects. If a pulse wave
control were to be used as a control, the sound would
instantaneously jump from one channel to the other. If
the pulse were in a square-wave format, the pulsing
between channel would be at an even rate. By vary
ing the duty cycle of the pulse wave, it would be pos
sible to control the on-off time ratio of each channel.
A sawtooth control voltage would gradually pan the
signal from one channel to the other a.s a function of
the rise in voltage. The instant drop to the negative
polarity would instantaneously place the signal back
on the £irst channel at a speed which would be im
perceptible as a pan.
2. This may be accomplished by a mixer with a
"-" output or an inverter.

"+"

and

sub-audio
control

VCA gains = 0

Figure 13.5. Panning with an AC control

The use of opposite polarities alone to control amp
litude relationships is not completely effective, how
ever. The problem is that there is no rise in gain on
one channel until the gain of the other channel is at
zero. The placement of the sound midway between
the two channels requires both VCAs to have equal
voltage at the same time. One way to accomplish this
is to offset slightly the VCAs so that zero volts will
still produce some gain in the amplifier and a certain
amount of negative voltage will be required to effect
zero gain. This requires some careful tuning but will
eliminate the hole-in-the-middle problem.
The panning rate is determined by the frequency of
the control signal. With control frequencies below 7
or 8 Hz, the perceiver will be able to follow the sounds
as they move back and forth between the speakers.
With control signals above those frequencies, the
sounds will move so rapidly that the ear will not have
enough time to respond to the location cues. Conse
quently, the perceived effect will be a monophonic
"wall" of sound and all panning movements will be
imperceivable. As the control frequency approaches
the audio range, characteristic amplitude-modulation
sidebands will appear, because panning is essentially
amplitude modulation of a single signal between two
separate channels. It is even possible to pan at rates
so high that the original audio signal will become dis
torted. This is explained by the fact that a sound, de
pending on its frequency and overtone content, must
last a certain length of time before it can be perceived.
If a sound is being panned between two channels and
only one of those channels is being monitored, the ef
fect will be a gating on and off of the signal, with the
gated envelope defined by the shape of the control
volt�ge. If this gating is extremely rapid, the audio
signal will eventually be heard only as a series of
"pops." If the other channel is also monitored, the
number of pops is doubled. Therefore, as the control
frequency becomes higher and higher, the original
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to jump from point to point across the field "lith each
new timing pulse. The sample commands could be
at a steady rate from any available timing pulse source,
or the timing pulse source could be programmed by
a sequencer, random voltage source, etc., to create
various panning rhythms. The sampling pulses might
also be generated from some external source via an
envelope detector. If a Track and Hold were used to
process the control, the sound would move only dur
ing the "on time" ( when the gate voltage is high) of
the timing command.

offset = o

program-must
be slower than the
control oscillator

Figure 13.6. Amplitude modulation of the
panning control

sub-audio control

"if your system does not have a "sub-audio" or floating Random
Voltage Source, try taking pink sound through a low pass filter
with a very low cut-off.

program

Figure 13.8. Panning with random control

Figure 13.7. Frequency modulation of the panning control

DC Control
The two obvious drawbacks to AC panning control is
the often annoying "hole-in-the-middle" problem and
the limitation of only stereo panning. Control with
function generators make it possible to generate more
subtle patterns and create panning among virtually
any number of channels.
Attack-Decay format envelope generators may be
used in several ways for stereo panning. The most
straightforward method is to substitute an envelope
generator for the LFO in the previous patches ( figure
13. lOA). A control envelope is used to control one
VCA and an inverted form of the same control is used
to control the other VCA. The advantage this has over
LFO control are 1) a pan can be initiated on cue, and

If your instrument inverts around O volts (+5 inverted - -5)
then VCA 2 should be offset to a gain of 1 and VCA 1 should be
offset a o gain. In this manner the rising envelope will open VCA 1
with the falling negative envelope will close VCA 2.

2) there is a bit more control over the panning pat
tern. As illustrated in figure 13.llB, a separate en
velope generatqr should be used for the panning con
trol, hence it need not be correlated with the ampli
tude characteristics of the sound. If the panning
envelope had a long attack and short decay each pitch
would gradually move from channel A to channel B
and quickly snap back to channel A. A short attack
and long decay would create the opposite pattern.
Another stereo panning technique involves delayed
triggers. The patch in figure 13.11 provides the pos
sibility of non-symmetrical panning. This configura
tion requires two envelope generators and a timing
pulse delay module.3 A timing pulse is sent to an
envelope generator with a hypothetical one second at
tack and one second decay. The same pulse is patched
to a pulse delay of one second. The delayed pulse is
then used to fire a second envelope generator which
controls a second parallel VCA. By comparing the
voltage functions you can see that the first EC causes
the sound to appear on channel A. As it begins its
decay the second EC causes the sound to appear on
channel B. The sum effect is that the sound will ef
fectively pan between the two channels. If the sec3. EGs with trigger outputs ( see chapter 6, pg. 68-) might also
be used but the time relationships would not be quite the same.

ti your instrument operates on +DC only, both VCAs should be
offset to O gain. The original and inverted envelopes will then
alternately open and close the VCAs.

Vo,,
S/H

A

B

Figure 13.9. Sample/hold panning control

audio signal will tend to be dissipated into the energy
of the sidebands and the prominent signal will then
be the frequency of the control voltage. This duration
threshold is especially critical with lower-frequency
audio signals.
This technique should not be limited to control with
simple waveforms. Consider the possibilities of an amp
litude modulated low frequency sinewave as a con
trol. The patch illustrated in figure 13.6 would cre
ate the effect of the signal moving back and forth at
a soft level and getting louder as the program LFO
increases in voltage.
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Modifying the patch to a FM format would cause
the sound to pan at rates proportional to the rate of
the program LFO ( figure 13.7).
Complementary random voltages by means of an
inverter produces a unique effect. Since the gain on
one channel will constantly be the complement of the
other, the sound will appear to move randomly back
and forth in the stereo field ( figure 13.8).
The previous patches involved continual motion of
the sound on the stereo axis. The patch illustrated in
figure 13.9 processes the control LFO through a
Sample/Hold before being applied to the invertor and
VCAs. The effect here is that the sound will appear

keyboard

V

L:::,_
EG 1

L::::::,,,

gain control

EG 2

panning control

C

Figure 13.10. DC control of panning
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the sound on channel 1. As the sound begins its decay
pulse two of the sequencer fires EG 2 which pans the
signal to channel 2 as in the above patch. The third
and fourth puses in turn fire EGs to pan the signal
to channel 3 and 4. If the sequencer is allowed to re
cycle, the sound will continue to pan. The attack and
decay times of the four envelope generators must be
adjusted in respect to the rate of the triggers. Chang
ing these functions in real-time can be somewhat
clumsy and inaccurate. The modification suggested in
figure 13.12B allows the performer to change the at
tack and decay functions of all four envelope gen
erators and the sequencer's clock from a single source.
The patch requires that the envelope generators have
voltage controlled attack and decay times. Experimen
tation will show that variable panning rates require
the attack and decay times to vary in an inverse re
lationship to the speed of the pulses. A rapid pan
calls for fast triggers and relatively short envelope
functions. Slower pans require slower pulse rates and
proportionately longer envelope functions. By using a
single control, perhaps a joystick, to control the clock
rate and an inverted form of the same voltage to con
trol the attack and decay times of all four envelope
generators one will maintain the correct time con
stants. As with many complex patches this is easier
said than done; but it is effective when once tuned

EG 1

• With this configuration both controls are
positive so both VCAs are offset to O gain

Figure 13.11. Using two envelope generators for panning control

ond EG were programmed with a sharp attack, the
sound would have a one second attack and then
abruptly switch to channel B. Other envelope func
tions would likewise produce different panning pat
terns.
The previous patch can be expanded to accommo
date four channel or quadraphonic patterns as illus
trated in figure 13.12A. In this configuration the task
is to trigger the four voltage functions in series. This
is best done with four series pulse outputs from a se
quencer. Stage one sends a pulse to EG 1 which puts

correctly. Also consider the use of alternative forms of
control. One possibility might be to pan a pre-amplified
acoustic sound,_ If the signal were also patch to an
envelope follower the voltage could be used to control
the panning rate. This would correlate loudness with
the speed of the sound movement.
If you have a large space to play with, give some
thought to speaker placement. There is more than one
way to place four speakers in a performance space.
For example, you might try placing the speakers one
in front of the other so that the panning is not cir
cular but rather approaches the audience in a straight
line ( figure 13.13). Other possibilities are elevating
certain channels above the listener, or even panning
sounds throughout several neighboring rooms.
Now after experimenting with a multitude of VCAs
and function generators the best thing to do is to get
a dedicated quad panner! Four such circuits are built
into the Buchla 227 System Interface, and single quad
and stereo panners are manufactured by Serge Mod
ular Music Systems ( figure 13.14A and B ). These in
struments offer voltage controlled panning on an X/Y
format. A voltage applied to the X input will locate a
sound on the X ( left to right) axis. A voltage applied
to the Y input will locate the sound on the Y axis
( front to back). This is clarified by the series of ex
amples in figure 15.15A through E. Each square rep
resents a quad field as viewed from directly above.
The front channels are at the top of the field and
the rear channels are at the bottom of the field.
There is no universal system for numbering channels.
The system I favor is to label channel 1 as being the
left rear, 2 left front, 3 right front and 4 right rear.

audience

Figure 13.13. Speaker placement for radial panning

ch. 1

Figure 13.14A. Suchla 227 System Interface

EG 1

ch. 2
Note: SERGE uses the
terms SW (southwest),
NW, NE and SE for quad
channel identification.
They have been changed
to 1,2,3and4in
this diagram.

sequencer
EG 2

1
0

2 34
0 0 0

ch. 3
B

signal,"

EG3

panning., controls

ch. 4

EG 4

• A'"D"' = voltage control of attack and decay times.
• •V

A

X = patch points where auxiliary signals can be attached to the mix.

control

Figure 13.14B. Diagram for the SERGE
multi-channel quadraphonic mixer (OMX)

= any control voltage. This will keep the sequencer trigger rate proportionate to the
envelope times.

B

Figure 13.12. Quad panning with VCAs and envelope generators
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A circular panning pattern would then be 1,2,3,4,
1,2,3,4, etc. Referring to figure 13.15A it is shown that
a control of zero volts locates the sound on channel 1.
In figure B the Y voltage is increased to maximum
and the sound moves to channel 2. The sound image
is still on the left half of the space because the X volt
age is zero. If both X and Y are at maximum the
sound will come from channel 3. As Y is decreased
to zero the sound will move to channel 4 (the X volt
age still at maximum. In figure E it is illustrated that
five volts ( 50% of the available range) applied to each
axis locates the sound in the middle of the quad field.
Now comes the task of generating the required con
trols. The most simple thing to do is to use the X
and Y axis of a joystick to determine the X/Y controls
for the panning. This give the performer a direct phys
ical control over image placement and motion, as does
the "Stirrer" described earlier. If you have precon
ceived "composed" panning · patterns in mind you
might as well get some programmed functions to do
the work for you. The patterns illustrated in figure
13.16 can be done with two envelope generators.
In example A a long attack from and EC patched
to the Y axis will pan the sound from channel 1 to 2.
The rate of the pan is determined by the attack time.
Example B applies the same attack to both channels.
In this case the sound is moved from front to back
at the same rate it moves from left to right, produc
ing a diagonal pan from channels 1 to 3. It must be
explained that with this pattern the sound actually
moves through channels 2 and 4 at the same time.
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Figure 13.16. Dynamic control logic for
quad panning

Otherwise there would be no way to have the signal
appear to pass effectively through the center of the
field. Example C is still accomplished with one EC.
In this case one leg of the control is inverted before
being patched to the Y axis. This produces a diagonal
pan from channels 2 to 4. If the Y axis had a static
5 volts the sound would be positioned midway between
the front and rear channels. A rising and falling en
velope applied to the X axis would then pan the sound
from left to right back to left in the middle of the
°
field (example D). The 360 circular pan in example
°
E requires two ECs to be continually 90 out-of-phase
with each other. This can be accomplished by setting
the correct attack and delay times and using a delayed
pulse to fire the Y envelope. Another possibility is to
use quadrature related ECs to produce the required
functions (see-chapter 6, page 69).
Figure 13.17A through D illustrates four different
panning patterns which can be generated from one
set of controls from an integrated sequencer. Bank A
of the sequencer will control the X axis and bank B
will control the Y axis. The speed of the pan is con
trolled by the sequencer clock rate. If the vol tages are
to be integrated, make sure that the time constant is
no longer than the clock period. If you have a voltage
controlled integrator you might consider inversely con
trolling the clock rate and time constant from the same
source. With this configuration a high control voltage
would produce a fast clock speed and a fast integra
tion rate. As the control voltage is lowered the clock
would slow down but the integration time would in
crease, maintaining an even pan.

X

An analysis of the patch in figure 13.17 is not as
complicated as it might appear. A four increment se
quencer is used to generate the X/Y controls for four
different quad panners. It will be assumed that each
panner has a different sound patched to its input. The
clock rate and integration time are voltage controlled
from the same source for the reasons explained above.
If integraters are not available, just eliminate them for
the present (al though the voltages are illustrated as
being integrated). The voltage values for bank A ( X
axis) are 0, 10, 0, 10, producing the function i llus
trated for A-X on the vol tage graph. The vol tage values
for bank B ( Yaxis) are illustrated as A-Yon the graph.
This particular combination of voltages will produce
the "figure-eight" pattern illustrated in the panning
chart A. Panning chart B uses the same voltages, but
they have been reversed. What was the X axis con
trol is now the Y axis control, and visa-versa ( see the
voltage graph for B ). The panning pattern produced
by the interchange of voltages is still a figure-eight, but
a slightly different direction. Panning outputs C and
D use inverted forms of the same sequencer functions.
Note that with this inversion C is a mirror of A and
D is a mirror of B. The Serge QMX has built-in invert
ing inputs, therefore external inverting modules are
not needed.
The point of this patch is to illustrate how several
pa�terns can be generated from one set of controls and
to hint at some degree of "thematic" unity between the
sound motion. One could fill several pages with other
types of processing such as attenuation, sampling, or

Figure 13. 17. Panning control correlation in
four source quad panning

quantization. In my opinion it is much more exciting
to discover these things for yourself.

Simulation of Other Location Cues
The techniques discussed up to this point have only
been concerned with moving sound on a single plane
laterally in front of or around the perceiver. A sound
which appears to be approaching from a distance in
vol ves a more complex technique. The controls of local
and global reverberation and Doppler shift are not as
really complex as they are expensive or inaccessable.
We have the technology to produce a true Sound lo
cation module. The amplitude control techniques dealt
with so far could be combined with digital reverb
and Doppler in a singl e module to provide very pre
cise cues for virtuall y any manner of sound movement.
At the present time we are waiting patiently for digi
tal costs to come down enough in price so that some
clever designer will make such a black box for a popu
lar price. For the time being a voltage controlled re
verb can be used for the reverberant sound cues, and
a digital delay or frequency shifter can be used to
simulate the Doppler shift. These are rather complex
equations for calculation of precise reverb and Dop
pler -information. At this point analog control does not
justify use of such subtle specifications and it can
usually be done faster by ear.
At the beginning of this chapter it was explained
that reverberation and Doppler shifts are the prime
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cues for radial location. The farther a sound is from
a perceiver, the more reverberation it will display. As
the sound moves closer, the local reverberation be
comes less as the intensity grows. At the same time,
depending on the speed of approach, there will be a
slight rise in pitch due to the Doppler effect. Figure
13.19 illustrates one possible configuration for con
trolling the radial effects of sound. Since the amount
of reverberation is inverse to the gain, the relation of
the control voltage to the reverberation unit must be
inverted. The control signal for the Doppler simulation
must also be greatly attenuated, since the amount of
voltage used to control the VCA could result in more
of a frequency change than is needed to simulate the
Doppler effect. If the reverberation unit is not voltage
controllable the audio signal is split and one leg is
subjected to reverberation. Before the signals are
mixed back together, the gain of the reverberated sig
nal is inversely controlled by the same control voltage
used to determine the final gain. If the mixer were
voltage-controllable, the first VCA could be elimi
nated. A second reverberation unit could be added
after the mix to simulate global reverberation. Another
processing device which could be used is the high
pass filter. As the sound moves closer to the perceiver,
the lower frequencies become more and more pro
nounced. As with the Doppler simulation, the control
signal would have to be considerably attenuated, since
this shift in frequency response is very slight.
By using the techniques set forth in this chapter in
various combinations, it is possible to place and pan
sound in an unlimited number of patterns. The com
poser should experiment with all types of control en
velopes and different patterns of speaker placement.
Extreme care must be taken to be sure that speakers
are properly phased. Since the panning effects are de
pendent on relative amplitude levels of a monophone
signal, improper phasing could result in very critical
cancellation. The more speakers and channels used, the
more precise the panning will be, and in a real-time
performance situation one is only limited by the avail
ability of the equipment. If the music is to be sub224

Figure 13.18. Global planning with reverb
cues and doppler simulation

jected to tape storage, however, the number of avail
able channels is the limiting factor. The composer, in
most cases, will find that four channels are usually
sufficient for most panning requirements, since sev
eral different panning formats may be stored on a
single tape at one time. One tape may contain infor
mation which moves in a figure-eight pattern, another
°
information moving in a 360 clockwise pattern, and
a third information moving in radial patterns. All
three tapes may then be dubbed-down to a single tape
without affecting any of the panning patterns. The
only limitation to the number of panning configurations
that can be produced simultaneously is their com
posite effectiveness. Too many simultaneous patterns
will not be perceived individually as pans, but rather
the acoustical space will be perceived as being in an
undefinable state of flux. Of course, if this is the com
poser's intent, it may be used to create some beautiful
effects. If you have a number of panning patterns
going at one time, try to keep each voice in a differ
ent register or within the same critical bandwidth ( see
page 146). Another precaution is just too much "busi
ness" in the panning. Dynamic location takes place in
time and brings with it certain rhythmic implications.
If the durational level of the rhythm is at one tempo
and the panning "rhythm" is at a completely non
related level, the total effect in some cases can be dis
tracting-unless you handle it well. The idea of "rhyth
mic dissonance" can be well illustrated by setting up
a rhythmic ostinato with a VCO, VCA and the appro
priate controls. Now pan the ostinato at a slightly dif
ferent rhythm. Next, devise a way to lock the panning
rate to the durational rate of the ostsinato and com
pare the different effect. Using alternate timing pulses
or electronic switches try correlating panning motion
at )f or )4 the speed of the rhythm.
Only recently have we begun to realize the poten
tial of the spatial aspects of composition. Just as the
use of dynamics has been an evolutionary process of
a parameter realized in the seventeenth century, the
technology of the twentieth century has revitalized an
aspect of sound which will continue to develop with
the composers' and performers' methods of control.

The majority of the modules and equipment discussed
in this book have been classified and dealt with in
terms of function. At the same time, most of these
devices were either incorporated as a module of a
total electronic music system or were an integral part
of the recording/playback chain. Even though oscil
lators, specialized modulators, filters, etc., are now
being manufactured specifically for use by the com
poser and performer in the electronic medium, they
were originally intended for use as communications
and electronic test equipment. As composers became
more and more familiar with the technology, they
found they were able to make use of this equipment
as a unique method of processing sound. The techno
logical age of the composer is just beginning, and as
the field of communications and electronics continues
to grow, the composer will continue to find uses for
newly developed equipment. The purpose of this chap
ter is to familiarize the reader with some of the more
common equipment found in an electronic music stu
dio which is normally not part of present commercial
systems.

Transducers
One of the major processes of electronic music is that of
"transduction," the transfer of power from one medium
to another. A transducer is a device which reacts to
one type of wave ( voltage, light, pressure, current,
etc.) by transforming that wave into an analogous wave
of another medium. Tranduction may take place be
tween any two mediums, such as light to voltage, volt
age to frequenecy, pressure to frequency, voltage to
pressure, etc. The ideal transducer is one that transfers
the maximum possible power from one medium to an
other. Unfortunately, the ideal transducer is a hypo
thetical device; there is always a minute percentage of
non-linearity or power loss.
Microphones
The most commonly known transducer is the micro
phone. In terms of function, the microphone is an
electro-acoustic transducer which reacts to pressure
waves and produces analogous electrical impulses. The
accuracy of this conversion is measured by the micro
phone's sensitivity and frequency response. The sensi-

tivity of a microphone is a technical specification in
dicating how much of the acoustical energy arriving
at a microphone's input can be converted to usable
electrical impulses. The frequency response refers to
the range of frequencies to which the microphone is
sensitive, and the deviation in sensitivity throughout
that range. The ideal microphone wiU exhibit a flat
response, meaning no deviation, over the entire audio
spectrum. But this ideal transducer is of course hypo
thetical; microphones exhibit various combinations of
frequency ranges and areas of varying sensitivity within
those ranges. To say a microphone has a frequency
response of from 100 Hz to 10k Hz means only that
it best responds to frequencies between those ex
tremes. The response at 100 Hz may be "X," the re
sponse at 600 Hz may be "2X," and the response at
5k may be "1/2X." For most purposes the flatness of
a microphone's response is more important than its
frequency range..If the microphone is used as a trans
ducer for flutes and violins, a smooth response at the
higher end of the spectrum is more important than
an extended lower range. Conversely, a microphone
used for the lower instruments requires a smoother
low-frequency response.
Since the quality of an amplified signal can be a
very subjective matter, the composer should become
familiar with the characteristics of all of the micro
phones in the studio. It will be found that similar mi
crophones, even those of the same specifications manu
factured by the same manufacturer, may actually ex
exhibit quite different characteristics. The composer
must also remember that when used in a composing
or performing situation, the microphone is the first de
vice to come in contact with the sound and that it will
define the quality of the rest of the system.
The least expensive type of air microphone is the
carbon mike. ( The input transducer on the normal
home telephone is essentially a carbon mike. ) Its op
eration is a result of varying sound pressures causing
variations in resistance between encapsulated carbon
granules. The carbon mike has a very limited frequency
response, usually about 80 Hz to 7.5k Hz. Of course,
if a carbon mike with the desired frequency range
is available, it may be used as a processing filter.· Do
It by composer Robert Erickson specifies the use of
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a carbon mike precisely because of the desired effect
of limited frequency response.
The crystal microphone operates on a basis of me
chanical strain. Sound pressure waves move the micro
phone diaphragm, which in turn places a mechanical
strain on a piezoelectric crystal such as quartz or �o
chelle salt. In reaction, the crystal produces electncal
charges. Crystal microphones are also quite limited in
_
their frequency response. (Contact microphones, whi�h
transduce pressure waves transmitted through solid
mediums, also operate with piezoelectric elements.
The piezoelectric element is connected directly to t�e
output leads and is usually sealed in a rather fragile
casing. The composer or performer will find that con
tact mikes have a longer life if the case is opened and
reinforced with epoxy cement. This will make the unit
more stable and will prevent the output wires from
breaking contact with the crystal. )
.
Operating on a principle similar to t�e crystal mi
_
.
crophone, the ceramic microphone exlubits a wider
and smoother response than either the crystal or car
bon mike. The disadvantage of a ceramic mike is its
high impedance. High-impedance transducers are hard
to work with because they are so susceptible to noise
and hum. This is especially critical when using cables
longer than 15 or 20 feet. Special transformers are
available to convert high-impedance lines to balanced
low-impedance lines and are well worth their mod
erate cost.
Dynamic microphones use a small coil which is
moved by the pressure of sound waves on a diaphragm.
The coil moves back and forth in the field of a perma
nent magnet which, in turn, generates a current in the
coil. The ribbon microphone operates by means of an
alumi�um alloy foil ribbon suspended in a magnetic
field· the ribbon's movement results in an induced AC
curr�nt. Both the dynamic and ribbon microphones are
in the medium price range and are adequate when
working with somewhat limited ranges and with the
human voice. The ribbon microphone contains a pow
erful horseshoe magnet and is therefore relatively
heavy. For this reason, plus the fact that ribbon m�kes
are very sensitive to wind and over-accented fnca
tives, the dynamic microphone is often preferred.
The professionally preferred microphone is the con
denser or electrostatic microphone. This type of mike
generates signals as a result of variations in capaci
tance between two charged plates, one of which is the
diaphragm. The frequency response of these mikes is
excellent, and if a professional sound is desired they
are essential equipment for the electronic music stu
dio. The only provision one must consider is that con
denser mikes require special power supplies built into
or immediately external to the casing to convert the
signal to a level suitable for line transmission. Con
denser microphones are also more expensive, but if one
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0
A. cardiod or
unidirectional

The omnidirectional or nondirectional microphone
(figure 14.1D) ideally is sensitive to all frequencies
coming from all directions, but in practical use omni
directionality is only true for frequencies below 5k Hz.
It is impossible to make any truly objective state
ments concerning actual microphone placement for the
composer or performer. In commercial recording situa
tions there are certain fidelity standards which guide
the placement of microphones, and in those situations
there are definite procedures for microphone location.
But the composer is often concerned with using the
microphone as a modification device as well as a pres
sure-to-signal transducer, and hi-fi guidelines do not
apply in all cases. There are several points that the
composed should keep in mind, however, which may
save considerable time in experimentation:

X

B. bidirectional

X

C. super-cardiod

D. omnidirectional

Figure 14.1. Microphone
field patterns

considers that the effectiveness of the transducers de
fines the effectiveness of the whole system, they are
well worth their cost.
When working with any microphone one should
be aware of its particular field pattern. Often referred
to as the directional characteristic or polar pattern, the
field pattern defines the area or direction to whic�
_
the microphone is most sensitive. A cardiod or umdi
rectional microphone is more sensitive on one side than
on the other, as illustrated in figure 14.1. The null on
the back side of the mike should not be taken as ab
solute, since it will be frequency-sensitive to a certain
degree. This is especially true of low frequen� ies. T�e
bidirectional microphone exhibits maximum pick-up m
°
two opposing directions, with the null at a 90 plane
between the two lobes ( 14.lB). With bidirectional
mikes, the distance from the sound source will play
a large role in the character of the sound. This is es
pecially noticeable with very close miking. At dis
_
tances less than about two feet, the bass frequencies
are very strongly emphasized. Consequently, the sound
source should not move within the field and the use
of equalization circuits can be very advantageous.
Ribbon mikes, which are bidirectional microphones,
are very senstive to fricatives, therefore it is advis
able to use wind shields and speak across the mike's
face.
The rifle, gun, or super-directional microphone is
a dynamic mike which incorporates a battery of tubes
of various lengths. This type of mike is intensely di
rectional except to frequencies exhibiting wavelengths
much longer than the length of the tube. A field pat
tern falling between the bidirectional and cardiod pat
tern is the supercardiod, as illustrated in figure 14.lC.

l. Use low-impedance mikes. They are less suscept
ible to noise and permit the use of longer cables.
2. Consider the signal/noise ratio of the total environ
ment as well as the different locations within the
environment.
3. Remember that higher frequencies are more direc
tional than lower frequencies.
4. Consider the inverse-square law: When the sound
source's distance from the mike is multiplied by X,
the intensity is divided by X2.
5. When using multiple microphone systems, make
sure they are in phase. This may involve turning
°
bidirectional mikes 180 to match the phase of the
unidirectional mikes.
6. Close miking cuts down transduction of the room
reverberation.
7. Securely tape down all microphone cables. Run the
cables away from areas of audience interference.
8. Experiment!
Mike choice and placement is a matter of individ
ual preference and will usually involve a lot of ev
perimentation, even for the professional. Two books
referenced earlier, Robert Runstein's Modern Record
ing Techniques, and John Woram's The Recording Stu
dio Handbook provide excellent information on such
matters. The current definative reference on micro
phones is Lou Burroughs' Microphones: Design and
Application 1 and is recommended to anyone having
access to professional recording equipment.
Patchchords and Patching
The basic law of electronic music, as stated in the epi
graph to this book, is even more applicable to jacks
and plugs than it is to the length of patchcords. Un
less a composer is limiting himself to working with
the modules found on one particular system, he will in1. Published by Sagamore Publishing Co., 1120 Old Coun
try R., Plainview, N.Y., 11803.

evitably be in constant need of adaptors to allow him
to make a patch from a particular device with one
connection format to another device with a different
connection format. The simple task of patching the
system output to a tape recorder or an amplifier may
call for special adaptors. Even commercially-manu
factured electronic music systems cannot decide on a
standard connection format and, in addition to the
necessity of voltage interfaces, their compatibility de
pends on the availability of adaptors. This lack of
standardization among the audio equipment manufac
turers in the United States forces the composer work
ing with a variety of equipment to spend much of his
studio time searching for patchcords and adaptors. The
composer must also consider that each time an adap
tor is added to a signal path it contributes a certain
amount of insertion loss and noise.
The most common types of connectors are illus
trated in figure 14.2. The RCA, phono, or pin plug
is the type most commonly found on home stereo/hi-fi
equipment ( fig. 14.2A). Although it is one of the
more common plugs, some manufacturers avoid using
it because the outer ground terminal has a tendency
to expand with continued use and must occasionally
be re-shaped to make a tight fit. The phone plug (fig
ure 14.2B/C) is available in either a two- or three
connector format. The guitarist is familiar with this
type of plug since it is commonly used with commer
cial guitar amplifiers. Various low-impedance micro
phones also use the two-connection or tip-sleeve for
mat. A microphone requiring a balanced line may use
a phone plug �with the ring-tip-sleeve format. This
type of connector may also be used for transmitting
stereo signals with a single patchcord by sharing the
same ground. Many people prefer the use of phone
plugs because of their sturdiness. By the same token,
many people avoid their use in smaller studio situa
tions because they require thicker cable and are bulk
ier to handle. The XLR or cannon plug (figure 14.2D)
is a three-terminal connector usually used with bal
anced-line transmission such as with balanced-line mi
crophones. The XLR or cannon plug is preferred over
the ring-tip-sleeve phone plug because of its special
locklatch which insures a tight connection and cannot
be accidentally pulled out. The mini-phone (figure
l 4.2E), as its name implies, is a midget version of the
two-connection phone plug. The miniphone format is
used by some manufacturers because of the fact that
they take up very little room on a patching panel.
These plugs are less sturdy than some of the others
and must be handled with more care. The banana plug
(figure 14.2F) has a single-terminal format and is usu
ally used for the patching of DC and trigger voltages.
Like the phono plug, the banana may begin to lose
its shape after prolonged use and will occasionally have
to be reshaped to make a tight connection. The cinch
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their creative approach. Consequently, the designer
is usually at a loss in trying to anticipate composers'
needs.
Certain micro-processor based instruments provide
for computer controlled patching. A complete patch
can be stored and called up as needed. Such instru
mentation will also usually store module offset and
control voltage and audio attenuation levels so com
plete instrument configurations may be called up from
a touch of a button (such as a keyboard, an externally
generated timing pulse or a sequencer).

c=COl

·A. phono plug

B. phone plug (tip-sleeve)

cn=1_1 _J

C. phone plug (ring-tip-sleeve)

front

side

D. XLR or
cannon plug

Information Changers

==CID

E. mini-phone

F. banana plug

CD 0
front

side

G. c;nch plug

Figure 14.2.
Common connectors

Figure 14.3. Head cylinder for an information changer

plug (fig. 14.2G) is a connector which is not so fre
quently encountered, but it is used on the modular
Moog instrument for transmission of "S-triggers."
Some manufacturers of electronic music systems
are attempting to solve the patchcord problem by
using internal patching manipulated by switches or
through matrix boards. Internal patching with switches
for routing signals to the various modules does solve
the patchcord problem, but this also presents a few
problems of its own. If the designer is not extremely
careful to allow for every conceivable patching con
figuration, he may limit the composer in his approach
to that particular system. At the same time, a switch
ing function often does not provide the number of
multiple inputs and outputs required by many con
figurations. While many composers pay very little at
tention to how a particular module is intended to be
used, such a lack of knowledge is often the source of
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The Zeitdehner
The often overused technique of varying the playback
speed of prerecorded sound is given new possibilities
with the "zeitdehner" (time-stretcher), also referred
to as information rate changer or pitch and tempo
regulator. This device is the analog precurser to tech
niques now available through digital delays (see chap
ter 13, page 200). The zeitdehner is a special playback
arrangement which allows for speed variations with
out affecting the frequency of the recorded material.
Conversely, the frequency of the recorded material
may be changed without changing the playback speed.
This is accomplished by means of several playback
heads mounted on a rotating cylinder. The individual
heads are arranged so that only one head at a time
comes in contact with the tape. Heads are so spaced
that at the exact moment one head leaves the tape sur
face another head has rotated around to take its place.
If the cylinder is rotating in the same direction that
the tape is moving, the monitored signal will be at
a lower frequency than the recorded signal. If the
heads are moving in a direction opposite to the tape
motion, the effect will be a rise in the monitored pitch.
This frequency change is due to the Doppler effect
described in chapter 13 and has no effect on the rate
of information. If the speed of the tape is varied in
certain relationships to the rotation of the head cyl
inder however the rate of information can be changed
with�ut affecting the frequency. Both frequency and
rate can be continuously varied from half the original
format to almost double. Besides being very useful for
adjusting fine tuning and for sync purposes, the zeit
dehner can also be very effective in producing timbre
modifications. Since it is possible by its use to pro
long various transient states without changing the fre
quency, the zeitdehner is able to capture sounds that
would otherwise be impossible to obtain. Due to the
physical arrangement of the cylindrical mounting, there
is a certain amount of distortion as the heads rotate
in and out of position on the tape, but the amount of
distortion is quite low and can usually be masked if
that particular sequence appears with other tracks of
sound.

The Vocoder
The zeitdehner and digital instruments can be used
for pitch and rate change, while the "Vocoder" is pri
marily a spectal transfer device. Any sound (human
speech, instrumental or electronic sounds, etc.)
patched to the "voice" or "speech" input has its trans
ient harmonic information transferred to any signal
appearing at the "carrier" or "excitation" input. The
carrier may be any properly pre-amplified signal or
may consist of internal audio oscillators as in the EMS
Vocoder.
The vocoding process can be illustrated by imagin
ing the transfer of a human voice to a sawtooth wave.
Earlier chapters have suggested many envelope fol
lowing techniques. The overall amplitude character
istics of the voice are detected and used to control
a VCA which is determining the gain of an oscillator.
In this case the timbral content of the voice is disre
garded, except in terms of how it contributes to the
overall amplitude. The word "hey!" is presented only
as a generalized envelope. The spectral information
of the word, the evolution of the sound "hay-ee (uh)"
has no effect on the spectral information of the oscil
lator.
The vocoder must be able to determine the energy
content of various parts of the spectrum and transfer
that energy to various parts of another spectrum. The
analysis section of the vocoder "decodes" the spectral
information of the voice signal in the following man
ner. The voice input signal is taken to a number of

voice
osctllator

analyzing filters.2 The spectrum of the excitation sig
nal is then split into a proportional number of fre
quency bands by this filter bank. The varying amount
of energy or amplitude of each pass band can then
be extracted by an envelope follower. At this point
the instrument has a different control voltage for each
detected portion of the "voiced" spectrum. As the
various spectral bands evolve in relative amplitude the
detected controls likewise vary.
The excitation signal is patched to a similar set of
filters in the synthesis section of the instrument. These
filters exhibit the same pass-band characteristics as the
analyzing section. Each pass-band is then patched to
a separate VCA and the outputs are remixed to, form
a composite output. If a single control were applied
in parallel to each VCA, the vocoder wou]d serve as
nothing more than a redundantly designed amplitude
transfer circuit. The configuration in figure 14.4, how
ever, illustrates the basic vocoder patch. The control
voltage representing each spectral band of the voiced
signal is used to control the gain of the respective
band of the excitation signal. The energy of the spec
tral bands of the excitation is directly controlled by the
corresponding voice bands.
This basic vocoder patch assumes the voice and ex
citation signal have a certain amount of spectral infor
mation in common. For example, consider a situatjon
2. The EMS-Vocoder uses 22 filters and the Bode 7702 Vo
coder uses 16.

;.
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Figure 14.4. Basic vocoder diagram
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Figure 14.5. Bode 7702 Vocoder (Courtesy Harald Bode. Bode Sound Co. Used by permission.)
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Figure 14.6. Spectral "inversion" with a vocoder

in which the voice was a saxophone and the excitation
signal was a sinewave! The rich sax spectrum would be
decoded into a number of control voltages which would
be redundant in trying to control the non-existent
spectrum of the sinewave. A sax imposed on a square
wave or the sound of a pounding surf would be a
much more rewarding situation.
More creative games can be played with the instu
ment by repatching the spectral controls. As with the
Bode 7702 illustrated in figure 14.5, most vocoders
provide some patching format for coupling the analy
sis section to the synthesis· section. An obvious ex
ample would be to invert the respective sections as
suggested in figure 14.6. With this patch the low spec-
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tral content of the voice input would determine the
energy of the excitation signal. Other patching could
be used for other spectral transfers. One might even
experiment with processing portions of the analyzer
output ( reverb, AM, delay) before the signals are
patched to the synthesizer input.
Vocoders are also equipped with "hiss" and/or
"buzz" circuits, which are noise genertors used to rep
licate the fricatives in human speech. A sample/hold
or "freeze" enables the musician to sustain a given
voice spectrum. The circuit samples the transient
control voltages and holds them in a steady state con
dition while being applied to the synthesizer VCAs.
The EMS-Vocoder has an internal pitch-to-voltage con
verter so the instrument is also able to transfer pitch
information to the internal excitation VCOs or to any
other voltage-controllable parameter.
Dynamic Processors
Compressors, limiters and expanders are specialized
VCA circuits providing control over the dynamic range
of a signal. If a particular sequence has a hypothetical
dynamic range of from 60 to 70 db, it will require
a fairly high gain level to make that amount of varia
tion in gain available. If a system begins to introduce
noise at that high a gain setting, then a compressor
may be used to compress the 60-70 db range to a
more workable range of perhaps 40-45 db. Compres
sion differs from overall manual gain reduction in that
while gain reduction results in equal amounts of sup
pression to the total envelope, compression is a result
of applying most of the gain reduction to the higher
amplitude peaks ( figure 14.7C). A limiter is a type
of processing device which only affects the peaks of
a particular signal. Up to a specific level the output
signal is linear with the input signal. The instant the
input signal reaches a preset amplitude threshold, it is
maintained at that level and not allowed to go any
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Figure 14.7.
Compression and limiting

higher. Limiting differs from compression in that it
only reduces amplitude peaks; signals below the pre
determined level are not affected ( figure 14.7D). A
compressor/limiter applies the combined functions in
several different manners. The usual application is to
apply compression to the lower portion of the dy
namic range and use the limiting function as a safe
guard against sudden amplitude surges which may ex
ceed the top level for which the compressor is set to
function. Along with the function of noise reduction,
the compressor and limiter are used in AM broad
casting and other situations where excessive gain levels
could result in overmodulation of the signal. In cases
where only one step of signal processing requires a
compressed or limited signal, the original gain level
may be retrieved with the use of an expander. The
expander provides a complementary function to the
compressor, since it provides automatic gain increases
to a proportionally lower level signal. A combination
compressor/expander unit is referred to as a "com
pander" and is usually used to improve the signal-to
noise ratio in communications and reproduction sys
tems. By understanding that these instruments are
basically VCA circuits the user is encouraged to ex
periment with different control configurations. Vari
ous attack and decay times or substituting different
control signals can replicate many of the effects ex
plained in chapter 6.

Noise Reduction
One of the most serious problems facing the electronic
music composer is the control of noise in the record
and playback systems. Every system has a dynamic
range which is defined by the residual noise of the

system being the low-level limit and the power hand
ling capacity determining the high-level limit. A noisy
system is defined as having a noise level that is in
sufficiently below the highest signal level, to the de
gree that it interferes with the intelligibility of the
lowest levels of the information signal. The most ef
fective way to deal with noise is to keep the systems
in top-quality condition and to exercise great care dur
ing the recording process. Due to the unavoidable in
herent noise level in some systems however several
other methods have been devised' to deal ;ith this
problem.
The two most current and popular noise reduc
tion devices are Dolby and DBX. The Dolby Type A
is a specialized design of a compander unit which
provides a very effective type of noise reduction. The
unit divides the input signal into four separate spec
trum of frequencies below 80 Hz, 80 to 3k Hz, 3k Hz
and above, and 9k Hz and above. Frequency compo
nents above a certain amplitude level are passed
straight through the system without any further pro
cessing. Signals existing below a specific level are
boosted by 10 to 15 db, depending on their frequency.
The composite recorded signal then contains no low
level components except for the noise introduced by
the recording process. During playback the boosed
signals are compressed back to their original low level
and the same amount of compression is applied to
the noise contributed by the recording process. The
overall result is a very specialized form of equali
zation which reduces noise by 10 to 15 db. Print
through, cross-talk, and hum are also subjected to
about 10 db suppression. Of course any signal proc
essed through a Dolby System must be reproduced
through a Dolby System, and any further re-dubbing
may replace the negative recording effects which were
originally suppressed. It is possible to make dubs of
the Dolbyized master on regular recording machines
and then reproduce the dub through the Dolby Sys
tem. In building up several generations of tapes, the
individual source tapes should not be processed by
the Dolby. The final composite dub-down is the gen
eration to be processed, or there is a danger of pro
ducing varying noise levels. Also, if other treatment
such as modulation, filtering, etc.-are to be done, these
processes should not be manipulated while the signal
is in the Dolbyized state. Attempts to alter the proc
essed signal can result in low-level amplitude modu
lation and distortion to the reproduced signal. It is
perfectly safe, however, to edit the processed tape
without danger of distorting the processed signal. Al
though the Dolby System is used primarily as a noise
reduction system, the processed tapes are often used
as a means for detecting low-level distortion and noise.
The composer might also consider the possibility of
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using the processed signal reproduced on a normal
deck as a final modification means in itself.
The Dolby B unit is a simplified version of the
Dolby A. Dolby B is standard equipment on most
new cassette decks and it is also available as an auxil
iary device with several quadraphonic tape recorders.
For moderate cost studios with quad recording I have
found Dolby B to be well worth the investment. ( For
a more detailed description of the function and opera
tion of the Dolby System see R. M. Dolby, "An Audio
Noise Reduction System," Journal of the Acoustical En
gineering Society, Vol. 15, no. 4, Oct., 1967.)
The dbx Noise Reduction System is a compressor/
expander combined with high frequency pre/post
emphasis network. The high frequencies are boosted
well above the imposed tape noise level so on play
back the noise is reduced up to 30 db. This amount
of high frequency boost would normally distort the
tape, and therefore the compressor/ expander circuit is
incorporated to prevent this from happening.
There are many such noise reduction systems on
the market, and each engineer and/ or musician has
his own preferences. A summary and criticism of Dol
by, dbx and other systems is given in Woram's The
Recording Studio Handbook (pages 331-338).

Stereo Synthesizers
The true stereophonic effect is due to many different
factors, including amplitude and phase; and the di
rectional stereo array is created by reproducing the
exact intensity and phase characteristics as they were
in the real acoustical environment. Taking advantage
of the phase phenomenon, commercial systems are now
available which can create a pseudo-stereophonic field
from a monophonic recording. This is usually accom
plished by phase-shifting various components of the
composite signal on different tracks so that one sig
nal reaches the listeners' ears before the other. While
they are actually much more complicated than the last
statement would imply, pseudo-stereo systems or "ste
reo-synthesizers" work very well in creating stereo
phonic arrays. (A detailed explanation of one approach
to pseudo-stereo is Robert Orban, "A Rational Tech

nique for Synthesizing Pseudo-Stereo from Mono
phonic Sources," Journal of the Audio Engineering So
ciety, vol. 18, no. 2, April, 1970.) In addition to the
obvious application of creating stereo images from
monophonic sources, these systems can also provide
other functions. Since the effects of directionality are
largely cued by phase differences, a monophonic mix
of the pseudo-stereo channels will not result in the
"center build-up" caused by other dub-downs of stereo
channels. Another application is the use of only a
single output from the system. Since the spread and
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location of the images in the stereo field are a result
of phase variation, the use of one output channel can
result in various phasing effects. Units are also avail
able which provide for the voltage control of the stereo
image which is very similar to voltage-controlled pan
ning. In this case the actual controlled parameter is
the phase.
Stereophonic playback systems require that special
care be given to speaker phasing and location. The
ambience, or characteristic acoustics, of the environ
ment will aslo have a great influence on the direc
tionality of the individual signals and the separation
between the channels. The composer will also find
that minute intensity changes are more noticeable in
a stereophonic field than with biaural reproduction.

Tape Looping
Although a now classic technique associated with mu
sique concrete, the continuous tape loop still holds its
own among the more automated methods of voltage
control.
The most important consideration in working with
tape loops is the splice. When subjected to several repe
titions, a noisy splice becomes even more noticeable
and can ruin whatever function the loop is to serve.
If the event on the tape is made up of several attacks
and decays, the ideal spot to make the cut is at the
very beginning of an attack. As explained in chapter
10, attack transients can be used to mask any noise
caused by the splice. If the loop consists of a single
continuous event with no attack or decay, very spe
cial care will have to be taken with the splice, but
if the tips given in chapter 10 are followed, an effec
tive splice is possible.
The second consideration when using loops is the
tape tension. If a tape is not kept flush against the
playback head at a constant tension, there will be con
stant fluctuations in the output gain, and speed varia
tions caused by the changes in tension. If the tape
decks use only pressure pads and a capstan drive,
there is usually no problem and the size of the loop
is of no consequnce; the interaction between the pres
sure pads and the capstan keep the tape flush against
the head at a constant tension. A tape deck with ten
sion arms, however, is designed to work in conjunc
tion with the torque supplied by the feed and take-up
reels. Unless the tape loop is the exact size to supply
the necessary torque, the tension will not be regulated
and the playback will be very erratic. One solution to
this problem is a variable-length tape guide, as illus
trated in figure 14.8. The guide is adjusted to the
exact size of the loop so that the tape is under con
stant tension at all times.
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Figure 14.8. Variable-length loop guide

An approach to providing tape tension which allows
more applications is a loop board. Illustrated in figure
14.9, the loop board is an aluminum plate with pro
visions for placing tape guides or additional playback
heads at almost any point on its surface. If the board
is to be used only to provide tension for a tape loop,
then the placement of two or three tape guides form
ing a triangle will suffice. The composed also has
the option of inserting playback heads in the board,
making it possible to monitor the tape at multiple
points along its path, these to be mixed with the other
playback points or taken to an individual channel. One
advantage of the board is that the tape is not neces
sarily spliced end to end in a loop. Reel-to-reel for
mats are applicable to loop boards.
Some studios oriented to the more classical meth
ods of electronic music production have a bank of
several playback decks especially intended for use with
loops. These machines differ from the normal tape
deck in several ways. They are usually full-track for
mats, since most loop material is monophonic. Since
their only function is to reproduce recorded material,
they only contain a single playback head. The play
back circuits are usually external to the actual deck
chassis and it is a very simple matter to have variable
speed playback provisions. This is especially useful
when the loops are to be used for precise rhythmic
effects, since they can be finely adjusted to exact play
back tempi.
Another feature often found on a loop deck is a
provision for reversing the motors in order to play
the tapes backward without turning them over. This
is also possible on capstan drive machines which have
three separate motors for forward play and record, re
wind, and fast forward. Threading the tape on the
back side of the capstan roller will feed it backwards
past the playback head. In order to keep the tape
in constant contact with the head, it is sometimes nec
essary to bypass the left-hand tension arm. and thread
the tape directly to the left-hand reel. This is rather
a make-shift technique and most machines are not in
tended for it. It should only be used when there is

Figure 14.9. Tape path for reversing tape play direction

no chance of damage to the machine and time does
not permit reversing the tape, such as in a live per
formance situation. With a bank of loop machines,
each head should have its own separate preamplifier
with all of the output jacks located at a single patch
panel. This panel would be even more practical if it
also contained at least two mixers for combining the
loop outputs into various channels (fig. 14.9).
By using tape delay and loop boards, an effect of
time distortion can be produced. The recorded sound
is monitored at various points on a loop board and
is also monitored at the same moment that one or more
of the heads is picking up sound at another place on
the loop. Each of the playback heads is usually
equipped with some manner of gain control (in the
individual pre-amps) which permits the composer to
mix the various playback points as he wishes. By sub
jecting each playback head to individual gating, an
effect of "temporal shifting" can be produced." As an
example, suppose that the sentence, "Yes, I bet you
can," is recorded and the tape is made into a loop and
placed on a board with five different playback heads,
each with its own pulse-controlled gate (figure 14.10).
If gate 1 is pulsed at various intervals, the monitored
output would be the elimination of various words in
the sentence, depending on the length of the loop, the
temporal spacing of the words on the loop, and the
pulse speed and length. In much the same manner as
the pulsed-mixing technique, if gate 5 is: opened when
gate 1 is closed, the alternation of the outputs of the
two heads may be something like, "Yes you you I I
can can," etc. An alternation between heads 3 and 5
could produce the following ssequence, "bet you Yes
I you can." A gating sequence of heads 2, 1, and 5 may
result in "bet I you can bet Yes I can bet," etc. Gating
"Composer Steve Reich makes extensive use of a similar tech
nique in Come Out ( Odyssey Records No. 32160160) and It's
Gonna Rain ( Columbia Records No. MS7265).
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Figure 14.10. Time distortion using a tape loop and pulsed gates
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each of the five heads in sequence could produce a
sequence of "Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes." The results of this
technique are completely dependent on the length of
the loop, the spacing of the information on the tape,
the number of playback heads, and their location on
the board, along with the manner of gating.
Loops may provide ostinato rhythmic patterns or
may be used to indefinitely sustain various recorded
timbres. In Rice, Wax and Narrative, composer Daniel
Lentz calls for a large tape loop to enclose two on
stage performers, thus taking advantage of its visual
as well as sonic possibilities.

15

Pertormance
Electronics

For many years the audiences of electronic music ob
jected to the lack of visual activity during concerts. Up
to the middle of this century musical performance in
volved the participation of a live performer. Because
of this apparent tradition, and partly due to the visual
aural reinforcement involved, contemporary audiences
have often expressed dissatisfaction with having to
rely on speaker baffles for visual stimulation. It is true
that in some cases there may be a definite need for
visual reinforcement of sonic events, but in other cir
cumstances the ideal environment for li5tening to
music is on a soft rug in a completely darkened room.
If a work is composed purely as an audio event, the
composer should carefully examine the aesthetic pre
cepts of his composition before being persuaded to
add visual accompaniment. The popularity of inter
media and mixed theatre, however, has made it pos
sible for many composers to expand their creativities
to incorporate both sonic and visual activities into a
very successful single art form which would not be
as effective as it is without the contributions of both
disciplines. The light shows and color organs of the
discotheques of the late 1960s have now been devel
oped to the state that interfaces are available for pro
ducing very complex light patterns using audio and
control signals from commercially available electronic
music systems. Many composers are also using ordi
nary oscilloscopic patterns incorporated as visual coun
terparts to the sound patterns controlling the scopes,
and studios are now being designed with interfaces
to provide visual patterns for every audio event pro
duced.
Some of the more successful expeditions into the
realm of oscilloscopic art have been carried out by
composers Lowell Cross and Jerry Hunt since the mid
1960s. Using a television set in a manner similar to an
oscilloscope, he creates and manipulates Lissajous fig
ures as a result of his composed audio tracks. Due to
the interaction of the audio and video parameters.
Cross composes in consideration of both the emotive
and visual results of the sounds being produced.
Video artists such as Nam June Paik, Erik Siegel
and Steven Beck have designed specialized video syn
thesizers for exploration of this media. The interest in
video art has grown to a point that a certain amount
of commercial equipment is now available. Electronic

Music Studios (London) Limited, manufactures the
Sprectron which is a full video synthesized with con
trol formats compatible with their own electronic mu
sic instruments. Many of the software packages being
developed for micro-processor based electronic instru
ments contain video synthesis and computer graphics
programs.
Audio-visual art, while it does present an audience
with visually stimulating events, may or may not in
volve a live performer. In observing a performing mu
sician, the audience is of course affected by the sonic
events being produced, but at the same time it is also
influenced by the theatrical consequences of an artist
displaying his craft. Although live electronic music was
not specifically created to satisfy the demands of this
particular tradition, it is certainly a result of that tra
dition. There is a great amount of existing literature
for various ensambles to perform with pre-recorded
tape which requires a performer to manipulate the
playback deck on cue from a conductor or a score.
In this case the electronic processing of the sounds
has taken place at a time and place external to the
performance. In the true sense of the term, "live" elec
tronic music requires sound manipulation as part of
the actual performance. This may call for one or more
performers to produce signals via acoustical or elec
tronic instruments and for performers to control the
real-time processing of those signals. A live electronic
situation may be as simple as the normal methods of
amplifying an acoustic instrument or as complex as
attempting to patch together a vocoder from separate
filters, envelope detectors, and VCAs. Some situations
call for purely acoustical sound sources, while other
compositions require the addition of electronic sound
sources. Still other compostions, such as Sine Screen by
David Behrman call for the exclusive use of electronic
ally-generated signals in a live performance. In addi
tion to its aesthetic consequences and technical impli
cations, live electronic music has also placed the audio
engineer in the role of a performing musician.
A:s Gordon Mumma points out in his article "Live
Electronic Music," 1 "The history of electronic music
1. In The Development and Practice of Electronic Music, Jon
Appleton and Ron Perea, eds., Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood
Cliffs, N.J. (1975) p. 287.
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Figure 15.1. Patch diagram for Bert Bows,
Bells and Balls His Bass by Frank McCarty

begins with live-electronic music." It should also be
considered that live-electronic music did not begin
with the synthesizer ( at least in the commercial sense
of the term). Dedicated commercial instruments grew
out of a demand from the literature. In light of this
fact it is curious to note how many commercial elec
tronic instruments seriously restrict the type of litera
ture they may accommodate. Perhaps a more positive
evaluation would be to point out that certain instru
ments may be geared to a specific musical interest.
At this point the question, "what is the best synthe
sizer" can only be answered in terms of the musicians'
personal needs. A night-club show band may find that
a $400 pre-patched keyboard instrument is more than
adequate for their musical requirements, while other
muscians will require a completely open modular sys
tem in which a keyboard may be redundant. In other
situations a musician may find most commercial in
struments unsuited to his needs and prefer to develop
home-made circuits for specific musical needs.
The serious student of electronic media, whether
a composer performer or historian should dedicate a
certain amount of study to the practices of non-syn
thesizer electronic music performance. The "black
box media" of the late 1950s and 1960s generated a
fascinating collection of literature performable with
just microphones and sound systems. Specialized proc
essing equipment was "borrowed" from the communi
cation media or constructed by the performer. Two
recommended references are the previously mentioned
The Development and Practice of Electronic Music

edited by Appleton and Perera and David Ernst's The

Evolution of Electronic Music. 2

A distinctive example of live electronic music litera
ture is Bert Bows, Bells and Balls His Bass by Frank
McCarty. This composition, written for bassist Ber
tram Turetzky, together with requiring the bassist to
perform very virtuosic passages, a running monologue,
and some very comic theatrics, utilizes a tape recorder
2. Published by Schirmer Books, New York, 1977.
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as an additional performing instrument. This piece is
put together as part of the live performance. The com
pleted composition is a mixture of two pre-recorded
tracks along with live performance utilizing various
degrees of tape echo and feedback. The electronic
patching diagram for it is shown in figure 15.1. The
bass is transduced by an air microphone, with the gain
controlled by a foot-pedal attenuator. The output of
the attenuator is dependent on the amount of depres
sion applied to the pedal by the performer. The out
put is then patched to a switching unit which will allow
it to be switched to microphone input A or B of a
three-head, two-channel stereophonic tape recorder.
Output channels A and B are then taken to a stereo
phonic amplifier whose output is patched to monitor
speakers behind the performer.
A brief description of the performance is as fol
lows: As the performance begins the microphone is
patched to channel A of the tape recorder which is
running in the record mode with the monitor output
gain level set at zero. The performer is involved with
a monologue about the history and development of,
and contemporary interest in the string bass. At vari
ous intervals the performer interrupts his monologue
to perform single events on the bass and at the same
time raises the output gain of the foot-pedal attenu
ator so that only those events are recorded on channel
A of the tape.- After each event the performer must
raise the pedal so that no sounds are recorded other
than those indicated on the score. This sequence of
monologue and isolated events is continued for about
five minutes. What now appears recorded on channel
A of the tape is a series of single events separated by
varying periods of silence. Continuing with the mono
logue, the performer rewinds the tape, raises the out
put gain of channel A and switches it to "tape moni
tor," and switches the microphone to channel B input.
Channel B is set in the "record" mode, with the out
put gain level at zero, and channel A is set in the
playback mode. The performer and audience will now
hear the first recorded sequence of events from the

channel A monitor speaker while channel B re-records
the playback of that sequence along with the live
sounds being produced by the performer. At this
point the performer must remember to depress the
foot pedeal so that the composite signal of the play
back and the live performance reaches channel B in
put. The performer continues his monologue until he
hears the playback of the first event recorded on chan
nel A. From this point on, each event monitored from
channel A serves as an audio cue to perform an ex
tended event notated in "Part: The Second" of the
score.
After this second sequence is recorded, the tape is
again rewound and channel B, containing a mixture
of the channel A sequence and the previous live se
quence, is played back over the monitor speaker for
that particular channel. At the same time, channel A
is again set to record, with the monitor switch left
in the "tape monitor" position, and the output gain is
slightly raised. The performer then plays a series of
semi-improvised events, along with the two previously
recorded sequences, which are also used as cues. At
various times during this final sequence, the foot pedal
is used to raise the input level to channel A to produce
tape echo and acoustical feedback. This is possible
because the air microphone will pick up the delayed
playback of each performed event, resulting in a sus
tained repetition ( as described in chapter 12). During
the performance the perforn1er is also occupied with
attaching objects such as bells, string clamps, and ping
pong balls to his bow and bass and to his own body.
As well as serving to distort both the visual and sonic
parameters of the performance, these theatrics also
qualify the composition as being for "prepared bass."
The overall result is the construction of audio-visual
events and situations which, with the aid of a tape re
corder, is witnessed from beginning to end as part of
the total performance.
The use of electronics in Bert Bows, Bells and Balls
His Bass seems quite simple when reading the score
or observing a performance, but there are many things
which had to be considerd in its planning and in the
organization of a performance. Perhaps the most crit
ical point of the entire piece is the control of volume
levels and location of the speakers. The playback level
of the first recorded sequence must match as closely
as possible the level of the live performer. Conse
quently, the piece is easier to perform if a second per
son is used to ride gain on the levels. The theatrics of
the piece are more effective, however, if a single per
former can manage all of the manipulation himself.
Thus, the first consideration is to experiment with
many different tape-recorder and amplifier levels. If
possible, this should be done in the same environment
in which the performance will take place. One level
setting may work quite well for one situation and will

be completely wrong for another. The performer must
also have considerable practice with the foot pedal,
so that the input gain to the tape recorder is neither
too high nor too low. For the first two recorded se
quences, the microphone input gain should be set so
that complete depression of the pedal results in the
desired recording level. This precaution frees the for
mer from concern with precise pedal positions at'
this point. The third sequence, however, requires dif
ferent pedal settings. The recorder input and output
levels must be set so that various amounts of gain to
the recorder result in various amounts of echo and
sustained feedback as a result of interaction between
the microphone and speaker fields. Then the number
and intensity of the repetitions and amount of feed
back is completely controlled by the performer. Since
the tape echo is used only in conjunction with channel
A, only that monitor speaker should be within the
immediate microphone field. If the speaker for chan
nel B is too close to the microphone, the playback
from channel B could interfere with feedback effects.
The placement of monitor speaker A is also critical
for the acoustical mixing of the first two sequences,
and obtaining the desired results will usually require
a bit of experimentation. This brings up one of the
basic considerations of live electronic music perfor
mance: Always plan to have as much time as possible
before the concert to acquaint yourseslf with the per
formance environment. With this particular composi
tion, remote control provisions are unnecessary because
the performer should also have immediate access to
the deck and amplifier to control the gain levels. If
it is impossible to have a switching unit to redirect the
microphone input, this may be done manually by the
performer. A final consideration is to provide the per
former with exactly five minutes of recording tape
with a great deal of leader at each end. By using a
timed reel of tape, it will be easier for the performer
to keep track of the timing-and the extended leader
will serve as insurance that the tape doesn't accident
ally run off one of the reels during the record, rewind,
or playback process.
Another example of live electronic performance
which requires a more complex set-up is Vanity Faire,
composed by the present writer of this manual ( Allen
Strange, Vanity Faire, Champaign, Ill.: Media Press,
1969). The sound sources for this composition are three
music boxes resonated and transduced through tym
pani shells, a female narrator, and a pre-recorded tape.
The score for the patching of Vanity FaJire is repro
duced in figure 15.2. The audio portion of the per
form""ance is produced in the following manner: A small
contact microphone is attached to the head or shell
of each tympani, on top of which is placed a music
box. The performers then use the tympani as reso
nant filters by varying the tension of the head. The
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is because location is largely determined by what
sounds reach the ear first. Since signals travel along
wire faster than through air, the speaker will usually
appear to be the direct source of the sound. In this
case the precedence effect is desired and adds to the
transitory passage between the normal and modulated
voice.
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Figure 15.2. Vanity Faire audio preparation diagram (Vanity Faire by Allen Strange, Media Press, 1969. Used by permission of the
publisher.)

three signals from the music boxes are mixed to a
composite signal and patched to channel A microphone
input of a stereo tape recorder. The monitored out
put is split and one leg is monitored through one
channel of a stereophonic amplifier. The other leg is
routed back to the line input of channel B, resulting
in a delay between the two channels. The take-up
reel for the recorded tape is on a playback machine
located at least three feet from the recording deck.
This will result in about a 4- to 5-second delay be
tween the two monitored decks.
The output of playback channel A is taken to the
other channel of the stereo amplifier and channel B
is patched to the carrier input of a ring modulator. The
narrator is transduced with an air microphone pro
vided with its own separate pre-amplification. The
mike pre-amp output is split, with one leg patched to
the program input of the ring modulator, the other
leg to channel B of a stereo mixer. The output of the
ring modulator is patched to channel A of the same
stereo mixer. The prepared tape is played on a third
deck, with its respective outputs also patched to chan
nels A and B of the stereo mixer. Channel A of the
mixer then contains the ring-modulated product of the
narrator's voice and the delayed music box playback,
along with track A of the pre-recorded tape. Channel
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B contains the unmodulated amplified voice and track
B of the pre-recorded tape. Both output channels of
this mixer are then amplified and taken to two sepa
rate speakers. This system then provides four separate
but interrelated audio outputs. From speaker 1 is heard
the amplified music boxes; from speaker 2, a delayed
repetition of what was heard on speaker 1, giving the
impression of twice the number of music boxes; from
speaker 3, the modulated voice and track A of the
tape; and from speaker 4, the unmodified voice and
track B of the tape. During the course of the perfor
mance, along _yVith various rituals executed by the
music box performers, the normal amplified voice of
the narrator is slowly faded out while the level of
the modulated voice is slowly raised. The effect is a
smooth transition from intelligibility to total distor
tion, along with a simultaneous change in the moni
tored location of the voice.
In this composition the prime performer is the en
gineer, whose responsibility it is to keep the levels at
a constant relationship and to guard against acoustical
howl which is likely to occur when working with high
microphone levels. With this composition the perfor
mers must be aware of the "precedence effect." That
is, in most locations in the hall the amplified voice
will take precedence over the unamplified voice. This

Working with this equipment in a real-time situation
puts the performer in a very vulnerable position. In
the past the performer had to rely only on his own
technical ability to assure successful performance, but
with live electronic music performance he must also
depend on the reliability of the equipment. If any part
of an electronic network should suddenly not work up
to the standard expected by the performer, the suc
cess of the entire performance is in jeopardy. Because
of fear of suddenly being "unplugged," many com
posers and performers have avoided the electronic
medium as a means of expression. Murphy's Law, "If
anything can go wrong, it will," is especially applic
able in electronic performance situations. For just this
reason, performers must have a thorough knowledge
of the equipment, an almost over-organized approach
to the concert ritual, and must anticipate problems
which could interfere with the performance.
The first consideration of any performance situa
tion is the performance space itself. The performer
should sit silently in the audience area and listen, in
order to acquaint himself with ambient sound levels.
Just as recording tape has a certain signal/noise ratio,
so does any environment. This consideration is very
important when setting amplification levels and get
ting correct balances. The performer should next check
the liveness and reverberation of the area. Any exces
sively reverberant area should be avoided when plac
ing speakers, since a very live hall will often destroy
the effects of amplified sounds, especially when spa
tial parameters are important. Very reverberant envir
onments may be dealt with by placing the speakers
as close to the audience as possible. In placing the
speakers, one should also refer to any special instruc
tions in the scores. If the score calls for monophonic
amplification, should more than one speaker be used?
Should the audience be totally surrounded by speak
ers? If the amplification is stereophonic, or multi
channel, how should the speakers be located? Should
there be more than one speaker per channel? All of
these questions involve speaker-to-space coupling and
depend on the particular environment and the inten
tions of the composer. In consideration of this, the
guiding principle is that all of the sound should be
distributed equally throughout the environment so that
it is properly perceived by all of the audience. This
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Figure 15.3.
Phasing for stereo
speaker systems

may involve a certain amount of experimentation be
for the correct combination of speakers and their lo
cation is found. As a general rule, the best listening
area for true stereophonic amplification begins at a
distance in front of the speakers which is equal to the
distance of their separation. This ideal listening field
extends to a distance twice the distance between the
speakers. If the audience area extends back 24 feet,
the two speakers should be placed about 12 feet apart
and 12 feet from the first row of the audience. The
addition of a third middle speaker which produces a
mix of both outside channels will allow for a wider
separation of the speakers and produce a wider sound
field. With many of the contemporary audience/per
former relationships, the seating area is not always
predictable, and again the performer is required to
rely on his judgment of the environment and the in
tended results of the performance for correct speaker
formats. There are two basic rules which should be
followed in any type of speaker configuration, how
ever. First: Be sure all speakers are in phase. This
means that the amplifier output terminals must all be
in the same relationship to all of the speaker terminals.
Amplifier terminals are usually labeled "ground" and
4, 8, or 16 ohms. It doesn't matter what side of the
speaker the ground is connected to as long as it is
consistent with each speaker in the system. Figure 15.3
illustrates correct and incorrect phasing for a single
stereo system. Phasing is very critical, since its neg
lect could result in phase distortion or cancellation of
the signal. This is especially important when working
with monophonic sources. Many times a very long
speaker cable is required and it is difficult to keep
track of which side of the twin-conductor wire is to
be connected to which side of the speaker. Most speak
er cable, the preferred being # 18 zip cord, has a
small ridge running the entire length of one of the
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Figure 15.4. Series
speaker connections

wires. In trying to remember which side of the wire
goes to what side of the speaker and amplifier the
:
neumonic device "ridge right" will serve as a remmder
that the side with the ridge always connects to the
right amplifier terminal and the right speaker terminal.
The second basic rule in consideration of speaker
connections is multiple speakers. Two or more speakers
may be connected to reproduce the same signal _ in
one of three manners: series, parallel, and senes
parallel. Series connection can be thought of as sort
of a loop between the amplifier outputs and the speak
ers. As shown in figure 15.4, the speakers are con
nected with the terminal for one speaker providing
the input to the next successive speaker. With series
connection, the speaker resistance is additive. If both
speakers in the above example had 8-ohm ratings, �h_ey
should be connected in series to a 16-ohm amplifier
output. Parallel connection, as shown in figure 15.5,
produces a resistance equal to the speaker impedances
divided by the number of speakers. If both speakers
in figure 15.5 were 16 ohms, they should be connect:d
in parallel to an 8-ohm amplifier output. In some m
stances a multiple-speaker configuration is desired,
which will maintain the original rating of a single
speaker. In this case a series-parallel connection is used
as illustrated in figure 15.6. If all the speakers in the
conficruration were rated at 8 ohms, the leads would be
conn:cted to an 8-ohm amplifier output. When work
ing with transformerless transistor amplifiers, series or
parallel speaker connections are not quite as c�tic�I,
but the performer might consider the economics m
volved-series connections usually require less wire.
A final consideration in relation to speakers is how
much power they can be expected to handle. Since
much electronic music utilizes extremes of loudness,
amplifers for it must be able to supply a minimum
of 40 watts per channel ( rms), and the speaker system
must be able to handle this load with minimum dis
tortion at both ends of the audio spectrum. When loud
ness begins to distort the speaker response and cause
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Figure 15.5. Parallel
speaker connections

Figure 15.6.
Series/ parallel
speaker connection

phase variations, the gain should be reduced to a more
efficient level, or more efficient speakers must be used.
Loudness is only effective if it also involves faithful
signal reproduction. Many times higher gain levels may
be simulated by using multiple-speaker systems. In
this event speaker placement plays an important role
in achieving the desired effects.
The location of the speakers should also be made
with consideration for all of the works to be presented
in a particular concert. Attempting to re-patch �peaker
connections often results in tremendous confusion and
adds one more thing for the performer to be concerned
with during the course of a performance. If it is ab
solutely necessary to re-wire speaker connections dur
ing a concert, try to plan the concert so this may be
done during intermission. If this is not possible, make
use of a speaker selector switch. Nothing can destroy
the mood of a concert faster than someone running
about between pieces armed with a screwdriver.

After all of the speakers are properly located begins
the actual setting up of the various components used
for each composition. Experience has revealed one very
important rule for live presentations: Have one, and
only one, person responsible f01' the set-up of each
composition. Just as too many cooks spoil the broth,
too many audio technicians unplug the connections.
With one person in charge, organization will be his
own and things will run much more smoothly than if
two people are trying to plug into the same jack. The
person responsible should know thoroughly the work
ings of the composition and have previously drawn a
patching diagram of it from which to work. If at all
possible, each composition should have its own set of
components which are separate from the other compo
nents used in the other pieces on the same concert.
If it is absolutely necessary to interchange components
from piece to piece, the concert coordinator should
make an exact plan for what is needed for each sepa
rate piece, how and when and from where the exchange
is to be manipulated, and to plan the concert so that
most of the re-patching is done during an intermission.
When the actual set-up begins, the first thing to
do is Connect the speakers to the amplifier outputs.
This safeguards against damage to the amplifiers. If
the amplifiers are switched on without having a load
on the output, there is great danger of burning out
the output transformers. When laying the cable for
the speakers, do not spare the masking tape. Tape all
speaker and AC cable to the floor and to the legs of
the table holding the equipment. If there is even the
remote possibility of someone tripping over a wire,
it will certainly happen. When laying speaker cable
and AC cable, consider audience interference. Avoid
running wire through any area where people may con
gregate. Also take care that an AC line does not cross
over or run parallel to or come in direct contact with
a speaker cable. This is often the cause of a very annoy
ing 60 Hz hum in the speakers. Once all of the com
ponents are in place, it is a wise practice to tape them
to the table so they won't be moved or accidentally
unplugged.
Do not plug in the AC cords until all components
are connected. This will ensure that no components
are switched on without a load. This also applies to
devices which contain their own DC batteries. If some
mixers are turned on without a load, there is danger
of causing resultant noise in the transistors. Some per
formers prefer to set up concerts with all the com
ponents switched on so that it is possible to check
the continuity of all the connections during the patch
ing process, their reasoning being that it is thus easier
to locate a bad connection or broken patchcord if each
component is checked as it is being patched into the
network. It is this writer's opinion that the time saved
by this approach is usually less than the additional

time required in turning the amplifier gain up and
down and switching components on and off while con
necting the various patchcords. If the performer has
provided himself with a diagram of the network, there
will usually be very few problems encountered in trac
ing down bad connections. As for component failure,
it is good practice to use fresh batteries for every
concert and to check all patchcords before they are
used. This can be done with a continuity tester or a
VOM.
After all of the components are patched together,
the performer should again refer to his check list and
double-check all connections. No matter how experi
enced he is, there is always the possibility he has for
gotten something. Even after he has set up a par
ticular performance situation so many times that it is
done almost automatically, the wise performer will
still refer to a check list.
After all components have been checked and
double-checked, plug in the AC, turn on the power
switches and turn up the gain to check for noise. The
five principal causes of noise in a network are1. Faulty patchcord: or loose connections. First make
sure all plugs are securely set in their sockets. If
noise persists use the VOM or continuity tester and
re-check all patchcords and speaker connections.
2. Impedance mismatch. Double-check to see that all
input transducers are correctly pre-amplified and
are terminated in the correct power amplifier in
put. Check that speakers are terminated correctly.
3. Grounding. If nothing else helps, use jumper cables
to interconnect the ground potentials of the various
components. Also try reversing the polarity of the
AC supply ( reverse the plug).
4. AC cables over speaker cables.
5. Audio being powered from the same circuit as the
lights or other video circuits. Neon lights are one
of the most common causes of a noisy network as
well as adding considerable ambient noise to the
room.
Once the performer is satisfied with the audio por
tion of the set-up, he should be concerned with the
visual aspects. Go out into the audience area and
quietly concentrate on how the set appears. Is it visu
ally coherent with the composition? Many times a
sloppy nest of wires and stack of components can be
so distracting to the audience that it interferes with
the presentation of the performance. On the other
hand, a visually complex network can add a certain
degree of mystery to the situation. In any case, the
network should be neat, if not for the sake of the
audience, then for the sake of a smoother performance.
Many live electronic music compositions are conceived
with various degrees of theatrical involvement and
consideration of the theatrics of the set-up should cer
tainly not be ignored.
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Just as important as the approach one takes in set
ting up the concert is a disciplined wrap-up. The
fastest way to misplace equipment is to have an un
organized approach to breaking down the set-up. The
first thing to be done is to tum down all gain levels,
switch off all power supplies, and then unplug the AC
cables. It is good practice either to remove the bat
teries from the DC-powered components or to use
masking tape to tape all switches in the off position.
When unplugging patchcords, all adaptors should im
mediately be put in a small box and placed in a tool
kit or some other permanent storage place. Adaptors
are expensive and are usually the first things to be
lost. Performers who are involved with a great many
live electronic performances usually carry their own
tool kit containing all of the things listed in sections
2 and 3 of the check list on this page. To avoid placing
tools, cords, and adaptors in the wrong tool kit, many
performers color code all personal property with stri�s
_
of colored plastic tape. During the wrap-up, this will
also expedite finding out which cords and adaptors
belong to whom. All speaker cable and extension cords
should be carefully wound and neatly stored. Many
needless hours have been spent before concerts un
tangling nests of wires and cords.
The traveling performer must be even more con
scientious about the wrap-up. All components must
be carefully stored in a trunk so they can't be dam
aged while being moved. Large pieces of poly-fom1
material and blankets are useful for this. Some per
formers even have special bags and boxes for indi
vidual components to protect them from scratches
caused by the treatment they receive during shipment.
One very important word to the traveling performer
is to expect nothing in the way of equipment from your
concert host. Call ahead to confirm what equipment
is available, but even then plan to use your own amp
lifiers and other components, since you are more fa
miliar with them. The only thing you should really
expect to find is an adequate speaker system. If one
isn't available, have the host rent one for you. A con
cert pianist is not expected to perform on a studio
upright, and by the same token, the electronic music
performer has the right to adequate facilities.
The following checklist was developed by Pauline
Oliveros for students in the electronic music perfor
mance classes at the University of Californi a at San
Diego. This approach has served to simplify many con
certs and is well worth referring to every time any type
of electronic music network is being set up.
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Checklist for Performance Electronics
1. POWER SOURCE
a. Number of circuits needed? Separate audio from
video. Beware of halls with stage or room light
dimmers. The SCR circuits cause hum with low
level signals such as mikes and guitars. Always
insist on an isolated circuit for the audio power.
b. Load? Allow 1 amp for 100 watts.
C. Number of AC receptacles needed?
d. Number and length extensions cords needed?
Do not use home extension cords, especially
with projection equipment. They often cannot
handle the load and can bum out. Even if everything checks out initially, continually loading
down the line will cause it to overheat and may
bum out during the performance.
e. Number of 2- to 3-prong AC adaptors or vice
versa needed?
f. Spare fuses
g. Fresh batteries
2. TOOLS AND SUPPLIES
a. Set of screwdrivers-ordinary and phillips head,
small to large
b. Soldering iron and solder
C. Long-nose pliers
d. Regular pliers
e. Awl
f. Scout knife
g. Wire strippers and cutters
h. Flashlight
i. Scissors
j. Electrical tape
k. Masking tape
l. Continuity tester or VOM
3. CABLES, CONNECTORS, AND ADAPTORS
a. Set of alligator clip heads
b. Assorted length phono to phono cables
c. Complete set of adaptors
d. Zip cord # 16 or # 18
4. BASIC SOUND SYSTEM COMPONENTS
Pre-amp

Speaker

a. TRANSDUCER (i.e., microphone, tapehead,
phonograph, cartridge, etc.)
( 1) High-level or low-level? Impedance? Is
transformer necessary?
(2) Output power? Does it match input of
pre-amp?
(3) What kind of connector does it have? Is
an adaptor necessary?
(4) Power supply?

b. PRE-AMP
( 1) Impedance at output?
(2) Output? Does it match input of power
amp?
(3) Input and output connectors?
(4) Power supply
(5) Gain controls?
(6) Equalization controls?
c. HIGH-LEVEL SOURCES (tape decks, synthe
sizers)
( 1) Final mixer-correct input impedances?
(2) Input and output connectors?
(3) Output impedance? Certain instruments
have "high'' and "low" level outputs. If
you patch directly to a power amp, use
the "high" level output. If your monitor
amp is an integrated amplifier (like a
guitar amp), use the "low level" output.
When using a commercial integrated amp
such as the kind used for typical home
stereo systems, patch from a "high" level
output to the "spare" or "auxiliary" input.
(4) Visual considerations? Remember, you are
performing in the theatrical sense of the
word. Is your set-up and staging effective
both in terms of convenience and effective
stage design?
d. POWER AMP
( 1) Impedance?
(2) Output power? Will it drive speakers ef
ficiently?
(3) Tube or transistor? What cautions to be
observed in loading the amp?
(4) Cables and connectors needed?
(5) Power supply?
e. SPEAKERS
( 1) Impedance?
(2) Efficiency?
(3) Frequency response?
f. BASIC SAFEGUARDS AGAINST MURPHY'S
LAW
The most amazing and unexplained things can
can happen before and during a concert. Even
with the most careful set-up mysterious hums,
and buzzes will crop up! When this happens

(and it will) double check all connections. A
common cause of hum is a ground loop some
where in the patching. If you cannot locate the
source of the hum and no other remedy works,
try reversing the AC plugs to the power source.
If the instrument uses a 3-prong plug discon
nect the ground plug with a 3 to 2 adaptor.
Double check that speaker and mike lines do
not cross or touch power lines.
SCR light dimmers and florescent lights can
cause problems. Make sure you have isolated
circuits for the audio. Touch-sensitive keyboards
are susceptable to SCR environments. If the
keyboard is sending out unexplained informa
tion, try grounding yourself to your instrument.
A patchcord under your sock to any system
ground works fine!
The rituals involved with electronic performance
are still quite new, the instrumentation is still some
what limited, and the techniques are still very primi
tive compared to what contemporary technology gug
gests will come in the futre. The composers and per
formers are forced to work in unfamiliar areas, often
with unfamiliar equipment and with new approaches
to the concert ritual. Consequently, they should ap
proach the performance with as much technical knowl
edge, organization, and professionalism as possible.
Performers can no longer shun electronic music be
cause they feel it is attempting to eliminate the per
former. Live electronic performance is a logical and
unavoidable development in the art of manipulating
sound, and performers must learn to work with it on
a professional level. The tape recorder and oscillator
are real-time performance instruments in the same tra
dition as the piano and flute and must be treated with
just as much artistry and understanding. The contem
porary music instrument repairman must know as
much about circuit design and troubleshooting as he
does about replacing saxophone pads or re-hairing a
violin bow. To paraphrase some statements of Marshall
McLuhan: The true artist, no matter what his field or
area of interest, is the person who can realize and
utilize the implications of his art and its relationship
to the new knowledge of his own time and environ
ment.
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16

Scores for
Analysis and
Pertormance

The purpose of this text has been to provide the mu
sician with enough understanding of electronic music
instruments that she/he can ultimately take part in
some music making. Performances, whether on tape
or in live concerts, call for a myriad of skills and in
sights that come from practice and experience. It
seems practical therefore to present some scores for the
reader to consider. These scores have been selected
because they represent a variety of approaches to aes
thetics, notational practices, and each is designed
around a different instrument.
The scores are present here just as they have been
notated by the different composers. It will not be pos
sible to realize every configuration, as notated, on a
single instrument. It is therefore advisable for the
reader to thoroughly analyze each patch and then re
notate the configuration for his/her own resources. In
many instances a multi-function module may have to
be patched together from several single function mod
ules. In other cases a single module on one instrument
may take care of several functions another instrument
design requires two or three modules to handle. Even
if realization on your instrument is impossible, the
score/patch analysis will present some performance
and/or compositional insights which will undoubtedly
be of use in your creative development.

Entropical Paradise (with Bird Call)
by Douglas Leedy
This composition is a self-playing dream machine; the
offsets and control processing are open to a wide range
of variation. Although the work was realized on a
Buchla 100 Series instrument the score is notated in
such a way that it may easily be transferred to prac
tically any modular instrument. The composer notates
the patching of the various modules with simple, writ
ten instructions, first indicating the patches which
carry the audio information and then the patches for
the control voltages. The pot settings are graphically
indicated by providing a diagram for their individual
positions. Since the performance instructions allow the
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CVP IA
(1) 9/10
(2) 7.5 volts DC
(3) 1/1

CVP 2A
(1) 1/2
(2) 7 volts DC
(3) 3/2
Attack generators I and II
Attack time-0.05 seconds, decay time-2.0 sec
onds, sustain time-0.01 second

control setting to be varied at will, precise notations
for the pot settings are not required. The indications
on the score may be used just as a point of departure.
As an aid in tracing the interrelated functions of all
of the modules, figure 16.1 is provided as a flow-chart
or graphic representation of the score. The only devia
tion from the original score is the voltage-controlled
mixers (1-5 and 6-10). They are actually not used as
mixers but rather provide a gating function. There
fore the flow-chart does indicate them as gates (volt
age-controlled amplifiers).
Here are the numerical approximations of the con
trol settings indicated in the score:
Channel A output mixer
input 1-30 percent gain
input 2-60 percent gain

CVP 1B
(1) 4/5
(2) 5 volts DC
(3) 3/2

Channel B output mixer
input 1-50 percent gain
input 2-60 percent gain

Reverberation A and B-50 per cent
Voltage-controlled mixer (indicated as VCAs)
VCA D-100 perVCA C-100 percent gain
cent gain
Voltage-controlled amplifiers"
VCA A-100 percent gain

VCA B-100 percent gain

Envelope detector
Sensitivity-60 percent
Decay Time-I second
Sine-sawtooth oscillators (externally voltage-controlled)
VCO 1 waveshape-0 percent harmonic distortion
VCO 2 waveshape-30 percent harmonic distortion
VCD 3 waveshape-30 percent harmonic distortion
Control voltage processor-Setting 'T' indicates the
proportion of combined external and internal volt
ages. Setting "2" indicates the internal voltage set
ting. Setting "3" indicates the mixing proportion
of the two external voltages.
"Refer to page 25 for information regarding the Buchla 100
Series VCAs.

Timing pulse generators I and II
repeat mode pulse length-50 percent
firing rate-external control
Sequencer I:
Bank A-3/5/7/7/3/2/9/5
Bank B-15/5/.05/.05/3/7/15/5
Bank C- 05/7/15/.05/3/7/.05/8
Sequencer II: DC voltage setting for each increment
indicated in DC voltage
Bank A-9/9/10/10/9/8/8/ 8/7/8/9/7/8
/8.5/8/8.5
Output channel A consists of information supplied
by VCO 1 and 2. The frequency of VCO 1 is deter
mined by the DC envelope supplied by the envelope
detector. The particular envelope shapes will be quite
random, since they are the result of detecting "pink"
sound (low-frequency component white sound). This
is the part of the system which contributes the "bird
call" effects. The amount of frequency activity can be
varied by manipulating the sensitivity and decay-time
controls on the envelope detector. If a pink sound
source is not available, it would be possible to use a
white sound generator in conjunction with a low-pass
filter. The amplitude of VCO 1 is continually varied
by processing the output signal through VCA C. The
control voltages for this gate are derived from the third
increment bank of sequencer 1. The firing speed of
this sequencer is controlled by the trigger output of
timing pulse generator 1 (TPC 1). In turn, the firing
speed of the trigger pulses is randomly varied by the
DC output of random voltage source B (RVS B). Since
the random voltage source will not produce an output
voltage unless cued by a trigger pulse, another tim
ing pulse generator (TPC 2) is used to provide the
needed triggers. The firing rate of TPC 2 is extern
ally determined by another voltage which originates
with TPC 1. TPC 1 provides alternate trigger pulses
for random voltage source A, which produces random
envelope s of DC voltage. These envelopes are then in
verted and mixed with the internal voltage of control
voltage processor (CVP 1B) and then patched to the

external "pe riod" input of TPC 2, thereby determining
its firing speed.
The frequency of VCO 2 is controlled by a mixture
of DC voltages. A continuous sequence of voltages are
provided by bank A of sequencer 1. The second volt
age is a series of random envelopes produced by the
same random voltage source being used to control the
firing spe ed of TPC 1. These two voltages are then
mixed with the internal voltage of a voltage control
processor (CVP IA) and used to control the frequency
of VCO 2. The amplitude of the frequencies produced
by VCO 2 is regulated into a series of attacks and
decays by an attack generator (ATC A) which has
an attack time of approximately .05 second, decay of
_
approximately 2 seconds, and a duration of .01 second.
Of course these settings may be varied at any time by
the performer. The trigger cues for this attack gen
erator are the same triggers used to fire the random
voltage source providing voltage for the VCO under
discussion. Before the output of VCO 2 reaches the
final mixing stage, it is subjected to various amounts
of artificial reverberation.
Output channel B consists of information supplied
by VCO 1 and VCO 3. VCO 1 also supplies a signal
for output channel A. In this case, the amplitude is con
trolled with a separate voltage-controlled amplifier
(VCA D) which is programmed by bank C of sequencer
1. VCO 3 is controlled by a mixture of several DC v�lt
ages in much the same manner as was VCO 2 the
difference being the point of origin of the two ext�rnal
voltages. One source is sequencer 2, which has twice
the number of increments as sequencer 1. This se
quencer is triggered by pulses from timing pulse gen
erator 2, which also provided triggers for random volt
age source B and attack generator A. The second volt
age source is the envelope output of the controlled
voltage processor lB, which also determines the firing
s�eed of timing pulse generator 2. The amplitude of the
signal produced by VCO 3 is controlled by voltage
controlled amplifier B. The program voltage for this
VCA is provided by attack generator B, whose attack
and duration times are about the same as ATC A but
whose decay time is about 2.5 seconds. The tri�gers
used to fire attack generator B are supplied by timing
pulse generator 1, which is also the trigger source for
sequencer 1. The output of VCA B is then subjected
to varying amounts of reverberation as was the output
of VCA A. The final signal is mixed with the output
of VCA D to comprise output channel B.
Entropical Paradise with Bird Call is an excellent
example of how the various modules in a system can
be interrelated to perform a variety of functions. It
also demonstrates how output voltages can be fed back
to control the functions of the initial voltage-producing
modules. When all of the required patches are made,
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ENTROPICAL PARADISE

position of
control knob

with bird call

for Suchla SyClthesizer

AUDIO PATCHES
Mix

Output to amplifier 1-3 left channel (A)
4-6 right channel (B)
Inputs to left channel (A)-1 from Voltage Controlled Mixer 1-5 out (Gate C)
2 from Reverb A out
Inputs to right channel (B)-1 from Reverb B out
2 from Voltage Controlled Mixer 6-10 out (Gate D)

Reverb

Inputs A from Voltage Controlled Gate A out
B from Voltage Controlled Gate B out

Voltage Controlled
Mixer (Gates C and D)
Voltage Controlled
Gates

Inputs A from Sine-Sawtooth Generator 11 out
B from Sine-Sawtooth Generator 111 out

8 C)
00
00
Q
Q

QQ
0
Q
0
0
0

Input A from Pink Noise Generator out
Envelope Detector
_
_
Optional: White Noise Generator to Sine-Sawtooth Generator f-m input; Pink Noise Generator
to Sine-Sawtooth Generator 111 f-m input. Vary percent modulation

CONTROL VOLTAGE PATCHES
Sine-Sawtooth Generator I

Input from Envelope Detector output-ext

Sine-Sawtooth Generator 11

Input from Control Voltage
Processor IA output-ext

Sine-Sawtooth 111

Input from Control Voltage
Processor 11A output-ext

Control Voltage Processor IA

Input L from Random Voltage Source Bout
Input R from Sequential Voltage
Source IA out

Control Voltage Processor IIA

C)
(!)

Input L from Control Voltage
Processor IBout
Input R from Sequential Voltage
Source IIA out
Input A from Timing Pulse Generator I
alternate out
Input B from Timing Pulse Generator 11
all out

Voltage Controlled Gates

Input A from Attack Generator
output A
Input B from Attack Generator
output B

Attack Generator

Trigger A from Timing Pulse Generator 11
all out
Trigger B from Timing Pulse Generator I
all out

Timing Pulse Generator I

Period in from Random Voltage
Source Bout
Period in from Control Voltage
Processor IB out

Sequential Voltage Source I

ffi 80

Input R (inverting) from Random
Voltage Source A out

Random Voltage Source

Timing Pulse Generator 11

0

E)E)

GO
00

rep
int
ext

Pulse input from Timing Pulse Generator I
all out

G

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Sequential Voltage Source 11

Pulse input from Timing Pulse Generator 11
�oot

Voltage Controlled Mixer
(Gate C & D)

Input 1 (C) from Sequential Voltage
Source 1C out
Input 6 (D) from Sequential Voltage
Source 1Bout

0

0

0

8

0

0

0

0

0
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0
0
0

0
0
0

00GG000�000000©0

Note: Any control setting may be varied at will. The Control Voltage Processor and Sequential Vol'.a�e
Source settings given here will result in a randomly self-programming program which, once 1nit1ated, seems to require no further attention.
Douglas Leedy
Santa Monica
March 1969

--------- ------ --- - - -- -- -------- - -

C) C)

Inputs 1 (C) from Sine-Sawtooth Generator 1 out
Inputs 6 (D) from Sine-Sawtooth Generator 1 out

Control Voltage Processor IB

1------ - - --- -I

output mix A
input 1-30% gain
input 2-60% gain
output mix B
input 1-50% gain
2--60%
A&

voltage-controlled mixer
C)-100% gain
0)-100% gain
gates (VCOs)
A-100% gain
B-100% gain

Decay lime-1 sec

DC-----------------triggers"- · - · - • - •

sine-5.:lwtooth oscillators (external voltage control)
1-waveshape 0% harmonic content
2-w;,veshape 30% harmonic content
3-waveshape 30% harmonic content
sequencer I- 8-increment
sequencer II-16-incremenr

this system will be self-generating and require no fur
ther human control. Other real-time compositions may
utilize a performer to execute patching changes or
provide necessary pot setting changes. Real-time elec
tronic music compositions need not be limited to the
modules found in a particular system. Very often tape
recorders are used as part of the processing network,
as described in chapter 10. Any other external device
may also be used in a real-time performance, the only
requirement being portability to the performance area
and compatibility with the other equipment. Although
one advantage of real-time networks is the elimination
of several source tapes and the dub-down process, the
actual importance of a real-time system is that it makes
the electronic music system function as a true perfor
mance instrument.

Stochastic Arp by Frank McCarty
This is another automated dream machine which re
quires little or no player input, other than making the
patch. Designed for an ARP 2500, the instrument pro
duces a finely correlated but highly random series of
events. The general patch is illustrated in figure 16.2.
Although three VCOs are used, the only "voice" is
VCO 1. It derives its pitch control from an inverted
random voltage source and from the output of Sample/
Hold 1. Both Sample/Holds are receiving their sample

Figure 16.1. Diagram for Entropical

Paradise

commands from VCO 2, set for a variable pulse wave,
and its frequency is being controlled by Sample/Hold
2. In other words, VCO 2 is telling Sample/Hold 2
to pick out a random voltage which, in turn, deter
mines the pulse rate of VCO 2-thus determining the
sample rate of Sample/ Hold 2. Note that both Sample/
Holds are essentially triggered random voltage sources.
In adapting this configuration for another instrument,
a triggered RVS could be substituted.
The spectrum of the voice ( VCO 1) is being de
termined by two band-pass filtered patched in series/
parallel, the signal being processed by Filter 1, then
patched to Filter 2, and the same signal patched, un
processed, to Filter 2. Both Filters are being con
trolled by the Slow Random Voltage Source; but note
that Filter 2 gets an inverted form of the control. Filter
1 is then also controlled by Sample/Hold 1 and Filter
2 by Sample/Hold 2. The most complex control is
being received by the final VCA. Here McCarty uses
the ARP 1006 Filtamp. This module is a voltage con
trolled low-pass filter and VCA in series, packaged
into the same module. Since the control specifications
( see figure 16.3) indicate that the filter offset is at
maximum with no filter controls attached, one can as
sume that a straight VCA can be used in its place. The
VCA is being controlled by a sum of three different
voltages: ( 1) the slow random voltage, ( 2) Envelope
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Generator l ( triggered by VCO 2, and 3) the out
put of the "Mix-Sequencer." The ARP 1050 Mix
Sequencer is designed to accept a mix of either AC
or DC signals and, according to a pulse advance com
mand ( in this case coming from VCO 3), it will se
quence through the eight inputs, outputting each in
sequential order,-sort of a sequential Track and Hold
( see chapter 6, figure 6.68). The patch for Stoclwstic
Arp indicates that the output of Envelope Generator
2 is connected to all eight inputs of the Mix-Sequencer,
and the sesquenced output is used to control the VCA.
This might seem redundant as it does no more than
attach the inputs to the output! Look, however, at
the Mix Sequencer attenuators in figure 16.3. Each in
put attenuator receiving the same envelope is pro
gressively attenuated a bit more than the previous one.
This means that as the sequencer cycles through the

band
pass
filler
2

band
pass
fitter

envelope
generator 1
sample/
hold
2

inputs, 2 will be attenuated more than 1, 3 will be
attenuated more than 2, etc. This sort of amplitude
scrambling is illustrated in figure 16.4. Although the
Mix-Sequencer is a rather unique module, the process
it is carrying out in this patch can be replicated quite
easily with a multiplier; think about how it can be
done and give it a try.
If you can logically work your way through En°
tropical Paradise and Stochastic Arp you are ready for
just about anything! The following scores are presented
without comment, other than some notational clarifi
cation. Put them through a detailed analysis and see
how close you can come to what is required. You prob
ably will not have access to each instrument required
for each score, therefore try to get a copy of the in
strument's instruction manual for reference and fur
ther clarification. GOOD LUCK!

Figure 16.2. Stochastic Arp by Frank
McCarty
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Figure 16.3. Control logic for Stochastic Arp by Frank McCarty
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Figure 16.4. Amplitude scrambling

Orion Rising by Mark Styles
This beautifully scored work was realized on an Aries
300 Music System. The score and comments are repro
duced here exactly as supplied by Mr. Styles.

ORION RISING

THE COMPLEMENT OF MODULES USED TO RECORD THIS PIECE
WERE:
1 AR
2 AR
AR
AR
1 AR
2 AR
3 AR
AR
AR
1 AR
2 AR
1 AR
AR
AR
AR
AR
AR
AR
AR

- 332 DUAL VCO
- 317 VCO FOUR WAVEFORM
- 327 MULTIMODE FILTER
- 314 VCF
- 318 SAMPLE & HOLD
- 316 VCA
- 312 ADSR
- 331 PREAMP AND ENV. FOLLOWER
- 315 BALANCED MODULATOR
311 KEYBOARD
- 324 DUAL LFO
- 323 DUAL MIXER
- 328 REVERB AND POWER
- 321 HEX ATTENUATOR
- 329 PHASE&FLANGE
- 334 SEQUENCER
- 335 SWITCHES
- 345 DUAL VC ADSR
- 346 DUAL TRIGGER DELAY

THE PIECE WAS RECORDED ON A SIXTEEN TRACK MCI. TAPE
DECK AND AN A BOARD. NO STUDIO EFFECTS WERE USED (ECHO,
E.G. REVERB, ETC.) EXCEPT FOR SOME HI FREQUENCY EMPHASIS
ON THE FINAL TAPE MASTER FOR TRANSFER PURPOSES. THE
TECHNIQUE EMPLOYED WAS TO LAY DOWN ONE TRACK AT A TIME
USING THE ARIES FILTERS AND PHASER MODULES TO ACHIEVE THE
DESIRED EQUALIZATION FOR THAT TRACK. WHEN THE DESIRED
DENSITY WAS REACHED, THE PIECE WAS MIXED DOWN TO TWO
TRACKS.
THE SOLD VOICE WHICH HAS AN ECHO LIKE EFFECT IS
ACTUALLY A TWO VOICED PATCH USING THE DUAL TRIGGER DELAY
AND REVERB. THIS PATCH ALSO USED THE ELECTRONIC SWITCH
MODULE AS A PRESET FOR FREQUENCY MODULATION OF THE VCO'S
(SEE DIAGRAM #1).

THE USE OF THE SWITCH MODULE WITH THE SEQUENCER
DRAMATICALLY INCREASES THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE
SEQUENCER. DESIGNED BY RIVERA MUSIC SERVICES TO
COMPLEMENT EACH OTHER, THE SEQUENCER IS 8 BY 2 ANALOG
WITH GATE OUTPUTS, RESET, AND STEP FUNCTIONS. THE SWITCH
MODULE CONTAINS FOUR SETS OF SWITCHES, TWO 2 WAY AND TWO
4 WAY. ONE OF THE 4 WAY'S IS THRESHOLD DEPENDENT, SO THE
VOLTAGE FED INTO THE STEP INPUT WILL DETERMINE WHICH
STAGE IS TURNED ON (SEE DIAGRAM #2).
AN INTERESTING TECHNIQUE I DISCOVERED WHILE RECORDING
THIS PIECE WAS A WAY TO EFFECTIVELY DOUBLE THE LENGTH OF
A SEQUENCE. BY USING THE DUAL MIXER IN CONJUNCTION WITH
THE SEQUENCER AND 2 WAY SWITCH YOU CAN INVERT ANO BIAS A
16 NOTE SEQUENCE INTO A 32 NOTE SEQUENCE <SEE DIAGRAM
#3).
THE STRING PATCH INVOLVES THREE VCO'S GOING THROUGH
TWO FILTERS AND A PHASER, THEN MIXED TOGETHER AGAIN. THE
FILTERS ARE USED AS RESONATOR BANKS <NO VOLTAGE CONTROL)
AND THE PHASER IS USED FOR THAT E.L.O. STRING SOUND (SEE
DIAGRAM #4). I FIND IT MUCH MORE EFFECTIVE TO OVER-DUB A
SECOND STRING PART THAN TO PATCH THE 2ND VOICE UP. THE
CHORUS ACTION SET UP BY THE LFO'S INTO THEIR RESPECTIVE
VCO'S IS LOST WHEN THE VCO'S ARE NOT IN UNISON. THIS
PATCH REQUIRES A FAIR AMOUNT OF TWEAKING TO ACHIEVE THE
PROPER BALANCE BETWEEN THE VCO'S AND THE AMOUNT OF
MODULATION EACH OF THEM RECEIVES.
THE PERCUSSION IS CREATED USING A SINE VCO, ADSR, VCA,
ANO WHITE NOISE FOR THE SNARE SOUND. THIS IS A VERY
SIMPLE PATCH BUT VERY VERSATILE. THE ADSR AND VCA ARE
DRIVEN BY THE SEQUENCER GATE OUTPUTS <SEE DIAGRAM #5>.
WELL HOPE YOU ENJOY THIS DEMONSTRATION PIECE AND FIND
IT HELPFUL IN YOUR OWN WORK. GOOD LUCK WITH YOUR
SYNTHESIZING.

Figure 16.5. Orion Rising by Mark Styles (Used by permission of the composer.)
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MARK STYLES

LOG OFF
SRU

20.23.58.
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click
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ORION RISING
Five sequences in dorian mcx:l.e submixed throl.®) two
VCA's for a roving stereo field. kick/snare with
assorted percussion fades in. solo voice with sine
and sawtooth frequency nxx:l.ulation interspersed. two
phased string lines irrl)rovise with solo line.
Percussion and bass are sequenced.

Diagram 3:

Diagram 1:

32 note sequence: By using the inverting feature on the Aries
mixer a sequencer can be doubled in length.
Add enough positive voltage to bring the
inverted sequence up to the voltage level of
the original sequence.

Diagram 4·

Solo voice: Note use of dual trigger delay and two foot pedals
Reverb patched before VGA gives a unique 'synthetic'
sound. Two way switch is activated by the toggle.

Diagram 2·
String patch: The VCO's are slightly detuned and each LFO
is a different frequency and amplitude. Note
both filters are stationary. The phaser is
optional depending on your taste. It is
preferable to overdub a second part rather than
patch the KBO up for two voices which
destroys the chorus interaction between the
oscillators.
clock

SEQ
Diagram 5:

Sequencer Patch: Attenuate the sequencer
output down to two octaves
tor finer tuning. Note the
use of VC ADSR's. The
synced sawtooth LFO
which drives the threshold
4 way switch, determines
how long the sequence
pattern will be. Depending
on the patching of the
switches, sequences of 76
or more notes may be
achieved before repeating.

gates out

sequencer

Percussion patch: The gate outputs are mulled together and
patched into both inputs of the ADSR. By
adjusting init. frequency and amount of
modulation to the VCO you can achieve
different drum sounds. By mixing white noise
with the proper pitched VCO you can achieve
very realistic snare sounds.

Figure 16.6. Patch diagrams for Orion Rising
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Akarui Tsuki by John Strawn
This "score" is detailed instructions for the realization
of a studio tape composition. The instruments were
realized on a Synthi AKS using 3 different patches.
Mr. Strawn has indicated the instrument patches using
the Synthi AKS "Dopesheets" and also indicated the
configuration in a more generalized notation. The
score, again, is just as the composer has indicated.
akarui tsuki
in lieu of a score

John Strawn
October 1975

Jq
was conceived and recorded over a period of several
months in the early part of 1975. I had been working
all spring on developing several instruments for my
own Synthi-AKS, and decided to fit some of these
patches together for a concert in April. Every year,
the Fulbright-Kommission in Bonn holds a conference
for the Fulbright scholars in West Germany, in the
course of which the Fulbright musicians traditonally
present a concert; I was asked to contribute a tape.
The title which I use for catalogueing this tape was
taken from a poem by Myooe (1173-1232 A.D.) which
can be found in "Japan, the Beautiful, and Myself,"
El ,i;. o,)
l, '-' �� , the Nobel Prize Essay of Yasu
mari Kawabata. The text might be transliterated as:

J

aka-aka-ya aka-aka-aka-ya aka-aka-ya
aka-ya aka-aka-aka-aka tsuki
In this chain of syllables, "aka" means "bright" ("aka"
is a shortened form of B� � \'
"akarui" "bright"),
� "ya" is a postposition meaning "&," � = "tsuki" is
"moon." Note that the "ya" in its first occurrence joins
the first two "aka," but that it subsequently binds the
separate groups of "aka" together. Seidenstecker's trans
lation reads:

=

=

the bright, bright, the bright, bright, bright, the bright,
bright, the bright, the bright, bright, bright, bright
moon
However, "aka" can also mean "red" ( i/r, ") = "akai");
according to Donald Keene (Japanese Literature;
London: John Murray, 1953), the Japanese are fond
of using such plays on words in their literature.
For those of us who have seen a crimson Midwest
harvest moon, "the red moon" also evokes a strong
image, and thus I called the first version of this tape
(see below) akai tsuki, and listed it as such on the
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program for the Fulbright concert. Furthermore, it
would seem that this Japanese poet-mystic had used
a principle similar to that common among the serial
ists:

i.e. an expansion of
2

+ 3 + 1 + 4.

Through his choice of words, Myooe was further able
to set up a "pedal-point" on the vowel "a" (pronounced
long, as in "father"), and punctuate it with "k" and
"y," the rhythm preparing for and then spanning a
big leap (4 "aka") to culminate in the totally new
"tsuki."
However, this title has nothing to do with the com
position, either as an outline of the "form," or as a
"clue" as to what "associations" I might be wanting to
"evoke" with this piece. 8ifJ -:S '-, fo1 and "akarui tsuki"
are simply convenient ways for me to keep track of
the tape.
The concert was held in the hall of the Amerika
Haus (a USIA institution) in West Berlin, which had
just been outfitted with a new Sony system. I had at
my disposal six speakers for two channels, the speakers
being arranged in the ceiling of the hall in the follow
ing manner:
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

A quad system had also been installed in the hall, but
was not yet hooked up.
Fortunately, I was able to produce some test tapes
with the sound material I intended to use, and to try
them out in the hall before recording the final tape.
The hall itself is so reverberant that I avoided using
reverberation on this tape altogether. Likewise, the
speaker configuration produced an exciting effect: no
matter where I stood in the hall, I had the impres
sion that the sounds on the test tapes were com i ng
from various distances and directions, not limited to
the two speakers directly above wherever I happened
to be standing. (After the concert, one person asked
if the tape hadn't been played over the quad system).
This I attributed to an aural deception which arose be
cause several sounds, each having been recorded with
its own characteristics timbre, amplitude, and enve
lope, were impinging upon the ear simultaneously;
combined with the phase differences which resulted
because the same sets of sounds were coming from
several different speakers, this "deceived" the "ear"
into hearing the sounds coming from several different
locations. So I paid very little attention to motion across

the stereo field (except at the beginning and end of
the tape), and simply distributed the various signals
evenly across the stereo field in the final mix.
The recording was done in the "classical'' studio
of the Institut for Musik-und Kommunikationswissen
schaft at the Technische Universitat Berlin (perhaps
this would be the appropriate point to thank Prof.
Fritz Winckel, Dr. Manfred Krause, and Volkmar
Hain, Tonmeister in the studio, for making the record
ing sessions possible). Source tracks were recorded
Dolbyized (Dolby-A) on a 4-track Telefunken M-10
( l" tape) and 3)i" stereo Telefunken M-5's, using the
BASF LGR-30 tape for which those machines are
equalized. These source tapes were mixed down on
the studio's 18-8 Telefunken mixer, de-Dolbyized after
the mix, and a master tape was recorded non-Dolby
ized on a fourth stereo M-5. (I found that this "cheat
ing" with the Dolby had no audible detrimental re
sults when A/ B-compared with a mixdown of identi
cal, non-Dolbyized material; however, for some still
unexplained reason, the Dolbys "breathed" during the
recording of some of the original tracks). All record
ing was done at 15 ips = 38 cm/ s. A master tape was
produced in this manner in several sections, these par
tial masters being spliced together to form the final
master; there are three such splices.
The original tape was recorded 2-8 April 1975 and
first performed on the evening of the 8th. Subse
quently I re-recorded the first partial master to form
the current version. Copies of the master tape were
recorded in the same studio using DNL.
As has been explained, this tape was conceived for
a reverberant hall with many speakers, and thus will
not sound its best when heard over a home stereo sys
tem or headphones. If quad is available, patch:

□
L

Attached are "Synthi Dopesheets" for each of the
three instruments. Instrument 1 was used twice: once
for the first partial master, and once for the last. In
strument 3 arose after it became apparent that 1) at
least 2 different envelopes, one for timbre and one for
amplitude, are needed to generate an interesting elec
tronic sound of the sort I was looking for; 2) it was
difficult to incorporate the envelope generator on the
Synthi-AKS for either parameter into a convincing
patch. Instrument 2 is a variant of Instrument 3.
Explanation of Dopesheet symbols:
x = change knob setting for each separate track
initial value
�
� change setting during within limits given during
performance of a given track

Note that on the Dopesheet, the knobs have been num
bered 1-36, and are referred to in this text by number.
Instrument 1: (see figure 16.7). To tune: position
Joystick in the lower right-hand corner (as indicated
with a circle on the Dopesheet). Set 10 ( Oscillator 3
Shape) at 10 or O ( Oscillator 3 produces DC). Tune
1 and 5 so that Oscillator 1 produces a beat frequency
against Oscillator 2 of 1 Hz or less. Return 10 to orig
inal setting; adjust 21, 35, and 36 for brightest and
loudest sound. Set 9, 33, and Realtime Pitch Spread
(on Keyboard) so that the top note of the Keyb03.rd
just barely drives Oscillator 3 into the audio range
(ca. 20 Hz), and so that a suitable range of slower
"trills" is available across the range of the Keyboard.
Performance (by "performance," I mean the man
ual changes during the recordings of a single track):
play slow "glissandi" across the full range of the Key
board while varying Joystick and other indicated set
tings. Eleven changes the "interval" of the "trill."
For each new track: change settings marked with
"x," and retune.
Discussion (cf. attached flowchart): Oscillator 1
and Oscillator 2 beat slightly, producing a slight phas
ing effect which contributes a "live" edge to each in
dividual track. The square wave from Oscillator 3
drives Oscillator 1 and Oscillator 2 in a trill-like pat
tern. Moving the Joystick changes timbre and ampli
tude; different notes on the Keyboard produce vari
ous "trill" speeds. Changing the Shape control of Os
cillator 3 changes the relationship between the upper
and lower portions of the square wave, and thus the
temporal relationship between the higher and lower
"notes" of the "trill." The output level of Oscillator 3
controls the frequencies of the upper and lower pitches,
and thus the "interval" heard. The Shape control of
Oscillator 2 can be changed during performance for
further variation in timbre.
Instrument 3: Variant (see figure 16.8). For the sake
of simplicity, the Variant to Instrument 3 will be
presented before Instruments 2 and 3. Instrument 2
was used for the second partial master; Instrument 3
and its Variant were both used in the third.
To tune: with "Sequencer Length" set at 5, record
2, 3, or 4 pitches spaced by pauses, taking care that
the Sequencer also records the trigger for the whole
duration of the pitch, viz.:

- --j1 sec.J -

, 1

Performance: as the recorded sequence plays over
and over, change settings (slowly) as indicated.
For each new track: record different Sequencer
notes, and change settings marked with "x."
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x = change setting for each separate track
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Figure 16.7. Akarui Tsuki
lnstrument 1 by John Strawn
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Discussion: (cf. flowchart): Oscillator 3, Oscillator
2, and the Filter form the framework of this instru
ment. Oscillator 2, initially producing a sub-audio fre
quency, is driven into the audio range when Oscil
lator 3 swings into the upper half of its square wave.
At the same time, the triangle/ sawtooth from Oscil
lator 3, in phase with the square wave from the same
oscillator, opens and closes the filter. Changing the
Shape control (for both the square and triangle) on
Oscillator 3 effectively changes the attack and decay
characteristics of the individual tones. The sequencer
takes care of changes in pitch and rhythm; the en256

velope generator triggered by the sequencer in effect
turns the whole instrument on and off.
The Variant to Instrument 3 is especially useful
for sounds which at some tunings are reminiscent of
brass instruments, but which can be modified in per
formance ( change 6 and 10 slowly) into other sound
qualities.
Instrument 3: (see figure 16.9). Tuning and Perform
ance as above. For a given tuning of the patch, 2 or
3 notes on the Sequencer will usually be especially
effective.

trigger

Figure 16.8. Akarui Tsuki
lnstrument 3 (variant) by John
Strawn

NB: the High-Pass Filter (knob No. 16, pins C4,
F2) after Oscillator 2 is necessary to limit unwanted
leakage when Oscillator 3 drives Oscillator 2 into the
subaudio range.
Discussion: Here the signal from Oscillator 2, al
ready discussed above, is ring modulated against the
sine from Oscillator 1. Besides the obvious effect of
producing more complicated audio spectra, ring modu-

lation breaks the 1: 1 relationship between the rhythm
and pitch changes produced by the sequencer as seen
above.
Instrument 2: (see figure 16.10). To tune: Touch and
hold lowest note on Keyboard. Tune 9 for time
between "strokes." The setting of 1 determines the
pitch of the "sustained note." Tune Oscillator 1, Os257
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Discussion: This is actually a variant of, and was
developed from, Instrument 3; the same framework
is used here, without sequencer. ( The Envelope Gen
erator/VCA combination is simply a convenient on/ off
switch for use in performance). However, the period
of Oscillator 3 is quite slow ( ca. 10 sec.), i.e., only
one event occurs every 10 sec., and, depending on
the tuning, the audible portion of each event lasts e.g.,
6 seconds. In the first half of each event, the filter is
slowly opened by the triangle from Oscillator 3, while
the square wave of Oscillator 3 holds the square wave
of Oscillator 2 in the subaudio range ( e.g. ca. 1 Hz).
However, the Ring Modulator of the Synthi-AKS re
acts to changes in DC, so that each cycle of the square
wave from Oscillator 2 produces two distinct beats;
in other words, the sine from Oscillator 1 is gated
through the Ring Modulator at each )�-cycle of Os
cillator 2. ( The purpose of the High-pass Filter in
Instrument 3 is to suppress this pulse). A sustained
tone of the same frequency as these beats is pro
vided by also using the sine from Oscillator 1 as a
direct input to the Filter. When Oscillator 3 swings
into the upper half of its cycle, Oscillator 2 is driven
into the audio range (cf. above, Instrument 3: Variant),
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audio

cillator 2, and Filter ( including 12) = control voltage
level from Oscillator 3) for desired timbre of "stroke."
Performance: hold open Envelope Shaper with
manual trigger or Keyboard lowest note; with pin at
B5 or B6, timing of "stroke" can be monitored visu
ally. Change setting of 9 to vary rhythm of ".stroke."
Nine can also be varied after the "attack" to obtain an
extremely long decay, for eaxmple.
For each new track: Change settings marked with
an "x." For this recording, the frequency of Oscillator
1 was left unchanged.
Transition to Instrument 3 ( used only on 1 track) :
add pin at K8; during performance, manually raise
setting of 9 ( O.scillator 3 frequency) to e.g. 6.0, then
play ( pre-determined) notes on Keyboard.
NB: J8 must be a green pin. The I8-J8 pair is nec
essary for the control voltage from J5 to leak through
to Oscillator 1 slightly, and give the "lift" in "pitch"
right at the beginning of the "stroke." Here is an
example of a patch where one CV is needed at two
different levels, and where the possibility of inde
pendently attenuating control voltages on the AKS
would make for a cleaner patch.

�

SEQ length

vc
filter

JKLMNOP

VGA
(envelope
shaper)

keyboard

1:.J
+

N
subaudio

nJ

N

env gen
(envelope
shaper)

Figure 16.10. Akarui Tsuki-lnstrument 2 by John Strawn

and the frequency of Oscillator 1 is "lifted" slightly.
But the upper half of the square wave on the Synthi
AKS is by no means a straight line, and this non
linearity is magnified by the slow period and the high
level setting. Thus, the frequencies of Oscillator 1 and
Oscillator 2 sink slightly, just enough to change the

spectrum of the Ring Modulator output while the Fil
ter starts to close. This combination produces the quasi
bell timbres characteristic of Instrument 2. Once the
filter has completely closed, the square wave from Os
cillator 3 swings back to the lower half of its cycle,
and the entire process repeats itself.
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Instrumentation:

modular synthesizer equal to Moog System 55. Roland or Emu instruments with similar
modules and equatable functions may be easily substituted.
four-track tape recorder (only playback is required).
two 2-track tape recorders with microphone inputs.
two microphones (with stands and cables).
extra recording tape
one 8-input by 4-output mixing console with auxilliary effect send busses.
one four-channel (quadraphonic) monitor/performance speaker system.
one Moog frequency shifter (or voltage controlled equivalent).
one digital delay device (Roland, Ibanez, Prime-time, or tape echo unit like Echo
plex or Chorus-echo).
two voltage pedals (0 to 9 volts).

ANY ONE OR ALL OF THE ABOVE SPECIFICATIONS CAN BE REDUCED IN NUMBER OR
COMPLEXITY, WITH A NECESSARY CHANGE IN TEXTURAL MATERIALS.
PERFORMANCE AND STRUCTURAL INTENT

"a shadow of its former self" is designed to be a live improvisation for synthesist/mixer
using prerecorded materials and modulators. Prerecorded materials are placed on four
channels of a multitrack recorder, or on two stereo tapes, for later simultaneous
playback. The synchronization of the two stereo pairs is not crucial. Prerecol'ded
Material should be textural within a chordal framework.
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MIC

MIC
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IMPROVISATION IN PERFORMANCE

In performance, the mixer will use the prerecorded material, material recorded live from
the audience microphones (delayed via record·playback diagram), and modulations of
these elements to create a completed structure.
The mixer should strive to create constantly changing textures which begin in a
complex form, move to one central moment of original material presentation, and back to
a modulated form of the original material reproduced in canon. The last quarter of the
improvisation should be based solely upon the delayed tape and its modulations. Each
modified return of the material will be further removed from the original texture through
frequency shifting and constantly changing control voltages.
The following scol'e is an output designation. A detailed performance score can be
obtained if desired, by writing to the composer through the Electronic Music Studio,
California State University, San Jose California, 95192.

-

-

PLAYBACK

I

M

PEDALS FOR VOLTAGE CON TROL

*All inputs must be
sendable to all line or
accesory outputs.

-

30" between
the record head and playback head

Sequencer

PROCEDURES

Record Patch # 1 onto two channels of a four track tape recorder. Use Notes # 1 for
tuning the 24 control voltages of the sequencer.
While the two final VCA's govern stereo placement, their associated control
oscillator should be varied throughout the recording. Try to obtain an "arch" form,
where the speed of stereo pan is greatest at the center of the tape.
Next, record Patch # 1 onto the final two tracks of the four track recorder, allowing
the completed four tracks to be asynchronous, with overall chordal separation. Notes
#2 will be used for the sequential controller on this stereo pass.
For both "pre-recordings," set the envelope follower very, very carefully, so that it
initially produces a trigger no more than once every 1 to 3 seconds.

RECORD

DDL

**Microphones placed in Audience.

***Reverberation may be added if
desired, according to the
characteristics of th e room or
p er formance area

Voltage Controlled Amplifiers

PATCH #1

jl";JQ

Figure 16.11. Specifications for A Shadow of Its Former Self by Dan Wyman
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output: see
Notes #1 and #2
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TO TRACK

Shift input
Mixer

Oscillators

Generator
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r
long
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Aux. Outputs
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#1

(set for very
long attack and decay
values- over 2 seconds
with sustain value of
7 /10)

Env. Gen #2

All pots. set for
smallest values
(.002ms and Osus)
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PATCH #2

Afterword

(MODULATION SYSTEM)

Shifter

Hi and Low- Pass Filters

Commercial electronic instruments are often criticized
because they "sound like themselves." A musician may
form a certain attitude about a system and comment
that whatever event is executed, it still sounds like
an XXX system. It is true that due to differences in
design, each system or instrument has its own char
acteristics. Even entire studios have their own char
acteristics, and these can be audibly identified if one
is familiar with the literature. But this is absolutely
no different than the concert pianist who can recog
nize the sound of and has a preference for a certain
make of piano. Some of the characteristics of electronic
instruments have almost become commercial cliche's,
and this is where the danger lies. A truly resourceful
musician will learn to work around the obvious patch
configurations and make the instrument work for him
and not necessarily for itself. Once the theoretical op
eration of a system is understood, the composer must
go beyond its usual sounds and make the modules pro
duce events exactly as conceived. An analogy lies in
the use of the Western tonal system. In this system a
dominant chord has a tendency to be followed by a
tonic chord, but a deceptive cadence at the right mo
ment can be very refreshing. The craft of a composer
working in the tonal medium is usually measured by
how he makes the notes do what he wishes and not
by how he bends his artistic endeavors to fit the nat
ural tendencies of the tonal system. In like manner,
the composer working with electronically produced
and controlled sound must not stop with the "instruc
tion book," but go on to extend the various module
functions and manners of control. Consequently, a basic
knowledge of the various module functions is only a
point of departure. A thorough knowledge of the me
dium requires the composer to have enough under-

TO
MIX
Envelope
Gen.:
Sharp
Attack

Pedal
#1

long decay

control input
Osc. Output

Pedal
#2

*Sequencer clock remains on at approx.
lowest frequency. Pedal voltage
increases speed to ca.
=180.
**Adjust mixer to provide for balance
between Noise Source and Sequencer
clock output.
***Envelope Follower responds to Noise
Source until Sequencer clock over
rides it.

CHANGE VALUES OF ENVELOPE GENERATORS
AND FREQUENCY SHIFTER THROUGHOUT
PERFORMANCE.

NOTES ON DIAGRAMS
1.
2.
3.

All V.C.A. 's are to be set on Linear Mode.
Signals proceed right from Source.
Controls or inputs TO a module enter from left or bottom.
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other notes are set above.
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standing of electronic theory to allow him to take part
in the design, construction, and modification of equip
ment. This understanding will also serve as an excel
lent guide to finding new methods of application.
Although this book has purposely tried to avoid
aesthetic implications, perhaps a word about experi
mentation may be appropriate. No matter how ex
perienced a composer is with the equipment in a stu
dio, many events and sequences may still require hours
of work and experimentation to realize. A single mo
mentary sound may be the result of three or four hours
of re-patching and re-recording. When the final tape
is produced, the composer will naturally have a tend
ency to be more attentive to those events which were
the most time-consuming to create. He must not con
fuse this with aesthetic content, however. The per
ceiver cannot hear the amount of time and planning
spent on the production of an event. As listeners we
don't judge the aesthetic content of a composition by
the time spent on its creation, but rather by its sonic
information.
The preface to this book contained the statement
that an art so closely related to technology as electronic
music is in part dependent on the development of that
technology. This statement should be accompanied by
a final word of advice to the composer just embark
ing on the field of electronic music. Beware the temp
tations of super-utilization. The fact that a studio or
system makes available a multitude of signal sources
and processing devices does not mean that each and
every module must be utilized in the creation of a
single composition. A duet can convey just
as much
1
aesthetic information as an ensemble of symphonic pro
portions. The art is not in the assemblage of sources
and control, but is rather a result of their application.

F!gure 16.11-Continued
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Annotated Bibliography
This bibliography was compiled in consideration of three
factors: practical knowledge-all listings supply informa
tion which is applicable to practical situations; comprehen
sion-the more technical listings are so organized that they
may be used by persons with minimal experience in phys
ics and electronics; cost-most of the listings are available
at a moderate cost. Although the technical publications are
often more expensive, such listings are considered very
useful, if not essential, as basic reference material.
Due to the bibliographic material available in many of
the other writings on electronic music, this listing is not
concerned with individual articles appearing in various
periodicals. Certain periodical publication titles are, how
ever, listed in the appropriate sections.
This bibliography is by no means comprehensive, and
the omission of any publication is not an implication of
negligible value or lack of applicability. The listings are
a result of practical usage by the author and his colleagues
in the field of electronic music.

History, Development and Aesthetics

In this section are listed reference books with substantial
information on electronic music history, books dealing with
fields related to electronic music, sources of scores, gen
eral references, and books of historical significance.
APPLETON, JON and PERERA, RoN, eds. The Development
and Practice of Electronic Music. New Jersey: Prentice
Hall, 1975.
A series of excellent writings about many aspects
of electronic music including its origin, the tape stu
dio, voltage control techniques and an outstanding
overview of live electronic music by Gordon Mumma.
Highly recommended.
ASHLEY, ROBERT. Music with Roots in Aether. New York:
Performing Artservices, Inc., 463 West Street, 10014.
Highly acclaimed video tape series with interviews
and performances by Robert Ashley, David Behrman,
Philip Glass, Alvin Lucier, Gordon Mumma, Pauline
Oliveros and Terry Riley. Available on rental. Highly
recommended.
AUSTIN, WILLIAM. Music In the 20th Century. New York:
W. W. Norton, 1966.
A general reference of contemporary music with a
chronology of the history of electronic music beginning
with the work of Thadius Cahill (1897) to 1963 and
a chronology of pitch systems related to and used in
various aspects of electronic music.
BEAUCHAMP, J. W., and VoN FOERSTER, eds. Music By
Computers. New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc.,
1969.
A collection of previously published articles on com
puter-generated and controlled sound.
BEAVER, PAUL, and KRAUSE, BERNARD. The Nonesuch
Guide to Electronic Music. New York: Nonesuch Rec
ords HC 73018, 1968.
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Booklet and recordings describing basic studio
equipment, waveforms, voltage control, modulation, fil
tering, and notational concepts. An excellent non
technical approach to standard system techniques with
recorded examples.
BECK, A. H. W. Words and Waves. New York: McGraw
Hill World Universal Library, 1967.
An introduction to the history and concepts of elec
tro�ic communication. This book also covers telegraphy,
radio, telephony, and serves as a good introduction to
communications theory.
BECKWITH, JoHN, and KASEMETS, Uoo. The Modern Com
poser and His World. Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, 1961.
Discussions with Varese, Ussachevsky, and others
on various aspects of electronic music. Also serves as
an excellent general reading on new music.
BM!: The Many Worlds of Music. New York: BMI Public
Relations Department, 589 Fifth Ave., 10017, Summer
Issue, 1970.
This special issue is devoted entirely to electronic
music. It contains articles and an excellent discography
of electronic music recordings.
BoRNOFF, JACK, ed. Music Theatre in a Changing Society.
New York: UNESCO, 1968.
A series of writings surveying the influence of tech
nology and technical media on theatre, film, television,
and music. Highly recommended.
CAGE, JoHN. A Catalogue of Works. New York: Henmar
Press, Inc., 1962.
An annotated listing of all of Cage's work ( elec
tronic, theatre pieces, etc.) up to 1962. This catalogue
also contains an excellent interview with Cage by Roger
Reynolds.
Contemporary Keyboard. Cupertino, Ca.: CPI Publica
tions, 20605 Lazaneo Dr.
Obviously for the keyboardist but columns on syn
thesis, occasional interviews and equipment reviews.
COPE, DAVID. New Directions in Music-1950 to 1970.
3rd edition. Dubuque, Iowa: Wm. C. Brown Company
Publishers, 1981.
A survey of avant-garde music trends with chapters
on electronic and technically oriented music. This book
is very valuable as a reference to individual composi
tions and contains a very good chapter-by-chapter bib
liography.
---. New Music Composition. New York: Schirmer Books,
1977.
A general text on contemporary composition but
contains five chapters on electronic music and organi
zational techniques. Strongly recommended.
CRoss, LowELL. A Bibliography of Electronic Music. Tor
onto Press, 1966.
An excellent bibliography of articles, periodicals,
books, and special publications on all aspects of elec
tronic music. Listening contains publications in all lan
guages and is current up to 1966. Highly recommended.

DAVIES, HUGH, ed. International Electronic Music Cata
logue. Cambridge, Mass.: M.I.T. Press, 1967.
Originally published as a double issue of Electronic
Music Review this catalogue lists and annotates almost
every piece of electronic music produced prior to 1967,
including names and addresses of composers and stu
dios. Highly recommended.
Die Reihe. Vienna, Universal Editions: English transla
tions published by Theodore Presser Company, Bryn
Mawr.
Seven of the eight issues have been translated and
contain writings on and by composers active in the
avant-garde. Issue No. 5 (1961) is primarily concerned
with electronic music.
EIMERT, HERBERT. Electronic Music. Ottawa: National Re
search Council of Canada, Technical Translation TT601, 1956.
ERNST, DAvrn. The Evolution of Electronic Music. New
York: Schirmer Books, 1977.
An excellent "literature" oriented overview of the
history of electronic music.
Gravesano Blatter/Gravesano Review. Switzerland.
Published semi-periodically since 1956, the Grave
sano Review contains articles by composers and physi
cists on electronic music, acoustics, timbre, and equip
ment. This journal serves as an historical documenta
tion of early work in electronic music. Highly recom
mended.
HILLER, LEJAREN. Music Composed with a Computer: An
Historical Survey. Illinois Technical Report No. 18.
School of Music, University of Illinois, 1969.
HILLER, L. A., and ISAACSON, L. M. Experimental Music
Composition with an Electronic Computer. New York:
McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1959.
An historically important book touching on the aes
thetic and technical concepts of computer and mathe
matically-oriented music. The book contains a descrip
tion of the processes involved with the composition of
the Illiac Suite for string quartet (since then recorded
on Heliodor Records No. H/HS 25053).
HENRY, OTTO. A Preliminary Checklist: Books and Articles
on Electronic Music. New Orleans, La.: 2114 Milan,
70115, 1966.
KIRBY, E. T., ed. Total Theatre-A Critical Anthology. New
York: E. P. Dutton and Company, Inc., 1969.
A collection of writings concerned with avant-garde
theatre. Some writings deal with new musical and en
vironmental concepts which are of interest to the coni
poser.
KIRBY, MICHAEL. The Art of Time-Essays On the Avant
Garde. New York: E. P. Dutton and Company, 1969.
A collection of Kirby's writings dealing with en
vironmental and kinetic theatre. This book will be of
great interest to the open-minded composer.
KosTELANETZ, R1cHARD, ed. John Cage. New York: Praeger
Publishers, 1970.
A collection of writings by and about Cage and his
activities. It contains several excellent articles on his
involvement with electronic music and technology.
Highly recommended.
---. Theatre of Mixed Means. New York: Dial Press,
1968.
Interviews with artists and musicians active in the
avant-garde. Of special interest to the composer are
interviews with John Cage and LaMonte Young.

KRAUSE, BERNARD. The New Nonesuch Guide to Electronic
Music. New York: Nonesuch Recrds, NB-78007, 1980.
A new edition of the original Beaver and Krause
recording with newer applications and techniques.
LANG, PAUL H., and BRODER, N., eds. Contemporary Music
in Europe. New York: G. Schirmer, 1965.
A collection of essays written for the Fifth Anni
versary of Music Quarterly. Each article deals with the
new music of a particular European country.
LEFKOFF, GERALD, ed. Computer Applications in Music.
Morgantown, W. Va.: West Virginia University Press,
1967.
Papers from the West Virginia University Confer
ence on Computer Applications in Music covering such
subjects as analysis, bibliography, programming, and
information processing.
LORENTZEN, BENGT. An Introduction to Electronic Music.
Rockville Center, N. Y.: Belwin Mills Company, 1970.
Text, notation and recorded examples concerned
with existing electronic music literature with brief aes
thetic and methodological discussions geared at the
secondary grade levels.
MACHILS, JosEPH. Introduction to Contemporary Music.
New York: W. W. Norton and Company, 1961.
Contains a brief introduction to electronic music
with biographical material on Stockhausen, Berio,
Boulez, Maderna, Nono and Badings with very little
material on American composers involved with elec
tronic music.
The Music Educator's Journal. Washington, D. C.: NEA
Publication Sales, 1201 Sixteenth St., N. W., November
1968.
This reprint of the special electronic music issue
offering the educator's view of the state of the art is
a bit slanted toward a single "school" but is stiU valu
able reading and reference material.
ORAM, DAPHNE. An Individual Note of Music, Sound and
Electronics. New York: Galaxy Music Corp. (Galfiard
Paperbacks), 1972.
This is one of the most bizaar books on the market!
An overview of electronic music technique and tech
nology written from a very personal viewpoint. De
lightful reading.
PARTCH, HARRY. Genesis of a Music, 2nd edition. New
York: Da Capo Press, 1974.
This book has absolutely nothing to do with elec
tronic music as such but is strongly recommended. The
Author's Preface is worth the price of the book. Con
tains a wealth of information on tuning systems and
creative attitudes.
Perspectives of New Music. Princeton, N. J.: Princeton
University Press.
Bi-annual publication of articles by American and
European composers, theorists, performers, and critics
concerned with issues in contemporary music.
RISSET, J. C. An Introductory Catalog of Computer Syn
thesized Sounds. Murray Hill, N. J.: Bell Telephone
Laboratories, 1970.
ROBSON, ERNEST. Phonetic Music (with electronic music
by Larry Wendt). Parker Ford, Penn.: 1981.
An interesting thesis on one approach to text sound
composition and the use of the voice in sound poetry.
RosENBOOM, DAvrn, ed. Bio-Feedback and the Arts. Can
ada, A.R.C. Publications, P.O. Box 3044, Vancouver,
1976.
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Early (mid-70's) writings on bio-feedback applica
tions to the arts. A significant documentation of ar
tistic approaches.
RusscoL, HERBERT. The Liberation of Sound. New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, 1972.
This bears the sub-title, "An Introduction to Elec
tronic Music" but is actually a layman's history of ex
perimental music up to 1960.
SALZMAN, Emc. Twentieth Century Music-An Introduc
tion. New York: Prentice-Hall, 1967.
An authoritative survey of contemporary musical
life with excellent considerations of avant-garde ac
tivities and activities of American composers. Very
well illustrated and documented.
SCHRADER, BARRY. Introduction to Electro-Acoustic Music.
New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1982.
Chapters on basic tape manipulation. Classic and
live electronic music and interesting interviews with
composers. Highly recommended.
SCHWARTZ, ELLIOT. Electronic Music: A Listener's Guide.
New York: Praeger Publishers, 1972.
An excellent book on the general why and who of
electronic music. Contains notes and comments by vari
ous composers.
SCHWARTZ, ELLIOT, and CHILDS, BARNEY, eds. Contem
porary Composers On Contemporary Music. New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1967.
A collection of writings by many major twentieth
century composers (mostly American) dealing with
many aspects of music. Of special interest are articles
by Varese, Ussachevsky, Brant, and Reich.
Source Magazine-Music of the Avant-Garde. Sacramento,
Calif., 1201 22nd St.
A bi-annual publication of avant-garde scores ( elec
tronic, theatre, environmental) and writings by active
composers. Issue No. 3, January 1968, is devoted to
live electronic music. The series is now out-of-print but
well worth hunting for in the library.
STUCKENSCHMIDT, H. H. Twentieth Century Music. New
York: McGraw-Hill, World Universal Library, trans.
Richard Deveson, 1969.
A very unique survey of musical trends in the twen
tieth century with chapters on "Technical Sound Ma
terial" and "Mathematics-For and Against." Highly
recommended.
Synapse. Los Angeles: Synapse Publishing Co., 2829 Hyans
St., 90026.
Articles, interviews and instrument and literature
reviews dealing with a wide range of electronic music
applications. Recommended.
TJEPKEMA, SANRA L. A Bibliography of Computer Music.
Iowa: University of Iowa Press, 1981.
An extensive annotated bibliography of writings
dealing with digital applications of sound synthesis and
analysis. Recommended.
VINTON, JoHN, ed. Dictionary of Contemporary Music. New
York: E. P. Dutton & Co., 1974.
Dictionary of terms, techniques and composers in
the field of contemporary music. Contains many of the
general terms of electronic music. Expensive but worth
having in a music library.
ZIMMERMANN, WALTER, ed. Desert Plants. Canada: A.R.C.
Publications, P.O. Box 3044, Vancouver, 1976.
A delightful series of interviews with American com
posers, some of who are very active in electronic music.
Highly recommended.
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Electronic Theory, Schematics, and Circuits

This listing is concerned with general electronic theory for
layman, individual component theory, and sources of cir
cuits, all of which the composer will find useful. Most books
listed are directed toward the reader with minimal experi
ence in the field of electronics.
ANDERTON, CRAIG. Elctronic Projects for Musicians. Sara
toga, Ca.: Guitar Player Productions, P. 0. Box 615,
95070.
Layman's introduction to electronic music circuitry
with projects for simple construction projects.
Audio. Philadelphia, Pa.: 134 North 13th St. 19107.
A monthly publication of equipment reviews, gen
eral audio, and feature articles on various aspects of
audio circuit design and applications.
BROWN, ROBERT and MARK OLSEN. Experimenting with
Electronic Music. Blue Ridge, Pa.: Tab Books, 1974.
A very basic book on circuit design dealing with
electronic music modules.
BROWN, RoNALD. Lasers. New York: Doubleday Science
Series, Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1968.
Due to the implementation of the laser in many as
pects of contemporary art and mixed theatre, the au
thor feels that a general reference in this area will be
of value. This book will provide the reader with a basic
understanding of coherent light, types of lasers, laser
communication, holograph techniques, and other appli
cations.
BUBAN and SCHMITT. Understanding Electricity and Elec
tronics. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1969.
An introductory course in electrical and electronic
theory with basic information about tools, materials and
processes.
Circuit Design for Audio. Plainview, N.Y.: Sagamore Pub
lishing Company, Inc., 1967.
Produced by Texas Instruments, this reference dis
cusses audio design emphasizing practical time- and
cost-saving procedures.
CROWHURST, NORMAN H. Electronic Music Instruments.
Blue Ridge Summit, Pa.: TAB Books, 1971.
An excellent coverage of the subject from simple
amplification to total electronic music considerations.
This book deals with traditional amplified instruments
to modem synthesizers. Also contains a handy section
on troubleshooting.
Electronic Circuit Design Handbook. Blue Ridge Summit,
Pa.: TAB Books, 1970.
Compiled by the editors of EEE Magazine, this is
a collection of over 600 circuits dealing with amplifi
cation, filtering, oscillation, etc.
Field Effect Transistor Projects. Phoenix, Ariz.: Motorola
Semiconductor Products, Inc., 1966.
An introduction to FET Theory, construction tech
niques, and simple, but useful, circuits.
FISKE, KENNETH A., and HARTER, J. H. Direct Circuit
Analysis Through Experimentation. Seal Beach, Calif.:
The Technical Education Press, 1968.
Step-by-step exploration of DC circuit principles
and equipment usage. Contains excellent sections on
soldering and use of an electronic parts catalogue. Very
practically organized.
FONTAINE, GuY. Transistors For Audiofrequency (Audio
frequency Amplification). New York: Hayden Book
Company, 1967.
Detailed guide of the application of transistors in
audio amplifiers illustrating how transistor character
istics are related to the principles of design.

GEFFE, PHILIP R. Simplified Modem Filter Design. New
York: Hayden Book Company, 1963.
Basic principles of filter design with extensive tables
of numerical data. Also contains chapters on attenua
tion, equalization, and measurement techniques.
GOTTLIEB, IRVING. Basic Oscillators. New York: Hayden
Book Company, 1963.
A descriptive analysis and definitions of oscillators,
components, characteristics and the theory of oscilla
tion. Highly recommended.
---. Frequency Changers. New York: Howard W. Sams,
1965.
General principles of frequency multipliers, trans
lators, modulators and dividers. An excellent source of
practical schematics.
--. Understanding Amplitude Modulation. New York:
Howard W. Sams, 1965.
Principles of amplitude modulation and descriptions
of various AM systems. Although intended for the radio
broadcaster, it may be used by the electronic musician
as a basic reference.
GRAF, RuDOLF. Modern Dictionary of Electronics. New
York: Howard W. Sams, 1968.
Approximately 16,000 terms clearly defined for the
layman. In the opinion of the author, this is the best
dictionary of electronics for the layman. It also covers
the areas of communications, micro-electronics, com
puters, and fiberoptics. Highly recommended.
Heath Digital Instrumentation. Benton Harbor, Mich.:
Heath Company.
Description and application notes of specific Heath
equipment, but the information is very general and
introduces many concepts of digital control which may
be applied to a variety of situations.
HERRINGTON, DoNALD E. How To Read Schematic Dia
grams. New York: Howard W. Sams, 1970.
A good reference covering schematics, block dia
grams, chassis layout, component symbols, and wiring.
HoBERMAN, STu. Understanding and Using Unijunction
Transistors. New York: Howard W. Sams, 1969.
Basic UJT circuits in regards to oscillators, ampli
fiers, and power supplies. This book is also an excel
lent source of various oscillator circuits. Highly recom
mended.
Integrated Circuit Projects From Motorola. Phoenix, Ariz.:
Motorola Semiconductor Products, Inc., 1966.
An introduction to IC theorv with several interest
ing and practical audio circuits�
LoHBERG, RoLF, and LuTZ, THEO. Electronic Brains. New
York: Bantam Books, 1968.
One of the most interesting and comprehendible
books available on the basics of computer science, digi
tal control, programming, logic systems, memory sys
tems, and cybernetics. Highly recommended.
MALMSTADT, H. V., and ENKE, C. G. Digital Electronics
For Scientists. New York: W. A. Benjamin, Inc., 1969.
A systematic introduction to digital systems cir
cuits, and components written for the person with no
background in electronics. Highly recommended.
MARKUS, JoHN. Source Book Of Electronic Circuits. New
York: McGraw-Hill, 1968.
A collection of over 3,000 various circuits origin
ally published in Electronics and EEE. A very valuable
source and reference book.

MILEAF, HARRY. Electronics One-Seven. New York: Hay
den Book Company, 1967.
A series of seven volumes, available individually
or bound as a set, each dealing with different area of
of practical electronic theory: (1) Electronic Signals
and Modification; (2) Basic Stages of Transmission;
(3) Electronic Tubes; (4) Semi-conductors; ( 5) Power
Supplies and Amplifiers; (6) Oscillators, Modulators
and Mixers; (7) Auxilliary Circuits-Gates, Delays,
Limiters, etc. Highly recommended.
Reference Data for Radio Engineers-5th Edition. New
York: Howard \V. Sams.
This book serves as a basic reference, in one vol
ume, to all fields of audio, including tables, formulas,
standards, circuit information, recording, technology,
and associated areas. Highly recommended.
SHIELDS, JOHN POTTER. Practical Power Supply Circuits.
New York: Howard ·w. Sams, 1967.
Basic power supply circuits, solid state voltage regu
lation, batteries and SCR operation. A very handy book
for those planning construction of a home system.
Solar Cell and Photocell Handbook. El Segundo, Calif.,
International Rectifier Corp., 1960.
Basic concepts of photocell control, performance
specifications of various types of photocells, plus many
interesting, useful, and simple circuits.
Solid State Projects From Motorola. Phoenix, Ariz.: Mo
torola Semiconductor Products, Inc., 1964.
Fundamentals of semiconductor operation. Con
struction hints and several useful and easy-to-construct
circuits such as oscillators, amplifiers, and mixers.
SyntheSource. Curtis Electromusic Specialties. 110 High
land Ave., Los Gatos, Calif., 95030.
A technical periodical dealing with design and chip
applications specific to synthesizers. Essential to those
involved with instrument design.
TREMAINE, HowARD M. Passive Audio Network Design.
New York: Howard W. Sams, 1964.
An excellent source of attenuator, equalizer, and
filter circuits including sections of circuit design, the
ory, and applications. Highly recommended.
---. Audio Cyclop edia-2nd Edition. New York: Howard
W. Sams, 1969.
This book is written in a question-answer format
covering every phase of audio engineering. All infor
mation is presented in a very practical manner in terms
the layman can understand and apply. Highly recom
mended.
---. Passive Audio Network Design. New York: Howard
W. Sams, 1964.
A comprehensive guide to the design, construction,
and testing of all types of attenuators, equalizers, and
and filters requiring only minimal mathematical back
ground. Highly recommended.
TURNER, RUFUS P. ABC's Of Varactors. New York: Howard
W. Sams, 1966.
Basic varactor ( specialized semiconductor) theory
with very useful modulator and amplifier circuits with
interesting supplementary applications.
UPTON, MONROE. Inside Electronics. New York: New
American Library, A Signet Science Library Book,
1964.
Basics of electronic theory and a well-written ex
planation of electronic components, amplifiers, speaker
operation, and stereophony.
WARD, BRICE. Electronic Music Guidebook. Blue Ridge
Summit, Pa.: Tap Books. 1975.
A circuit guide for module design.
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Recording and Tape Techniques
These are references dealing with tape recorders, tape care
and editing techniques, recording science, and commercial
studio techniques.
BuRsTEIN, HERMAN, and POLLACK, H. C. Elements of Tape
Recorder Circuits. Blue Ridge Summit, Pa.: TAB Books,
1957.
Covers frequency response, head and tape charac
teristics, and equalization. This book is a bit dated but
still serves as a good introduction to the understanding
of recorder operation.
BuRSTEIN, HERMAN. Getting The Most Out Of Your Tape
Recorder. New York: Hayden Book Company, 1960.
This book discusses types of machines, availability,
pros and cons of each type and features that promote
usefulness. Also discusses types of tape, microphones,
and accessories.
DOLAN, ROBERT EMMETT. Music in Modern Media. New
York: G. Schirmer, Inc., 1967.
An introduction to recording setups, control-room
operations, recording, considerations in preparing and
producing sound tracks, and a brief introduction to
electronic music.
HAYNES, N. M. Tape Editing and Splicing. Flushing, N. Y.:
Robin Industries, 1957.
This booklet is taken from Haynes' book, Elements
of Magnetic Tape Recording. Englewood Cliffs, N. J.:
Prentice-Hall, 1957. It serves as a basic explanation of
splicing techniques, types of splices, editing procedures.
This is a very practical guide for the novice editor.
JORGENSEN, FINN. Handbook of Magnetic Recording. Blue
Ridge Summit, Pa.: TAB Books, 1970.
Covers all current tape recorder applications from
audio to weather surveillance data recording. Contains
basic design criteria on heads, the electronics and trans
ports design. Highly recommended.
Modem Recording. New York: Recording Institute Pub
lishing Co., Inc., 15 Columbus Circle, 10023.
MODUGNO, ANNE, and PALMER, CHARLES. Tape Control in
Electronic Music. Talcottville, Conn.: Electronic Music
Laboratories, P. 0. Box H, 1970.
An introduction to recording techniques of special
value to those involved in electronic music. A very
valuable guide for elementary and secondary school
programs.
NISBETT, ALEC. The Technique of the Sound Studio. New
York: Hastings House Publishers, 1971 ed.
A handbook for microphone techniques, sound qual
ity, editing, mixing, sound effects, echo and distortion
techniques, and sound shaping. Highly recommended.
Recording Engineer/ Producer. Hollywood, Calif., P.O. Box
2287, 90028.
A monthly publication of articles relating to record
ing science and techniques. Also articles on useful cir
cuits and discussions of new equipment.
RuNSTEIN, ROBERT. Modern Recording Techniques. Indi
ana: Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., 1974.
An excellent personably written book on all the
aspects of the art of recording. Strongly recommended.
TUTHILL, C. A. How To Service Tape Recorders. New
York: Hayden B:Jok Company, 1966.
A detailed analysis of the operation of the mechan
ical and electronic systems of large number of tape
recorders giving directions for maintenance and trou
bleshooting.

WESTCOTT, CHARLES G., and DuBBE, RICHARD F. Tape Re
corders-How They Work. New York: Howard W.
Sams, 1965.
Principles of magnetic recording, mechanisms and
components, types of tape recorders, and test proced
ures.

Instrument Applications, Systems
and Studio Design
This listing contains references to instrument manuals,
patchbooks, and technical information concerning studio
design. Even though a particular user's guide and/ or
patchbook is written for a specific instrument, the reader
will, nevertheless, find it valuable as a source of patch
variations and new ideas for instrument configuration. The
availability of certain materials in this section depends on
the distribution policy of the institutions and manufac
turers involved.
ARP Instruments Patchbooks; 45 Hartwell Avenue, Lexing
ton, Mass., 02173.
Axxe Patch Book
Odyssey Patch Book
2600 Patch Book
DEVARAHI. The Complete Guide to Synthesizers. New Jer
sey: Prentice-Hall, 1981.
Ignore the pretentious title. This is a first rate in
troduction to keyboard and small studio systems. Loads
of nifty patches. Highly recommended.
DouGLAS, ALAN. Electronic Music Production. Blue Ridge,
Pa.: Tab Books, 1974.
Chapters on properties of acoustic instruments,
scales and tunings and electronic music. The beginning
designer may be interested in the schematics.
CHAMBERLIN, HAL. Musical Applications of Micro-Proces
sors. New Jersey: Hayden Book Company, Inc., 1980.
An excellent generalized overview of analog syn
thesis techniques with suggested parallel systems and
techniques with digital software and hardware. A good
introduction into the digital world. Recommended.
CLIFFORD, MARTIN. How To Use Your VOM, VTVM and
Oscilloscope. Blue Ridge Summit, Pa.: TAB Books,
1968.
Explanation of operation and servicing with the
VOM, VTVM and oscilloscope. Covers meter move
ments, scales, applications, and measurements.
CooMBS, C. F., JR. Printed Circuits Handbook. New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1967.
Knowledge of printed circuit techniques will save
the builder a great deal of time in circuit construction.
This manual- covers all phases of the printed circuit
processes.
CROWHURST, NORMAN H. Audio Systems Handbook. Blue
Ridge Summit, Pa.: TAB Books, 1969.
General information covering amplifiers, equalizers,
mixers, stereophony, noise, suppression, reverberation,
and considerations for an integrated system. Highly
recommended.
D.B.-The Sound Engineering Magazine. Plainview, N.Y.:
Sagamore Publishing Company.
A monthly publication of articles on acoustics, re
cording techniques, circuits, and writing of general
interest to the audio engineer. Highly recommended.

DEUTSCH, HERBERT A. Synthesis-An Introduction, Theory
and Practice of Electronic Music. New York: Alfred
Publishing Co., Inc., 1976.
This is a very useful book for the reader who wishes
to get a basic and general overview of the history and
technology of the media. Not greatly detailed but good
general reading for a beginning, short-term electronic
music class.
DEZETTLE, L. M. ABC's Of Electrical Soldering. New York:
Howard W. Sams, 1971.
A survey of soldering theory, techniques, types of
irons, and safety considerations.
ENKEL, FRITZ. The Technical Facilities of the Electronic
Music Studio ( of Cologne Broadcasting Station). Ot
tawa: National Research Council of Canada, Technical
Translation TT-603, 1956.
HORN, DENTON T. Electronic Music Synthesis. Blue Ridge
Summit, Pa.: Tab Books, 1980.
A basic introduction to Moog, Ard. Oberheim. EML
and RMI instruments. Includes some basic circuits.
HowE, HuBERT. Buchla Manual. Fullerton, Calif.: CBS
Musical Instrument Research Department, 1300 East
Valencia Street, 92631.
This CBS Buchla owner's manual is an excellent
introduction to voltage-control concepts and a good de
scription of the Buchla Function Modules.
---. Composer's Manual. New York: Queens College, De
partment of Music, Electronic Music Studio.
Description of the Queens College Electronic Mu
sic Studio including operation of the Moog and Buchla
100 Systems and information concerning the amplifiers,
tape recorders, speakers, and miscellaneous equip
ment.
FRIEND, DAvrn, ALAN R. PEARLMAN and THOMAS D. PIG
GOT. Learning Music with Synthesizers. Massachusetts:
Hall Leonard Publishing Corp., 1974.
A rather misleading title. This is actually a textbook
for beginning electronic music classes with the Arp
Odyssey. Recommended to beginning Odyssey owners.
HowE, HuBERT S., JR. Electronic Music Synthesis. New
York: W. W. Norton & Co., 1975.
Chapters on Acoustics and Psychoacoustics, Elec
tronic Music Equipment and Computers and Electronic
Music. Recommended.
JENKINS, JOHN and JoN SMITH. Electric Music-A Practical
Manual. Indiana: Indiana University Press, 1975.
A guide to electronic music concert performance.
Deals with sound sources, amps and speakers, stage
set-up, performance, recording and one chapter on
patching. This is the American edition of a British
book so it is very Synthi oriented.
Journal of the Audio Engineering Society. New York: 124
East 40th Street, 10016.
A monthly publication of articles on all aspects of
audio, acoustics, electronic music and perception.
JuDD, E. C. Electronic Music and Music Concrete. Lon
don: Neville Spearman, Ltd., 1961.
A non-technical overview of classic studio tech
niques and basic tube circuits used in electronic music.
LEWIS, RoBERT. Electronic Construction Practices. Wilton,
Conn.: Radio Publications, Inc., 1961.
Tips and techniques on uses of tools, equipment
planning and layout, metal working, wiring and as
sembly. Recommended for all involved with circuit de
sign.

MATHEWS, MAX V. Technology of Computer Music. Cam
bridge, Mass., MIT Press, 1969.
A very well written explanation of digital sound
production techniques. Very complete and compre
hendible by the layman. Highly recommended.
McLACHLAN, N. W. Loudspeakers. New York: Dover Pub
lications, 1960.
A semi-technical discussion of loudspeaker designs
and problems.
PELLIGRINO, RONALD. An Electronic Studio Manual. Co
lumbus, 0.: Ohio State University, College of the Arts,
Publication #2, 1969.
A general manual for the Moog System with accom
panying taped examples. A catalogue of 'favorite
patches' which the composer may find useful.
Polyphony. Oklahoma City, OK. P.O. Box 20305, 73156.
Initial issues were very PAIA oriented but later
issues contain good information about composers, per
formers and patch applications.
RHEA, TOM. Minimoog Sound Charts. Illinois: Norlin, 7373
Cicero Ave., Lincolnwood, 60646
Rolandcorp U. S. Roland System 100/ 102/ 102 Patch Book.
Los Angeles: 2401 Saybrook, California 90230.
SEAR, WALTER. The New World of Electronic Music. New
York: Alfred Publishers, 1972.
Good beginning text for Moog users.
The Source-Book of Patching and Programming from
Polyphony. Oklahoma: Polyphony Publishing Co., 1978
A collection of patches collected from Polyphony
Magazine. The patches are based around the PAIA
instruments but are generally notated for other appli
cations. Contains some clever applications from Poly
phony subscribers.
SPRINGER, PmLIP. Switched On Synthesizer. Hollywood:
Alamo Press, 1977.
Arrangements of various pop tunes for keyboard
synthesizers. Patches are given on Arp Odyssey and
Minimoog patch sheets plus general patch notation for
other instrument applications. Recommended for the
beginner interested in popular music applications.
SuBOTNICK, MORTON. The Use of the Buchla Synthesizer
in Musical Composition. New York: Audio Engineer
ing Society Reprint 709, 1970.
A review of the Buchla System sound sources, modi
fying modules, control modules, and several interest
ing patches.
TRYTHALL, GILBERT. Principles and Practice of Electronic
Music. New York: Grosset & Dunlap, 1973.
Clearly intended for Moog instrument users. Very
clear and a good beginning text for Moog studios.
VILLCHUR, EDGAR. Reproduction of Sound. New York: Do
ver Publishers.
A thorough coverage for the layman on hi-fi sys
tems, general reproduction systems, preamps, speakers
and simple circuit theory.
WELLS, THOMAS, and ERic S. VOGEL. The Techniques of
Electronic Music. New York: Schirmer Books, 1981.
Very good technical reference with generally no
tated patches. A real studio handbook with a Euro
pean approach to the art.
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Acoustics and Physics
Information on the physical behavior of sound and psycho
acoustic considerations of music. Although some of the
books in this section may not be directly related to elec
tronics, any practical musician, involved in electronics or
not, will find that a basic understanding of acoustics and
the physics of sound is essential to the workings of his art.
Acoustics Handbook-Application Note 100. Palo Alto, Cal.:
Hewlett-Packard Company, 5101 Page Mill Rd.
Excellent reference on acoustics and psycho-acou
stics. Recommended.
BACHUS, JOHN. The Acoustic Foundations of Music. New
York: W. W. Norton and Company, 1969.
This is one of the best contemporary books on mu
sical acoustics covering basic acoustic principles, hear
ing, intervals, tuning, environments and sound produc
tion. Highly recommended.
BENADE, ARTHUR H. Fundamentals of Musical Acottstics.
London: Oxford University Press, 1976.
An excellent new study of musical acoustic systems.
Contains a wealth of new information written in a non
technical language. Highly recommended.
CoKER, CECIL H.; DENES, P. B.; and PINSON, E. N. Speech
Synthesis. Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., 1963.
A manual designed to accompany a speech synthe
sizer kit which demonstrates formant production in
human speech. The manual covers speech synthesis,
linguistic organization and the physics of sound.
CHOWNING, JoHN. The Simulation of Moving Sound
Sources. New York: Audio Engineering Society Reprint
No. 726, 1970.
A report on computerized methods of location
modulation including a discussion of location cues in
hearing and possible control envelopes. Highly recom
mended.
DouGLAS, ALAN. The Electrical Production of Music. New
York: The Philosophical Library, 1957.
Covers the physics of musical instruments, scales,
intervals, harmonic analysis of transient phenomenon,
oscillators, electrical tone production, and speakers.
ERICKSON, RoBT. Sattnd Structure in Music. Berkeley: Uni
versity of California Press, 1975.
A highly documented writing dealing with the prob
lems of unraveling the mysteries of music timbre.
Highly recommended.
ERICKSON, ROBERT, ed. "Timbre Seminar Readings," in
"Four Views of the Music Department at the Uni
versity of California at San Diego," Synthesis, Vol. 1,
Issue 2, 1971.
A bibliography of writings on general timbre, at
tacks, spectrum, formant, phase, loudness, modulation,
noise, space, reverberation and timbral organization and
structure. Highly recommended.
HELMHOLTZ, HERMANN. On The Sensations of Tone. New
York: Dover Publications, trans. A. J. Ellis, 1954.
A classic reference on early acoustical studies of
resonating systems, pitch, and tuning. Highly recom
mended.
JOSEPHS, J. J. The Physics of Musical Sound. Princeton,
N. Y.: D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., 1967.
Covers basic vibratory phenomenon, hearing and
the ear, tuning systems, musical systems, synthesized
sound, musical instruments and recording and repro
duction considerations.
The Journal of the Acoustical Society of America. New
York: American Institute of Physics, 335 East 4,5th
Street, 10017.
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Papers on architectual and physical engineering,
underwater and musical acoustics, noise, physical acous
tics and perception. Semi-technical.
LEVARIE, SIGMUND, and LEVY, E. Tone-A Study in Mu
sical Acoustics. Ohio: Kent State University Press, 1968.
A very interesting and unique introduction to mu
sical acoustical systems beginning with an in-depth
semi-technical and philosophical discussion of intervals,
wave properties and timbre. Also sections on all clas
sifications of instruments and sound production. This
book also contains a lot of historical information from
a variety of sources. Highly recommended.
MoLEs, A. A. Information Theory and Aesthetic Percep
tion, trans. Joel E. Cohen. Urbana, Ill.: University of
Illinois Press, 1966.
Although this book is primarily a theoretical ap
proach to aesthetic applications of information theory
( primarily in music), there is also a great deal of
information concerned with musical perception and
psycho-acoustics. Highly recommended.
OLSON, HARRY F. Music, Physics and Engineering. New
York: Dover Publications, 1967.
Originally published in 1952 under the title of Mu
sical Engineering, this edition deals with musical acou
stics, chapters on scales, instruments and their charac
teristics, studio and room acoustics and an excellent
chapter on electronic music methods and apparatus.
PIERCE, J. R., and DAVID E. E., JR. Man's World of Sattnd.
New York: Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1958.
A variety of material concerning speech, hearing,
waves, resonators, and the acoustics of speech. This
book may also serve as a layman's introduction to com
munication science.
RETTINGER, MICHAEL. Acattstics-Room Design and Noise
Control. New York: Sagamore Publications, 1968.
Covers the problems and hazards of noise, physics
of sound, room acoustics and noise reduction.
RoEDERER, JUAN G. Introduction to the Physics and Psycho
physics of Music. New York, Heidelberg, Berlin:
Springer-Verlag, 1973.
For the musician this is probably the best book on
psycho-acoustics of music available. Very readable and
highly recommended.
SCHANZ, G. W. Stereo Handbook. New York: Drake Pub
lishers, Ltd., 1970.
Covers the fundamentals of stereo sound percep
tion, stereophony, transmission and reception of stereo
phonic information and testing techniques. An excel
lent introduction to stereophony. Highly recommended.
TAYLOR, C. A. The Physics of Musical Sounds. New York:
American Elsevier Publishing Company, Inc., 1965.
An analysis of musical sound production, harmonic
and Fourier analysis, amplification and sound percep
tion. Highly recommended.
WINCKEL, FRITZ. Music, Sound and Sensation, trans. T.
Binkley. New York: Dover Publications, 1967.
An excellent book on the theory of sound, acoustics
and psychoacoustics. A wealth of information on the
psychoacoustics. A wealth of information on the phys
ical properties of sound behavior which is essential in
formation to the composer. Highly recommended.
Woon, ALEXANDER. The Physics of Music. London: Uni
versity Paperbacks, 1962.
This book covers the area between physics and
music, vibration systems, musical quality, tempera
ment, room acoustics, recording and reproduction. A
bit dated but interesting reading.

Industrial References
This is a listing of companies and manufacturers produc
ing equipment and components used in the field of elec
tronics and electronic music. Although the individual
reader may not be in a position to take practical advan
tage of the equipment, the catalogues and specification
sheets which are usually supplied by the companies give
many insights into new applications and circuit designs.
The reader will find that being placed on the mailing lists
is an excellent method of keeping informed of new equip
ment and circuit designs.
Ampex-Professional Audio Products Division, 401 Broad
way, Redwood City, Cal. 94063
Acoustic Research, 24 Thorndike Street, Cambridge, Mass.
02141
Agfa-Gevaert AG, 509 Leverkusen, Vertrieb Magneton,
West Germany
Allied/Radio Shack, Department RE-1, 2725 West 7th
Street, Fort Worth, Texas 76107
Altec-Lansing, 1515 South Manchester Avenue, Anaheim,
Calif. 92803
Automated Processes, Inc., 35 Central Drive, Farmingdale,
New York 11735
Countryman Associates, 424 University Avenue, Palo Alto,
Calif. 94302
dbx, Inc., 296 Newton St., Waltham, Mass. 02154
Dolby Laboratories, 345 Clapham Road, London SW9,
England
Dynaco Inc., 3060 Jefferson Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
19121
Edita! Tape Splicing Equipment, Elpha Marketing Indus
tries, Inc., New Hyde Park, New York
Edmund Scientific Company, 300 Edscorp Bldg., Barring
ton, New Jersey 08007
EICO, 283 Malta Street, Brooklyn, New York 11207
Electro-Voice, Department 811 BU, 645 Cecil Street, Bu
chana, Mich. 49107
Fairchild Sound Equipment Corporation, 10-40 45th Ave
nue, Long Island City, New York 11101
Gately Electronics, 57 West Hillcrest Avenue, Harver
town, Pa. 19083
Gotham Audio Corporation, 2 West 46th Street, New York
10036
Heathkit, Benton Harbor, Mich. 49002
Hybrid Systems Corporation, 95 Terrace Hall Avenue,
Burlington, Mass. 01803
KLH Research and Development Corporation, 30 Cross
Street, Cambridge, Mass. 02139
Langevin-MCA Tech, 13035 Statcoy Street, Hollywood
Calif. 91605
McIntosh Amplifiers Laboratory, Inc., 2 Chambers Street,
Binghamton, New York 13903
Olson Electronics, Department LR-260, South Forge Street,
Akron, Ohio
Parasound, 680 Beach Street, San Francisco, Calif. 94109
Revox Corporation, 155 Michael Drive, Syosset, New York
11791
3M Company, St. Paul, Minn. 55101
Scully Recording Instruments Company, 480 Bunnell
Street, Bridgeport, Conn. 06607
Senheiser, 500 Fifth Avenue, New York 10036
Shure Brothers, Inc., 222 Hartrey Avenue, Evanston, Ill.
60204
Sony Corporation of America, 47-47 Van Dam Street, Long
Island City, New York 11101
Southwest Technical Products Corporation, 219 West
Rhapsody, San Antonio, Texas 78216

Spectrum Instmments, Inc., 102 Columbus Avenue, Box
474, Tuchahoe, New York 10717
Switchcraft, Inc., 5555 North Elston Avenue, Chicago, III.
60630
Teac Corp. of America, 7733 Telegraph Rd., Montebello,
Calif. 90640

Electronic Music Instrument
and Equipment Manufacturers
This listing was developed from a periodical list appear
ing in Synapse, 2829 Ryans Street, L.A. California, 90026.
Synapse is no longer in print and the reader may wish to
double check for any address changes.
Advanced Tools for the Arts, P.O. Box 825. Tempe, Ariz.

85281
Analog/Digital Associates, 2316 Fourth St., Berkeley, Cal.

94710
Aries Music Inc., P.O. Box 3065. Salem, Mass. 01970
ARP Instruments, Inc. This company is no longer in busi

ness but ARP owners may inquire at Chicago Music
Dealers Service, 4700 W. Fullerton Ave., Chicago, Ill.
60639 regarding repair work.
Audio Arts, Inc., 5615 Melrose Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
90038
Blacet Music Research, 18405 Old Monte Rio Rd., Guerne
ville, CA 95446
Bode Sound Company, 1344 Abington Place, North Tanawanda, N.Y. 14120
Buchla, Box 5051, Berkeley, Calif. 94705
CFR Associates, Box F, Newton, N.H. 03858
Computone Inc./Lyricon, P.O. Box 433, Norwell, Mass.
02061
Concert Company, 3318 Platt Avenue, Lynwood, Calif.
90262
Dataton AB, Box 257, 2-581 02 Linkoping, Sweden
DBL Electronics, 83 Morgan Circle, Amherst, Mass. 01002
Dennis (Electronic Music Components) 2130 Metcalf, Honolulu, Hawaii 96822
Electrax, P.O. Box 149, Tarzana, California 91356
Electron Farm/Harvest, Gregory Kramer, 135 W. Broad
way, New York, N.Y. 10013
Electronic Music Laboratories, P.O. Box H, Vernon Conn.
06066
Electronic Music Studios, The Priority, Great :Milton, Ox
ford, England
Eu Instruments, 417 Broadway, Santa Cruz, Calif., 95060
Eventide Clockworks, Inc., 265 W. 54th Street, New York,
N.Y. 10019
Farfisa, 1330 Mark St., Elkgrove Village, Ill. 60007
Galaxy Systems, P.O. Box 2475, Woodland Hills, Cal.
91364
Gentle Electric, 140 Oxford Way, Santa Cruz, Cal. 95060
Heuristics, Inc., 900 N. San Antonio Rd., Los Altos, Cal.
94022
Inner Space Electronics, Box 308, Berkeley, Cal. 94701
Ionic Industries, 128 James St., Morristown, N.J. 07960
Korg/Unicord, 75 Frost Street, Westbury, N.Y. 11590
Logistics, Box 9970, Marina Del Rey, Cal. 90291
MCI, Inc., 7400 Imperial Dr., Box 8053, Waco, TX 76710
(817) 772-4450
Media Mix, 4060 Stanford, Dallas, Texas 75225
Micor, P.O. Box 20885, Phoenix, AZ 85036 (602) 273-4111
MM Electronics, French's Mill, French's Rd., Cambridge,
England CB4 3NP
Moog/ Norlin, 7373 North Cicero Ave., Lincolnwood, Ill.
60646. Customer Service: 2500 Walden Ave., Buffalo,
N.Y. 14225
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Musicomputer, P.O. Box 1070. Canyon Country, CA
91351
Music Technology /Crumar, 105 Fifth Ave., Garden City
Park, N.Y. 11040
Musitronics Corporation, Sound Lab 10, Rosemount, N.J.
08556
MXR Innovations, 277 N. Goodman Street, Rochester, New
York, 14607
New England Digital Corp., P.O. Box 305, Norwich Ver
mont 05055
Oberheim Electronics, 1549 Ninth St., Santa Monica, Calif.
90401
Octave Electronics Inc., 3.5-73 Steinway St. Long Island
City, N.Y. 11103
Octron, 1346 Bayport Avenue, San Carlos, Calif. 94070
Omniphon, Box 166, Churchill Rd., Mason, N.H. 03048
Oznie Process Electronics, Box 7, Centerville, Penn. 16404
PAIA, Box 14359, Oklahoma City, Okla. 73114
Pollard Industries, Ind., 9014 Lindblade St. Culver City,
Cal. 90230
Polyfusion Inc., 160 Sugg Road, Buffalo, N.Y. 14225
Rhoads-Chroma, 1300 East Valencia Drive, P.O. 4137,
Fullerton, Calif. 92634.
Rocky Mount Instruments, Inc., Macungie, Penn. 18062
Rolandcorp U.S., 2401 Saybrook, L.A., Cal. 90040
Saputelli Music Systems, P.O. Box 40267, San Francisco,
Cal. 94140

Index

Scalatron/Motorola, 2130 N. Palmer Dr., Schaumburn,

Ill. 60196
Sequential Circuits, 3051 North First St., San Jose, Calif.

95134
Serge Modular Music, 1107-1/2 N. Western Ave., Holly

wood, Calif. 90029
Software Technology Corp., P.O. Box 5260, San Mateo,

Cal. 94402
Solid State Music, 2102A Walsh Ave., Micro Technology

2076B Walsh, Santa Clara, Cal. 95050
Star Instruments Inc., Box 71, Stafford Springs, Conn.

06076
Steiner-Parker, 2258 South, 2700 West, Salt Lake City,

Utah 84119
Stramp, 3-2000 Hamburg 53, Bomheide 19, Germany
Strider Systems, P.O. Box 2934, Norman, Okla. 73070
Syn-Cordian, 32:73 Steinway St., Long Island City, N.Y.
11103
Syn-Key, 114 W. Hintz Road, Wheeling, Ill. 60090
THINC-Technical Hardware Inc., P.O. Box 3609, Fuller
ton, Calif. 92634
VAKO Synthesizers Inc., 4651 62nd Avenue North, Saint
Petersburg, Florida 33565
Wavemakers, P.O. Box 27, Edmonds, Wash. 98020
Yamaha International, Box 6600, Buena Park, Calif. 90620
360 Systems, (213) 384-8447, 2825 Hyans Street, Los Angeles, Calif. 90026

additive synthesis,16,17
additive transposer (see frequency
shifter)
address counter,201
ADSR (envelope generator),67
alpha activity,58
alternating current (AC),11
AM (see amplitude modulation)
AM and FM compared,118
amplification,22
amplifier,7, 22 (see voltage controlled
amplifier)
amplitude,10,11
amplitude domain,26
amplitude modulation (AM audio
rate),177 If
of acoustic sources,123
double AM,121
multiple AM,122
spectral control,119
amplitude modulation (AM subaudio
rate),104 If
analog address (see sequencer)
analog delay,191,200 If
analog to digital conversion (ADC),
74,75
analog shift register,201
analog switch (see electronic switch)
analysis of instrument structure,86
angular velocity (of sound),214
Aries Instruments,83,250
ARP Instruments,25,28,39,73,94,
97,160,247
Ashley,Robert
String Quartet Describing the
Motions of Real Large
Bodies, 9I If
Wolfman. 207

attack-decay (AD envelope
generator),65
attack generator (see envelope
generator)
attack-release (AR envelope
generator),66
attenuating inputs,37
attenuation,37
attenuator,5,37
Babbitt,Milton,2
Bachus,John,192
balanced lines,178
balanced modulation,124
(see ring modulation)
balanced modulator (BM), 104,117,
124 If
(see ring modulator)
band elimination filter (see filters,
notch)
Bark scale,145
basic patch,29
beating,176
Beck,Steven,235
bell curve (filtering),148
Berhman,David,129
Players with Circuits. 139
Sine-Screen. 235
biological controls,58
Bischoff, John
Distant Morning Rendevous. 208
Boddicker,Mike, 11
Bode,Harald,131
Bode Instruments,129, 130, 230
bouncing (tape recording),I71
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Brant,Henry,2I2
Buchla,Donald,19
Buchla Instruments,13,I9,2I,24,
28,40,50,. 62,63, 66, 68,
69',71,72, 82,84, 85,98,
117,125,137,221,244
bucket brigade,200
Burke,A. Oscar,IO
Cage,John, 2,30
HPSCHD. 143

Williams Mix, 91
carrier (modulation),98
center frequency (filtering),148
Chadabe,Joel,78
Echoes. 208 If
Evenings. 208
Chowning,John,114,214
clamping (see waveform clamping)
clock (see timing pulse generator,low
frequency oscillator)
Collins, Nick,58
Pea Soup, 207
coloration,26,30,142,193
Columbia-Princeton Studios, I,87
compander,231
comparator circuit,54
compressor,230
contour generator (see envelope
generator)
controls,coexisting,36
controls defined,33
control voltage processors (CVP),37
Coordinome,87
coupled mixers,37
critical bandwidths (see Bark scale)
Cross,Lowell,2I6,235
cross-talk,169
current,11
cut-off frequency (filtering),26,147
cycle,11 (see Hertz)

DAISY,209
db (see decibel)
DBX,231
DC offset,99
decibel,8,I0,24,142
delta wave,16 (see triangle wave)
digital to analog conversion (DAC),
74,201
digital delay,200 If
digital memory,74
Dodge,Charles
Earth's Magnetic Fields, 30
Dolby,231
Doppler,195,214,223
drift (oscillator),13
drones,30,I07
duty-cycle,16 (see pulse width)
dynamic controls,33
dynamic memory,8U--
dynamic variables,29
echo,I90 If,202
pre-echo,I99
reverse echo,199
echo loop deck,19 5
echo receive (see echo return)
echo return,183,19I
echo send,183,191
editing (see splicing)
effects lines,I82

Ehle,Robert

Prelude in I 9 Tone Equal
Temperament, 88

Eimert,Herbert,I
electricity,8
Electro-Comp Instruments (EML),
13,40,47,71
electronic switch,63
elekronische musik,I
EML (see Electro-Comp)
emphasis (see Q)
envelope,53
envelope detectors (ED,envelope
followers),53, 6I
envelope followers (see envelope
detectors)
envelope generators (EG),64 If
EQ (see equalization)
equalization (EQ),142 If, 167
equalization standards,164
equalizers,144 If
applications,146
graphic,145
parametric,145
Erickson,Robert,8
Eu Instruments,19,24, 25,37,63,
67,74,152
exclusion filters (see filters,notch)
expander (amplitude),231
exponential response,24,34
Factor,Richard,205
fader (see attenuator)
feedback
acoustic,196,206
electronic,I97
(see Q)
filtering (basic),25 If
filter modulation,I06,133 (see
timbre modulation)
filters,147 If
all pass,205
band pass,148,I5I
banks,151
formant,153
low pass,148
non-variable,151
notch,150
Q,149
ringing,152
universal,152
voltage control of,106,133,
I53 If
fixed control voltage,32 (see offset)
fixed filter banks (see filters,banks)
fixed inputs, 37
flanging,202
FM (see frequency modulation)
formants,153 (see filters and vowel
formants)
Fourier Synthesis,17
frequency,10,12,19 (see pitch)
frequency modulation (FM audio
rate),112 If
exponential FM,113
index,112
linear,114
frequency modulation (FM sub
audio),97 If
as pitch ornamentation, IOI If
double FM,103
frequency shifter (FS),130 If
frequency shifting,129 If

function generator (see envelope
generator)
fundamental,14,55
gain,22 (see amplification)
gain inversion,I04
gate (timing pulse),5I, 62
Gaussian noise (see white sound)
Ghent,Emmanuel,87
glissando,39
Goode,Daniel

Faust crosses the Raritan
somewhere in East Africa
and finds himself back
home, a little sound of
the Reich. 90

Goren, Bruce, 162
graphic equalizer (see equalizer)
half harmonics,26
harmonic distortion,15
harmonic number,14
harmonics,14,II9,120
harmonic series,15
Harrison,Lou,73
headroom,166
hearing range,12
Heikinheimo,Seppo,9
Hertz (Hz),9
heterodyning,175, 207
high level (see line level)
high pass filter (basic),28 (see filters,
high pass)
Hindemith,Paul,17
Howe,Hubert,116
Hunt,Jerry,235
Hutchins, Bernie,84,113
Hz (see Hertz)
impedance,22,25
index (modulation),98
correlation,100
delay, JOO If
voltage control of,100
integrated amplifier,25
integration,38,71
with a low pass filter, 157
inversion, 37 If
joysticks,52,68
Kagel,Maricio

Music for Renaissance
Instruments. 17

Kelley,Daniel, 136
keyboard,45 If
fluctuating voltages from a,50
hold- no hold,46
homophonic,46
matrix,46
polyphonic,46
portamento,49
range-scale pots, 46
touch,45,50
tracking,48
klang,114
klangumwandler (see frequency
shifter)
lag,39,82
lag processor,39
Leedy,Douglas,85

Entropical Paradise, 244 If
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Lentz, Daniel
Rice, Wax and Narrative, 234
LFO (see low frequency oscillator)
Ligeti, 17
limiter, 230
linear response, 24, 35
linear transposer (see frequency
shifter)
line level, 23, 25
Lissajous figures, 235
loudness, 7, 22 (see amplitude)
low frequency oscillator, 12
as a clock, 62
as a sound, 29
low level signals, 25 (see transducers)
low pass filter (basic), 26 (see filters,
low pass)
Lucier, Alvin
Music for Solo Performer, 58 ff
The Only Talking Machine of Its
Kind in the Whole
World, 198
macro-time, 9
magnetic tape, I65
masking, 30
master (sync), 20, 109
matrix sequencer, 72
McCartney, Paul
Her Majesty, 212
McCarty, Frank, 90
Bert Bows, Bells and Balls His
Bass, 236
Stochastic Arp, 247
Tactus-Tempus, 3I
McLuhan, Marshall, 243
microphones, 25, 166, I77, 225 ff
microprocessor, 50
micro-time, 9
mike-line mixing, 166, I96
mixer (audio), I 7, 24, 175 ff
mixer (control voltage- see summed
controls)
mixing, 175 ff
monitor, I80
program, I80
signal modifications with, 181
sub-mix, 179
voltage controlled, I86
modulation oscillators (see low
frequency oscillators and
program oscillators)
modules, 4, 19
monitor (see mixing)
Moog, Robert, 78, I3I, I86
Moog Instruments, 13, 24, 25, 27, 37,
41, 61, 64, 97, IOI, 135,
I44, I46, 260
Monteverdi, 2
Mozart, 212
multimode filter (see filters, universal)
multiple, 77, 176
multiplication, 40, 69 ff
multiplier (see ring modulator)
Mumma: Gordon, 235

musique concrete, l

negative gain (see gain inversion)
noise (see white sound)
noise bands, 21
notation, 5
nulls (flanging), 203
objective measurement, I0, 12
offset, 5, 13, 32 ff
ohm, 22
Oliveros, Pauline
Beautiful Soop, 198
orchestration, 11
oscillator, I2 If (see voltage controlled
oscillator)
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83

10

output attenuation, 37
overtones, 14 If (see harmonic)
PAIA Instruments, 96, I25, I 34, 135,
162
Paik, Nam June, 235
panning, 181, 212 ff
manual control, 2I5
psycho-acoustics, 213
voltage controlled
AC control, 216
DC control, 2I9
panoramic, I81
pan pot, 181, 215
parallel, 19
parametric design, 4
parametric equalizer (see equalizers)
parametric processing, 42
Partch, Harry, 40
partials, 14 If, 18 (see harmonic)
pass-band (filtering), 147
patchcords, 227
patching, 45, 227
phasing, 204
photosensitive controls, 86, 215
ping-ponging (see bouncing)
pink sound, 21
pitch, 7, 12 (see frequency)
pitch shifts, II4 (see frequency
shifters)
pitch to voltage converters (PVC), 41,

55

portamento, 39
post-equalization, I64
potentiometer, 12
power amplifier, 22
preamplifier, 24
pre-equalization, 164
presets (keyboard), 46
processing, 5
processing inputs (see attenuating
inputs)
program (see mixing)
program (modulation), 98, 99
programmers, 11
PROM, 75
pulse address (see sequencers)
pulsers, 62
pulse wave, 16
pulse-width (audio), 16
pulse-width (timing pulses), 63
pulse width modulation (audio
PWM), 108
pulse width modulation (gate
applications), 63
punched tape, 86
Q, 27, 106, 144, 149
quadrature (envelope relationships),
68
quadrature VCOs, 130
quantization, 40, 71
radial velocity (of sound), 214
ramp wave (see sawtooth wave)
random address (see sequencers)
random voltage sources
fluctuating, 84
quantized, 84
stepped, 83
Ravel, Maurice, I7
Bolero, 18
rectangular wave (see pulse wave)
reference (frequency shifters), 130
regeneration (see Q)
register (digital), 75
Reich, Steve, 233
reject band (see stop band)
repeater (see echo loop deck)
resonance (see Q)
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reverberation, I90 If
artificial, 19I
as coloration, I93
global, 214, 223
local, 214
plate, 191
spring, I91, I92
time, 190, I92
Rhea, Tom, 135
Riley, Terry
Rainbow in Curved Air, 200
Whirling Surgery Dervish, 200
Ring Modulation (RM see balanced
modulation), 124 If
of acoustic sources, 127
"bowed" ring modulation, 129
Ring modulator, 126 If
Roederer, Juan G., IO
Roland Instruments, 74, 95, 97, 136,
162
roll-off, 26, 147
Rosenboon, David
Portable Gold and Philosopher's
Stones, 59
Roy, John, 209
Rzewski, Frederic, 2I6
sample/hold (S/H), 80
sawtooth wave, 15
Schaeffer, Pierre, I, 156
Schmitt trigger, 54
Schulze, Klaus, 2
sel-sync, I68
sensory perception, 9 If
sequencers, 70 If
address modes, 73
integration, 72
quantization, 72
summary, 79
sequential switch (see electronic
switch)
Serge Instruments, 71
shelf (filtering), I48
sidebands, 20, I12, 119
Siegel, Eric, 235
signal delay, 193 (see tape delay)
signals, 33
sine wave, 15
Slawson, Wayne, 19
slew, 39, 82
Sofer, Danny, I93
Sonic Arts Union, 2
sound-on-sound, 168
sound-with-sound, 169
speaker, 8, 11
phasing, 239
spectra, 14 If
spectral domain, 26
spectral gating, 28
spike wave, 19
splicing, 172
square wave, I6, I7
squelch, 127
static variable, 29
Stirrer, 2I6
Stockhausen, Karlheinz, I, 2, 9
Telemusik, 2I2
stop-band (filtering), 147
Strange, Allen
Vanity Faire, I93, 238
Stravinsky, Igor, 2
Strawn, John
Akarui Tsuki, 254
"S-Trig" (Moog instruments), 61,
228
Styles, Mark
Orion Rising, 250
sub-audio oscillator (see low
frequency oscillator)
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Subotnick, Morton, 2
subtractive synthesis, 25
summed controls, 37
sweetening, 170
symmetry (waveform), I6
sympathetic vibrations, I4
synchronization (sync), 20 ff, 116
as timbral modification, I09
synchronous recording (see sel-sync)
Synthi AKS, 37, 74
Synthi VCS-3, 13, 16, 254
tape delay, I94 If
tape looping, 232
Teitelbaum, Richard
In Tune, 60
temporal shifting, 233
threshold, 54
timbre, 7, 8
timbre modulation (audio rate), 133
timbre pot, 19
time constant (tc), 39
time sampling, 134
time stretcher (see Zeitdehner)
timing pulse generators (TPG), 62
timing pulses, 5I ff, 61
as controls, I87
delay, 64, 68
from sequencers, 76
(see triggers and gates)
Tomita, Isao, 159
track and hold (T/H), 83
tracking (VCO), 34
transient generator (see envelope
generator)
tremelo, I04
triangle wave, I6
triggers, 5 I, 61 If
trigger bus formats, 76 ff
trigger delay, 68
trimmer, 13
unattenuated, 19
unbalanced lines, 178
Underwood, Ian, 11
unity gain, 22
vibration, 7
vibrato, 99
vocoder, 229
voltage, 11 If, 22, 132 If
voltage control, 4
voltage controlled amplifiers (VCA),
22, 35
coupled VCA, 41
voltage controlled oscillators (VCO),
34 ff
tracking and tuning, 48
vowel formants, 158
"V-Trig" (Moog instruments), 61, 78
VU meter, 143, 166
wave form (see waveshape)
adjustment, I6
clamping, IOI If
magnitude, 99
wave length, 207
wave multipliers, 17
waveshape, 14 If
wave shapers, 17, I9
white sound, 2I
Wyman, Dan
Shadow of Its Former Self, 260
Xenakis, Iannis, 2
Zeitdehner, 228

